RESOLUTION NO. 2011-518
Adopted by the Sacramento City Council
September 13, 2011
AWARD OF CONSTRUCTION CONTRACT TO DIEDE CONSTRUCTION, INC. FOR
STRUCTURAL RETROFIT ACTIVITIES AT THE SACRAMENTO VALLEY STATION
(DEPOT)
BACKGROUND
A.

The Sacramento Valley Depot is listed on the National Register of Historic Places.

B.

Based on evaluation by independent structural engineers, it is recommended that the
Depot's seismic deficiencies be addressed to protect the facility from significant
structural damage in the event of an earthquake.
Structural upgrades have been identified and construction funding is available from the
California State Department of Transportation and Federal Transit Administration to
complete the work.

D.

Amtrak will reimburse the City up to $50,000 for the demolition of the existing
communications tower.

E.

The second phase of the structural upgrade work has been bid and the successful low
bidder has been identified.

F.

Sufficient funding is available in the Sacramento Intermodal Facility Project
(T15029000).

BASED ON THE FACTS SET FORTH IN THE BACKGROUND, THE CITY COUNCIL
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:
Section 1.

Plans and Specifications for Structural Retrofit activities at the Sacramento
Valley Station are approved.

Section 2.

The City Manager is authorized to execute a construction contract with Diede
Construction, Inc. in an amount not to exceed $8,869,000 to complete
Structural Retrofit activities at the Sacramento Valley Station (Depot).

Section 3.

The City Manager is authorized to increase the revenue and expenditure of the
Sacramento Intermodal Project (115029000) by $50,000 (Fund 3702) to
account for funds received from AMTRAK toward reimbursement for demolition
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of communications tower as part of the Sacramento Valley Station Structural
Retrofit Activities.
Section 4.

Exhibit A is attached and is part of this Resolution.

Table of Contents:
Exhibit A — Contract
Adopted by the City of Sacramento City Council on September 13, 2011 by the following
vote:
Ayes:

Councilmembers Cohn, D Fong, R Fong, McCarty, Pannell, Schenirer, Sheedy,
and Mayor Johnson.

Noes:

Councilmember Ashby.

Abstain:

None.

Absent:

None
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i rI ayor Kevin Johnson

Attest:

Shirley Co colino, City Clerk
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SPECIAL PROVISIONS

NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
PROPOSAL AND CONTRACT
FOR
Sacramento Valley Depot Retrofit
IN
CITY OF SACRAMENTO
CITY PROJECT NO T15029003
Non-Refundable Fee
S100.00
For use with City of Sacramento Standard Specifications for Public Construction Dated
June, 2007, Davis Bacon Wage Rates Dated July 1, 2011 or State of California Prevailing Wage
Rates (Higher Rate Prevails) and Labor Surcharge and Equipment Rental Rates.
For Pre-Bid•Th.#ormation
David L. "Morgan, Project Manager
*EL: (916)-808-8425
:FAX: (916) 808.8337
clmorgan@cityofsacrarnento.cut

• Bids to be received before

2:00 P.M., Wedn.esday, August 10, 2011
1st Floor, Historic City Hall
I Street, Sacramento, CA 95814

• 915

•Pre-Bid Meeting:
Thursday, July 21, 2011 at 1:00 PM
Sacramento Valley Depot
• "Conference Room (West end of building)
• 401 I Street
Sacramento, CA 95814
Engineer's Construction Estimate: $8;132,000 • Construction Time: 480 Calendar Days

VOLUME II

SECTION NO. 9 - PROJECT DEMOLITION HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SURVEY
REPORT
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PROJECT DEMOLITION HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SURVEY
CELLULAR TOWER AND SHED
SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT
401 I STREET
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
ENERCON PROJECT NUMBER: SIIRA035

Prepared for:
MR. DAVID MORGAN
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT
FACILITIES AND REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
5730 - 24Th STREET
BUILDING 4
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95822-3604
May 6, 2011
Prepared by:

3434 MARCONI AVENUE, SUITE C
SACRAMENTO, CA 95821
(916) 480-0205

PROJECT DEMOLITION HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
SURVEY •

CELLUAR TOWER AND SHED
SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT
401 1 STREET
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA

PREPARED FOR:
MR DAVID MORGAN
ASSOCIATE ARCHITECT
FACILITIES AND REAL PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
STREET
5730 BUILDING 4
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95822-3604
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PREPARED BY:
ENERCON SERVICES, INC.
3434 MARCONI AVENUE, SUITE C
SACRAMENTO, CA 95821
(916) 480-0205
ENERCON PROJECT NO. SHRA035
MAY 6, 2011

David Sendek
CA Certified Asbestos Consultant #09-4567
CA Department of Public Health #20958

John Wharf
Senior Consultant, Office Lead
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ENERCON
1.0 INTRODUCTION
ENERCON Services, Inc. (ENERCON) was retained by the City of Sacramento (Client) to conduct a prerenovation asbestos, .lead, and other hazardous materials sampling and investigation of a cellular (cell)
communications facility that included an equipment shed and associated tower at the Sacramento Valley
Depot, 401 I Street, Sacramento, California (Site). ENERCON was represented by Mr. David Sendek, a
California Division of Occupational Safety and Health (Cal/OSHA) Certified Asbestos Consultant (CAC)
and California Department of Public Health (CDPH) lead-based paint (LBP) Inspector/Risk Assessor.
The inspection involved collecting bulk samples of suspected asbestos-containing material (ACM) and
lead-containing material. In addition, other regulated building materials such as fluorescent tube lighting,
mercury switches, and polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) containing equipment was assessed.
Mr. Sendek completed the inspection on April 19, 2011. The purpose of the survey was to evaluate the
structures for the presence, locations, quantity, and characterization of asbestos containing materials
(ACM), LBP and other regulated building materials prior to demolition of the shed and tower.
ENERCON collected three (3) bulk samples of suspect ACM and four (4) bulk samples of suspect leadcontaining paint.
This survey report presents the survey findings for ACM, lead, and other regulated building materials.
Section 2.0 of the report describes the site structure. Section 3.0 discusses field survey and analytical
protocols. Section 4.0 presents findings. Section 5.0 provides recommendations based on the findings.
Appendices A through H provide laboratory reports and chains-of-custody, sample and material location
diagrams, photographic log, CDPH Form 8552 — Lead Hazard Evaluation Report, Sacramento
Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD) Form, California Department of Toxic
- Substances Control (DTSC) Universal Waste Fact sheet, and survey team certifications.
2.0 ON-SITE STRUCTURES
The single-story shed was formerly used to store radio communication devices for the cell tower. The
shed is approximately 160 square feet and 10 feet high and was constructed c. 1960s. The shed has a
concrete slab-on-grade foundation, steel walls and roof and the roof is pitched. The roof was not finished
with roofing materials. The interior of the shed consists of one steel dividing wall; the floor is finished
with a sheet flooring material and ceiling and is unfinished. The cell tower is a free-standing structure,
approximately 150 feet high and is unfinished.
3.0 FIELD SURVEY AND ANALYTICAL PROTOCOLS
The field survey and analytical protocols for the ACM and lead sampling are discussed below.
3.1 ACM FIELD SURVEY AND ANALYTICAL PROTOCOLS
ENERCON made every effort to inspect all accessible areas of the structures. Minor demolition of certain
materials was required during the sampling effort Bulk samples of suspected ACM were collected during
the visual inspection. Suspect ACMs were grouped as homogeneous areas if the material was similar in
appearance. and texture; however, if the inspector decided that a material was not similar in appearance
and texture to other materials discovered at the site, the inspector distinguished the material as unique and
collected samples of each unique material. The classifications of suspected ACMs were determined in
1
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accordance with the protocol recommended in Title 40 of the Code of Federal Regulations (40 CFR), Part
763, "Asbestos-Containing Materials in Schools; Final Rule and Notice." Representative bulk samples
were collected from each homogeneous and unique material identified.
Bulk samples of suspected ACM were sampled to ensure that each distinct layer of material was
collected. A wetting agent was applied to friable surfaces prior to sample collection to reduce the
potential for fiber release. All samples collected were placed in plastic bags, labeled, and sealed
immediately upon collection. After each sample was collected, the sampling instruments were wiped
clean using a wet, lint-free cloth to prevent cross-contamination between samples. A unique sample
identification number was assigned to each sample.
The samples remained in the inspector's custody until they were shipped to the laboratory. Upon
completion of sampling activities, the bulk samples were sent via Federal Express, along with
ENERCON's chain-of-custody documentation, to EMLab P&K (EM:Lab) in San Bruno, California.
EIV/Lab is accredited by the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) and participates in the
National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP). Bulk asbestos sample analysis was
performed using polarized light microscopy (PLM) in accordance with the EPA-recommended test
method described in 40 CFR 763, Subpart F, Appendix A. Appendix A of this report provides the ACM
analytical results and chain-of-custody forms for the bulk samples.
3.2 LEAD BULK SAMPLING AND ANALYTICAL PROTOCOLS
ENERCON made every effort to inspect all accessible areas of the structures. Bulk paint chip samples of
suspected lead-containing materials were collected during the visual inspection. Prior to sample
collection, a wetting agent was applied to painted surfaces to reduce potential for dust release. Samples
were placed in clean sample containers, labeled, and sealed. The samples remained in the inspector's
custody until they were shipped to the laboratory. After each sample was collected, the sampling
instruments were wiped clean using a wet, lint-free cloth to prevent cross-contamination between
samples. A unique sample identification number was Assigned to each sample. After the sampling
activities were completed, the samples were sent via Federal Express, along with ENERCON's chain-ofcustody documentation, to EMSL Analytical, Inc. (EMSL) in San Leandro, California. Samples were
analyzed using flame atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS). Appendix B of this report provides
analytical results and chain-of-custody forms for the samples.
33 OTHER HAZARDOUS MATERIALS SURVEY PROTOCOLS
ENERCON surveyed the shed and cell tower for the following regulated items/materials:
•
•
•
•

Mercury switches;
PCB containing equipment;
Fluorescent tube lighting; and
Miscellaneous electronic equipment

The inventory of these materials along with disposal recommendations is discussed in Sections 4.3 and
5.3 of this report.
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4.0 FINDINGS
Survey and analytical findings for the ACM samples and the lead samples are summarized below.
4.1 ACM FINDINGS
The PLM results for the ACM samples are summarized in Table 1 below. All materials sampled were
reported to be 'None Detected' for asbestos. Thus, asbestos was determined to be not greater than the
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) definition of greater than 1% asbestos. The complete results are
provided in the laboratory reports included as Appendix A.
TABLE 1
POLARIZED LIGHT MICROSCOPY RESULTS FOR ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIAL
SAMPLES
CELL TOWER AND SHED
SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT
401 1 STREET
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
Sample

Material Description
No.
0419-0 IA Steel Paneling
04I9-02A Red Sheet
Flooring/Mastic
0419-0213 Red Sheet
Flooring/Mastic
Notes:

ND
NA

Material Locations

Analytical
Result

Quantity
(sf or If)

Category

Throughout
Flooring in Shed

ND

NA

NA

ND

NA

NA

Flooring in Shed

ND

NA

NA

Asbestos was not detected
Not Applicable given None Detected results

4.2 LEAD FINDINGS
The AAS results for lead are summarized in Table 2 below; the laboratory reports are provided in
Appendix B. For reference, 'lead-based paints' are considered those paints with greater than 0.5% lead by
weight or 5,000 parts per million (ppm). Paints with reported detectable lead concentration amounts
below this amount are referred to as lead-containing paints.' Paints reported below the laboratory
detection limit are considered 'Non-lead containing.' Cal/OSHA regulations apply to materials with any
detectable amount of lead.
Painted components were sampled at representative interior and exterior components. No LBP was
identified. Two of the samples, gray on door and outside vent, were reported to be 0.017% and 0.029% by
weight, respectively and are considered lead-containing paints. The other two samples were below the
detection limit. Cal/OSHA regulations apply to painted surfaces on the door and outside vent.
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TABLE 2
PAINT CHIP SAMPLE RESULTS
CELL TOWER AND SHED
SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT
4011 STREET
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
Sample
Number
04/9-01
0419-02
0419-03
0419-04

Condition

Location

Material
Deseri t tion
Red Flooring

Inside Shed

Good

Gra on Door
Yellow on Exterior
Panelin
Yellow on Exterior
Vent

Two doors Within the Shed
Shed Exterior

Good
Good

Shed Exterior

Good

Classification.
Analytical Result
% b Wei ht
Non-Lead
<0.010% by Weight
Containin
0.017% b Wei ht Lead Containin
Non-Lead
<0.010% by Weight
Containin
0.010% by Weight Lead Containing

4.3 OTHER HAZARDOUS OR POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS MATERIALS FINDINGS
ENERCON inspected the building for other hazardous and universal wastes. No mercury switches were
identified during the site visit. However, mercury light switches may be present within the locked
electrical boxes. Additionally, suspect materials classified as PCB containing were not tested and are
presumed to contain quantities of PCBs. The following items/materials were identified during the site
visit:
TABLE 3
OTHER HAZARDOUS OR POTENTIALLY HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
CELL TOWER AND SHED
SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT
401 I STR_EET
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
Item/Material

Location

Quantity

Fluorescent Tubes

Ceiling of Shed

10

Ballasts Associated with Fluorescent
Tubes
Thermostats

Ceiling of Shed

5

Wall Mounted in Shed

2

Radio Communication Batteries on
Panel Strip
Fuse Box

Elevated in North Interior Shed

2 Panels

Wall Mounted in Shed

1 Box Containing 13 Fuses

Rectifier Boxes

Wall Mounted in Shed

2 Boxes

Communication Circuit Board

Wall Mounted in Shed

1 Board
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5.0 RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendations are provided below for ACM, LBP, and other regulated materials.
5.1 ACM
Based on analytical results from three (3) samples collected for asbestos analysis, no detectable asbestos
was reported. Therefore, no recommendations are made for disturbing any of the building materials at the
subject property.
ENERCON conducted a thorough asbestos survey suitable for pre-demolition removal determinations. If
however, concealed suspect asbestos containing materials are encountered by the contractor during
demolition, the contractor will stop demolition work. The contractor will then promptly notify the
asbestos consultant, who will respond to the site and collect samples of the suspect ACM. Following
receipt of laboratory results, the consultant will make a determination of any additional ACM abatement
that needs to occur prior to commencing with work.
5.2 LEAD
Since lead was detected in two (2) of the painted surfaces tested by ENERCON, contractors who disturb
paints at the shed need to be informed that lead is present and contain lead. Lead safe work practices
should be implemented by the contractor. Cal-OSHA's lead in construction standard (Title 8 CCR1532.1)
requires a contractor to develop and implement a lead compliance plan and use lead safe construction
practices. These issues are commonplace since these Cal-OSHA rules have been in effect since 1992 and
since lead containing paints are commonly found at buildings constructed prior to 1978, Painted
components waste may be disposed of as regular construction debris.
5.3 OTHER HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
The California DTSC regulates the handling and disposal of other hazardous and universal wastes often
found in structures including PCBs, mercury, stored chemicals, electronic equipment (e-waste), lighting,
thermostats and switches, batteries and aerosol cans. Universal wastes are treated nearly identically to
hazardous wastes, requiring hazardous waste generator identification numbers and manifests. All
hazardous and universal wastes should be recycled or disposed of in compliance with DTSC regulations
and under a uniform hazardous waste manifest.
The following items are designated as universal waste:
Electronic Devices (EDs) - 5 light ballasts (should be inspected for no-PCB label prior to
disposal).
Lamps — 10 mercury-added fluorescent light tubes.
Rectifiers —2 Rectifiers (should be inspected for no-PCB label prior to disposal.
Mercury-containing equipment —2 mercury-thermometers.
Batteries —2 Panel strips containing radio communication batteries
Fuse Box — 1 Fuse box
Communication Circuit Board — 1 Board
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The recommended disposal method for the universal waste is recycling at an approved destination
facility. The destination facility may manage universal waste pursuant to reduced requirements by
conducting one or more of the management activities described in 22 CCR 66273.60. Light tubes and
ballasts should be removed from fixtures/equipment prior to disposal. Material not recycled must be
disposed of at a Class I landfill.
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APPENDIX A
LABORATORY REPORTS AND CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY FORMS
FOR ACM SAMPLES

EMLab P&K

Report for:

Mr. Dave Sendek
Enercon Services, Inc.: SAC

3434 Marconi Avenue, Suite C
Sacramento, CA 95821

Regarding:

Project: 401 I Street; Cell Tower
EML ID: 775375

Approved by:

Dates of Analysis:
Asbestos-EPA Method 600/R-93/116: 04-21-2011

Lab Manager
Dr. Kamashwaran Ramanathan

Service SOPs: Asbestos-EPA Method 600/R-93/116 (EPA-6001M4-82-020 (SOP 01264))

All samples were received in acceptable condition unless noted in the Report Comments portion in the body of the report. The
results relate only to the items tested. The results include an inherent uncertainty of measurement associated with estimating
percentages by polarized light microscopy. Measurement uncertainty data can be provided when requested.
EMLab P&K ("the Company") shall have no liability to the client or the client's customer with respect to decisions or
recommendations made, actions taken or courses of conduct implemented by either the client or the client's customer as a result
of or based upon the Test Results, In no event shall the Company be liable to the client with respect to the Test Results except for
the Company's own willful misconduct or gross negligence nor shall the Company be liable for incidental or consequential
damages or lost profits or revenues to the fullest extent such liability may be disclaimed by law, even if the Company has been
advised of the possibility of such damages, lost profits or lost revenues. In no event shall the Company's liability with respect to the
Test Results exceed the amount paid to the Company by the client therefor.
Document Number: 200091 - Revision Number 5
ElViLab P&K, LLC

EMLab ID: 775375, Page 1 of 2

Client: Enercon Services, Inc.: SAC
C/O: Mr. Dave Sendek
Re: 401 I Street; Cell Tower

EMLab P&K
1150 Bayhill Drive, Suite 100, San Bruno, CA 94066
(866) 888-6653 Fax (650) 829-5852 www_emlab.com
Date of Sampling: 04-19-2011
Date of Receipt: 04-20-2011
Date of Report: 04-21-2011

ASBESTOS PLM REPORT: EPA-600/M4-82-020 & EPA METHOD 600/R-93-116
Total Samples Submitted:
Total Samples Analysed:
Total Samples with Layer Asbestos Content > 1%:

Location: 0419-01A, Steel Paneling

3
3
0

Lab 1D-Version:: 3432864-1

Sample Layers

Asbestos Content

Silver Non-Fibrous Material

ND

Sample Composite Homogeneity: Good

Location: 0419-02A, Red Sheet Flooring/Mastic
Sample Layers
Red Sheet Flooring with Backing
Composite Non-Asbestos Fibrous Content: 25% Cellulose
5% Glass Fibers
5% Synthetic Fibers
Sample Composite Homogeneity: Good
'

Lab 1D-Version:: 3432865-1

Asbestos Content
ND

Location: 0419-0213, Red Sheet Flooring/Mastic
Sample Layers
Red Sheet Flooring with Backing
Composite Non-Asbestos Fibrous Content: 25% Cellulose
5% Glass Fibers
5% Synthetic Fibers
Sample Composite Homogeneity: Good

Lab 1D-Version:: 3432866-1

Asbestos Content
ND

The results relate only to the items tested. Interpretation is left to the company and/or persons who conducted the field work. The test report
shall not be reproduced except in full, without written approval of the laboratory. The report must not be used by the client to claim product
certification, approval, or endorsement by NVLAP, NISI', or any agency of the federal goverment.
All samples were received in acceptable condition unless otherwise noted. EIVILab P&K reserves the right to dispose of all samples after a
period of thirty (30) days, according to all state and federal guidelines, unless otherwise specified.
Inhomogeneous samples are separated into homogeneous subsampies and analyzed individually. ND means no fibers were detected. When
detected, the minimum detection and reporting limit is less than 1% unless point counting is performed
t A "Version" indicated by -"x" after the Lab ID# with a value greater than I indicates a sample with amended data. The revision number is
reflected by the value of "e.
EMLab ID: 775375, Page 2 of 2
EMLab P&K, LLC

.,),
CHAIN OF CUSTODYA\
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APPENDIX B
LABORATORY REPORTS AND CHAIN-OF-CUSTODY FORMS
FOR LEAD SAMPLES

EMSL Analytical, Inc
2235 Polvorosa Ay e, Suite 230, San Leandro, CA 94577
Phone: (510) 895-3675

Attn:

Fax:

Fax: (510) 895-3680 Email: santeandrolabi6lemsl.ca nl

David Sendek
Enercon Services, Inc.
3434 Marconi Avenue
Suite C
Sacramento, CA 95821
(916) 480-0603

Customer ID:
Customer PO:
Received:
EMSL Order:

Phone: (916)480-0209

ENRN78
ENMISC 2236
04/20/11 9:00 AM
091103861

EMSL Proj:

Project: ENMISC 22361 Train Shed

Test Report: Lead in Paint Chips by Flame AAS (SW 846 3050B17000B)
Lab ID:

Analyzed .

4/25/2011
Client Sample 0419-01
0001

0002

4125/2011

ROL

0.010 % wt

Lead Concentration

<0.010 % wt

4/25/2011

0.010 % wt

0.017 % wt

0.010 %wt

<0.010 % wt

0.01 0%wt

0.029 w t

4/25/2011
0419-04

Client Sample

4119/2011

Site: Gray on door
Collected:

4/19/2011

Site: Yellow on exterior paneling
Collected:

Client Sample 0419-03
0004

Site: Red flooring

Collected.

Client Sample 0419-02

0003

!Votes

4/19/2011

Site: Yellow on outside vent
Collected:

4/19/2011

[Initial report from 04/25/2011 08:16:26

Baojia Ke, Laboratory Manager
or other approved signatory
RepodIng lun it is 0.01 % ort. The QC data associated with these sample results included in this report meet the method quality control requirements, unless specifically indicated
otherwise. Unless noted, results in this report are not blank corrected This report relates only to the samples reported above and may not be reproduced. except In full, without written
approve) by EMSL. EMSL beers no responsibility for sample collection achilies.
slight modifications to methods applied Unless otherwise noted, the results in this report have not been blank corrected. Samples received in good condition unlesS otherwise noted.
Quality Coned Data associated with this sample set is within acceptable limits. unless otherwise noted
Samples analyzed by EMSL Analytical, Inc Sal Leandro. CA
•

Test Reoort PB w/RDL-7.2t0 Printed: 4/25/2011 8:16:26 AM

age of 1 .
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APPENDIX C
SAMPLE AND MATERIAL LOCATION DIAGRAMS
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•
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Asbestos Sample Location
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0419-xxPb
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Lead Sample Location
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City of Sacramento

-

Cell Tower Shed
Pre-Demolition Survey
401 I Street
Sacramento, California

1
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ENERCON
Figure 1

Sample Location Map
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APPENDIX D
PHOTOGRAPHIC LOG
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APPENDIX E
CDPH FORM 8552 - LEAD HAZARD EVALUATION REPORT

California Department of Public Health

State of Cali:orate—Hea lt h and Human Services Agency
LEAD HAZARD EVALUATION REPORT

Section 1 — Date of Lead Hazard Evaluation 40(i I Pi/ 20
Section 2 — Type of Lead Hazard Evaluation (Check one box only)
j Clearance Inspection
Risk assessment
[. ..6d Inspection

Other (specify)

Section 3 — Structure Where Lead Hazard Evaluation Was Conducted

(LL"_tc._._
.• Shed: Ito I T

S—CACrc

rnei40

CaC ert-e.140 9 5-8 1
Children Ewing in structure?

Type of structure

Construction dale (year)
of structure

n

Multiunit building

C. I cti (oos

El

Zip Code

County

City

Address tnumber, street, apartment (if applicable))

Liv es
[ 1 Don't Know

School or day,

Single family dwelling

Section 4 — Owner of StructUre (If business/agency, list contact Person)
Telephone number

Name

of Sac couvi Q
c-14,41umber,
street, apartment (if applicable))
Address
S 7 30 2. 1.(

ATI)

j.

Sfrs-g-E. 14ct

City

L1

State

e4o

go8--

Zip Code

CA

9 Sli3

Section 5 — Results of Lead Hazard Evaluation (check all that apply)

{‘ a d- based paint detected
0 No lead hazards detected

Intact Iead-based paint detected
Lead-contaminated dust found

n Deteriorated lead-based paint detected

LI Lead-contaminated soil found El Other

Section 6 — Individual Conducting Lead Hazard Evaluation
Telephone number

Name

Zciv j

Senalei4

Address [number, street, apartment (if applicable))

(C0--(o

02 07

City

Zip Code

S'82 1
CD-PH certification number

2o

Ye'

Signature

-.2e)

S .c

Date

SI 51)

Name and CDPH certification number of any other indlvidua s conducting sampling or testing (if applicable)

Section 7 — Attachments

A.A foundation diagram or sketch of the structure Indicating the specifc locations of each lead hazard or presence of
lead-based paint;

B. Each testing method, device, and sampling procedure used;
C.All data collected, including quality control data, laboratory results, inclUding laboratory name, address, and phone number.
First copy and attachments retained by inspector

Third copy only (no attachments) mailed or faxed to:

Second copy and attachments retained by owner

California Department of Public Health
Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention Branch Reports
850 Marina Bay Parkway, Building P. Third Floor
Richmond, CA §48041403
Fax: (510) 620-5656

CDPII LI552 MID?)

ENERCON

APPENDIX F
SACRAMENTO METROPOLITAN AIR QUALITY MANAGEMENT DISTRICT FORM

Evcilierr —7Eveiy projeci Every day

May 5, 2011
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District
777 12th Street, 3 rd Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE: Survey Form Attachments
Pre-Demolition of Cell Tower and Shed
Sacramento Valley Depot
401 I Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Sir or Madam,
Pursuant to the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD) Asbestos
Survey Form, ENERCON Services, Inc. (ENERCON) is providing the following required
information to supplement the survey form:
L Findings and Recommendations
The sampling that was conducted at a cell tower and associated shed was done according to the fact
that both structures are scheduled to be demolished.
Following analytical results from the samples collected, no materials sampled were identified to be
greater than 1% asbestos.
This project is a jurisdictional project under the requirements of the federal National Emissions
Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) and SMAQMD Rule 902.
ENERCON conducted a thorough asbestos survey suitable for pre-demolition removal
determinations. If however, concealed suspect asbestos containing materials are encountered by the
contractor during demolition, the contractor will stop demolition work. The contractor will then
promptly notify the asbestos consultant who will respond to the site and collect samples of the
suspect ACM. Following receipt of laboratory results, the consultant will make a determination of
any additional ACM abatement that needs to occur prior to commencing with work.

fl Floor Plan Map(s)
Refer to the attached figure that illustrates the sample locations.
lii Sample Results
Refer to the laboratory report as no samples were reported to exceed 1% asbestos.
IV. Lab Results
Refer to the laboratory report.
reni:

,p110:00:-'9,7.01Agar.; 2a3:

C.A.4010`50 37;

,C,114.1:001:coxip

Page 2 of 2
V. Current Proof of Certification of Person Listing in #3
Refer to a copy of Mr. Sendeles Certified Asbestos Consultant (CAC) card.

Please contact me if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
ENERCON Services, Inc.

David Sendek
Senior Environmental Scientist
CAC #09-4567
Attachments

.44.34W (i .g

o'rto:-.4v.iiii.LW

SIIt Crr.2mh0 CA 958:21.

O'

916 4J 020

F

"16 UW 0401

enercon C0fl

0419-02A -

0419-01A 0419-02B -

Legend:
0419-xx

Asbestos Sample Location
Negative Asbestos Sample

ENERCON

City of Sacramento
Cell Tower Shed
Pre-Demolition Survey
401 1 Street
Sacramento, California

Figure 1
Sample Location Map
Not to soole

EMLab P&K

Report for:

Mr. Dave Sendek

Enercon Services, inc.: SAC
3434 Marconi Avenue, Suite C
Sacramento, CA 95821

Regarding: -

Project: 401 I Street; Cell Tower
EML ID: 775375

Approved by:

Dates of Analysis:
Asbestos-EPA Method 600/R-931116: 04-21-2011

Lab Manager
Dr. Kamashwaran Ramanathan

Service SOPs: Asbestos-EPA Method 600/R-93/116 (EPA-600/M4-82-020 (SOP 01264))

All samples were received In acceptable condition unless noted in the Report Comments portion in the body of the report. The
results relate only to the items tested. The results include an inherent uncertainty of measurement associated with estimating
percentages by polarized light microscopy. Measurement uncertainty data can be provided when requested.
EMLab P&K ("the Company") shall have no liability to the client or the client's customer with respect to decisions or
recommendations made, actions taken or courses of conduct implemented by either the client or the client's customer as a result
of or based upon the Test Results. in no event shall the Company be liable to the client with respect to the Test Results except for
the Company's own willful misconduct or gross negligence nor shall the Company be liable for incidental or consequential
damages or lost profits or revenues to the fullest extent such liability may be disclaimed by law, even if the Company has been
advised of the possibility of such damages, lost profits or lost revenues. In no event shall the Company's liability with respect to the
Test Results exceed the amount paid to the Company by the client therefor.
Document Number: 200091 - Revision Number: 5
EMLab P&K, LLC

EMLab ID: 775375, Page 1 of 2

EMLab P&K

Client: Enercon Services, Inc.: SAC
C/O: Mr. Dave Sendek
Re: 401 I Street; Cell Tower

1150 Bayhill Drive, Suite 100, San Bruno, CA 94066
(866) 888-6653 Fax (650) 829-5852 www.emlab.com
Date of Sampling: 04-19-2011
Date of Receipt: 04-20-2011
Date of Report: 04-21-2011

ASBESTOS PLM REPORT: EPA-600/M4-82-020 & EPA METHOD 6001R-93-116
Total Samples Submitted:
Total Samples Analysed:

3
3

Total Samples with Layer Asbestos Content > 1%:

0

Location: 0419-01A, Steel Panelin g.
Sample Layers
Silver Non-Fibrous Material
Same Composite Homogeneity: Good

Lab 1D-Version 3432864-1

Asbestos Content
ND

Location: 0419-02A, Red Sheet Flooring/Mastic
Sample Layers
Red Sheet Flooring with Backing
Cornposite Non-Asbestos Fibrous Content: 25% Cellulose
5% Glass Fibers
5% Synthetic Fibers
Sample Composite Homogeneity: Good

Lab 1D-Version$: 3432865-1

Asbestos Content
ND
.

Location: 0419-02B, Red Sheet Flooring/Mastic
Sample Layers
Red Sheet Flooring with Backing
Composite Non-Asbestos Fibrous Content: 25% Cellulose
5% Glass Fibers
5% Synthetic Fibers
Sample Composite Homogeneity: Good

Lab ID-Version:r 3432866-1

Asbestos Content

The results relate only to the items tested. Interpretation is left to the company and/or persons who conducted the field work The test report
shall not be reproduced except in full, without written approval of the laboratory. The report must not be used by the client to claim product
certification, approval, or endorsement by NVLAP, NIST, or any agency of the federal government.
All samples were received in acceptable condition unless otherwise noted. EMIab P&K reserves the right to dispose of all samples after a
period of thirty (30) days, according to all state and federal guidelines, unless otherwise specified.
Inhomogeneous samples are separated into homogeneous subsamples and analyzed individually. ND means no fibers were detected. When
detected, the minimum detection and reporting limit is less than-1% unless point counting is performed.
t A "Version" indicated by -"x" after the Lab ID# with a value greater than 1 indicates a sample with amended data. The revision number is
reflected by the value of "x".
EMLab P&K, LLC
EN/Lab ID: 775375, Page 2 of 2
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CHAIN . OF CUSTODY A\ EMLab

www.EMIabPK.eom

P&K

Cherry lii F, 6t8,1906 Olney Avenue, Cherry Hill, rgi 08000 " (866) 87i-19a
Phoenix, AZI 1501 WhsE Knudsen Drive, Phoenix, AZ 35027 • 000) 6514802
San Brum, Cit. 1150 Baybill Drive. #100. San ikon*, CA 94066 • (866) 888-6653
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APPENDIX G
DTSC UNIVERSAL WASTE FACT SHEET

Our mission is. to provide the highest level ofsafily, and to protect public health Ind the eniiironmentfrom toxic harm.

Fact Sheet, January 2010

Universal Waste Fact Shee: '
California's tli0Orsal Waste Rule allows individuals and businesses to transport, handle and
recycle certain cOiiiinen.,:hazardous wastes, termed universal waSieS,.w, • .manner that differs from
the requirements for'Patibazardous wastes. The more 'relaxed requirements for managing
universal wastes were id:00,E° ensure that„theY,.are Managed safely and are not disposed of in
the trash.
What are Universal Wastes?

Universal wastes are haz
nSiwastes that are widely produced by households and many
different ;tiltiOsKsfbusanesS4,liniversal wastes include televisions, computers and other
electrorii6:.4aimas well as batteries, fluorescent lamps, mercury thermostats, and,;pther
mercury containing
ment, among others.
The hazardous W,aSfe:•egulations (Cal. Code Regs, tit. 22, div. 4.5, ch. 11 ,s.0fion 662611
identify seven categories of hazardous wastes that can be managed as u.ni0fig;ai wastes. An
unwanted iterri,that.,4*alls within:0.0;4k these waste streams can be hap#1,41tansported and
recycled following the sim.p,leIiirT.enients set faith in the universa regulations-(LIWR)
(Cal. Code R4' ir41 22 d
Um

wak,eS.':are:
lecili116:deviees: Includes any Au..trome de ice that is a hazardous waste (with or
withoin'ai:Cathode Ray Tube (CRT)), iric1494:4,-.1evisions, computer monitors, cell
phones, '(.7CRs, computer CPUs" and portabIBOVriplayers.
2. Batteries: Most household-type batteries, including rechargeable nickel-cadmium
batteries, silver button batteries, mercury batteries, alkaline batteries and other batteries
that exhibit a characteristic of a hazardous waste
3, Electric lamps: Fluorescent9hese:andtplbsi:bigkihatensity discharge lamps, sodium.,
vapor lamps and electriClainps that contain aa-adit*ii6. . as.weltas,an, othei Lamp
exhibits a characteristic of a hazardous waste. (e.g., lad
4. Mercury-containing equipment: 'Thermostats, mercury swifeliekt rifertury ermometers,
pressure, or vacuum gauges, dilators andweighrtiFd tubing, mercury rubber flooring,_
mercury gas flow regulators, dentalAAlgya,"'-e870. ts, dampers and mercury
added novelties such as jewelry, cg.:4*140.' .411'(V:
5. CRTs: The glass picture tubes remo'd from d eiiiaerto
monitors.
6. CRT glass: A cathode ray tube tha::i:';;"'s.been accidcntly,broken or processed for
recycling.
7. Non-empty aerosol cans

Universal Wastes may not be disposed
4 of in the trash!
STATE. OF CALIFORNIA

Our

mission is to _provide the highest level ofs#y, and to protect public health and the lAiiiromnentfrom toxic barns.

Regulatory Standards for Universal WaSte
The IUWR
requirements for of
, Universal
Versal,,waste handlers
2. Universal waste transporters
3. Destination Facilities

,the three types of regulated entities :

Universal Waste Handlers
A universal waste handler is a generarat'cif universal waste or the owner or operator of a facility
that receives universal waste frOganOther universal waste handler, accumulates universal waste,
and sends universal waste toliOlier universal waste handler, a facility that accepts hazardous
waStesoka)fpreign count
A universal Waite handic t may be
Olfij
u
L A p erson (44ti ho sehold
or business) who generates universal WaSte: but qs.;not
......
accept umfy§iital waste from others
2. A person ;ho accepts andpccumulates universal waste generated 1'b, otners at his 'a
faeility,::?::::t.
, Igz4:'
3. A persOnyho accept5:,4**Atqaste generated by-others an .,Aconducts certain treatment
and reC e ng dUJVIEE...S i1l oedby the universal waste hair ifregulations
oanagement: e4uireme f r Universal WasleI1andlei's
',Code Regs, tit. 22, sections
62 73
62773- :0; additional requiremewtsfde' andlerkwh
„ o Conduct authorized treatment
Cal. Code RegS,.#1.' 22, sections 66273,70-.77)c'.

•

Do not dispose of universal waste or treat un ersal waste except as provided for in the
regulations

o Notify DTSC and/or obtain an EPA identification number
• Use proper containmentari;: d' •
•

-niPatible.,;co Miners

Segregate universal waste in distinct areas

• Determine if materials generated when handling/recycling are —itar ous Waites
• Comply with applicable requiretnentsfor' Oaf i'i:ggWaste,
• If applicable, comply with zoning TO r,O, PFSOAtiiilt*WrIK:WaA.
• Have spill kits readily available to'deal with accidental sings', inete
devices)
O Use proper labeling and markings
• Accumulate universal waste no longer than on0:,

4:46
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

.,'cO - ning

Oar mildon is to pn3viele the highest level ofrafety, and to protect puhlk health and the
0

iioronnientfivin toxic harm.

Provide personnel training to personnel who manage universal Waste, or who supervise
personnel who manage universal waste andd keep training records

O Respond to releases of universal wasie'OrAts contents; determine if pill residuals are
hazardous
, , waste
▪ Track shipments by keeping records of what Was received and shipped (name, address,
quantities) fOrOree years

Universal Waste TransnarterS.:.

-.F..:::.:;;.:::-.,
• ' . '''"
A universal waste transporter is a person engaged in the offsite transportation of universal waste
by air, rail, highway or water..A*Nersal waste transporter may be:
:::::;::::,•.,"
1. Universal waste handier' .carrying universal waste in his or her own vehicle
.
2'
:a.:4rage shipping ‘Service (e.g., US Postal Service; FedEx, UPS)
',•.-,-:
. :.-.;':.'.•.:::.
3. A coniikercial..:Carfier (e.g., a trucking company, a hauler specializing in Opel-Sal waste,
or the eper.,..tr:a a destination facility that offers a universal Waste p1,..c.t.011;;:
- l:!7) ,
> If yOS'dO0ot own or operate a facility that accepts, gene.rat:s
:ci ::,6 ri!cty
).1:apyenoileuactar
oare stores
eso,eni
tr
unix!e' rkal waste, but ou. pick up and transport Universal waste,Az.,
devi.Ce'k:from officegq,'7. t),R1,Axties) to a recycling
or collect
wascollection
,
nSp
e traorterA
.ni vs
eral
.rtsporter rg'IT't need to notif
y I:
DTSC

' s lit.,.'ityir_transportat1011 acti,tieilif
uoill::i.Stb
ezlii-1itwann
asl..tt Ayelo-rt

u. ? efi,

,,, universal waste at a transfer facility for up to
'ersal waste transporter:-'‘14!,#§,x,e
niver4al-Ate transporter who exceeds this
ailiSfeensidered a universal waste afie,fs subject to the handler
requirements surnmarized above
:%-ticlin
g on local zoning)
1:01;13ier,s_.(01J
,

Destination Facilities
A destination facility is 4 fu1ly-segulated2bFxdouswaste facility that treats, disposes ot or
recycles a specific type of.unixe gat WaStrEkaiiiple'00,0tination. facilities are hazardous as
recycling facilities and hazardous waste landfills. A destinatiiii:B.L,—;:NVItgilagq-,1,.;,,i,
litY
universal waste in accordance with the requirements and conchilonsaff,ifitarddiisixpiaitle
facility permit, unless authorized by section 66273.60 of title 22 of the California Code of
Regulations to manage it pursuant to the. reducedr. „,..t.liremerltsiLa plkable. to universal waste
handlers. A destination facility is requirego . hiSoitco,„4 f4Alip.ping uniVersal.xastes
off-site and for rejecting shipments that contalnk, iiniye'rSO*4%,Rmndrcuiredto keep records
of all shipments received for three years. .A,!; fg6ill1y that only acej,ts ancuaiul âtesuniversal
waste is not a destination facility. Such a facility is regulated as a universeWaste handler.

Vet
—

STATE OF CALIFORNIA.

Our mission is to provide the highest level ofsafiv, and to proiert public health and theA7;ironmentfrom toxic halm.

Households and Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Universal vv,440 Generators
(CESQUWG)

Two categories of universal waste handlers—liOtiAeholds and CESQUWQSHare exempt from
most Of the requirements of the universal waste teOlations provided they comply with certain
conditions. Handlers who qualify for these exemptions are not required:.
O To obtaiii T.anvA ID number or otherW.*fi60-y:Dist,'."'
* To keep records ashipments Pr:ptii.Vid'el::..au';'i reports to DTSC; or
O To label their universal waSte.:'::i."
A household is defined to
:,.9,,',4,clence unit

•

'a single detached residence (e.g., a house) or a single unit of a
apartment or condominium). Households that generate

iiadfaSom4:94 other-,„than Universal wastes (e.g., paints and motor oil) can visit DTSC's
household likaidong:WaSte Web page (littn://www.dt8c.ca .goNA-iazardousWasielinir ersailAke/HEW.cfm)
for information on,liOW:.tO properly dispose of them.
A Conditionally Exempt Small Quantity Universal Waste Generator (CESOPpWG) is a uh•taal
waste generator Ai'O produces lesohan 100 kilograms (220 pounds) ofRC1A hazardous
including univerial waste thatillW universal waste and less thajkilogram of acutely
hazardous waste ii a calen*Otiii0:(RPRA hazardous waste is :4**us waste that is
- ,Waste re- , itions adopted by thU S, Environmental Protections
regulated under the hazardous
ursuant to eeRoli 66273.8 of title 22 of the ,a oenia: o e of Regulations, a generator who
meets the definition
of a household or a CESQ(Mile.re%4.1pt rom universal waste handle?,
requirements pi:ovided he or she:
1) Does not dispose of universal waste;
2) Relinquishes universal waste only to another universal waste handler, a universal
waste transporter, a Cl6.0finfiatI.6111-i19'*ii-4::.C .,P"idenh...ciusehold hazardous w as
.11:
collection prograni; and
3) Does not conduct treatment of universal waste, except or
enumerated in the regulations (e.g., removing batteries, light bulbs, or mercury
switches). This exemption appliesA
"Imply,p, re generated by the household
(e .g. light bulbs, computers, telenagios„th.rinostats cdl phone s. , etc.), not to,„.„;,,,„
universal waste accepted from Othettieci
Where can I send universal wastes?
A handler may not send universal waste to a murno a
non-hazardous waste recycling center. All handlerib
universal waste to one of the following:
tcN
STATE OF CALIFORNIA

almeearlaieUndfill or a
relinquish their

Our mission is to

provide the highest level ofsafily. and to protect public health and theeikironmentfrom toA-ie harm

1. Another handler (typically a business that specializes in collecting, Storing, accumulating
and shipping universal wastes). Examples
, A household hazardous waste facility
,
Partner" such as a retailer or manufacturer

t
w
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ENERCON
1.0 BUILDING DESCRIPTION
The work specified herein shall include all procedures necessary to complete hazardous materials
abatement of asbestos and lead paint-building components at the Sacramento Valley Train Depot located
at 401 1 Street in Sacramento, California (Site). The Site consists of a four-story building with a basement
and is currently utilized as an Amtrak rail station. The building was constructed c. 1925 and is
approximately 68,440 square feet. The building was contains masonry exterior walls and has a pitched
main roof, with flat roofs located at the north, east, and west ends of the building. Interior walls and
ceilings consist of plaster with some gypsum wallboard portioning walls found in various locations.
Flooring consists of a mixture of vinyl and ceramic floor tiles along with a sheet flooring material.
The building is listed on the National Register of Historic Places, the California Register of Historic
Resources, and the Sacramento Register. Historic finishes include, but are not limited to, crown molding
and door frames with a varnish finish, ceramic tile found in bathrooms and metal awnings over the facing
of the building.
2.0 SCOPE OF WORK
The, purpose of the Construction Retrofit phase of the project is to correct the seismically deficient
portions of the building. Most of the work will involve removing flooring and lower walls (up to two feet)
in select areas. For purposes of this phase, ENERCON has included detailed specifications for four main
tasks that include lead-based paint (LBP) stabilization of peeling and flaking paint, removal of intact
LBP, asbestos-containing material (ACM) abatement, and removal and disposal of universal waste.
This phase of the project will follow the Construction Preparation phase. During this phase, LBP and
ACMs was scheduled to be removed in select locations, based on areas where renovation activities were
to occur. The same approach will apply to the Construction Retrofit phase as only areas where work is to
occur will be addressed for LBP and ACMs. ENERCON utilized the retrofit diagrams for this purpose. In
general, LBP was more common and will be addressed first LBP was extensive in areas including, but
not limited to, the rd and 3rd Floor walls and ceilings, and stairwells. ACMs identified for the retrofit
phase included flooring materials, thermal system insulation (TSI) on radiator pipes, mirror and roofing
mastics, and a tar paper underneath finished flooring. Removal of peeling and flaking LBP must be
performed by a licensed lead abatement contactor; intact lead paint can be removed by the demolition
contractor; however, California Occupational Safety and Health Administration (Cal/OSHA) regulations
apply to any quantifiable amount of lead. Further, to handle the intact lead paint, the demolition
contractor must have Lead Hazard Communication Training, a Respiratory Protection Plan, and Injury
and Illness Prevention Program (TPP). The ACM must be removed by a licensed asbestos abatement
contractor.
The specifications provide detailed instructions on the installation of work area isolation and engineering
controls, as well as visual clearance inspections for LBP and asbestos, and air clearance sampling for
asbestos. The visual clearance inspections for lead, collection of area asbestos samples, and final visual
and air clearance samples will be conducted by ENERCON. All lead and asbestos-related activities must
be performed in compliance with applicable federal, state, and local regulations. The scope of work also
includes demolition and disposal of LBP-containing components with intact paint, which may be
performed by the demolition contractor; however, if these methods are used, all appropriate Cal/OSHA
precautions and waste disposal requirements must be used. The abatement contractor will be responsible
for transportation and disposal of all hazardous materials.
Work performed herein shall conform with all the requirements of Division 1 in the Sacramento Valley
Depot Construction Preparation Project Manual.
The hazardous materials identified at the Site that are anticipated to be disturbed during this Construction
Retrofit phase are summarized in the tables below.
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TABLE 1:
LEAD-BASED PAINT REQUIRING PAINT STABHJZATION AND DEBRIS CLEANUP
SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT
CONSTRUCTION RETROFIT PHASE
Floor
Room No.
Estimated
Observed Condition
Notes
quantity (ft)
'
Basement
Far
Stairwell
Basement

400

Peeling/Intact

This stairwell is located at the
southeastern end and leads to
the basement

North Stairwell — Room 117
(Walls/Ceiling)

400

Peeling/Intact

The main North Stairwell that
leads to the 2'1 Floor

101 (Walls/Ceiling)

400

Peeling/Intact

Far West wing stairwell that
leads to 2r'd Floor

114, 115, 115.1, 118, 118.1,
and 119 (Wails/Ceiling)

220

Peeling/Intact

Police
Amtrak
Station/Office/Storage .
at
North End

1.

136-139 (Walls/Ceiling)

250

Peeling/Intact

West end of administrative
offices

1

160 (Walls/Ceiling)

150

Peeling/Intact

Women's
Restroom
Women's Locker Room

1

167 (Walls/Ceiling

150

Peeling/Intact

Men's Restroora by Men's'
Locker Room

No Number — Stairwell Near
Room 212 (Walls/Ceiling)

300

Peeling/Intact

This stairwell is located at the
west end and leads to the 3'
Floor

No Number — Stairwell Near
Room 224 (Walls/Ceiling)

300

Peeling/Intact

This stairwell is located at the
east end and leads to the 3rd
Floor

No

Number

Southeastern
Leading
to
(Walls/Ceiling)

1

2

—

-

by

2

205-206 (Walls/Ceiling)

1,300

Peeling/Intact

AU portions of the Historical
Hallway to be stabilized

2

207 (Walls/Ceiling)

200

Peeling/Intact

Restroom by Stairs to l't
Floor, stabilize everything
except the north wall

2

217, 218, 220, 221, 222, and
229 (Walls/Ceiling)

800

Peeling/Intact

All
rooms:
stabilize
everything except the north
wall

3

307, 308, and 310 (East
Wing Ceilings)

2,100

Peeling/Intact

Entire East Wing of 3 th Floor

3

" 307, 308, and 310 (East
Wing Walls)

375

Peeling/Intact

Entire East Wing of 3th Floor

No Number — Stairwell to 4th ' 200
Floor (Walls/Ceiling)

Peeling,/Intact

This stairwell is along the
west wall and leads to the
Floor

3

*Notes: Lead quantities are for the total area of deteriorated lead paint on walls and ceilings that are scheduled from renovation
activities for this phase and will need to be stabilized. Refer to Construction Retrofit Diagrams for exact locations.
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Work must be conducted by a licensed lead-abatement contractor and stabilized paint chips/debris to be disposed of as
hazardous waste.

TABLE 2:
INTACT LEAD-BASED PAINT REMOVAL FOLLOWING LEAD STABILIZATION/DEBRIS
CLEANUP
SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT
CONSTRUCTION RETROFIT PHASE
Estimated Quantity (ft2)
Room No.
Floor
Basement

No Number — Far Southeastern Stairwell Leading to
Basement

200

1

Room 117 - North Stairwell

200

1

Room 101 - Far West Wing Stairwell

200

1

114, 115, 115.1, 118, 118.1, and 119

400

1

136-139

400

1

160

250

1

167

250

2

No Number — Stairwell Near Room 212

200

No Number — Stairwell Near Room 224

200

2

205-206

900

2

207

150

2

217, 218, 220, 221, 222, and 229

600

3

307, 308, and 310

450

3

No Number — Stairwell to 4th Floor

200

401 — West Wing

700

402-405 — East Wing

650

2

4

•

*Notes: Lead quantities are for the total area of intact lead-coated walls and ceilings following stabilization activities from the
Construction Retrofit phase. Refer to Construction Retrofit Diagrams for exact locations. This phase mainly involves
removing the lower two (2) feet of perimeter walls.
Cal/OSHA rules apply to the removal of intact LBP. Intact LBP removal must be conducted by a contractor with Lead
Hazard Communication Training, a Respiratory Protection Plan, and Injury and Illness Prevention Program.
ENERCON will conduct the lead waste characterization sampling.
Contractor shall bid on intact LBP removal to be disposed of as non-hazardous waste.

TABLE 3:
ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIALS
SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT
CONSTURCTION RETROFIT PHASE
Material
Asbestos
Concentration

Floor

Room No.

1

126, 128, 130, and 131
(Public Bathrooms)

Mirror Mastic

10% CH

3

Estimated Quantity
(SF/LF)
65 SF

1J ENERCON
Floor

Room No.

Material

Asbestos
Concentration

Estimated Quantity
(SF/LF)

1

155 (2' x 35' along far
west wall of Quiet
Room)

9"x 9" Tan Vinyl
Floor Tile/Mastic

5% CH

70 SF

1,2 and 3

128 (East Restroom
244-247
Wall),
Office
(Southeast
Cubicles), 308, and
310 (East Wing)

Black Pipe Wrap

55% CH

45 LF

•

t

.

2 and 3

216, 217, 218, 220,
221, 222, 226, 227,
229, 233, 234, and 240
(Perimeter Walls)

TSI Subfloor Pipe
Insulation (Radiators)

16% AM
2% CH

180 LF

4

403

Black Tar
Under Red
Flooring

Paper
Sheet

29% CH

240 SF

Gray Mastic Around
Roof Vents/Seams

10% CH

40 SF

North Roof . Roof Above 2nd Floor

•

Notes: Asbestos quantities are only for the areas that are scheduled to be disturbed by demolition activities for this phase. TSI
Subfloor Pipe Insulation and Black Pipe Wrap are found in isolated sections in each of the rooms listed above. Refer to
ENERCON's ACM Location Maps and the Retrofit Demolition Plan Diagrams for exact locations. Room Numbers
correspond to the Retrofit Demolition Plan Diagrams. TSI Subfloor Pipe Insulation is located under a wooden subfloor

•

nearditos.
CH:
Chrysotile Asbestos
AM:
Amosite Asbestos
SF:
Square Feet
Linear Feet
LF:
TSI:
Thermal System Insulation
ACM: Asbestos-Containing Material

TABLE 4
OTHER HAZARDOUS MATERIALS
SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT
CONSTRUCTION RETROFIT PHASE
Fluorescent Tube Lighting (#
Location (Room #)
Fluorescent Tube Lighting (#
of Fluorescent Tubes)
of Ballasts)
4
117 —North Stairwell
36
18
114, 115, 115.1, 118, 118.1, and
119
6
12
136-139
160
2
4
4
167
2
4
West Stairwell near Room 212
205-206
9
18
4
207
2
Notes: Hazardous and universal wastes that are listed in Table 4 should be recycled or disposed of in compliance with
Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC) regulations and under a uniform hazardous waste manifest.
The recommended disposal method for the universal waste is recycling at an approved destination facility.
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3.0 LEAD CONTAINING PAINT PROCEDURES
GENERAL SCOPE
This specification covers the removal and stabilization of potential hazards relating to materials
previously determined to contain lead. Many of the housekeeping/ground rules/site security issues
addressed in this section also apply to the asbestos removal section as well.
Description of Work:
The Contractor is to furnish all transportation, labor, materials, services, training, insurance permits and
equipment as needed to complete removal and stabilization of damaged lead containing paint as directed
by ENERCON's LBP Inspection conducted at the Site on February 7 — 11, 2011 and the Sacramento
Valley Depot Construction Preparation plans that outline building materials that will be impacted from
this renovation phase. The Contactor shall follow all federal, state and local ordinances, regulations and
rules pertaining to lead including its handling, storage, transportation and disposal.
The work specified herein is the removal/stabilization of damaged lead containing paint to be performed
by competent persons trained, knowledgeable, and qualified in the techniques of lead containing paint
removal and stabilization, handling and disposal of lead containing paint and/or lead-contaminated
materials, and the subsequent cleaning of lead contaminated areas. Work shall be performed by
Contractors who comply with all applicable federal, state and local regulations, and this specification.
All removal and stabilization work shall be performed under the strict work practices and procedures for
this project. The decision(s) of the Owner shall be final in all matters relating to the interpretation of
these specifications and all applicable regulations. The Contractor shall abide by all directions and
decisions relative to LBP removal and/or lead dust control.
Standards and Guidelines:
General Applicability of Codes, Regulations, and Standards: Except to the extent that more explicit or
more stringent requirements are written directly into the specification, all applicable codes, regulations,
and standards have the same force and effect (and are made part of the specification by reference) as if
copied directly into the specification, or as if published copies are bound herewith.
State and Local Requirements:
The Contractor shall comply with the following State of Cal/OSHA Regulations, Title 8 California Code
of Regulations: General Industry Safety Orders, Section 5216, Lead Regulations.
The Contractor shall comply with the Federal Environmental Protection Regulations pertaining to
handling and disposal of lead-containing materials as well as the State of' California and any local
governmental agencies which have delegated responsibility for the administration and enforcement of
federal regulations.
The Contractor shall select an Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) - approved disposal site, and shall
comply with all requirements of the disposal site.
Contractor Responsibility: The Contractor shall assume full responsibility and liability for compliance
with all applicable federal, state, and local regulations pertaining to work practices, hauling, disposal and
protection of workers, visitors to the site, and persons occupying areas adjacent to the site. The
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Contractor is responsible for providing medical examinations and maintaining medical records of all
personnel as required by the applicable federal, state, and local requirements.
Other Requirements:

The Contractor shall comply with said regulations, requirements, and standards (noted above) and require
and be directly responsible for compliance therewith on the part of his agents, employees, material, and
Subcontractors; and shall directly receive and be responsible for all citations, assessments, fines or
penalties which may be incurred by reason of his agents, employees, material, or Subcontractors failing to
so comply.
The Contractor shall indemnify the Owner and save from any and all losses, costs and expenses, including
fines, judgments, and reasonable attorney's fees incurred by the government by reason of negligence on
the part of the Contractor in exposing his employees, owner personnel, visitors, and/or in the proper or
accepted procedures dealing with lead abatement and/or the real or alleged violation of such laws,
ordinances, regulations, and directives (federal, state and local) which are currently in effect or which
become effective in the future, by the Contractor, his Subcontractors, or material.
Submittals and Notices:

All submittals required by this Section shall be maintained on-site by the Contractor and shall be available
for review by the Owner and ENERCON.
Pre-Job Submittals - Within ten (10) working days of contract award, the Contractor shall submit to the
Owner and ENERCON for review and approval:
Proof satisfactory to the Owner that all required permits, site locations, and arrangements for transport
and disposal of lead-based materials and wastes and the like have been obtained including, but not limited
to, the following:
•

The EPA hazardous waste generator identification number (GIN) is available through the Owner.

••The name and appropriate certification/ licenses of the hazardous materials transport firms.
•

The name and appropriate certification/licenses of the disposal facility.

•

A written respiratory protection plan as required in 29 CFR 1926.103.

•

A written medical examination and consultation plan that includes the items required by 29 CFR
1926.52.

•

Copies of all permits.

The following documentation on individual Contractor employees:
•

Proof of medical examination, per 29 CFR 1926.52 protocol;

•

Records of baseline (pre-job) blood lead tests, per 29 CFR 1926.52 protocol;

•

Medical authorization for respirator usage, per 29 CFR 1926.103; and
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Certificates of appropriate lead training, as required by 29 CFR 1926.52 and this Specification:
Based on comments and feedback from the pre-bid walk, a comprehensive work plan for the lead related
work in compliance with this specification and applicable regulations shall be provided. The work plan
shall clearly identify the removal method(s), work area plan(s) by floor or section, timelines, and
responsible parties. These requirements shall be met by submission of drawings on which each of these
areas is clearly identified.
The work schedule will be dictated by the Owner.
Various manufacturer's information [including Material Safety Data Sheets (MSDS)] and type and brands
of materials for workers' protection.
Closeout Submittals: At the end of this work phase, Contactor shall submit to the Owner for approval:
Copies of all daily manpower and work logs indicating area(s) and type of work performed.
Test results for personal air monitoring.
Copies of all OSHA Form 101 or equivalent CAL/OSHA accident/injury/incident reports.
Copies of all weight tickets, manifests and certificates of disposal; submitted weekly and/or at the end of
the job, as appropriate.
Experience and Workmanship:
The Contractor performing the lead abatement work shall have a minimum of one (1) year of experience
performing lead dust clean up, removal or abatement work on projects of varying scope and conditions.
Documented proof of past experience will be requested consisting of list of projects with references for
confirmation.
The Contactor performing this work must be familiar with all applicable regulations covering lead
related work. This includes all permits, licenses, and certificates required to perform this type of
hazardous work and related disposal requirements.
It is the Contractor's responsibility to maintain adequate controls and perform periodic personal
monitoring to ensure worker safety for the duration of this work and to provide air sample results to the
Owner and ENERCON during lead abatement work.
Personnel Training and Protection:
As part of the Contractor's Injury and [PP and Hazard Communications training program, the Contractor
shall provide, at a minimum, lead awareness training and orientation on the facility, to all of the
Contractor's and any subcontractor's employees who will work on the job.
The building orientation training shall be conducted by the Contractor, the Owner and ENERCON in an
extended on-site "tailgate meeting?' It shall include site-specific information on the locations of building
operational hazards, security requirements, lead dust cleanup activities, and other pertinent issues.
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Lead abatement contractors and supervisors shall have training in lead [California Department of Public
Health (CDPH) approved]. The content and duration of the lead training shall conform, to the extent
possible, to the Lead Training Standards developed by the CDPH, Childhood Lead Poisoning Prevention
Program.
After paint stabilization activities have been completed and areas have been visually inspected and
cleared by ENERCON, intact lead paint on building components can be demolished by a contractor with
Lead Hazard Communication Training, a Respiratory Protection Plan, and Injury and rPP.

Biological Monitoring:
All lead workers must have baseline and post-lead work blood lead level screening determined by the
whole blood lead methods, utilizing Vena-Puncture technique. This test must be performed before
workers enter a lead-contaminated work area. A worker will be removed from the job if his blood lead
level is 50 micrograms per deciliter (ug/d1) or greater [29 CFR 1926.62(k)]. The Contractor shall be
responsible for medical surveillance and recordkeeping.

Initial Determination:
The Contractor shall conduct an initial determination of the worker lead exposures as required by the
OSHA Construction Lead Standard [29 CFR 1926.62(d)].
All Contractor and subcontractor employee categories shall be included in the exposure monitoring.
The duration of air monitoring shall be sufficient to provide a statistical confidence (95% upper
confidence limit) that no employees are exposed above the lead Action Level (AL) or Permissible
Exposure Limit (PEL),
The results of initial determination shall be used to establish the degree of engineering (barriers, twostage, or three-stage containment), administrative and respiratory protection controls and the frequency of
periodic exposure monitoring. The results of the initial determination shall be reviewed and approved by
ENERCON.

Respiratory Protection:
The Contractor shall provide all workers, foremen, and superintendents with properly fitted respirators
approved by the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (N1OSH) and OSHA, and as
determined by the results of the initial determination. Respirators are required when the PEL for lead is
expected to be exceeded. The PEL is 0.5 micrograms per cubic meter (mg/m 3) 50 ug/m3 per 8-hour
exposure.
Authorized visitors (i.e., federal, state and local inspectors) must provide a current medical report
certifying them as approved to wear a half-face respirator, and a current copy of a respirator fit test
conducted within the past twelve (12) months. When respirators and disposable filters are employed,
sufficient replacement filters will be provided by the Contractor for the workers and any visitors.
The minimum respiratory protection required for this project is, as follows:
Negative pressure, half mask, air purifying respirators, equipped with High Efficiency Particulate
Air (HEPA) filters for airborne lead dust levels not in excess of 0.5 mg/m 3 or 500 ilgim 3
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(10XPEL). Full face piece air purifying respirator, with HEPA filters for airborne lead dust
levels not in excess of 2.5 mg/m 3 or 2,50014/e (50XPEL)
• Pressure demand, full facepiece, supplied air respirators for airborne lead dust concentrations
expected to exceed 2.5 mg/m3 or 2,500 1.tWm3 (1000XPEL).
All workers inside the lead work area shall wear the proper respirator for the lead dust level generated.
Workers must be properly trained in the care, use, and maintenance of respirators. The Contractor shall
ensure that a fit-test was performed and passed by each abatement worker on an annual basis. A formal
respiratory protection program must be implemented in accordance with 29 CFR 1910.134.
Respirators will not be removed until the worker leaves the regulated work area.
Personal Protective Equipment:
Workers will wear full body disposal suits with hoods and booties. A TYVEK or similar type of suit may
be worn. Suits will be worn inside the work area after the area passes pre-lead work inspection and shall
remain in use until the area passes final clearance inspection. Light-weight nylon clothes may be worn
under the suit, (refer to Personal Hygiene Practices for exception) but these clothes must be changed
before leaving the work area and should be laundered separately.
Goggles with side shields will be worn when working with a material that may splash or fragment, or if
protective eye wear is specified on the MSDS for that product.
Additional respiratory protection by supplemental filters, such as organic vapor cartridges, may be needed
when handling some coating products. Consult the MSDSs and obtain the proper filters as necessary.
Personal Hygiene Practices:
The Contractor shall enforce and follow good personal hygiene practices during lead abatement. These
practices will include, but not be limited to the following:
No eating, drinking, smoking, chewing gum or tobacco, or applying of cosmetics in work area. The
Contractor will provide a clean space, separated from the work area, for these activities.
All workers must wash upon leaving the work area. Wash facilities will be provided by the Contractor
consisting of, at least, potable water, towels, and a HEPA vacuum. Upon leaving the work area, each
worker will remove and dispose of work suit, wash and dry face and hands, and vacuum clothes. An
appropriate emergency eyewash shall be available for use.
Disposable clothing such as Tyvek suits and other personal protective equipment (PPE) must be donned
prior to entering work area. A clean room will be provided for workers to put on suits and other personal
protective equipment and to store their street clothes. Disposal suits shall be used once, then properly
discarded.
A lavatory facility must be provided and located in the immediate vicinity of work area. The eating and
drinking area, clean room, and the lavatory facility must be maintained in a clean and orderly fashion at
all times. The Contractor will provide portable lavatories when needed and disinfect them daily.
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Periodic Exposure Monitoring:
Periodic exposure monitoring of the Contractor's employees shall be performed to enable each employee's
exposure to be reasonably represented by at least one full-shift (7 hours minimum) air sample.
The frequency of the exposure monitoring shall be maintained based on employee exposure levels, as
required by 29 CFR 1926.62.

Area Monitoring:
ENERCON will conduct initial and periodic area monitoring inside and outside the regulated areas.
Stopping the Work:
If, at any time, the Owner decides that work practices are violating pertinent provisions of this Contract,
endangering workers, or endangering Owner facilities, the Owner or ENERCON will immediately notify
the Contractor that operations shall cease until corrective action is taken and the Contractor shall take
such corrective action before proceeding with the work.
Delays caused by inappropriate work practices as noted in these specifications and/or excessive
concentrations shall be at the Contractor's expense.
Employee exposure levels may not exceed 10 times the PEL over an 8-hour time-weighted average
(TWA). If these levels are exceeded, operations shall cease until ENERCON determines that acceptable
standards are met. No later claims for extra compensation which result from action taken under this cause
will be reCognized by the Owner.
hi case of disagreement between ENERCON and the Contractor regarding the analysis of any air
monitoring data (initial, periodic area or employee exposure), the decision of the Owner will be regarded
as final and conclusive.
Site Security:
The Contractor shall plan to provide security for all work, storage and office areas associated with
execution of the WORK.
All storage areas containing hazardous materials including lead- waste shall be fully enclosed and locked
at all times when personnel are not present to oversee the material.
All storage areas containing hazardous materials shall be clearly labeled as containing hazardous
materials with signs in both English and Spanish.
The regulated lead work area is to be restricted only to authorized, trained and protected personnel. These
may include the Contractor's employees, employees of Subcontractors, Owner employees and
representatives, state and local inspectors and any other, designated 'individuals. A list of authorized
personnel shall be established prior to job start and posted in the clean room of the worker
decontamination facility and in the Contractor's office.
e

Contractor shall be notified by the Owner of any other authorized visitor prior to his/her entry to
the job site.
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•

Entry into the work area by unauthorized individuals shall be reported immediately to the Owner
by the Contractor.

•

A log book shall be maintained in the Contractor's office. Anyone who enters the regulated lead
work area must record name, affiliation, time in, and time out for each entry.

•

Access to the regulated lead work area shall be restricted by lead barrier tape and warning signs
in English and Spanish. Markings shall be located within the building envelope whenever
possible and not directly visible to public areas unless approved by the Owner.

•

Contractor shall have control of site security during operations in order to protect work efforts
and equipment.

•

During the course of the Task Order activities, the Contractor shall have a representative on site
during work hours.

•

Storage of abated materials shall be within the building envelope whenever possible and not
visible to the public unless approved by the Owner.

If the building, or any portion thereof, is normally occupied, the Contractor will have the Owner's
assistance in notifying building occupants of impending activity and enforcement of restricted access by
non-Contractor employees.
Emergency Planning:

Emergency planning and procedures shall be developed by the Contractor and approved by the Owner,
prior to the commencement of lead related work.
Emergency procedures shall be in written form and prominently posted. All employees must read and
sign these procedures to acknowledge receipt and understanding of work site layout, location of
emergency exits and emergency procedures.
Emergency planning shall include written notification of police, fire and emergency medical personnel of
planned lead abatement activities, work schedule and layout,of work area, particularly barriers that may
affect response capabilities.
Emergency planning shall include considerations of fires, explosions, toxic atmospheres, electrical
hazards, loss of electrical power, slips, trips and falls, confined spaces and heat related injuries. Written
procedures shall be developed and employee training in procedures shall be provided. Employees shall be
trained in evacuation procedures in the event of workplace emergencies.
For non-life-threatening situations, employees injured or otherwise incapacitated shall be decontaminated
following normal procedures before exiting the workplace to obtain proper medical treatment.
For life-threatening injury or illness, worker decontamination shall take least priority. After taking
measures to stabilize the injured worker, he/she shall be removed from the workplace and proper medical
treatment secured.
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In the event that evacuation procedures are required, the Contractor shall notify ambulance, paramedic
personnel, the medical facility and any other required persons that the injured individual(s) is or may be
contaminated with lead.
Emergency telephone numbers of all emergency response personnel shall be prominently posted in the
clean room/change area and Contractor's office, along with the location of the nearest telephone.
Pre-Work Meetings:

The Contractor shall attend a pre-work job meeting at a time agreed upon by the Contractor, ENERCON,
and the Owner. Attending this meeting will be representatives of the Contractor (project manager,
supeivisor and/or foreman), ENERCON, and the Owner.
At this meeting, the Contractor and supervisory personnel who will provide on-site direction of the lead
related activities must attend and be prepared to discuss:
•

Preparation of work area.

•

Personal protective equipment including respiratory protection and protective clothing.

•

Employees who will participate in the project, including delineation of experience, training, and
assigned responsibilities during the project.

•

Decontamination procedures for personnel, work area and equipment.

•

Lead removal and stabilization methods and procedures to be utilized.

•

Required air monitoring procedures.

•

Procedures for handling and disposing of waste materials.

•

Procedures for final decontamination and clean-up.

•

Detailed work and performance schedule.

•

Procedures for dealing with heat stress.

•

Emergency procedures.

•

Identification & protection of historic building components.

•

Requirements of Division 1 in the Sacramento Valley Depot Construction Preparation Project
Manual.

Materials and Supplies:

All materials, tools, and equipment • listed herein required shall be provided by the subcontractor. The
following applies to materials and supplies:
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•

Contractor to submit to ENERCON and the Owner MSDS, product data and samples of all
materials to be considered for use on the project.

•

Deliver all materials in the original packages, containers, or bundles bearing the name of the
manufacturer, the brand name, and labeling as required by 29 CFR 1910.1200, Hazard
Communication Standard.

•

Store all materials that are subject to damage off the ground, away from wet or damp surfaces,
and under cover sufficient to prevent damage or contamination.

•

Damaged or deteriorating materials shall not be used and shall be removed from the premises.
Material that becomes contaminated with lead shall be disposed of in accordance with the
applicable regulations.

•

Polyethylene Sheeting - 6 mil thickness, unless otherwise specified, in sizes to minimize the
frequency of joints

•

Tape - Capable of sealing joints of adjacent sheets of plastic sheets and for attachment of plastic
sheet to finished or unfinished surfaces of dissimilar materials and capable of adhering under dry
and wet conditions, including use of amended water, chemical removers, or removal
encapsulates. For historic finishes (varnish), Contractor shall use appropriate tape that will not
damage these historic finishes.

•

Trisodium Phosphate (TSP cleaning agent) - Detergent containing trisodium phosphate 5-10%
solution, or equivalent cleaning agent.

•

Chemical Remover - Suitable to aid in removal of lead, as necessary.

•

Warning Labels and signs - As required by OSHA Regulations, 29 CFR 1910.1025 All warning
signs provided for this project must be in both English and Spanish.

•

Encapsulant - Product shall have UL approval.

•

Other Materials - Provide all other materials as specified in drawings; also, other materials such
as lumber, nails, and hardware, which may be required to construct and dismantle the
decontamination area and the barriers that isolate the work area

Tools and Equipment:
Contractor to provide suitable tools for removal, including a sufficient number of HEPA vacuums to
assure proper and efficient clean-ups within the time set forth in the contract. A111-1EPA vacuums, and as
required, all negative air machines shall be tested and certified on site by an trained/authorized, thirdparty testing firm.
Type "C" Supplied Air System - If a continuous flow or pressure-demand, supplied air respirator,
NIOSH/OSHA certified as required to be available for workers. The system shall have visual and audible
alarms to warn of carbon monoxide levels in excess of 20 ppm. The system shall meet all criteria
prescribed by OSHA for supplied air respirators. It also must be fully certified for hose length
combinations up to 300 feet. Either half-mask or full facepiece units fitted with HEPA filter back-up units
are acceptable.
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Powered Air Purifying Respirator (PAPR) - A positive pressure device which employs a portable,
rechargeable battery pack and blower to force contaminated air through a filter or cartridge, where the air
is cleaned and supplied to the wearer's breathing zone. This respirator shall utilize HEPA filters and be
either half-mask or full facepie,ce units.
Half-face air purifying respirator with canisters containing FLEPA filters.
Full-face air purifying respirator with canisters containing HEPA filters.
Temporary electrical cords and outlets shall be of an approved type and connected to a source of power
outside of the work area and protected by a ground fault circuit interrupter (GFCI) as directed by
Consultant or the Owner.
Temporary Electrical - Contractor shall utilize the existing electrical panel located on the second floor to
accommodate all electrical equipment and fighting required for abatement work.
Substitution of Materials and/or Methods:
Any substitution in materials or methods to those specified shall be approved by ENERCON and Owner
prior to use. Any request for substitution shall be provided in writing to ENERCON and the Owner. The
request shall clearly state the rationale for the substitution.
Product data shall consist of manufacturer's catalog sheets, brochures, diagrams, schedules, performance
charts, illustrations MSDS and other standard descriptive data. Submittal data shall be clearly marked to
identify pertinent materials, products or models and show performance characteristics and capacities.
No work shall begin which requires submittal for approval until the Owner has "approved" or "approved
as noted" the submittal.
Inspections by the Owner:
The Owner shall inspect the site preparation work within the building as outlined herein to ensure that the
work area is adequately regulated, and the decontamination system and waste storage area are in place.
Half-face and/or full-face respirators are on site and a sufficient number of HEPA filters are available.
The Contractor SHALL NOT PROCEED with the removal/stabilization phase of work until such time as
the Owner and ENERCON have inspected the site preparation work and given the Contractor
authorization to proceed.
The Owner and ENERCON shall visually inspect the removal/stabilization work and work area upon its
completion within the building or section thereof to ensure that all loose and peeling lead containing paint
has been removed or stabilized. The Contractor SHALL NOT PROCEED with the next phase of the work
on the building systems until such time as the Owner and ENERCON have inspected the facility and
given the Contractor authorization to proceed.
After priming, sealing or encapsulating, the Owner and ENERCON shall inspect the adequacy of the
work within the building or section thereof. The Contractor SHALL NOT PROCEED with final clean-up
until an authorization has been issued.
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All inspection by the Owner and ENERCON shall be scheduled by the Contractor at least 24 hours in
advance. Re-inspections may be scheduled 4 working hours in advance.
The Owner may inspect the facilities daily, as necessary or as directed, to ensure compliance with these
specifications. The Owner will be on-site during the performance of damaged lead containing paint
removal/stabilization.
The Owner is not limited by the inspection requirements as noted above; additional safety and health
inspections by the Owner and ENERCON may occur randomly.
Preparation of Work Area:

Remove Objects: The Contractor performing the LBP abatement and LBP Hazard Control work shall
remove all movable objects from the work area. Cover all non-movable objects and furnishings with 6mu plastic, sealing them with waterproof tape and industrial staples.
Regulating the Work Area: Regulate the area with lead barrier tape at placed at least ten (10) feet from the
work area and post signs at least 20" x 14" reading "Caution Lead Hazard, Keep Out" in bold lettering at
least two inches high. Clean the floor and/or ground of dust and/or paint chips using a 1-TEPA vacuum to
reduce lead dispersal. Install 6-mil plastic drop-sheets over the clean floor/ground.
If air monitoring results indicate lead concentrations above the AL, the following additional levels of
engineering controls shall apply:
Two-Stage Containment - Whenever air monitoring results (employee exposure and/or outside area) are
greater than the AL, but less than the PEL. Complete physical containment with two-layers of six (6) mil
plastic, airlocks, clean and dirty/equipment rooms and negative air pressure system.
Three-Stage Containment - Whenever air monitoring results are above the PEL. Full three-stage
containment with two-layer plastic, airlocks, negative air pressure system, dirty/equipment rooms,
showers, and clean/change room.
The number and sequence of containments shall be identified in the Contractor's work plan and reviewed
by ENERCON.
Lead-Containing Paint Related Work Shall Not Commence Until:
•

The Lead Work Plan, and all required submittals and notices have been reviewed and approved
by the Owner and ENERCON.

•

Arrangements have been made for disposal of waste at acceptable sites.

•

Work areas, decontamination areas, and waste load-out area are effectively segregated.

•

Tools, equipment, and material waste receptacles are on-site.

•

All respirators are on-site and fully operative.
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•

A visitor and employee log-in/log-out system is in plate at the job site. All persons entering the
site will be required to sign in and sign out. Bound, pre-paginated ledgers shall be employed for
the sign-in, sign-out system.

Clean-up Procedures:
General: When active lead related work is taking place, the work site all lead-containing debris shall be
bagged or covered at the end of each day's activities. Disposable supplies such as mop heads, sponges,
and rags shall be replaced regularly and disposed of according to the contract documents. All equipment
shall be cleaned by NEPA vacuuming or wet wiping before leaving the work area.
HEPA Vacuum: The Contractor will obtain training in the use of the HEPA vacuum from the
manufacturer prior to use. The Contractor shall obtain BEPA vacuum attachments, such as various sized
brushes, crevice tools, and angular tools to be used for varied application, and service the BEPA vacuum
routinely to assure proper operation. Caution shall be taken any time the BEPA is opened for filter
replacement or debris removal. Operators shall wear a full set of protective clothing and equipment,
including respirators, when using the HEPA vacuuming equipment_
Wet Cleaning with High-Phosphate (Trisodium Phosphate) Wash: The Contractor shall prepare and use
detergents containing at least 5% to 10 04 trisodium phosphate according to the manufacturer's
recommended coverage. Detergent solutions should be replaced after each individual area has been
washed unless the Contractor has used a garden spray application and vacuumed the surface. Precaution
must be taken around historical varnish fixtures. The waste water from cleanup shall be contained and
disposed of according to the contract document.
Removal of Plastic Sheeting: TheS plastic sheeting covering the floors shall be sprayed, picked up and
HEPA-vacuumed prior to removal. The plastic sheeting shall be carefully folded from the corners and
ends toward the middle and placed into a double four (4) mil or single six (6) mil plastic bag and sealed.
Bags shall be stored in the designated area and disposed of according to the specifications.
No statements in this section are meant to relieve the Contractor of his responsibility to meet the final
cleanup criteria as established by these contract documents or any other applicable laws or regulations.
Final Clearance Testing & Standards:
After the damaged lead paint removal/stabilization, clean-up and waste removal, the Owner and
ENERCON shall visually inspect the completed work.
If the work area does not pass the visual inspection, the Contractor shall repeat the clean-up procedure.
The Contractor shall not charge the Owner for the additional clean up.
Waste Strewn Segregation, Testing & Storage:
All wastes will be segregated into the follow categories:
•

Paint chips, small pieces of debris, rags, sponges, mops, BEPA filters, and dust from BEPA
filters and from damp sweeping.

•

Plastic sheets, duct tape, or tape used to cover floors and other services during the LBP removal,
disposal protective clothing and respirator cartridges.
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•

Removed lead-containing paint components, parts, large debris, and any other items contaminated
with lead-containing paint.

•

Chemical stripping waste and contaminated plastic, these waste must be neutralized (alkaline
strippers only) and forms a waste separate category.

All waste will be containerized or bagged in six (6) mil plastic bags or sealed in six (6) mil plastic, as
appropriate, waste containers, bags, packages and labeled pending analysis with the following
information:
Waste category:

Date accumulated and name and address of owner.
The labeling of individual waste containers, bags and packages may be simplified by using A, B, C, D,
and as applicable, E to identify waste categories 1 - 5, respectively.
The above segregation and labeling system shall not exempt the Contractor from compliance with
Federal, State and Local laws, regulations, and ordinances on hazardous waste storage and transportation.
•

Title 22 CCR - Total Threshold Limit Concentration (TTLC); <1,000 ppm = nonhazardous waste;
Title 22 CCR - Soluble Threshold Limit Concentrations (STLC) <5 ppm = nonhazardous waste;
and

•

USEPA - Toxicity Characteristic Leaching Procedure (TCLP) <5 ppm = nonhazardous waste

•

The Owner reserves the right not to test the wastes in Category 1, Removed LBP components,
parts, and large debris.

If the waste is determined to be hazardous by any of these tests, each such container represented by that
result must be labeled as hazardous waste according to Title 2 Section 16508.
Storage, transportation, and disposal must be in accordance with local, state and federal requirements.
The California EPA (CAL/EPA), Department of Toxic Substances Control (DTSC), Waste Evaluation
Regulation Guidance, Lead Painted Construction Debris (RG Document #33; Revision 1; Revision Date:
August 19, 1993) has determined that lead painted construction debris is generally nonhazardous.
Temporary, secure storage of waste (on-site) shall be the responsibility of the abatement contractor with
approval and oversight from the Owner. Storage of hazardous waste for greater than 90 days is prohibited
without special permits. It is the responsibility of the Contractor to ensure that hazardous waste is not
stored on-site more than 90 days from the date of accumulation
Disposal of Waste Material:

The Owner will provide the Contractor with the EPA Generator. ID prior to the start of the project. Only
the Owner or their authorized agent shall sign the Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest (UHWM).
Contractor shall contact the Owner for the names and telephone numbers of personnel who can sign the
manifests prior to the start of the project.
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The Contractor shall contact the regional EPA, state, and local authorities to determine lead-based paint
debris disposal requirements. Resource Conservation Recovery Act (RCRA) requirements shall be
complied with as well as applicable state solid waste plan requirements.
During the lead related work, the Contractor shall not leave debris in the uncontained areas, incinerate
debris, dump waste by the road or in an unauthorized dumpster, or introduce lead-contaminated water into
storm water (will not be flushed down yard inlet or street drain) or sanitary sewers (will not be flushed
down toilet or other household drain).
Testing on lead-based paint waste materials by use of the TCLP, Tf LC and STLC test shall be completed
by ENERCON and the results made available to the Contractor.
The following materials, at a minimum, shall be segregated and tested (refer to Waste Stream
Segregation, Testing & Storage) to determine whether or not they are hazardous:
Paint chips, small pieces of debris, rags, sponges, mops, BEPA filters, and dust from BEPA filters and
from damp sweeping.
Plastic sheets, duct tape, or tape used to cover floors and other services during the lead-based paint
removal, disposable protective clothing and respirator cartridges.
Removed lead-containing paint components, parts, large debris, and any other items contaminated with
lead-containing paint.
Chemical stripping waste and contaminated plastic, these wastes must be neutralized (alkaline strippers
only) and form a waste separate category.
Hazardous Solid Waste (as determined by testing): The Contractor shall place lead-based paint chips,
debris, and lead dust in double (4-mil) or single (6-mil) polyethylene bags that are air-tight and punctureresistant.
The Contractor will place all disposable cleaning materials, such as sponges, mop heads, filters,
disposable clothing, and brooms in double (4-mil) or single (6-mu) plastic bags and seal.
The Contractor shall clean surfaces and equipment and remove large debris. The Contractor shall then
remove plastic sheeting and tape from covered surfaces. Prior to removing the plastic sheeting, the
Contractor shall lightly mist the sheeting in order to keep dust down and fold inward into tight small
bundles to bag for disposal. The Contractor shall place all plastic sheeting in double (4-mil) or single (6mu) thick plastic bags and seal.
The Contractor shall bag and seal vacuum bags and filters in double (4-mu) or single (6-mi) thick plastic
bags.
The Contractor shall place all contaminated clothing or clothing covers used during lead abatement and
cleanup in plastic bags for disposal prior to leaving equipment room.
The Contractor shall place solvent residues (if used) and residues from strippers in properly labeled drums
made out of materials that cannot be dissolved or corroded by chemicals. Solvents will be tested by the
Contractor to determine if they are hazardous. Solvents, caustics, and acid waste must be segregated and
not stored in the same containers.
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The Contractor shall contain and properly dispose of all liquid waste, including lead-dust contaminated
wash water.
The Contractor shall carefully place the containers into the truck or dumpster used for disposal.
The Contractor shall ensure that all waste is transported in covered vehicles to a landfill, or lined landfill,
if available.
If the Contractor subcontracts the removal of the lead-based paint waste, the Contractor shall ensure that
the company removing the waste material adequately covers all loads so that no dust or debris is released.
Disposal of Hazardous Waste (as determined by testing). The Contractor will be required to comply with
RCRA and applicable state and local laws and regulations governing hazardous waste disposal.
Waste Containers; The Contractor will comply with EPA and Department of Transportation (DOT)
regulations for containers.
Waste Transportation: If the Contractor is not a certified hazardous waste transporter, a contract shall be
entered into with a certified transporter to move the waste. The Contractor shall require the certified
hazardous waste transport to follow RCRA regulations.
The Contractor shall initiate and ensure completion of a U1-1WM for each shipment. The weight of each
shipment shall be shown on the manifest. Bag counts are not sufficient.
The generator's copy of each liffWM shall be given to the Owner by the Contractor within 24 hours of its
completion.
Waste Disposal Costs: The Contractor is responsible for the waste disposal cost.
END OF SECTION
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4.0 ASBESTOS-CONTAINING MATERIAL PROCEDURES
GENERAL SCOPE
This specification covers the removal of ACM that has been identified in areas that are scheduled to be
disturbed during this Construction Retrofit phase.

Description of Work:
The Contractor is to furnish all transportation, labor, materials, services, training, insurance permits and
equipment as needed to complete removal of ACM as directed by ENERCON's ACM Pre-Demolition
Survey conducted at the Site on February 7 — 11, 2011 and the Sacramento Valley Depot Construction
Preparation plans that outline building materials that will be impacted from this renovation phase. The
Contractor shall follow all federal, state and local ordinances, regulations and rules pertaining to ACM
including its handling, storage, transportation and disposal.
This section describes the general technical requirements for this project and provides guidelines for
performing the work involving ACMs. When the Contractor is performing asbestos abatement and
asbestos-related demolition procedures, all sections of this document shall be utilized. Changes suggested
by the Contractor will be considered but shall not be implemented unless approved by the Owner and
ENERCON in writing. It should be understood that this outline is not intended to be a comprehensive
specification. The Contractor is responsible for complying with the requirements of the Cal-OSHA, Title
29 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) 1926.1101, and all other applicable federal, state and local
regulations, standards and codes.

Bid Package Submittals:
The following bid package submittals are required:
•

Provide a copy of the Contractor's applicable licenses and registrations.

•

Provide a Technical Procedures Plan outlining the abatement procedures that will be utilized for
removing ACM from the Site. The plan should discuss which materials will be removed under
hazardous or friable abatement scenarios, which will be removed in a non-friable condition, The
plan should address removal and disposal procedures, worker protection, engineering controls,
etc. If innovative costs saving procedures are proposed, the Contractor should provide examples
from similar projects and discuss how local regulators have supported these methods in the past.

•

Provide a schedule of the abatement/demolition project outlining mobilization, work area
preparation, ACM abatement, final cleaning, demolition and demobilization.

•

Provide proof of insurance.

•

Name, address, and phone number of the disposal facility where the waste materials will be taken.

Pre-Job Submittals: (Provide after notice to proceed)
•

Training certificates for all workers and supervisors.
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•

Personnel respirator fit test records for all workers and supervisors.

•

Personnel medical examination records for all workers and supervisors.

•

Copies of all required notifications [e.g., Cal/OSHA, Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality
Management District (SMAQMD)).

a Copies of notifications sent to emergency service agencies.
•

Permits, registrations, and certification of waste haulers and disposal facilities.

•

Confirmation from the landfill operator that the asbestos waste to be removed under the scope of
work will be accepted for disposal.

•

Negative exposure assessment and/or historical documentation to qualify respirator selection and
work procedures.

Post-Job Submittals: (Provided after completion of all abatement and demolition)
•

Persona/ air monitoring records for asbestos in accordance with Title 8 CCR, Section 1529.
Include The testing laboratory's reports with the authorized analyst's or lab director's signature.

•

Receipt and weight tickets from the landfill operator acknowledging the Contractor's delivery of
wastes and including dates, container types and quantities, and tare weights of materials delivered
and all appropriate signatures.

•

Completed uniform waste manifests and waste log, including information required by Cal/EPA,
and copies of all hazardous waste profiling results.

•

Copies of all accident reports submitted during the course of the work.

Personal Protective Equipment:
•

The asbestos contractor will be responsible for supplying employees with all necessary personal
protective equipment for handling ACMs.

•

The minimum respiratory protection required for modified containment and asbestos-related
demolition procedures shall be half-face air purifying respirators upon successful completion of a
negative exposure assessment, or upon providing of documentation meeting the requirements of
29 CFR 4926.1101 showing personnel air sampling data which justifies this level of respiratory
protection.

•

The minimum respiratory protection required for fill containment procedures, if friable
abatement work is completed, shall be PAPRs upon successful completion of a negative exposure
assessment, or upon providing of documentation meeting the requirements of 29 CFR 1.926.1101
showing personnel air sampling data which justifies this level of respiratory protection.

•

Disposable outer garments including head/foot coverings shall be worn.
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Training:

•

A certified contractor/supervisor shall be on-site at all times during the project. Training for the
contactor/supervisor must meet the requirements of 29 CFR 1926.32 (0 and the EPA's Model
Accreditation Plan (40 CFR 763).

•

Contractor workers training must also meet the requirements of 29 CFR 1926.32. The minimum
worker training must be a 32-hour OSHA-approved course.

Air Monitoring by ENERCON:
•

ENERCON will collect background air samples in representative areas to establish baseline
airborne fiber levels prior to beginning the work. Samples will be collected and analyzed by
PCM.

•

ENERCON will collect perimeter air samples during the project to document airborne fiber levels
inside the buildings and in adjacent areas within complex.

•

The Contractor will be required to take corrective action if work area samples exceed 0.1 f/cc
and/or perimeter sample exceed 0.01 f/cc.

•

Perimeter and work area samples will be analyzed by PCM.

Personnel Air Monitoring:
•

The contractor will be responsible for all personnel air monitoring in compliance with Cal-OSHA
regulations.

Facilities:

•

Restroom facilities will be provided by the Contractor.

•

Job trailers (if used), phone service, etc. must be provided by the Contractor.

•

kbsite security will be overseen by the Contractor on a daily basis.

•

Electrical power will be supplied by the Owner.

•

Water will be supplied by the Owner.

Transportation and Disposal:
Transport and dispose of all asbestos-containing waste materials and other hazardous wastes in
accordance with all applicable federal, state, and local regulations. •
•

The Owner or the Owner's Agent will sign all combination waste shipment record — hazardous
waste manifest and land ban forms.

•

The Contractor shall provide the Owner with hazardous waste manifests, receipts, and weight
tickets from the disposal facility which acknowledge deliveries of the waste materials. The
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receipts shall included dates, quantity and weight of material delivered, and all appropriate
signatures.
Technical Procedures and Equipment:
•

The contractor will demarcate with caution tape and regulate the building prior to beginning
asbestos-related demolition activities.

Install polyethylene containment barriers that conform to the following:
•

Only fire retardant polyethylene sheeting shall be used.

•

Use two layers of 6 mil polyethylene sheeting critical barriers over the HVAC components,
windows, doors and containment penetrations.

•

Use one layer of 4 mil polyethylene sheeting on walls and one layer of 6 mil on the non-abated
floors in the containments and decontamination facilities if only non-friable abatement is
completed.

•

Use two layers of 6 mil polyethylene sheeting on walls and floors in the decontamination
facilities and containments if friable abatement procedures are completed.

•

Seal HVAC components with two layers of polyethylene sheeting.

Negative Air Machines that conform to the following:
•

Install and activate a sufficient number of HEPA filtered ventilation units to provide a minimum
of four air changes per hour in the work areas.

•

REPA ventilation exhaust must be routed to the outside of the buildings.

•

A pressure differential of -0.02 inches of water column relative to adjoining areas shall be
achieved prior to abatement activities, and maintained at all times throughout the abatement
project. Manometer documentation of differential pressure shall be maintained throughout the
abatement project.

Three-stage decontamination unit that conforms to the following:
•

Construct three-stage worker decontamination unit at entrances to the work areas. The
decontamination unit will consist of a clean room, shower room and equipment room. Showers
must be provided with hot water.

Compliance with containment:
•

ENERCON will conduct preparation inspections of the work areas to ensure containment and
decontamination unit integrity prior to the start of abatement.

•

The Contractor shall post appropriate warning signs at the entrance to the work areas. The
contractor will also provide a viewing window in each full containment enclosure.
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•

The Warning Sign Format shall be provided in English and Spanish: Vertical format conforming
to Title 8 CCR 1529:
DANGER
ASBESTOS
CANCER AND LUNG DISEASE HAZARD
AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL ONLY
RESPIRATORS AND PROTECTIVE CLOTHING ARE REQUIRED IN THIS AREA

Removal Activities and Oversight:

•

Remove all ACMs according to all applicable federal, state and local regulations. Prioritize
removal and disposal of non-friable ACMs before removing friable ACMs.

•

If concealed suspect ACMs are encountered by the contractor during demolition, the contractor
will stop demolition work. The contractor will then promptly notify the asbestos consultant, who
will respond to the site and collect samples of the suspect ACM. Following receipt of laboratory
results, the consultant will make a determination of any additional ACM abatement that needs to
occur prior to commencing with work.

•

The contractor will containerize debris routinely during asbestos abatement activities.

•

During the abatement phase, ENERCON will periodically collect air samples inside the work
areas for analysis by Phase Contrast Microscopy (PCM). The Owner and ENERCON retain the
option to stop work if asbestos airborne fiber levels exceed limits of 0.1 fibers per cubic
centimeter of air (Fee) inside full containment enclosures, or 0.01 Vec or background level
outside of containments or within the regulated work areas. Work stoppage may also be required
if other Health and Safety related issues are identified which could lead to worker injuries.

•

Once abatement and detail cleaning has been completed in each work area, the Contractor 'will
request visual clearance inspections from ENERCON. After passing visual inspections, the
contractor will apply a lockdown encapsulant to the abated surfaces and throughout the
containments.

•

Clearance air monitoring will be conducted by ENERCON, in general accordance with the
procedures specified in 40 CFR Part 763.

•

Clearance sample analysis will be performed using Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM)
methods.

•

The Contractor will be required to take corrective measures if the work areas do not meet the
clearance criteria of 70 structures per millimeter squared (s/mm 2) of filtered area.

•

For any failed clearances, the Contractor will be responsible for any re-cleaning and re-testing
costs incurred.
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• If air clearance sampling verifies that the work areas are below the clearance criteria asbestos
signage can be removed and the Contractor can begin demobilizing equipment.
END OF SECTION
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5.0 OTHER HAZARDOUS MATERIALS PROCEDURES
GENERAL SCOPE
This specification covers the removal of other hazardous materials that were identified in areas that are
scheduled to be disturbed during this Construction Retrofit phase.
Description of Work:

The California DTSC regulates the handling and disposal of other hazardous and universal wastes often
found in structures including polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB), mercury, stored chemicals, electronic
equipment (e-waste), lighting, thermostats and switches, batteries and aerosol cans. Universal wastes are
treated nearly identicall)% to hazardous wastes, requiring hazardous waste generator identification numbers
and manifests. Hazardous and universal wastes that are listed in Table 4 should be recycled or disposed of
in compliance with DTSC regulations and under a uniform hazardous waste manifest.
The recommended disposal method for the universal waste is recycling at an approved destination
facility. The destination facility may manage universal waste pursuant to reduced requirements by
conducting one or more of the management activities described in 22 CCR 66273.60. Light tubes and
ballasts should be removed from fixtures/equipment prior to disposal. Material not recycled must be
disposed of at a Class I landfill.
END OF SECTION
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Figure 5A
Asbestos Containing Material
Location Map- Fourth Level
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Location Map- Basement
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May 6, 2011
Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District
777 12 6 Street; 3 rd Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814
RE: Survey Form Attachments
Pre-Renovation Survey of Sacramento Valley Depot
401 1 Street
Sacramento, California 95814
Dear Sir or Madam,
Pursuant to the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District (SMAQMD) Asbestos
Survey Form, ENERCON Services, Inc. (ENERCON) is providing the following required
information to supplement the survey form:
I. Findings and Recommendations
The sampling conducted at the Sacramento Valley Depot was performed because the building is
scheduled to be seismically retrofitted. On February 4-11, 2011; ENERCON conducted a prerenovation survey of the entire building. Two separate renovation activities will occur; the first being
a Construction Preparation phase; the second being a more extensive Retrofit phase. The building
will not be demolished and soft demolition work will occur in only selected areas throughout the
ENERCON has listed all sampled materials greater than 1% asbestos below. Please note,
not all of these materials/quantities listed below will be removed during the two construction phases.
Following analytical results from the samples collected, the materials sampled that were identified to
be greater than 1% asbestos were from the following:
•

Thermal System Insulation (TSI) pipe insulation located in Rooms 143, 172, 216, 217, 218,
220, 221, 222, 226, 227, 229, 233, 234, 240, 245, and 310 totals approximately 230 linear
feet. This is a Regulated Asbestos-Containing Material (RACM).

•

Black Twine-Like Pipe Wrap located in Rooms 158, 229, 244 through 247, 308, 309, 310,
and Building Exterior - West Alcove Wall South of Passenger Tunnel totals approximately
45 linear feet. This is a RACM.

•

Hard Ceiling Texture Material located in Rooms 244, 245, 246, and 247 totals approximately
1,900 square feet. This is a RACK

•

Black Tar Paper under 12" x 12" Ceiling Tiles located in Rooms 216, 241, and 242 totals
approximately 1,360 square feet. This is a non-friable Category I ACM.

•

Tar Paper under Red Floor Sheeting located in Rooms 403, 404, and 405 totals
approximately 240 square feet. This is a non-friable Category I ACM.

•

Multi-Color/Dimensional Floor Tile located in Room 108 totals approximately 2,700 square
feet. This is a non-friable Category I ACM.
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•

Mastic Under Multi-Color/Dimensional Floor Tile located in Room 108 totals approximately
2,700 square feet. This is a non-friable Category II regulated ACM.

•

Red 9" x 9" vinyl floor tile located in Room 109 totals approximately 75 square feet. This is
a non-friable Category I ACM.

•

Tan 9" x 9" vinyl floor located in Room 156 totals approximately 750 square feet. This is a
non-friable Category I ACM.

•

Mastic Under Tan 9" x 9" vinyl floor tile located in Room 156 totals approximately 750
square feet. This is a Category II Regulated ACM.

•

Green 9" x 9" vinyl floor tile located in Rooms 161, 162, 163, 170, and 172 totals
approximately 1,140 square feet. This is a non-friable Category I ACM.

•

Tan with Specks 12" x 12" vinyl floor tile located in Room 121 totals approximately 400
square feet. This is a non-friable Category I ACM.

•

Mirror Mastic located in Rooms 126, 128, 130, and 131 totals approximately 65 square feet.
This is a Category II Regulated ACM.

•

Gray Mastic located on the East Wall of the
feet. This is a Category II Regulated ACM.

•

Gray Mastic located on the 3' Floor Roof (Northeast) totals approximately 85 square feet.
This is a Category II Regulated ACM.

•

Exterior Window Caulk located on Exterior Windows throughout totals approximately 750
square feet. This is a Regulated Category II Regulated ACM.

2nd

Floor Roof totals approximately 30 square

All other suspect ACMs that were sampled were below 1%.
The TSI sub-floor pipe insulation and Black, Twine-like Pipe Wrap found around radiator systems
are a RACM and must be removed prior to disturbance. The Hard Ceiling Texture located on the 2nd
Floor is a RACM and must be removed prior to disturbance. The Black Tar Paper Under 12" x 12"
Ceiling Tiles on the 2' d Floor is a RACM and must be removed prior to disturbance. The Tar Paper
under Red Sheeting on the 4' Floor is a RACIVI and must be removed prior to disturbance. The
Multi-Color/Dimensional Floor Tile and associated mastic and Tan 9" x 9" vinyl floor tile and
associated mastic located on the Floor are Category I/11 respectively and must be removed prior to
disturbance. The Red and Green 9" x 9" floor tile and Tan with Specks 12" x 12" vinyl floor tiles are
Category I and may be left in place during demolition of the structures. The Mirror Mastics located in
the l Floor Restrooms is a Category II and must be removed prior to disturbance. The Gray Mastics
located on the 2"1 and 3 rd Floor Roofs are a Category H and must be removed prior to disturbance.
The Exterior Window Caulk located throughout the building is a Category II and must be removed
prior to disturbance. Removal will need to be conducted by a Department of Occupational Safety
and Health (DOSH) registered, asbestos abatement contractor. Removed mastics will be segregated
from the building demolition waste stream and properly disposed.
The quantities of ACM listed above are to be used by the owner to obtain accurate bids from
abatement contractors.
This project is a jurisdictional project under the requirements of the federal National Emissions
Standard for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP) and SMAQMD Rule 902.
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ENERCON conducted a thorough asbestos survey suitable for pre-renovation removal
determinations. If however, concealed suspect asbestos containing materials are encountered by the
contractor during the project, the contractor will immediately stop work that might disturb the
material. The contractor will then promptly notify the asbestos consultant, who will respond to the
site and collect samples of the suspect ACM. Following receipt of laboratory results, the consultant
will make a determination of any additional ACM abatement that needs to occur prior to
commencing with work.
IL Floor Plan Map(s)
Refer to the attached figures that illustrate the sample locations.
III Sample Results
The following is a summary sample table that illustrates all samples collected that exceed 1%
asbestos.
TABLE 1:
SAMPLE RESULTS EXCEEDING 1% ASBESTOS
SACRAMENTO VALLEY TRAIN DEPOT
4011 STREET
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
Sample
ID#

Suspect
Material

401-50A TSI Pipe
Insulation

Location

Components

Asbestos
Content (%)
(PLM/PC)

EPA
Category

Rooms 143,
172, 216, 217,
218, 220, 221,
222, 227, 229,
233, 234, 240,
245, arid 310

With the
Exception of
Rooms 143,
172 (risers),
Pipe Insulation
is Found
Around
Radiator Steam
Pipes.

16% AM
2% CH
(PLM)

RACM

io. ,t44 582

1.4i6ffes.ig.4- r.d :. o'io
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Total
Quantity
Sq./In/Cubic
FT.
230 LF
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Sample
• ID#

Suspect
Material

401-55A Black Twine-Like
Pipe Wrap

401-49A Black Tar Paper
Behind 12" x 12"
Ceiling Tiles
401-65A Tar Paper Under
Red Sheet
Flooring
401-10- Hard Ceiling
03A
Texture
401-28A Mirror Mastic

Location

Components

Asbestos
Content (%)
(PLM/PC)

EPA
Category

Rooms 158,
229, 244-247,
308-310,
Building
Exterior W.
Alcove Wall
S. of
Passenger
Tunnel
Rooms 213,
216, 241, and
242
Rooms 403405

Pipe Wrap
Around
Radiator Steam
Pipes.

55% CH
(PLM)

RACM

Total
Quantity
Sq./In/Cubic
FT.
45 LF

Tar Paper
Behind Ceiling
Tiles
Tar Paper
Under Sheet
Flooring
Texture Over
Ceiling Plaster
Mastic Behind
Bathroom
Mirrors
Mastic
Adhered to
Wall on Roof
Mastic Around
Roof Vents
Caulk on
Exterior
Windows
Different Tiles
Throughout the
Room to all be.
Treated as
ACM
Mastic Under
Tile

22% CH
(PLM)

CAT I

1,360 SF

29% CH
(PLM)

CAT I

240 SF

8% CH
(PLM)
10% CH
(PLM)

RACM

1,900 SF

CAT II

65 SF

10% CH
(PLM)

CAT II

30 SF

10% CH
(PLM)
10% CH
(PLM

CAT 11

85 SF

CAT II

750 LF

5% CH
(PLM)

CAT I

2,700 SF

5% CH
(PLM)

CAT H

2,700 SF

Tile in
Restroom
Vestibule
Tile and
Mastic both
ACM

6% CH
(pLM

CAT 1

75 SF

5% CH
(PLM)

CAT 1

750 SF

Rooms 244247
Rooms 126,
128, 130, 131.

401-72A Gray Mastic on•
East Wall

rd Floor Roof
— East Wall

401-75A Gray Mastic on
East Roof
401-74A Exterior Window
Caulk

3rd Floor Roof
— NE Part
On Windows
Throughout

401-06B MultiRoom 108
Color/Dimensional
Floor Tile
401-06A Mastic Under
Room 108
MultiColor/Dimensional
Floor Tile
401-14A Red 9" x 9" Floor Room 109
Tile
401-36A Tan 9" x 9" Floor
Tile

Room 156
•
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Sample
MN

Suspect Material

Location

Components

Asbestos
Content (%)
(PLM/PC)

EPA
Category

401-36A Mastic Under Tan
9" x 9" Floor Tile

Room 156

5% CH
(PLM)

CAT II

401-60A Green 9" x 9"
Floor Tile

Rooms 161163, 170 and
172
Rooms 161163, 170 and
172
Room 121

Tile and
Mastic both
ACM
Tile and
Mastic both
ACM
Tile and
Mastic both
ACM
Tile in — Half
of the Room

Total
Quantity
Sq./In/Cubic
FT.
750 SF

2% CH
(PLM)

CAT I

1,140 SF

5% CH
(PLIVI)

CAT II

1,140 SF

2% CH
(PLM)

CAT I

400 SF

401-60A Mastic Under
Green 9" x 9"
Floor Tile
401-85A Tan with Specks
12" x 12" Floor
Tile
Notes:
ID = Identification
PLM = Polarized Light Microscopy
EPA = Environmental Protection Agency
RACM = Regulated Asbestos-Containing Material
CAT = NESHAPS/SMAQMD categories (Cat I, II, and RACM)
SF = Square Feet
IV. Lab Results
Refer to the laboratory reports.
V. Current Proof of Certification of Person Listing in 43

Refer to a copy of Mr. Sendek and Mr. Heidig's Certified Asbestos Consultant (CAC) cards.
Please contact me at (916) 480-0207 if you have any questions or concerns.
Sincerely,
ENERCON Services, Inc.

David Sendek
Senior Environmental Scientist
Attachments
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Sample Location Map- Second Level
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Sample Location Map- Third Level
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LABORATORY ANALYTICAL RESULTS

EMSL Analytical, Inc.
4640 Northgate Blvd, Suite 160, Sacramento, CA 95834
Phone: (916) 921-8251

Fax: (916) 9214263

Attn: David Sendek
Enercon Services, Inc.
3434 Marconi Avenue
Suite C
Sacramento, CA 95821
Fax:
(916) 480-0603
Project: Train Depot

Phone: (916) 480-0209

Email: snr.mentolab#emsl.c9m

Customer ID:
Customer PO:
Received:
EMSL Order:

ENRN78
ENMISC2236
02104/11 4:15 PM
461100136

EMSL Proj:
Analysis Date:

2f7/2011

Test Report: Asbestos Analysis of Bulk Materials via EPA 600/R-93/116 Method using
Polarized Light Microscopy
Non-Asbestos
Sample

Description

401-10-01A-Plaster Kitchen stairs
Smooth Coat
464100136-0001

Appearance
Whrte
Non-Fibrous

% Fibrous

Asbestos
% Non-Fibrous
100% Non-fibrous (other)

% Type
None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

1000/e Non-fibrOus (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

Homogeneous
401-10-01A-Plaster Kitchen stairs
Rough Coat
481100136-0001A

Gray
Non-Fibrous
Heterogeneous

401-10-01B-Plaster S kitchen wall
Smooth Coat
451100136-0002

White
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

401-10-01B-Plaster S kitchen wail
Rough Coat
481100136-0002A

Gray
Non-Fibrous
Heterogeneous

401-10-01C-Plaster N stairwell
Smooth Coat
461100136-0003

Whde
Non-Fibrous
Homogeneous

401-10-01C-Plaster N stairwell
Rough Coat
461100126-0003A

Gray
Non-Fibrous
Heterogeneous

Initial report from 02/07/2011 12:48:50
Analyst(s)
Kenneth Dunbar (31)

Baojia Ke, Laboratory Manager
or other approved signatory

EMSL maintains liability limited to cast of analysis. This report rotates only to the samples reported and may not be reproduced, except in full, without written approval by EMSL EMSL
bears no respcnsibiSty for sample collection activities or analytical method limitations. Interpretation and use of test results are the responsibility of the client. This report must not be
used by Me client to claim product certification, approvaL or endorsement by NVLAP, MST or any agency of gm federal government Non-friable organically bound materials present a
problem matrix and therefore EMSL recommends gradmetric reduction prior to analysis. Samples received in good conc6tion unless otherwise noted,
Samples analyzed by EMSL Analytical, Inc. 4640 Northgate Blvd Suite 160, Sacramento CA

Test Report PIM-7.21.0 Printed: 2/7/2011 1:17:54 PM

1

EMSL Analytical, Inc.
4640 Northgate Blvd, Suite 160, Sacramento, CA 95834
Phone: 916) 921-8251

Attn:

Fax: 1916) 921-8253 Email: agoietnidaaltukt.s..m
r

,•

David Sendek
Enercon Services, Inc.
3434 Marconi Avenue
Suite C
Sacramento, CA 96821

Fax:

(916) 480-0603

Phone: (916) 480-0209

Project: Train Depot

Customer ID:
Customer PO:
Received:
EIVISL Order:

ENRN78
ENMISC2236
02/04111 4:15 PM
461100136

EMSL Proj:
Analysis Date:

217/2011

Test Report: Asbestos Analysis of Bulk Materials via EPA 600/R-93/116 Method using
Polarized Light Microscopy
Non-Asbestos
Sample

Description

401-10-01D-Plaster NE wing, 2nd fir
Smooth Coat

Appearance
Wh lie
Non-Fibrous

% Fibrous

Asbestos
% Non-Fibrous

% Type

100% Non-fibrous (Other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

401190136-0004

Homogeneous
401-10-01D-Plaster NE wing, 2nd fir
Rough Coat

Gray
Non-Fibrous

461100136-0004A

Heterogeneous
401-10-01E-Plaster NE wing, west side White'
Smooth Coat
Non-Fibrous
461100136-0006

Homogeneous
401-10-01E-Plaster NE wing, west side Gray
Rough Coat
Non-Fibrous
46110036-0005A

Heterogeneous 401-10-01F-Plaster G-18 ceiling
Smooth Coat

Wh/e
Non-Fibrous

461100138-0005

Homogeneous
401-10-01F-Plaster G-18 ceiling
Rougth Coat

Gray
Non-Fibrous

461100136-0006A

Heterogeneous
Initial report from 02107/2011 12:48:50

Analyst(s)
Kenneth Dunbar (31)

Balla Ke, Laboratory Manager
or other approved signatory

EMSL maintains liability limited to cost of analysis. This report relates onty to the samples reported and may not be reproduced, except in full, without written approval by EMSL EMSL
bears no responstiilitylor sample aollection activities or analytical method limitations. Interpretation and use of test results are the responsibility of the client This report must not be
used by the client to claim product certification, approval, or endorsem era by NVLAP, NST or any agency of the federal government. Non-friable organically bound materials present a
problem matiix and therefore EMSL recommends gravimetric reduction prior to analysis Samples received in good condition unless otherwise noted.
Samples analyzed by EMSL Analytical, Inc, 4640 Northgate Blvd, Suite 160, Sacramento CA

Test Report PLM-7,21.0 Printed: 217/2011 1:17:54 PM
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EIVISL Analytical, Inc.
4640 Northgate Blvd, Suite 160, Sacramento, CA 95834
Phone: (916) 921-8251

Fax; (916) 921-8253 Email; saeramentelabgiernel.rom

Mn: David Sendek
Enercon Services, Inc.
3434 Marconi Avenue
Suite C
Sacramento, CA 95821
Fax

(916) 480-0603

Customer ID.
Customer PO:
Received:
EMSL Order:

Phone: (916) 480-0209

Project: Train Depot

ENRN78
ENM1SC2256
02/04111 4:15 PM
461100136

EMSL Prof:
Analysis Date:

2/7/2011

Test Report: Asbestos Analysis of Bulk Materials via EPA 6001R-93/116 Method using
Polarized Light Microscopy
Non-Asbestos

Sample

Description

Appearance

401-10-01G-Plaster F-16.5 vault
Smooth Coat

White
Non-Fibrous

% Fibrous

Asbestos
% Non-Fibrous

% Type

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

461'100136-0007

Homogeneous
401-10-01a-Plaster F-16.5 vault
Rough Coat

Gray
Non-Fibrous

461100136-00074

Heterogeneous
401-10-01H-Plaster F-18 vault
Smooth Coat

White
Non-Fibrous

461100136-0008

Homogeneous
401-10-01H-Plaster F-18 vault
Rougth Coat

Gray
Non-Fibrous

461100136-000A

Heterogeneous
401-10-011-Plaster
Smooth Coat

D-11 wall

White

Non-Fibrous

4617D0136-0009

Homogeneous
401-10-011-Plaster
Rough Coat

D-11 wall

Gray
Non-Fibrous

461100136-0009A

Heterogeneous
Initial report from 02107/2011 12:48:50

Analyst(s)
—
Kenneth Dunbar (31)

Baojia Ke, Laboratory Manager
or other approved signatory

EMSL maintains liability limbed to cost of analysis. This report relates only to the samples reported and may not be reproduced, except in full, without written approval by EMSL. EMSL
bears no responsibility for sample collection activities or analytical method limitations. Interpretation and use of test results are the responsibility of the client. This report must not be
used by the client to claim product certification, approval, or endorsement by NVLAP, NIST or any agency of. the federal government Non-friable organically bound materials present a
problem matrix and therefore EMSt recommends gravimetric reduction prior to analysis. Samples received in good condition unless otherwise noted.
Samples analyzed by EMSt. Analytical, Inc. 4840 Northgate Blvd. Suite 180. Sacramento CA

Test Report PLIVI-7.21.0 Printed: 217/2011 1:17:54 PM
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EIVISL Analytical, Inc.
4640 Northgate Blvd, Suite 160, Sacramento, CA 95834
Phone: (916) 921-8261

Attn:

Fax: (916) 921-8253 Email: sacraMentOlabeemsl.corn

David Sendek
Enercon Services, inc.
3434 Marconi Avenue
Suite C
Sacramento, CA 95821

Fax:
(916) 480-0503
Project Train Depot

Phone: (916) 480-0209

Customer'ID:
Customer PO:
Received:
EMSL Order:

ENRN78
ENM1SC2236
02104/11 4:15 Pm
461100136

EMSL Prol:
Analysis Date:

217/2011

Test Report: Asbestos Analysis of Bulk Materials via EPA 600/R-93/116 Method using
Polarized Light Microscopy
Non-Asbestos
Sample

Description

Ap earance

401-10-01J-Plaster 2nd fir 1-bar
Smooth Coat
461100136-eo1a

White
Non-Fibrous

p

% Fibrous

Asbestos
100% Non-fibrous (other)

% Type
None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

% Non-Fibrous

Homogeneous
401-10-01 J-Plaster 2nd fir T-bar
Rough Coat
461100136-010A

Gray
Non-Fibrous
Heterogeneous

401-10-01K-Flaster 3rd flr S wall
Smooth Coat
46110135-0011

White
Non-Ftrous
Homogeneous

401-10-01K-Plaster 3rd fir S wall
Rough Coat

Gray
Non-Fibrous

461100136-0011A

Heterogeneous
401-10-01L

Not Submitted

3rd fir E column

,P31100135-00f2

401-10-01M-Plaster 3rd fir wait room
Smooth Coat

White
Non-Fibrous

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

461100136-0013

:Homogeneous

Initial report from 02/07/2011- 12:48:50
Analyst(s)
Kenneth Dunbar (31)

Baojta Ke, Laboratory Manager
or other approved signatory

EMSL maintains liab i lity timad to Cost of analysis. This report relates only to the samples reported and may riot be reproduced, except in full, without written approval by EMSL. EMSL
()eel-5 no responsibility for ample collection activifies or analytical method limitations, interpretation and use of test results ere the responsibility oi ihe client This report must not be

used by the client to claim product certification. approval or endorsement by NVLAP, NIST Of any agency of the federal government, Non-friable °Tonically bound materials present a
problem matrix and therefore EMSL recommends graikrietric reduction prior to analysis, Samples received in good condition unless otherwise noted.
Samples analyzed by EMSL Analytical, his 4640 korthgate Blvd, Suite 160, Sacramento CA,

Test Report PLM-7,21.0 Printed: 2/7/2011 1:17:54 PM
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EMSL Analytical, Inc.
4640 Northgate Blvd, Suite 160, Sacramento, CA 95834
Fax: (910 921-5253 Email . sacrarnentolabemslcom
Phone: (916) 921-6251

Attn:

David Sendek
Enercon Services, Inc.
3434 Marconi Avenue
Suite C
Sacramento, CA 95821

Feoc

(916) 480-0603

Customer ID:
Customer PO:
Received:
EMSL Order:

Phone: (916) 480-0209

Project Train Depot

E.NRN78
ENMISC2236
02/04/11 4:15 PM
461100136

EIVISL Proj:
Analysis Date:

21712011

Test Report: Asbestos Analysis of Bulk Materials via EPA 6001R-931116 Method using
Polarized Light Microscopy
Non-Asbestos
Sample

Description

401-10-01M-Plaster 3rd flr wait room
Rough Coat

Appearance

Gray
•
Non-Fibrous

% Fibrous

Asbestos

% Non-Fibrous

% Type

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

100% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

92% Non-fibrous (other)

8% Chrysottle

461100136-0013A

Heterogeneous
401-10-01N-Plaster E stairs to
Smooth Coat
basement

White
Non-Fibrous

46410013640M

Homogeneous
401-10-01N-Plaster E stairs to
Rough Goat
basement

Gray
Non-Fibrous

451100116-0014A

Heterogeneous
401-10-02AGypsum Wallboard

1st fir men's RR

White
Non-Fibrous

4611001364015

Homogeneous
401-10-02BGypsum Wallboard

3rd flr S wall

White
Non-Fibrous

461100364016

Homogeneous
401-10-03ATextured Ceiling
Material

G-18 ceiling

White
Non-Fibrous

46110025-0017

Heterogeneous
Initial report from 02/07/2011 12:48:50

Analyst(s)
Kenneth Dunbar (31)

Baojia Ke, Laboratory Manager
or other approved signatory

EMSL maintains liability limited to cost of analysis. This report relates only to the samples reported end may not be reproduced, except in full, without writlenapproval by EMSL, EMSL
beers no responsibility for sample collection activities or analytical method limitations. interpretation arul use of test results are the responsibility of the client. This report must not be
used by the client to claim product certification, approval, or eridorsern ent by NVLAP. NISI" or any agency of the federal government Non-friable organically bound materials present a
problem matrix and therefore EfASL recommends gravimatric reduction pier to analysis. Samples received in good condition unless otherwise noted.
Samples analyzed by ENISL Analytical, Inc, 4640 Ncattigate Blvd, Suite 160, Sacramento CA

Test Report PLM-7.21.0 Printed: 2/7/2011 1:17:54 PM
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EMSL Analytical, Inc.
4640 Northgate Blvd, Suite 160, Sacramento, CA 95834
Phone: 1916) 921 .8251

Fax: (9161 92/.8253 Ernall: 6acratnentOtab@ernsf.nom

Attn: David Sendek
Enercon Services, Inc.
3434 Marconi Avenue
Suite C
Sacramento, CA 95821
Fax.

(916) 480-0603

Customer ID:
Customer PO:
Received:
EMSL Order:

Phone: (916) 480-0209

Project Train Depot

ENRN78
ENMISC2236
02104111 4:15 PM
461100136

EMSL Prot
Analysis Date:

2R/2011

Test Report: Asbestos Analysis of Bulk Materials via EPA 6001R-93/116 Method using
Polarized Light Microscopy
Non-Asbestos
Sample
401-10-04A-2x4'
Ceiling Panel

Description
2nd fir T-bar

Appearance

% Fibrous

Brown/White
Fibrous

95% Cellulose

Asbestos
% Non-Fibrous
5% Non-fibrous (other)

% Type
None Detected

461100136-0016

Heterogeneous
401-10-05A-Glur
Pad

3rd fir S wall

Brown
Non-Fibrous

109% Non-fibrous (other)

None Detected

461100136-0019

Homogeneous

Initial report from 02/0712011 12:48:50

Analyst(s)
Kenneth Dunbar (31)

Baojia Ke, Laboratory Manager
or other approved signatory

EMSL maintains liability limited to cost of analysis. This report mlates only to the samples reported and may not be reproduced, except In full, without written approval by EMSL. EMSL
bears no responsibility far sample collection activities or analytical method limitations. Interpretation and use of test restate are the responsibility of the client, /his report must not be
used by the client to claim product certification, approval, or endorsement by NVLAP, NtST or any agency of the federal government. Non-friable organically bound materials present a
problem matrix end therefore EMSL recommends gravimetric reduction prior to analysis. Sarni:Ms received in good condition unless otherwise noted.
Samples analyzed by EMSL Analytical. Inc. 4640 Northgate Blvd, Suite 169, Sacramento CA

Test Report PLM-7.21.0 Printed: 217/2011 1:17:54 PM

THIS IS THE LAST PAGE OF THE REPORT.

Page 1 of.

Asbestos Lab Services Chain of Custody
•EMSL Order Number
:esits4AgAsivehi;ixe..

Lab use Only):

/IAN 3

Compauy: ENERCOisi SeryleAS, Inc.

Street 3484 Marconi Avenue, Suite
citsilStateriiii: .58m:tient°, CA 95821
Ret4irt'M (Nartte):. 1)691d•Seilitek .
Telephotie:'01:6-480-0287'

rAxd916) 921-8253

.EMS1,43Iit ta: - $ame9.-Different
ii iflio1 otff.erentlx40 ymtrucponslin Cqmmentsr • r.

.Third Pqty 8iIhng requires written autharizetion (wn. third p
Fax; 916,0603
Email Address: cisendek@enercomoom

Please Provide. Results: . Email.
.4800C , "

Purchase Order: ENMI5C2236
Temeseteidittew
,22are
110.1111

cot.k.i217;41TA-

.

.

-Ctittremit.DbOurnent•- AsIgtstast.14S006.441COC:,A1 Xi.;.1i124406e

:mute

Sacramento, CA
SUite 160
4640 Northgale Slvd.
Satrarnento, CA 95834
PHONE: (916)921-6251

rage 3 Ot.

Asbestos Lab Services Chain of Custody
EMSL Order. Number

Lab Use Onl

a?

I

Sacramento, CA
Suite lso
4640 Northgate Blvd.
SaOramOnto; CA 95E334
PHONE: (916) 921-8251
FAX::(916) 921-8253

VolumeiAree (Air)

.Sim Donal

Sam #

# Bulk

Dab:giltsBain

Commentifsorm in.struons:
i Koh
Kt1 ocutic L-t

• Oiripulkiapocumf

-A?tiigttbittab.,Seryides:COC -A1,,Lv-4lizVed

Oft
..

II

'

•of*.e..":: Pages

2/mai

.:

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751

Method: EPA-600/104-82-020

KELLCO Services
3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward

Person to contact:
Contact phone:
FAX phone:
Sampled by:
Sampled on:
Analyzed on:

CA 94545

Analyst:
HCB

610-786-9751
510-786-9625
Dave Sendek
February 9, 2011
February 17, 2011

Corresponding invoice number:

(signature)

Laboratory manager:

Job Number:

(signature)

at: 10:24

215302

1102-20

Job Description; Depot Survey Project - 401 I Street, Sacramento, CA
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected? Fibers present
and Description
Number
215302-1
401-01A
laster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

< 1% Celluiose

215302-2

N.D.

1%Cellulose

401-01Aa

faster - Smooth & Rough Coats

401-018
a15302-3
!aster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N. D.

No Fibers

)15302-4
40T-01a
aster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

< 1% Cellulose

401-01C
115302-5
aster Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

No Fibers

Remarks
White skim coat. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.
White skim coat. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

White skim coat. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Thrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinelite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N,D..None Detected PC =Point Counted

Li

This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval at MACS Lab, Inc This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
Will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-187) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of The National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (HARP) and
is Lab Code 101948.0. No product endorsement by WLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Caill Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method Is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See CC page attached to this page far blank and retest data.

NVIAP

'age 1 of 34

Lab

Cod..

IMO.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description

Fibers present

Remarks

.215302-8
401-01 Ca
D laster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

1%Cellulose

.215302-7

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

215302-8
401-01Da
'Laster - SMooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

1%Cellulose

215302-9
401-01 E
'iaster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

215302-10 401-01Ea
laster - Smooth& Rough Coats

N.D.

< 1%Ce ulose

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

401-01F
215302-11
[aster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N. .

< 1%Cellulose

White skim coat. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

?15302-12 401-01Fa
Inter - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

1%Ceriulose

!15302-13 401-01G
aster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

No Fibers

15302-14 401-01Ga
aster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

1% Cellulose

laster -

401-01D

Smooth & Rough Goats

No Fibers

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

White skim coat. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.
White skim coat. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.
White skim coat. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

Thysotile,Amo site, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyliite are asbestos fibers. N.D.Aone Detected PC =Point Counted

-1\,rçI

ti),

IIVIAP tab coat 01146-9

'age 2 of 34

®

This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Cade of Federal Reg. Chap 1.(1-1-137) Part 765, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate, MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
Is Lab God° 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis,
Calif Dept of Health ELAP 02027. This method Is not reliable for anatysfs of fife or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Dsiection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description

Fibers present

Remarks

_215302-15 401-01H
iaster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

.215302-16 401-01l
2Iaster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

<1%Cellulose

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

215302-17 401-01J
'Jester - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

2%Cellulose

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

215302-18 401-01K
'laster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

215302-19 401-01L
'faster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Tan piaster aggregate, Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

215302-20 401-01M
!aster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

2% Cellulose

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
Is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

?15302-21 401-01N
Faster - Smooth & Rough Coats

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

?15302-22 401-02A
F x5" Red Ceramic Floor Tile

N.D.

No Fibers

115302-23 401-02Aa
x5" Red Ceramic Floor Tile

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Red ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

Thrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremoiite, Actinotite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. NI.D.=Norre Detected PC =Point Counted
/14
AV
01
MAP !Ur COI. 11.47-0

'age 3 of 34 .

This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval ol MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1 .1-67) Part 763, Subpart F. Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited taboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAF1 and
Is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by liVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Geld Dept of Health ELAP I/2027. This method is not reliable for analysis 01 tile or other materials when fiber size Is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit tor asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description
_215302-24 401-02B

Fibers present

N.D.

No Fibers

N.D.

1%Cellulose

N.D.

No Fibers

4-"x5" Red Ceramic Floor Tile

.215302-25 401-02Ba
1"x5" Red Ceramic Floor Tile

215302-26 401-02C
1"x5" Red Ceramic Floor Tile

215302-27 401-02Ca

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

N. D.

No Fibers

."x5" Red Ceramic Floor Tile

215302-28 401-03A
"x4" White Ceramic Tile / M

215302-29 401-03Aa

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

"x4" White Ceramic Tile /

215302-30 401-04A

N.D.

No Fibers

'x3" Black Ceramic Baseboard Tile / M

215302-31 401-04Aa

Remarks
Red ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

Red ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

White ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

Black ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white putty. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

'x3" Black Ceramic Baseboard Tile / M

rl 5302-32 401-05A
f

indow Putty

.1:hrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method
e
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
RIV4 is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10jr. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law, See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.
initar Lab Coda 10/ 4114

,

age 4 of 34

,

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751

Lab Sample Client Sample Number lAsbestos
Fibers present
Remarks
detected?
Number
and Description
< 1% Chrysotile*

215302-33 401-058
Window Putty

Yes

.215302-34 401-05C
Nindow Putty

Yes

<

215302-35 401-06A
,Aulti-bolor / Dimentional Floor Tile / M

Yes

<

215302-36 401 -06Aa
/ Dimentional Floor Tile / M

Yes

< 1%Cellulose

1% Chrysotile*
< 1% Cellulose

Off-white putty. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

1% Chrysotile*

5%Chrysotile*
4% Cellulose

N.D.
215302-37 401-06Ab
/ Dimentional Floor Tile / M

42%Cellulose
1%Synthetic

Yes
al 5302-38 401-06B
lulti-Color / Dimentional Floor Tile / M

5%Chrysotile*
< 1%Cellulose

Yes

2%Chrysotile*
5%Cellulose

a15302-39 401-06Ba
lulti-Color / Dirnentional Floor Tile / M

Off-white putty. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Blue tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material,

•

Black tar. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

Black felt. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

Beige tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Black tar. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

?.15302-40 401-060
ulti-Color / Dimentional Floor Tile / M

Not analyzed due to prior positive sample.

1 5302-41 401-06Ca
ulti-Color I Dimentional Floor Tile / M

Not analyzed due to prior positive sample.

3hrysotile, Amoslte, Crocidolite, Tremont°, Actinolite, and Arrthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
wilt be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-87) Part 763. Subpart F. Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laborat or/Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
a
Is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
AVs_41?
Calif Dept ol Health ELAP *2027. This method Is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when liber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.
NVLAP Lab We 101444

'age 5 of 34

.

MACS Lab, inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description

Fibers present
No Fibers

215302-42 401-07A
Tan WI Black Streaks Marble & Grout

N.D.

215302-43 401-07Aa
fan w/ Black Streaks Marble & Grout

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

215302-44 401-07B
an w/ Black Streaks Marble & Grout

N.D.

No Fibers

215302-45 401-07 Ba
en w/ Black Streaks Marble & Grout

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

215302-46 401-07C
an w/ Black Streaks Marble & Grout

N.D.

No Fibers

215302-47 401-07Ca

N.D.

.

< 1%Cellulose •

an w/ Black Streaks Marble & Grout

215302 - 48 401 - 08A
1 x8" WHite Ceramic Wall Tile

N.D.

1% Synthetic
1%Cellulose

?.15302-49 401-09A
arpet Mastic

15302-50 401-09B
arpet Mastic

No Fibers

N.D.

1%Cellulose
< 1%Polyethylene

Remarks
Tan marble tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Tan grout. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

Tan marble tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Tan grout. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

Tan marble tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Tan grout. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

White ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Dhrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Trerrolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyilite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

AV,ia
NVtAr Lb

cea. -1.194/141

2 age 6 of 34

This report shalt not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed alter one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1(1 . 1.67) Pert 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
Is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method Is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
shoutd be used. Method Detection Omit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See CC page attached to this page for blank and retest data,

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report
510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number
Number
and Description
_215302-51 401-090

Asbestos
detected?

N.D.

carpet Mastic

215302-52 401-10A

Fibers present

Remarks

2%Celiulose
< 1%Synthetic
< 1% Polyethylene

Yellow adhesive, Balance of sample is
organic binders.

N.D.

No Fibers

White ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

No Fibers

White/black ceramic tile. Balance of
- sample is unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

x4" White Ceramic Wall Tile

215302-53 401-11A
Nhite & Black Hexagon Ceramic
-boring

215302-54 401-11Aa

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

Vhite & Black Hexagon Ceramic
;looting

No Fibers

215302-55 401-11B

White/black ceramic tile. Balance of
sample is unspecified non-fibrous material.

Vhite & Black Hexagon Ceramic
boring

215302-56 401-11Ba

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

N.D.

No Fibers

N.D.

<1% Cellulose

N.D.

No Fibers

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

white & Black Hexagon Ceramic
looring

215302-57 401-11C

White/black ceramic tile. Balance of
sample is unspecified non-fibrous material.

• Mite & Black Hexagon Ceramic
boring
?.15302-58 401-11 Ca

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

/hite & Black Hexagon Ceramic
ooring

115302-59 401-12A

Black vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

ack Baseboard. w/Brown Mastic

Dhrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the Items tested, Samples
will be destroyed alter one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-57) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory at the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Coda 101948 , 0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP *2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or ether materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos Is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.
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MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report
510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number
Number
and Description
215302-60

401-12Aa

Asbestos
detected?

Fibers present

N.D.

1% Cellulose

N.D.

42% Cellulose
1% Synthetic

Remarks
Brown adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

3Iack Baseboard w/Brown Mastic

.215302-61

401-13A

led Vinyl Sheet Flooring

215302-62

401-14A

< 1%Cellulose

led 9"x9" VAT / M

215302-63

6% Chrysotile*

'Yes

401-14Aa

•N.D.

1%Cellulose

N.D.

No Fibers

Red linoleum fibrous tar. Balance of
sample is organic binders and unspecified
non-fibrous material.

Red tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

led 9"x9" VAT / M

215302-64

401-15A

Brown vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Town Baseboard w/ Brown Mastic

215302-65

401-1 5Aa

N.D.

1%Cellulose

•

Brown adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

rown Baseboard w/ Brown Mastic

.115302-66

401-16A

N.D.

No Fibers

N.D.

15% Fiberglass
1% Cellulose

Lt. gray marble tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

rey Marble Flooring

!15302-67

401-17A

in Mastic Behind Fiberglass Wail
anels

15302-68

401 - 18A

ack Mastic Under Wood Paneling

Yes

<

1%Chrysotile*
2%Celfulose

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Black adhesive. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

.. )hrysotiles Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophy/lite are asbestos fibers. ts.I.D.=None Detected PC ...Point Counted

4w 1 A
ca

ParLAP lath Cbeto 15f ad 0
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This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inn, This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg, Chap I (1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F. Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Code 101946-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government maybe claimed as a result of this analysis,
Cal Dept ot Heallh ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used, Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See CC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.
,

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description

Fibers present

Remarks

215302-69 401-188
3Iack Mastic Under Wood Paneling

Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*
1%Cellulose

Black adhesive. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

.215302-70 401-18C '
3lack Mastic Under Wood Paneling

Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*
2% Cellulose

Black adhesive. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

.215302-71 401-19A
3ypsum / Joint Compound

N.D.

21%Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-72 401-198
lypsum /Joint Compound

N.D.

22% Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-73 401-19C
1ypsum /Joint Compound

N.D.

22% Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-74 401-20A
led Sheet Flooring w/ Tan Specks

N.D.

215302-75 401-20Aa
ed Sheet Flooring w/ Tan Specks

<1% Polyethylene
< 1%Cellulose

Red tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

N.D.

55%Cellulose

Yellow fibrous woven adhesive material.
Balance of sample is organic binders.

215302-76 401-21A
ed Sheet Flooring / M

N.D.

2% Cellulose

?I 5302-77 401-21Aa
ed Sheet Flooring / M

N.D.

54% Cellulose

Red tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

Yellow fibrous woven adhesive material.
Balance of sample Is organic binders.

3hrytotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthopbyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

'

This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1(1 .1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and .
Is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of Me U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method Is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEN analysis
should be used. Method Deteclion limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.
NVLAI? Lab Coot 1011040
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MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number
Number
and Description

Asbestos ,-.,
detected? rivers present

Remarks

.215302-78 401-21B
led Sheet Flooring.! M

N.D.

1%Cellulose

215302-79 401-21Ba
• led Sheet Flooring /M

N.D.

54%Cellulose

215302-80 401-21C
led Sheet Flooring / M

N.D.

1%Cellulose

215302-81 401-21Ca
led Sheet Flooring / M

N.D.

53%Cellulose

215302-82 401-21D
ed Sheet Flooring I M

N.D.

1%Cellulose

215302-83 401-21Da
ed Sheet Flooring / M

N.D.

54%Cellulose

Yellow fibrous woven adhesive material.
Balance of sample is organic binders.

215302-84 401-21E
ed Sheet Flooring / M

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Red tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

15302-85 401-21Ea
ad Sheet Flooring / M

.N. .

53%Cellulose

Yellow fibrous woven adhesive material.
Balance of sample is organic binders.

15302-86 401-22A
s Patch

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Red tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

Yellow fibrous woven adhesive material.
Balance of sample is organic binders.

Fled tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material,

Yellow fibrous woven adhesive material.
Balance of sample is organic binders.

Red tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

Black tar aggregate. Balance of sample is
silicate and organic binders.

3hrysotile, Amosite, Cracidefite, Treroolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyflite are asbestos fibers. N.D..None Detected PC =Point Counted
This report hail not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MAC'S Lab, Inc_ This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap t (14-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is en accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
Is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Heath RAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of lire or other materials when fiber size is lees than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Deleclion limit for asbestos Is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.
1103314 Lets Cede 101143.0
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MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report
•

510-786-9751

Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description
_215302-87 401-23A

Fibers present

Remarks

N.D.

< MCellulose

White tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

1% Cellulose

N.D.

No Fibers

I 2"x12" White Floor Tile / M

.215302-88 401-23Aa
I 2"xl

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample Is
organic binders.

2' White Floor Tile / M

215302-89 401-24A

Black the. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

2"x12" Black Floor Tile / M

215302-90 401-24Aa

N.D.

2"x12" Black Floor Tile / M

7 15302-91 401-25A

< 1%Polyethylene
< 1%Cellulose

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

N.D.

79%C el lul ose

Off-white wall vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

2% Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

N.D.

80% Cellulose

Off-white wall vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

N.D.

80% Cellulose

Off-white wall vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

inyl Wall Covering / M

?.15302-92 401-25Aa
lnyl Wall Covering / M

15302-93 401-25B
nyl Wall Covering / M

5302-94 401-25Ba
nyl Wall Covering / M

15302-95 401-25C
-tyl Wall Covering / M

Thrysotile, Amosite, Croc/dolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

A

,

This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1 (1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Code 101848-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size Is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA taw. Sae QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.
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MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Asbestos
detected?

Fibers present

Remarks

_215302-96 401-25Ca
Vinyl Wail Covering / M

N.D.

< 1%Polyethylene
< 1%Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

215302-97 401-26A
l"x1" Red, Grey, Dark'Grey Ceramic
boring

N.D.

No Fibers

215302-98 401-26Aa
"x1" Red, Grey, bark Grey Ceramic
looring

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

215302-99 401-26B
'xi" Red, Grey, Dark Grey Ceramic
:looting

N.D.

No Fibers

Gray ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-100 401-26Ba
"x1" Red, Grey, Dark Grey Ceramic
boring

N.D.

No Fibers

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

?15302-101 401-26C
'x1" Red, Grey, Dark Grey Ceramic
looring

N.D.

No Fibers

Gray ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

?.15302-102 401-26Ca
'x1" Red, Grey, Dark Grey Ceramic
'poring

N.D.

1%Cellulose

1 5302-103 401-27A
xl" Red, Grey, Dark Grey Wall
Goring

N.D.

No Fibers

15302-104 401-27Aa
xi" Red, Grey, Dark Grey Wall

N.D.

Lab Sample Client Sample Number
Number
and Description

I

1%Cellulose
< 1%Polyethylene

Gray ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

Gray ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is

organic binders.

Doring

hrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. Kr.1).=None Detected PC =Point Counted
0

\/?...lit),
NVIAP

C441.1919414
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This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg Chap 1(1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F. Appendix A or current EPA Method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Cods 101948-0, No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Cali! Dept of Health ELAP P2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection Omit for asbestos is 1% per CA lffiv. See GC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report
510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description

Yes

215302-105 401-28A

Remarks

10%Chrysotile*

Black black tar. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

3% Cellulose

Mirror Mastic.. :•'•

.215302-106 401-29A

N.D.

33%Cellulose
30% Mineral Wool
1% Polyethylene

Off-white ceiling tile. Balance of sample is
perlite and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

N.D.

32% Cellulose
30% Mineral Wool
1% Polyethylene

Off-white ceiling tile. Balance of sample is
perlite and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

N.D.

32% Cellulose
31% Mineral Wool
1% Polyethylene

Off-white ceiling tile. Balance of sample is
perlite and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

ai x4I Suspended Ceiling Panel Dots &
:issares

•

Fibers present

215302-107 401-29B
ex4 Suspended Ceiling Panel Dots &
Issares

215302-108 401-29C

.'x4' Suspended Ceiling Panel Dots

&

"issares

215302-109 401-30A

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

extured Paint Over Gypsum Wallboard

215302-110 401-30B
.ixtured

Paint Over Gypsum Wallboard

?15302-111 401-30C
)xtured Paint Over Gypsum Wall
3ard

!15302-112 401-30D
:xtured Paint Over Gypsum Wall
)ard

!15302-113 401-30E
!xtured Paint Over Gypsum Wall
)ard

Thrysotile, Amosite, Crocidoiite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllile are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

IKIN
NVLAP Lab cod. 101041.0
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This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the Items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1(1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by fit/LAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when Hirer size is less than lop. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See GC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description

Fibers present

Remarks

215302-114 401-30F
Textured Paint Over Gypsum Wall
3oard

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

.215302-115 401-30G
fextured Paint Over Gypsum Wall
3oard

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-116 401-31A
3ypsum Wallboard & JO Under
extured Paint

N.D.

21% Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-117 401-31B
iypsurn Wallboard & JC Under
'extured Paint

N.D.

22% Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white Joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-118 401-31C
lypsum Wallboard & JC Under
extured Paint

N.D.

21%Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

?.15302-119 401-31D
iypsum Wallboard & JC Under
»dured Paint

N.D.

21%Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

?15302-120 401-31E
ypsum Wallboard & JC Under
mtured Paint

N.D.

22%Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample Is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

15302-121 401-31F
ypaum Wallboard & JC Under
rxtured Paint

N.D.

21%Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

22%Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

i

1 5302-122 401-310
vpsum Wallboard & JO Under
Ixtured Paint

•

hrysotile, Amosite, Crocidoiite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
--Nrisv?
NVI.AP Lob C4d• 10194.0
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This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the Items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg, Chap 1(1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELM' 42027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size Is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA taw. See DC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701
•

510-786-9751

Lab Sample Glient Sample Number I Asbestos
detected? Fibers present
Number
and Description

_215302 - 123 401 -32A

N.D.

2%Cellulose
< 1%Synthetic

carpet Tile Mastic

Report

Remarks
Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

<1% Polyethylene
215302-124 401-33A

N.D.

No Fibers

3Iack Vinyl Baseboard / M

Black vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

215302-127 401-34Aa
'inyl Wall Panel / M

N.D.

33% Cellulose

Off-white wall vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-128 401-35A
irey Vinyl Sheet Flooring

N.D.

42% Cellulose
< 1%Polyethyl ene

215302-129 401-35Aa
irey Vinyl Sheet Flooring

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic. binders.

2.15302-130 401-36A
'x9' Tan VAT / M

Yes

5`)/oChrysotile*

Tan tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

215302-131 401-36Aa
'x9" Tan VAT / M

Yes

.215302-125 401-33Aa
3iack Vinyl Baseboard / M

• 215302-126 401-34A
ilnyl Wall Panel / M

< 1%Cellulose

5%Chrysotile*
3% Cellulose

Gray vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Black tar. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

Thrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed alter one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg, Chap 1(1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the !stational Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of thiS analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027, This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size Is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law, See CC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.
SIVLAP latb Coda 12194114
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MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description
.215302-132 401-37A

Fibers present

Remarks

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Gray tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

N.D.

1%Cellulose

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Blue tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

N.D.

< 1%Polyethylene
< 1%Cellulose

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Brown vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

N.D.

No Fibers

N.D.

1% Cellulose

N.D.

No Fibers

12"x12" Grey Floor Tile / M

.215302-133 401-37Aa

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

12"x12" Grey Floor Tile / M

215302-134 401-38A
2"x12" Light Blue Floor Tile / M

215302-135 401-38Aa
2"x12" Light Blue Floor Tile / M

215302-136 401-39A
Town Vinyl Baseboard w/Tan Masitc

215302-137 401-39Aa
rown Vinyl Baseboard w/Tan Masitc

.;15302-138 401-40A

Brown vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

rey 4" Vinyl Baseboard / M

15302-139 401-40Aa

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample Is
organic binders.

rey 4" Vinyl Baseboard / M

15302-140 401-41A

Blue vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

ue Baseboard w/White Mastic

)hrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the Items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1(1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
cv? it) is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP I/2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEN analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page tor blank and retest data
tiVLAP Lab E oda 1015411-0
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MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Asbestos
detected?

Fibers present

Remarks

_215302-141 401-41Aa
Blue Baseboard w/White Mastic

N.D.

< 1%Synthetic
< 1%Cellulose

White adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

.215302-142 401-42A
3oiler Gasket

N.D.

39%Wollastonite
33%Kevplar
< 1%Celfulose

Brown gasket. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

401-43A
,3oiler Block Insulation

Yes

<1%Chrysotile*
2% Cellulose
1% Fiberglass

Off-white fibrous plaster insulation.
Balance of sample is micaceous and
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-144 401-438
!oiler Block Insulation

Yes

<1%Chrysotile*
2% Cellulose
1% Fiberglass

Off-white fibrouS plaster insulation.
Balance of sample is micaceous and
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-145 401-43C
oiler Block Insulation

Yes

<1%Chrysotile*
2%Cellulose
1% Fiberglass

Off-white fibrous plaster insulation.
Balance of sample is micaceous and
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-146 401-44A
ypsum Wallboard / M Unfinished

N.D.

17%Cellulose
< 1%Fiberglass

Off-white gypsum wallboard. Balance of
sample is unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-147 401-45A
ed 12"x12" Floor Tile / M

N.D.

No Fibers

1 5302-148 401-45Aa
ad 12"x12" Floor Tile / M

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

15302-149 401-46A
octure Over Gypsum Wallboard

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Lab Sample Client Sample Number
Number
and Description

• 215302-143

Red/brown tile. Balance of sample
isunspecified non-fibrous material.

)hrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, ActinOlite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
0

AO

NVIA P tab MIMI 101904
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This report Shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested, Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1(1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or. current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
. is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency ol the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when liber size Is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-780-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description
215302-150 401-46B

Fibers present

Remarks

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

lexture Over Gypsum Wallboard

.215302-151 401-46C
"exture Over Gypsum Wallboard

215302-152 401-47A

N.D.

31%Cellulose

N.D.

1%Cellulose

N.D.

30%Cellulose

ied Sheet Flooring w/Surface Mastic

215302-153 401-47Aa

Red/brown linoleum. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material. Paint
paint

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

led Sheet Flooring w/Surface Mastic

215302-154 401-47B

Red/brown linoleum. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

ed Sheet Flooring w/Surface Mastic

215302-155 401 -47Ba

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

ed Sheet Flooring w/Surface Mastic

?.15302-156 401-47C

<1% Polyethylene

N.D.

31% Cellulose

N.D.

1% Cellulose

N.D.

. 33%Cellulose

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Red/brown linoleum. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

ed Sheet Flooring w/Surface Mastic

15302-157 401-47Ca

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

.3d Sheet Flooring w/Surface Mastic

15302-158 401-48A
!"x12" Ceiling Tile w/ Holes w/Mastic

31% Mineral Wool
1% Polyethylene

Off-white ceiling tile. Balance of sample is
perlite and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

Thrysolile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyilite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

J
NVIAP lab C4440101140.0
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This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
e
- Is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than lop. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Asbestos
detected?

Fibers present

Remarks

N.D.

4%WoIlastonite
< 1%Cellulose

Brown adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

N.D.
401-48B
12"x12" Ceiling Tile w/ Holes w/Mastic

32% Cellulose
30% Mineral Wool
. 1% Polyethylene

Off-white ceiling tile. Balance of sample is
perlite and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

215302-161 401-48Ba
2"x12" Ceiling Tile w/ Holes W/Mastic

N.D.

4%Wollastonite
<1`)/oCellulose

Brown adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

215302-162 401-480
2"x12" Ceiling Tile w/ Holes w/Mastic

N.D.

32% Mineral Wool
32% Cellulose
1% Polyethylene

Off-white ceiling tile. Balance of sample is
perlite and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

215302-163 401-48Ca
2"x12" Ceiling Tile w/ Holes w/Mastic

N.D.

3%Wollastonite
< 1% Polyethyle ne
< 1%Cellulose

Brown adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

215302-164 401-49A
lack Tar Paper Behind Ceiling Tiles

Yes

22%Chrysotile*
31% Cellulose

Black tar paper. Balance of sample is
.organic binders.

?15302-165 401-50A
31Subfloor Pipe Insulation

Yes

16%Amosite*
2% Chrysotile*
3% Cellulose

Off-white fibrous powder insulation.
Balance of sample is unspecified nonfibrous material.

Lab Sample Client Sample Number
Number
and Description
215302-159 401-48Aa
12"x12° Ceiling Tile w/ Holes w/Mastic

I

• 215302-160

115302-166 401-50B
3ISubfloor Pipe Insulation

Not analyzed due to prior positive sample.

!15302-167 401-50C
31Subfloor Pipe Insulation

Not analyzed due to prior positive sample.

:Thrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

ngC0
tlYtAT Lab Cede t01/404
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This report shall not be reproduced except in full _without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested, Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chan 1(1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory( of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a' result at this analysis.
Card Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos Is 1% per CA taw. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
•
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report
510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number I Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description
.215302-168 401-51A

Fibers present

Remarks

N.D.

91%Synthetic
< 1%Cellulose

Tan fibrous insulation. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Yes

.< 1%Chrysotile*

Off-white tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Ian, Twine Like Pipe Wrap

215302-169 401-52A

< 1%Cellulose

.2"x12" White Floor Tiles w/Tan
streaks / M
215302-170 401-52Aa

N.D.

1% Cellulose

N.D.

No Fibers

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Yes

55%Chrysotile*
17% Cellulose
10% Synthetic

2"x12" White Floor Tiles w/Tan
;teaks / M
215302-171 401-53A
irown Baseboard Ceramic Tile

?15302-172 401-53Aa

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Off-white ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

rown Baseboard Ceramic Tile

).15302-173 401-54A
faster Wall Texture

)1 5302-174 401-54B
aster Wall Texture

15302-175 401-54C
aster Wall Texture

15302-176 401-55A
ack Twine Like Pipe Wrap

Tan fibrous rope woven material. Balance
of sample is unspecified non-fibrous
material.

;hrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
62)
N-cv? no is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP P2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used, Method Detection limit for asbestos Is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.
II/LAP Lb c.
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MACS Lab, Inc.,

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description

Fibers present

Remarks

215302-177 401-55B
Black Twine Like Pipe Wrap

Not analyzed due to prior positive sample.

215302-178 401-55C
3Iack Twine Like Pipe Wrap

Not analyzed due to prior positive sample.

215302-179 401-56A
Vhite Vinyl Baseboard / M

N.D.

No Fibers

215302-180 401-56Aa
Vhite Vinyl Baseboard / M

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

215302-181 401-57A
lypsum Wallboard /JC Under 2nd
loor Texture

N.D.

21%Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-182 401-57B
iypsum Wallboard /JO Under 2nd
loor Texture

N.D.

22% Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-183 401-57C
ypsum Wallboard /JC Under 2nd
loor Texture

N.D.

22% Cellulose
2% Fiberglass.

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-184 401-58A
x4" Grey Wall Pannel & Glue

N.D.

89% Cellulose

Brown/gray wall panel. Balance of sample
is unspecified non-fibrous material.

!15302-185 401-58Aa
x4" Grey Wall Panne! & Glue

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Off-white vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

t

1

3hrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

KV,A

NVLAP lsb Cade 1010,13•0
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This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the Items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1(1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appends( A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate, MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
Is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis,
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not ratable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size Is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report
510-786-9751.

.

Lab Sample Client Sample Number I Asbestos
Fibers present
Number
and Description
f detected?

_215302-186 401-59A

N.D.

42%Cellulose

Yes

2%Chrysotile*
< 1% Cellulose

Yes

5%Chrysotile*
3%Cellulose

Duct Tape

.215302-187 401-60A
)"x9" Green VAT / M

215302-188 401-60Aa
ifi x9" Green VAT! M

215302-189 401-61A

an

Lt. green tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Black tar. Balance of sample is organic

binders.

89% Cellulose
2% Synthetic

Off-white fibrous gasket. Balance of
sample is unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

1 % Cellulose

Brown/black cork tar. Balance of sample is
organic binders and unspecified nonfibrous material.

N.D.

88% Cellulose

lork Pipe Insulation

?15302-191 401-63A

Off-white/gray duct tape. Balance of
sample is unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

iefrigerator Gasket

215302-190 401-62A

Remarks

Brown canvas. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Fiber Pipe Wrap

!15302-192 401-64A

N.D.

1%Cellulose
< 1%Polyethylene

Black tar coating. Balance of sample is
organic binders and unspecified nonfibrous material.

Yes

29%Chrysotile*
25% Cellulose

Black tar paper. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

N.D.

58%Cellulose
1 %Synthetic
< 1%Polyethylene

Brown tar paper. Balance of sample is

asement Tar Coating Under Metal

5302-193 401-65A
ir Paper Under Red Sheet Flooring

:15302-194 401-66A
own Tar Paper Roof Insluation

)hrysotile, A mosite,

•

organicbdes.

Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the Items tested. Samples
will be destroyed alter one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysts,
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p, TEM'analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos Is 1% per CA law. Sea QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

HVLAP L,Cde 1011440
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MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description

Fibers present

Remark§

.215302-195 401-67A
Black Duct Paper

N.D.

41%Cellulose
1% Synthetic

Black felt paper. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

215302-196 401-68A
-IVAC Vibration Dapner

N.D.

67% Cellulose
1% Synthetic

Brown canvas. Balance of sample is
organic binders and unspecified nonfibrous material.

.215302-197 401-69A
3rey Asphalt Rooting Sheet & Tar

N.D.

21%Fiberglass
1%Cellulose

Black roofing aggregate. Balance of
sample is silicate and organic binders.

215302-198 401-69B
)rey Asphalt Rooting Sheet & Tar

N.D.

215302-199 401-69C
Irey Asphalt Rooting Sheet & Tar

21% Fiberglass
1%Cellulose
< 1%Polyethylene

Black roofing aggregate. Balance of
sample is silicate and organic binders.

N.D.

21%Fiberglass
1%Cellulose

Black roofing aggregate. Balance of
sample is silicate and organic binders.

215302-200 401-69D
trey Asphalt Rooting Sheet & Tar

N.D.

22% Fiberglass
1%Cellulose
< 1%Synthetic

Black roofing aggregate. Balance of
sample is silicate and organic binders.

215302-201 401-70A
urface Membrane

N.D.

12°/0Synthetic
< 1%Cellulose

Off-white vinyl. Balance of sample Is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

< 1%Polyethylene
< 1%Cellulose

Silver paint. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

1%Cellulose
< 1%Polyethylene

Off-white caulk adhesive. Balance of
sample is organic binders and unspecified
non-fibrous material.

215302-202 401-71A
liver Painted Mastic

?15302-203 401-71Aa
liver Painted Mastic

N.D.

Chrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tromolite, Actin°lite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

HV W
Cada1014414
NV IAP Leb
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This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month, Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
Is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method Is not reliable tor analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size Is less than 10y. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report
510-786-9751

Lab Sample Client Sample Number
Number
and Description

I

Asbestos
detected?

Fibers

present

Remarks

.215302-204 401-72A
Grey Mastic On E / Wall

Yes

10%Chrysotile*
4% Cellulose

Black roofing mastic. Balance of sample Is
organic binders.

_215302-205 401-73A
Pipe Wrap In Roof Hatch

N.D.

31%Cellulose

Off-white/black felt fibrous insulation.
Balance of sample is organic binders and
unspecified non-fibrous material.

2% Fiberglass

< 1%Synthetic
.215302-206 401-74A
Exterior Window Caulk

11%Chrysotile*
4% Cellulose

Yes

Beige caulk. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-207 401-74B
Exterior Window Caulk

Not analyzed due to prior positive sample.

215302-208 401-74C
:xterior Window Caulk

Not analyzed due to prior positive sample.

215302-209 401-75A
trey Mastic E / Roof

Yes

215302-210 401-76A
oof Vapor Barrier Under Tile

N.D.

<

?.15302-211 401-77A
rey Asphalt Pads

N.D.

4%Fiberglass
< 1%Cellulose

Black/gray asphalt. Balance of sample is
organic binders and unspecified nonfibrous material.

?15302-212 401-78A
oof Hatch Debris (Former)

N.D.

27% Cellulose
3% Synthetic
< 1%Polyethylene

Black roofing aggregate. Balance of
sample is silicate and organic binders,

10%Chrysotile*
4% Cellulose
1%Cellulose

Black roofing mastic. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Black adhesive vinyl. Balance of sample is .
organic binders and unspecified nonfibrous material.

3hrysotile, Amosite, Crocldolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyilite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
,
,JA
NVUIP tab Coda 1011404f
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This report shall not be reproduced except intuit without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result at this analysis.
Catif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable tor analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size Is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit tor asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report
510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description
215302-213 401-79A

N.D.

9oof Paper Under Gravel

215302-214 401-79Aa

N.D.

14% Fiberglass
1% Cellulose
< 1%Polyethylene

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

N.D.

63% Cellulose
1% Polyethylene
1% Fiberglass

Tan fibrous roofing insulation. Balance of
sample is perlite and unspecified nonfibrous material.

N.D.

15% Fiberglass
2% Cellulose

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

N.D.

15% Fiberglass
< 1%Cellulose

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

N.D.

15% Fiberglass
1%Cellulose
< 1%Polyethylene

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

N.D.

15%Fiberglass
1%Cellulose

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

oaf Paper Under Gravel

!15302-220 401-79Bb
p

of Paper Under Gravel

15302-221 401-79Bc
)of Paper Under Gravel

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

N.D.

oof Paper Under Gravel

?A 5302-219 401-79Ba

15%Fiberglass

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

loaf Paper Under Gravel

215302-218 401-79B

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

15% Fiberglass
1%Cellulose

loot Paper Under Gravel

215302-217 401-79Ad

15% Fiberglass
1%Cellulose

N.D.

ioof Paper Under Gravel

215302-216 401-79Ac

Remarks

1%Cellulose

Roof Paper Under Gravel

215302-215 401-79Ab

.

Fibers present

Thrysotile, Amosite, Crocidotite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anihophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code ot Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F. Appendix Mr current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size Is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.
NItlAP Leg Code S1S4841
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MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number I Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description

Fibers present

Remarks

63%Cellulose
< 1% Polyethylene

Tan fibrous roofing insulation. Balance of
sample is perlite and unspecified nonfibrous material.

215302-222 401-798d
Roof Paper Under Gravel

N.D.

.215302-223 401-79C
Roof Paper Under Gravel

N.D.

15% Fiberglass
2% Cellulose

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

215302-224 401-79Ca
loaf Paper Under Gravel

N.D.

15%Cellulose
1%Cellulose

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

215302-225 401-79Cb
toof Paper Under Gravel

N.D.

15% Fiberglass
< 1% Polyethylene
< 1%Cellulose

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

215302-226 401-79Cc
loot Paper Under Gravel

N.D.

16% Fiberglass
1% Cellulose

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

215302-227 401-79Cd
loot Paper Under Gravel

N.D.

62%Cellulose
< 1%Synthetic

Tan fibrous roofing insulation. Balance of
sample is perlite and unspecified nonfibrous material.

215302-228 401-79D
loot Paper Under Gravel

N.D.

16% Fiberglass
1%Cellulose
<1%Polyethylene

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

215302-229 401-80A
urbing Membrane

N.D.

<1%Celldose

Silver paint. Balance of sample is organic
binders and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

215302-230 401-80Aa
urbing Membrane

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Chrysotile, Amosite, Crocldolite, Tremolite, Actin°lite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
[4

This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
percentages are approximate. MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NvLAP) and
/
0
L 0
jk Is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP ff2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of Ws or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEN analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data .

NVLAP lab Code 1011148.9

3 age 26 of 34

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description
_215302-231 401-81A

Fibers present

Remarks

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Silver paint. Balance of sample is organic
binders and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

N.D.

< 1% Polyethylene

Brown vinyl tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Silver Paint On Radiator

_215302-232 401-82A

< 1%Cellulose

iNood Pattern Vinyl Floor Tile / M

.215302-233 401-82Aa

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*
< 1%Cellulose

Blue tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

N.D.

<1% Polyethylene
< 1%Cellulose

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Beige/gray cement aggregate. Balance of
sample is silicate and cementitious.

Yes

2%Chrysotile*
< 1%Cellulose

Tan tile, Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

N.D.

1%Cellulose
< 1%Polyethylene

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Nood Pattern Vinyl Floor Tile / M

215302-234 401-83A
2"x12" Blue Vinyl Floor Tile / M

216302-235 4Q1-83Aa
2"x12" Blue Vinyl Floor Tile / M

215302-236 401-84A
;tone Floor Tile Filler

215302-237 401-85A
2"x12" Tan w/White Specks Floor Tile

215302-238 401-85Aa
2"x12" Tan w/White Specks Floor Tile

?15302-239 401-86A

N.D.

No Fibers

Brown/gray stucco. Balance of sample is
silicate and cementitious.

tucco Exterior Surfacing

Chrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinoitte, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

HV',A
NVIAP Lob Cads 10194.7

age 27 of 34

This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval Of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1(1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is fess than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number
Number
and Description

Asbestos
detected?

Fibers present

Remarks

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Brown/gray stucco. Balance of sample is
silicate and cementitious.

.215302-241 401 -86C
Stucco Exterior Surfacing

N.D.

No Fibers

Brown/gray stucco. Balance of sample is
silicate and cementitious.

215302-242 401-87A
-extured Paint Over Plaster

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-243 401-87B
extured Paint Over Plaster

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-244 401-87C
extured Paint Over Plaster

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.
.

?15302-245 401-88A
/hite Wall Adhesive

N.D.

< 1 % Polyethylene

Clear adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

?.15302-246 401-89A
ust Colored Wall Adhesive

N.D.

.215302-240 401-86B

I

Stucco Exterior Surfacing

<

1%Cellulose

1%Cellulose
< 1%Polyethylene

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample Is
organic binders.

Yes
!15302-247 401-90A
rout Under Multi-Colored / Dimentional
oor Tile

< 1%Chrysotile*
2% Cellulose

Beige/black grout tar. Balance of sample is
silicate, cementitious and organic binders.

Yes
15302-248 401-906
.out Under Multi-Colored / Dimentional
or Tile

< 1%Chrysotile*
1%Cellulose

Beige/black grout tar. Balance of sample is
silicate, cementitious and organic binders.

3hrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

.KVLA,93
WVI.AP LD Ca do 10 40414

'age 28 of 34

This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is en accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
Is Lab Code 101848-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. Thls method Is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size Is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. Bee QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description

Yes
.215302-249 401-90C
3rout Under Multi-Colored / Dimentional
Floor Tile
_215302-250 401-91A
3rey 'Exterior Adhesive On N / Wall

N.D.

215302-251 401-92A
led Corrugated Exterior Awning

N.D.

Fibers present

Remarks

< 1%Chrysotile*
2%Cellulose

Beige/black grout tar. Balance of sample is
silicate, cementitious and organic binders.

1 %Cellulose
< 1%Polyethylene

32%Cellulose
1%Synthetic
< 1%Polyethylene

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Red linoleum fibrous tar. Balance of
sample is organic binders and unspecified
non-fibrous material.

Chrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, hematite, Actinotite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1(1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
Is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result 01 this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method Is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos Is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.
NVIAP Lab Coin lala<0.0

'age 29 of 34

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

QA Report
510-786-9751

Method: EPA-600/11
KELLCO Services
3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward

CA 94545

Laboratory manager:
(signature)

Lab Sample Client Sample Number I Asbestos
detected? Fibers present
Number
and Description

N.D.

31ank sample

Remarks

No fibers

PC*

215302-1

401-01A

N.D.

No Fibers

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Tan plaster aggregate. Balance of sample
is silicate and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

White skim coat. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

laster - Smooth & Rough Coats

?15302-2

401-01 Aa

!aster - Smooth & Rough Coats

?15302-6

401-01Ca

!aster - Smooth & Rough Coats

15302 -31 401 -04Aa
x3 5 Black Ceramic Baseboard Tile / M

)hrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinetite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

•

p

Fivi.xp Lab Coda 1af11440

'age 30 of 34

®

This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
Is Lab Code 101948 . 0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the VS. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limn for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

QA Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number
Number
and Description

I

Asbestos
detected?

N.D.

Blank sample

Fibers present

Remarks

No fibers

PC*
_215302-37 401-06Ab
Vlulti-Color / Dimentional Floor Tile / M

N.D.

42% Cellulose
1% Synthetic
<1% Polyethylene

Black felt. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

.215302-47 401-07Ca
Ian w/ Black Streaks Marble & Grout

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Tan grout. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

215302-54 401-11Aa
Vhite & Black Hexagon Ceramic
looring

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

215302-58 401-11 Ca
Vhite & Black Hexagon Ceramic
boring

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

215302-67 401-17A
an Mastic Behind Fiberglass Wall
'ands

N.D.

< 1%Polyethylene
< 1%Cellulose

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

215302-71 401-19A
lypsum /Joint Compound

N.D.

22%Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

?.15302-72 401-19B
•ypsum /Joint Compound

N.D.

22% Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

?.15302-85 401-21 Ea
ed Sheet Flooring / M

N.D.

52% Cellulose

Yellow fibrous woven adhesive material.
Balance of sample is organic binders.

Chrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

HV,A

liVLAP Lab Cads 1012414

'age 31 01 34

This report that not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
win be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1(1-1 .87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method is not reliable for analysis of life or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

QA Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number l Asbestos
detected? Fibers present
Number
and Description

Blank sample

N.D.

Remarks

No fibers

PC*
•_215302-90 401-24Aa
12"x12" Black Floor Tile / M

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

.215302-94 401-25Ba
Vinyl Wall Covering / M

N.D.

1 %Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

_215302-100 401 -268a
1"xl" Red, Grey, Dark Grey Ceramic
Roaring

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

215302-115 401-30G
rextured Paint Over Gypsum Wall
3oard

N.D.

1%Cellulose

215302-116 401-31A
3ypsum Wallboard & JC Under
-extured Paint

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementltious.

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

22%Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

215302-118 401-31C
3ypsurn Wallboard & JC Under
extured Paint

N.D.

21%Cellulose
2%Fiberglass

215302-126 401-34A
i lnyl Wall Panel I M

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

215302-127 401-34Aa
tinyl Wall Panel I M

N.D.

32%Cellulose

Off-white wall vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Chrysotile, Amostte, Crocidolite, Trernolite, Aciinolite, and Anthopbyllite are asbestos fibers, N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
e
[ ‘grw1 a
NVLar Lae ;oda 111134.0

Page 32 of 34
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This repot/ shalt not be reproduced except In full without written approval ol MACS Lab, Ina This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
wilt be destroyed after one monlh. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1(1-1-87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited taboralay of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP and
is Lab Code 101946,-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysts,
Calif Dept ol Health ELAP $2027. This method Is not reliable for analysis of life or other materials when fiber sixes less than 10u. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit tor asbestos is 1% per CA law. 'See 00 page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

QA Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample NUmber
Number
and Description

Asbestos
detected?

Fibers present

Remarks

I

Blank sample

N.D.

No fibers

PC*
_215302-133 401-37Aa

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

12"x12" Grey Floor Tile / M

215302-137 401-39Aa

•

3rown Vinyl Baseboard w/Tan Masitc

215302-145 401-43C

Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*
3% Cellulose
1% Mineral. Wool

N.D.

31%Cellulose

3oiler Block Insulation

215302-152 401-47A

Off-white fibrous plaster insulation.
Balance of sample is micaceous and
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Red/brown linoleum. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

led Sheet Flooring w/Surface Mastic

215302-159 401-48Aa

N.D.

4%Wollastonite
< 1%Cellulose

Brown adhesiye. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Yes

2%Chrysotile*
< 1%Cellulose

Lt. green tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Yes

5%Chrysotile*
3% Cellulose

Yes

26%Chrysotile*
22% Cellulose

2"x12" Ceiling Tile w/ Holes w/Mastic

215302-187 401-60A
"x9" Green VAT / M

215302-188 401-60Aa
'x9" Green VAT / M

?15302-193 401-65A
u. Paper Under Red Sheet Flooring

Black tar. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

Black tar paper. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Chrysotile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted
This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approvaf!of MACS Lab, Inc This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap I (1-1-67) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
is Lab Code 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis.
Calif Dept of Health ELAP #2027. This method Is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEN analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.
HWAIMMCNN1M404

'age 33 of 34

MAUS Lab, Inc.
3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Bulk Asbestos Analysis
()A Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number
Number
and Description

Asbestos
defected?

Blank sample

N.D.

Fibers present

Remarks

No fibers

PC*
.215302-215 401-79Ab

N.D.

Roof Paper Under Gravel

15%Fiberglass
1%Cellulose

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

215302-229 401-80A
3urbing Membrane

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Silver paint. Balance of sample is organic
binders and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

.215302-234 401-83A
•
• 2"x12" Blue Vinyl Floor Tile / M

Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*

Blue tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

215302-235 401-83Aa
2"x12" Blue Vinyl Floor Tile / M

N.D.

1%Cellulose

1%Cellulose

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

End of report.
- )1irysotife, Amosite, crocidolite, Trernolite, Actinolite, and Anthopbyllite are asbestos fibers. N.D.=1\ione Detected PC =Point Counted
This report shall not be reproduced except in full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc, This report relates only to the items tested. Samples
will be destroyed alter one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg, Chap 1 (1-1-87) Part 763. Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method-.
Percentages are approximate. MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and
Is Lab Coda 101948-0. No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of Ihillinalysis.
Calif Dept of Heath ELAP #2027. This method Is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis
should be used. Method Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page tar blank and retest data.
NVUIVIL-ati toela 101044
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Job Description: Depot Survey Project - 4011 Street, Sacramento, CA (L215302)
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
I detected? Fibers present
and Description
Number

.F215508-1 33, 401-058

Yes <0.25% Chrysotile*

Nindow Putty

PC*

7215508-2 34, 401-05C

Yes <0,25% Chrysotile*

Niricloiv

Putty

Remarks
Off-white putty.
400 Point Counted Sample Analysis.

Off-white putty.
400 Point Counted Sample Analysis.

PC*

.F215508-3 68, 401-18A

Yes <0.25% Chrysotile*

31aCk Mastic Under Wood Paneling

PC*

.F215508-4 69, 401-18B

Yes <0.25% Chrysotile*

31abli Mastic Under Wood Paneling

PC*

F215508-5 70, 401-18C

Yes <0.25% Chrysotile*

3Iack Mastic Under Wood Paneling

PC*

Black adhesive.
400 Point Counted Sample Analysis.

Black adhesive.
400 Point Counted Sample Analysis.

Black adhesive.
400 Point Counted Sample Analysis.

Chrysofile, Amosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinotite, and Anthophyllite are asbestos fibers, N.D.=None Detected PC =Point Counted

/MAP lotto aode1011141141

Page 1 0f2

This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the Itenis tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1(1-1 .87) Part 763, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
MACS Lab Is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and is laboratory number 101948.
No product endorsement by NVLAP or any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis. Calif Dept of Health EIAP
82027. This method is not reliable for analysis of the or other materials when fiber size is less than 10p. TEM analysis should be used. Method
Detection limit for asbestos fill% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number lAsbestos
detected?
Number
and Description

Fibers present

_F215568 - 6 143, 401 - 43A

Yes < 0.25% Chrysolite*

Boiler Blook Insulation

PC*

..F215508-7 144, 401 -43B

Yes <0.25% Chrysolite*

Boiler Bleck Insulation

PC*

.P215508-8 145, 401 -43C

Yes < 0.25% Chrysotile*

Boiler Block Insulation

PC*

Yes < 0.25% Chrysotile*
s215508-9 169, 401 -52A
12m1.1)(12" White Floor Tiles wtran Steaks pc*

1215508-10 234, 401-83A
12")(12" Blue Vinyl Floor Tile / M

Yes < 0.25% Chrysotile*

Remarks
Off-white fibrous plaster ingulation.
400 Point Counted Sample Analysis.

Off-white fibrous plaster insulation.
400 Point Counted Sample Analysis.

Off-white fibrous plaster insulation.
400 Point Counted Sample Analysis.

Off-white tile.
400 Point Counted Sample Analysis.

Blue file.
400 Point Counted Sample Analysis.

PC*

* Chtysbtile, Arnosite, Crocidolite, Tremolite, Actinolite, and Anthophyllite are asbestOslibers. N,D.41one Detected PC =Point Counted
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This report shall not be reproduced except In full without written approval of MACS Lab, Inc. This report relates only to the Herbs tested. Samples
will be destroyed after one month. Test per 40 Code of Federal Reg. Chap 1(1-1-87) Part 783, Subpart F, Appendix A or current EPA method.
MACS Lab is an accredited laboratory of the National Voluntary Laboratory Accreditation Program (NVLAP) and is laboratory number 101948.
No product endorsetent by NI/LAP OT any agency of the U.S. Government may be claimed as a result of this analysis, Calif Dept of Health ELAP
#2027. This Method is not reliable for analysis of tile or other materials when rater steels less than 10p. TEM analysis should be used. Method
Detection limit for asbestos is 1% per CA law. See QC page attached to this page for blank and retest data.

IIIIAUb Lao, Inc.
3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

LE 2-t5 O'
Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number I Asbestos
detected? Fibers present
Number
and Description
215302-28 401-03A

Remarks
White ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

N.D.

No Fibers

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

N.D.

No Fibers

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Off-white putty. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*

Off-white putty. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

•"x4" White Ceramic Tile / M

215302-29 401-03Aa

Gray mortar. Balance of sample Is silicate
and cementitious.

xit" White Ceramic Tile / M

215302-30 401-04A

Black ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

"x3" Black Ceramic Baseboard Tile / M

215302-31 401-04Aa
"x3" Black Ceramic Baseboard Tile! M

21 5
. 302-32 401-05A
trindow Putty

215302-33 401-05B •

< 1%Cellulose

Jindow Putty

215302-34 401-05C

Yes

< 1%Cellulose

Andow Putty

215302-35 401-06A

< 1%Chrysotile*

Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*

Yes

5%Chrysotile*

Off-white putty. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Blue tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

IA-Color / Dimentional Floor Tile / M

215302-36 401-06Aa

4% Cellulose

lulti-Color / Dimentional Floor Tile / M

215302-37 401-06Ab .
lulti-Color / Dimentional Floor Tile / M

N.D.

42%Cellulose
1% Synthetic

Black tar. Balance of sample is organic'
binders.

Black felt. Balance of sample Is organic
binders.

MACS 1-8D, inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

t_ F 2-ts 50if

Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number I Asbestos
detected? . Fibers present
Number
and Description

Remarks

Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*
2%Cellulose

Black adhesive. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

?15302-69 401-18B
lack Mastic Under Wood Paneling

Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*

Black adhesive. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material

?15302-70 401-18C
lack Mastic Under Wood Paneling

Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*
2% Cellulose

Black adhesive. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

?15302-71 401-19A

N.D.

• 21%Cellulose,
' 2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

15302-72 401-19B
ypsum /Joint Compound

N.D.

22% Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

15302-73 401-19C
psum /Joint Compound

N.D.

22%Cellulose
2% Fiberglass

Off-white joint compound gypsum
wallboard. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

15302-74 401-20A
3d Sheet Flooring w/ Tan Specks

N.D.

< 1%Polyethylene
< 1%Cellulose

Red tile. Balande of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material

15302-75 , 401-20Aa
id Sheet Flooring wl Tan Specks

N.D.

55% Cellulose

Yellow fibrous woven adhesive material.
Balance of sample is organic binders.

15302-76 401-21A
Ki Sheet Flooring / M

N.D.

2%Cellulose

15302-77 401-21Aa
d Sheet Flooring / M

N.D.

54% Cellulose

215302-68 401-18A
ilack Mastic Under Wood Paneling

1%Cellulose

ypsum /Joint Compound

Red tile. Balance of sample Is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

Yellow fibrous woven adhesive material.
Balance of sample is organic binders.

MACS Lab, Inc.
3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Bulk Asbestos Analysis Le,
Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number I Asbestos
detected? Fibers present
Number .
and Description

Remarks

215302-138 401.40A
Irey 4" Vinyl Baseboard / M

• N.D.

No Fibers

?15302-139 401-40Aa
irey 4" Vinyl Baseboard / M

ND.

1%Cellulose

M5302-140 401-41A •
lue Baseboard w/White Mastic

N.D.

No Fibers

15302-141 401-41Aa
tie Baseboard w/White Mastic

• N.D.

<1 %Synthetic
< 1%Cellulose

White adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Brown vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample Is
organic binders.

Blue vinyl. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

15302-142 401-42A
)iler Gasket

•N.D.

39%Wollastonite
33% Kevplar
< 1%Cellulose

Brown 9asket. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

15302-143 401-43A
iller Block Insulation

• Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*
2% Cellulose
1%Fiberglass

Off-white fibrous plaster insulation.
Balance of sample IsThicaceous and
unspecified non-fibrous material.

15302-144 401-43B
her Block Insulation

• Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*
2%Cellulose
1%Fiberglass

Off-white fibrous plaster insulation.
Balance of sample is micaceous and
unspecified non-fibrous material.

15302-145 401-43C
iler Block Insulation

Yes

<1 %Chrysotile*
2%Cellulose
1%Fiberglass

Off-white fibrous plaster insulation.
Balance of sample is micaceous and
unspecified non-fibrous material.

15302-146 401-44A
psum Wallboard / M Unfinished

N.D. " 17%Cellulose
<1 %Fiberglass

Off-white gypsum wallboard. Balance of
sample is unspecified non-fibrous material.

15302-147 401-45A
d 12"x12" Floor Tile FM

N.D.

Red/brown tile. Balance of sample
isunspecified non-fibrous material.

No Fibers

950T

MACS Lab, inc.
3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

Bulk Asbestos Analysis LE2.1550g
Report

510-786-9751
Lab Sample Client Sample Number
Number
and Description

Asbestos
detected?

215302-168 401-51A

Fibers present

Remarks

N.D.

91%Synthetic
< 1%Cellulose

Tan fibrous insulation. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*

Off-white tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified-non-fibrous material.

an, Twine Like Pipe Wrap

5302-169 401-52A

< 1%Cellulose

?."x12" White Floor Tiles %Tian
treaks / M

1 .5302-170 401-52Aa

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

2"x12" White Floor Tiles wItan
freaks / M

15302-171 401-53A

N.D. .

No Fibers

Off-white ceramic tile. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material

:own Baseboard Ceramic Tile

:15302-172 401-53Aa

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Gray mortar. Balance of sample is silicate
and cementitious.

own Baseboard Ceramic Tile

15302-173 401-54A
aster Wall Texture

15302-174 . 401-54B •

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.
••

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

N.D.

1%Cellulose

Yes

55%Chrysotile*
17%Cellulose
10%Synthetic

Off-white texture. Balance of sample isunspecified non-fibrous material.

aster Wall Texture

15302-175 .401-54C

Off-white texture. Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

aster Wall Texture •

15302-176 401-55A
ack Twine Like Pipe Wrap

15302-177 401-55B
ick Twine Like Pipe Wrap

Tan fibrous rope woven material Balance
of sample Is unspecified non-fibrous
material.

Not analyzed due to prior positive sample.

MACS Lab, Inc.

Bulk Asbestos Analysis

3137 Diablo Ave
Hayward, CA 94545-2701

LF 2-L9s'OV

Report
510-786-9751
/
Lab Sample Client Sample Number Asbestos
detected?
Number
and Description

N.D.

215302-228 401-79D

Remarks

Fibers present
16% Fiberglass •
1%Cellulose

urbing Membrane

Black roofing. Balance of sample is organic
binders.

< 1%Polyethylene
215302-229 401-80A

• N.D.

<1%Cellulose

Silver paint. Balance of sample is organic
binders and unspecified non-fibrous
material.

N.D.

< 1%CellUlose

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Silver paint. Balance of sample is organic
binders and unspecified non-fibrous
material. .

N.D.

<1% Polyethylene

Brown vinyl tile: Balance of sample is
unspecified non-fibrous material.

liver Paint On Radiator
,
215302-290 401-80Aa
ilver Paint On Radiator

215302-231 401-81A
food Pattern Vinyl Floor Tile / M

'.15302-232 401-82A

. < 1%Cellulose

food Pattern Vinyl Floor Tile / M

15302-233 401-82Aa

•

N.D.

1% Cellulose

Yes

< 1%Chrysotile*

Off-white adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

food Pattern Vinyl Floor Tile / M

15302-234 401-83A

< 1°/eCellulose

'x1 2' Blue Vinyl Floor The / M

15302-235 401-83Aa

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

rx1r Blue Vinyl Floor Tile / M

!15302-236 401-84A

<1% Polyethylene

N.D.

< 1%Cellulose

Blue tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.

Yellow adhesive. Balance of sample is
organic binders.

Beige/gray cement aggregate. Balance of
sample is silicate and cementitious.

:one Floor Tile Filler

1 5302-237 401-85A
'x1 2" Tan w/White Specks Floor Tile

Yes

2%Chrysotile*
< 1%Cellulose

Tan tile. Balance of sample is unspecified
non-fibrous material.
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INTRODUCTION

We have tompkted g. eotechnical. engineering and geologio :bArds invegigntion for' the
prOpoSed Sacranidith Rail Depot Building tenoYation project Iodated at 40.1 I Street in
Sacramento, California (see:FigUreS 1 and 2). Tho purposes of our woiic have, been.to inYestige
the Site, 'Soil, grOundWater and ologic conditionS.Of the:area of aiSting rail depot•littilding,.-and
to. prepare gboio&: and. geotechniCal engineering COncluSionS and.reconurieridatiOnS "for 'use by
the Other members of the design team in preparing . project plans and specifiCatiOns. Our Wofk
has been performed in aacOrdance:witlithe conditions Of our proposal to Mr John Meyer
Simpson, Gumpertz, & Heger, Int., ,(SGH) dated October 28,, 2008
. (reYised. February
Work. Scope
Our scOpe Of work included the following:. •

•••

1, Site reconnaissance:
2. Review Of historic aerial phOtagraplis, topographic maps, and groundwater rnap .S of
the area,
3. Review of geologic rhaps . and ,faUlt Maps,
4: Revi ew, Of tiistcat seism icity: within.approjcirnately I60.1ciloMeters .(1.00 miles) of the
Site.
5., RevieW of previous .geOtechtlical. reports ,prepared for the Site by our firin:and others.
6. SUbSurfaceej4goratioriOnelt.tdingthedrilling 04 044114g of tWo:rnitd4Otary.
borings atiel,adyandirig.t*O.Cond Penetration Test (PPT):sOnndingS.,_
7. 1.46.90,-toryteOng of selectd sail samples.
8. Bngineeringand:.geOlogie analyseS.
9. Site-specific response spectra in accordan c e with ASCE:41,
10. -a1;te: response -analysis.
U. Preparation of this report.

vv-..wa ate-
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Ger*Vic Hazards and GeoteehnicalEngliwringRepprt

Page 2

SACRAMENTO. RAIL DEPOT BUILDIfiG
WU. No 5002.04P
March 8, 2010

Itshould be noted that the original scope of workiprestrited in our revised proposal included:
a site-specific response spectra in accordance With . Qhapter 21 OfASCE 7-95. The sitespecific response spectra were developed in accordance With AScE11-06 at the requeSt of
the client subsequept to. iniiiation.of our. s0Pices.
Figures and Attachments

The following figures are included With : this report:
..7 1,.

1

3.
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Project Description
The Depot contains approximately 64,000-s4uare feet of floor area including a basement and
attic. The structure consists of two three-story wings flanking a large central passenger waiting
room. The existing structure is constructed of non-ductile reinforced concrete framing with a
reinforced concrete slab at ground level. The structure is supported on reinforced concrete pile
caps with creosote-treated timber piles.
Seismic np,grades to tbe eXisting Depot will include: Construction anew interior columns and
walls supported on deep foundations The project team is not considering relocation of the
Depot at this time.
SGI-1. reviewed. the original dra.wings or the building and concluded-the pile:design lOads:-would
have been approximately 50 kips plus the weight of the pile cap. Computer modeling of
structural loading on the existing building by SGH indicates an average deadliVe, load of 47kips with. a. Standard deviation (416 kips.
Mandated improvements will include underground utility construction and removal and
replacement of exterior concrete flatwork and asphalt concrete pa-Vernents.

FINDINGS

Site Description
The existing Sacramento Rail Depot 13nilciing ialOcatecl at 40 :1 1:$treet, pp.i.thwest of the
intersection of I Street and !I
in Sperarndnt0,. Califomia"(F,Igtires:.1 at.i.4j). The 'site'is
located at approximately 38..5843 0t north,latitude:ap0 Of .501,09 west longitude in a portion Of the
southwest V Section 36.6f Township :9 N6tili, 'Range 4 East, Mount Diablo Baseline and
Meridian of the United States Geological Slit:Vey (USGS) Sadrathentn- East and Sacramento
West, California 7.5-minute . qUadongle (USGS,1967; photo revised 1980, :1992).
The Stirface .elevation across the it is approximately 11$ to +30 feet ins)(National Geodetic
Vertical Datum [IstOD.), 1929). The Sacramento Rail Depot building is bounded to the north
by railroad tracks; to the east by an existing building beyond which is 5t Street; to the south by a;
parking lot beyond Which.is LStreet; and, tO the wegt . liymbre parking beyond which Interstate ,5,
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Existing Depot Foundation Literature Review
AS input to this report, we reviewed the following dOcurneds:
•
•

•

A letter dated June 8, 1989 prepared byMarr-Shaffer & AsSeeiatos (MSA).rogardingthe
S.P. Depot/RailWay Express.Ageridy Bldg.;
A deOtechnial Report for the SoiahOnPacific.Depot building prepared by Lowry &
AsSbciates (Lowry) datedkine 8, 1989; and,
A Geotechnical,Engineering Report (WKA No 5002 01) prepo:ted by . WKA dated April
15, 2002 for the Southern: Pacirfic Depot Renovation.

The MSA report indicates the existing structure was built in •1925
- and is supported by concrete
.tile cat* and treated timber pilings. The original plans reportedly indicate the foundation system
consists of spread footings with treated timber piles a4clect for a . factor of safety. However, as
.noted in the MSA report, "the soil bell* the existing striicturPhas since settled
the
settlement Of the near surface soils over The years has allowed the soil to subside from
the
footings siich that the thriber piles Eire nOw supporting the entire : ioad of the structure:"
-The:LoWry repOrtindicates 'that the tiniber .pileaeo ereciSciteAreated, varyindiameter from1 I to:
ZO itiCh es, arid. are estiniated-to
ahOkir 50: to 60 feetlog The. iii-lelerigiths. aro:based On
estirnateSby LOWry'S pets.Onriel UsinghiStorital:doristruCtion pholographi: TheirePOrt:.eStitriateS
the Soils: below the buildingliaVe:.Settled .abOut-three tO:foutinetieS, AecbrOiergto:theLOrwry
report, the piles: dre: oot.stebototal ty-cobrieeted,t0: the pile Ca.p.: and the 'pile caps and grade heairis
are suspended and not in contact with th.soi.1

the , Lowry , inyStigatiO11,: apile load test Was perfbitted

g .16-inch diattefer .thrib,er:
.pao a6od on the loci test, LoWifyrcbliOlndedthatthe.eXiStingtiniber :piles are capable of
sustiitig allowable design loads of atleast 20 OnS, dead.plins liVe load. :The:Makin:10ra toadappliedloAhopile during the lood jest
toos;:.W.hielf.ytiolcledi a:Adwil*at.'d dottettiott of
4.hout. 0.04.$.: iriChes:„
The:WKA itivestigatiOn eOnsiSted Of exposing the pild.foutidatioaltitWo loCations:and
observing the 66.04iort Of the existing piles A gOtdihottn the WKA.tepOrti:'..signMeant,,:readity:
woshof- obsoKod.-.
OhserVable:d oteiiofati oh of the expOsel peirtiOriS:Ofthe
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Information regarding tapers or, splicing of the timber piles was not referenced in our research of
preyious reports at the .Site.
Regional Geology

The site is located in the northern portion of the Great Valley geomorphic provinee of CalifOrnia
in the central portion of the Sacramento Valley. The Great Valley of California is generally
considered to be an elongated sedimentary trough, approximately 450 miles . long and 50 miles
wide. Rock units within the O
: ita Valley geomorphic province consist of Mesozoic ., Cenozoic
Marine and non-marine sedimentary rocks:. These sediments have been folded into an
asymmetric syncline, the axis of which lies immediately east Of the interior Coast Ranges. The
sedimentary units on the east side of the Great Valley are minimally deformed and are deposited
on basement rocks of the Sierra Nevada geomotphic proVince. The Sedimentary rocks on the
west side of the Great Valley are deformed at dip at moderate angles to the:east ,(Norris , and
Webb; 1990).
Surfa:de elevations within the ,Qre:at Valley generally range from SOetal ft.b1O r lpearisea
level to more than 1000 feet above Sea leVel. The ma jor topographical feature in the Sacramento
Valley is the Sutter Buttes (a. volcanic remnant) that rise aPproximately1980tett.4boyt-the
surrounding valley floor. The Sutter Buttes are located edit of the site
Holocene alluvium (Q4under1ies : the depot Site (Figure.3).. The Sitt'i§ loeatednearthe
confluence of the Sacramento and AtOticdh rivers These dyea deposited the Holocene
alluvium In general, the Holocene alluvial deposits conSist.Ottnoider4(6Jyto,p0orti. ,'ottet and
:moderately to poorly bedded sands, silts, and Clays: (Heileyand Harwood, 1985) Review of
historical maps and aVailablegeoteehnibalreports of the:site . area indicates the location where
.6.4.0t WO Constructed was once the location ef an h4torie:tiodyowater,lLake Sutter, in
1859 to 095 lly,1902. the area of Lake: SUtterhad been reduced to the approximate
illustrated on Figure 4 (U5QS.,1902)::
: Substrface:Geologie arid SOH COnditions •
, cyr . biltiditis and: borings. dri:lled within the aite rencountered.artificial • fillai) and Holocene
alluvium (Qa). Approicirnate.:sUbsurfaceexpioration locations are illustrated

•

• •• !g

z4-7.4-41-A-:`,..-,•.:7,m,:.-;,'-n2,,,,e.7.;::•,...;;;;;r..

.

,
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For soil and geologic conditions at a specific location, refer to the boring logs presented in
Appendix A and the CPT results presented in Appendix C of this . report. Borings at the site were
advanced utilizing rotary-wash augers.
Artificial Fill (4)
Borings advanced for this investigation generally encountered sand and silt fill extending aboUt
2 1/2 to four feet bac* the existing ground surface. The fill at the boring locations is underlain by
sands (Holocene alluvium).
KOlueerie

(Q0)

Holocene alluvium was encountered in. our exploratory borings and CPT seundings to the
:maximum depth explored of approximately 8:1;4 : feet help* existing site grade. Our subsurface
exploration and laboratory test results indicates that the Holocene alb:wit:nil consists primarily of
poorly graded sands: in the upper 37 to 41%2 feet of the site
silt layer Was encountered in the
borings and extended about 50 feet beloW the existing ground surface. The Silt layer is underlain
by poorly graded sands, which areoverlyingSilty gravels extending to the explored depths of the
borings.
:Groundwater

-Groundwater was endountered in the borings aboiat 15 feefbelow the existing ground surface at
the boiing locations.
Review of the State Water Restnirdes Control Board GeoTraCker webpage indicates that the
.
.- .
.
. .
.
.
grouncNratei in the vicinityof the site yartesbetween approximately 10. and feet below the
groUnd surface.
Faulting

No indication of surface rupture or fanit-related surface disturbanceWas observed at the site
during otif siteirecOnrialssance Or review of aerial photographs -. The SeiSirile Safety. and Safety
Element Of the Sacramento County General. Plan (1993). does hot indicate any surface fault
rupture hazards in the vicinity of the depot site. No kno*n active or ,poteritially active faults :are
shown on currently available geologic maps as crossing the site The site4s:hot located within -a
designated Alquijvirio)o. tarthquike Fault Zend (Jennings and
MO; Haft and Bfyan-i.
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1999). The nearest Alquist 7PrioloEarthquake Fault Zohe is the Huihing Creek .--Berryessa
located approximately 62 kilometers northwest of the site. The :nearest fault exhibiting
HOlocene (i.e., last -11,000 years) activity is the Punnigan HillsFilt1Ocäed apprOXiniately 44
kilometers northwest of the site (Jennings and Bryant, 2010). The segment of the Dunnigan
Hills Fault illustrating Holocene activity is a secondary fault in the hanging Wall Of the Great
Valley blind thrtist system and is not considered a siirface fault ruptrire liaaid or seistnogenic
source With respect to the projeet. The Dunnigan Hills Fault is wit-zoned as active pursuant to
the guideliries of the AlquiSt-Priolo Earthquake Fault Zone Act.
Review of Probabilistic Seismic licii:trd Assesstneta for the State of ailifon . lidirOarOd by the
California Geological Survey (CGS) (Petersen, et al, 1996; Cao, et:4,200 indicates the site is
located Within close proximity of several faults that are capable of generating significant
earthquake ground motions (Figure 5). CIS Class A and B fault sources with Moment
Magnitudes (M,) of 6:5 or geater located Within approximately 100 kilometers Of the Site are
presented in the table below. The nearest of these faults, Segment R.6 ...4 Of the Great Valley
Fault System, trends north-northwest to south-southeast and is located approximately 43
.kilotneters west of the site.
The Great Valley Fault System consists a low-angle fault system or blind thrust. During
earthquakes, this type Of fault does not always break the ground surface but can produce strong
.earthquake shaking (Narnson and Davis, 1988; Unruh and Moores, 1992; Wakabayashi and
Smith, 1994). The surface projection Of the fault tip of Segment-No. 4 of the Great Valley Fault:
is located several kilometers west of the site (Table 1). The fault plane of the Great Valley Fault .
: System is located approximately seven to ten kilometers below the ground surface and dips
toward the west at approximately 15 degrees. The:1892 ..Mg6".4. and.:6.2 Winters-Vacaville, 1983
Mw6.5 Coalinga, and the 1985 Mw6.1 Kettlethan Hills : earthquakes occulted:a:tong e gn writs of
the:Great Valley Fault System Theprokimity of this faith system to the site cuuld.iresult hi
strong earthquake ground motions at the : site:if the Great Valley Fault System ruptures in the
future. The Great Valley Fault System is not a fault rupture hazard at the Site.. Segments of the
Great Valley Fault System is not illiistrated-On:Figire 5 because the Great Valley Fault System
consists of a series of hurled faults and these segments are not presented on
CGS Fault
..
Activity -MI*6f California (Jennings and Bryant; 2010)

•
--
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Table I: Faults Influential to the site

.
•

- 1 ,......itiOii431.-N---.''..:T..
$.0-44.4106*.ii."40:6)14a.!.7.7--...:
' • :.riiilei . ". ,'. '=-:-161.4i8i, oii `:--11 : . 444jaiii4iii.M4601#1001:4 '.4.4.4-17Sf i
;.,. ..-:-...

ailli• aliae:

; real Valley 4 .
• real. Valley:3
} reatlialley 5
'-1 iiiiiinereek -,..B.PrrY6*n oncold/OV : (GVS÷QATI,l)
. .
orkeord/GV: (coNtoys+QvN)
• 01.rierircl/OV (
. CON-i-OS)
1 .e.s.t344i,
;1 oari.l.ttiablo (MID)
• reetrvi1le.(G1n1).
1- reeik le '. (G +G1`,1):
:. re4f Valley 7
i
I t irtiO Sorii-ig§..Fatilt SyStein :.
ala lier6s. (CN)
: ali!ieras (c7i-(2 ;Clj CN)
lriyWard.(Vloong)
.aywarel' (K)
..
aywar.d--:(liN4-12.C) ., .

265
27:8
. 29.0
- 38.6
39.2
39.2
41-.4
48.2
50:6
514
51.6
58.7 .
. . 59.3

•

.
.

.

42.6
.44:7
46.7
62.1.63.1
63.1.
66.6
77.6
81-.4
83.0'

6.6

.

:.;

6.9
6..5
7.1
6.5
. 6:7
6.6
6,5
6.7
6:7
6:9
6.7
'7.6
6.8

.

.

.94_5
954.,
.96.1
.96:1.

59.7
. 59.7
:
. 60.8
97-$
60:8
' . 97.8: . •
. ..60,8 .
97.8
60,..8 . ' . 9718
.
.
. .). 0.ix.1:-(1.15';f1IN.-qt-C):
'
1-1.64ard.(1711n1,.):
. . 61.0
98:2:
_
ay-Ord (tiS'i'llN)
6
1.0
98.2: .
.
:
.
.
.
.. . .
:127
Sap-A.a*as (sA..P,i7s./NstsA2,4-H-5A0): , , 79
r-r.eveite,

.i.
r

.

.

.

5.9
6.9
7.•
7.!
7• 3
.6.5
.-6..

7:9

r
rl-ss
xl-ss:
-rl-ss
r1-.s
il-ss•
r
rl,SS:
il-Ss':

,

r

rf.-§s .
rl•;-ss
rl-ss
rks.
. rizss
r.1-s
,
rl,ss
:.

.

' r I,4s

The Foothills:Fault Systerri is located east of the site. The Foothills Fault System :consists Of
ritinerons northwesterly trending faults along the Western edge Of the Sierra Nevada range and iS
generally bounded by
Beat Mountain and the Melones fault zones (Wagner, 1981; Jennings.
and- Bryant 201.0). The Bear Mountain fault zone lathe Westerly-most fatilt . zoneWithill the
Foothills Fault System. The closest segment of the Bear Mountain fault zone is approximately
38 kilometers east of the Site: The closest segment of the Nfeloncs fault zone is approximately 50
kilometers Past of the site DiStatice:s from the site to the Beat Mountain. and Melones-TaUlts: are
based on
measurements on:the:Jennings and Bryant (2010) map.. Most of-the:fa-04o
within Foothills Fault $5/Stern are Mapped as pfe,Quateinaty displacement with some segments
mapped as haying late-Quaternary displacement (Jenning§. and Bryant, 2010)
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According to the•Fault Activity Map of California. and Adjacent Areas prepared by the CGS
(Jennings and Bryant; 2010), the closest fault to the site is the northeast-southwest. trending preQuaternary Willows Fault. The Willows Fault isiocated.approidinately 'eight kilometers east of
the site.
Coseismio Ground. Deformation
The California State Legislature passed the Seismic Hazards , Mapping . Act (SHMA) in 1990
(Public Resources Code Division 2, Chapter 7,8) as a result of earthquake damage caused by the
1987 Whittier Narrows and 1989 Loma Prieta earthquakes. The purpoSe of the SHMA is to
protect public safety fi.-oin the effects:of.strong ground shaking, liqUefaction, landslides, or other
ground failure, and other hazards caused by earthquakes (CGS sp 1 17) The Sacramento Rail
Depot site is not mapped within a seismic hazard zone based on review of currently published
.maps available on the CGS webSite. However, the site is located Within a zone that is potentially
susceptible to liquefaction adcordirig to the Sacramento County Safety Element
Historic Seismicity
Seismological data regarding signifiCant historical: earthquakes affecting the site :was obtained.
using the commercially available software prOgrainEQSEARCI-1: (Blake, 2000 , ;.'databaSe Updated
to June, 2009). The EQSEARCITI database was developed by extracting records of events greater
than magnitude 40 from the DMG Comprehensive Computerized Earthquake Catalog, and
supplemented by records from the USGS ., University of California, Berkeley; the California
Institute of Technology; arid, the University of Nevada at keno, A . seatch radius of -160
kilometers (100 miles) was specified for this analysis: An historic earthquake epicenter map is
presented as figure 6.
AreVieW of the historical earthquake data indicate that the most significant earthquake shaking
experienced at the depot s ite occurred OS a *suit dt8pver41. earthquakes With epicenters located
San :Francisco earthquake:Of April 18, 1906, With an-epieeriter.
*eat of thesite.
located approximately 131 kilometers southwest of the site, :the: Mp 6.4 and 6.2. VacavilleWinters earthquakes of:April 19, 1892 and April 21, 189.2 with epf:Oatitet$ 10 q0e4 aPProXiniatelY
48::00.3.6kitorrietets scitithwesteif,the site, respectively, and an UnnatnedMit
5.5 earthquake that:
occurred April 30„ 1: g92 earthqiiake,.Viith. an epicenter located appreotiMately:31.klieitnOters:
southwest of the site, all resulted in ground Shakitig equivalent to approximately Modified

'

'NM
5‘.;
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Merealli Intensity VII / . The closest earthquake to the site is indicated to be the unnamed M 5.3
earthquake that occurred on April 30, 1892. The epicenter for the MR 5.7:August. 1, 1975
Oroyille earthquake is located approximately 95 kilorneterinorth'of the Site and resulted in
ground shaking equivalent to approximately Modified Mercalli Intensity )112::.

CONCLUSIONS
Seismic Hazards
No active or pOtentiall y active' faultS: are known to underlie the depot site based Oiithe.ptiblished

geologic maps or aerial photographS:that-We revieWed. The Site is not located Within an
Earthquake Fault Zane, and we
no surface evidence Of 'faulting during Or Site
reconnaissance: Therefore, it is our opinion that ground rupture at the site resulting from seismic
activity is Onlik.0Y; 44hOligh the site:is.not located Within a "Seim-lie' hazard zone pursuant to the
Seismic Hazard Zone Mapping Act, the site may be susceptible to earthquake-induced
liquefaction based qn the results of our investigation and analysis
Liquefaction

Sell Stferigtti And:Stifftioss . reSS: plieriotnerion : that:Typically.oCCursin loose,
saturated cohesionless SOit$ as result of stiOnggrOurid shaking during eatthqUakea. The
prOtentialIerliqUefaCtionka.-Site is ti $1:A411Y. dot6r1"61:1104$0$0.4 Orifhe istilt;a:ObStitrkee
gebtOlititc41 investigation and the grontidwato conditiois berieath. the site Hazards:to:bnildings.
associated With liqUefactiortinclude beating capacity failure, lateral: spreading,..:ancl;d4feTential
.satierr*rit of soils beloWfOundationS, which ebetcoritribute to stratititat dOrrIage:or':06.11040.:
the evaluation and analySis'Of liquefaction is an integral part Of gedtectiniCat practice. The
procedures utilized irt. -the.:geotecitnical airorritiiiity today 6te all based on the so-called
4 siMPlified procedure". developed by Professors Seed,' and Idt* in: .tha.ydats .-fiillo*itwil* 004
earthquakes in Alaska and Niigata, Japan and are astandard pt practice throughout:the
Seed, 1979): The simplified Inticediitdis:liased
geotechnleal industry (seta and Ithiss„:
FT:v:0.0:04y
tnodi i in

..••

"Np'ii.c." 0 by

.
•

•

•
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eValUatiOns of case histories, ineluding empirical evaluation of field obserVations and . field and
lab testing These procedures : are applicable only to sites on level to gently sloping ground,
Underlain- by Holocene alluvial arid/Or fluvial Sediment With.depthless than 50 feet-(Yond et AI.
2001 :Pyke, 2003; Youd et 41. 2003). The simplified procedurehaS ä . nurtiber ollitilitations that
Make its use conservative (Pyke, 2003). For eXaniple; •the 'simplified procedtire aSsurnes • that
penetration . reziStance is a good indiCatot of liquefaCtion potential. Several Other factors can
influenco. penetration resistance :and liquefaCtion potential including overcOnsalidation and age of
the deposit (Seed, 1979). Unfortunately,. the simplified prOcedure does: not account for either of
these effects (P•ke, 2003;: Youd et al, 2003).
Liquefaction Analysis Results
WICA advanced:two CPT soundings and tWo tnitd-rOtary borings to eValhate liquefaction
potentialat the Site.. As previously discussed one of the CPT soundings met 'refusal at shallow
depth (i.e., five to ten feet) despite rePeatedatteiriptSIO relocate andle-adyancelhe sounding.
WICA collected samples 4t various depths from the naud-rotaiy . bOrings and performed labOratory
testing on five of the samples. The •results of the sieve,-hydrometer,, and Atterberg limit testing
are presented in the attached particle size distribution graph (Appendix B). The results of the
laboratory testing and Visual logging of the samples collected ;frg111 the borings indicate the
Majority of the soils in the upper 65 to 75 feet (approximately) are poorly graded sands with silt
(SP). A layer of low plasticity silt (ML) is present between depths of apprpximately 35 to 50'
feet. These soils are mapped as . Holocene age. alluvium and appear to be deposited after
approximately circa 1895 based on review of historical maps (Oa; Helley and .Harwood, 1985).
WICA performed liquefaction analySis. Of data Obtained frotri. one , CIrrsOnnclingadyanced fo total
.depth of approximately 75 feet and the PT blow counts measure in the two mud-rotary borings.
The CPT was analyzed using. Cliq (verSion .1.3) and the two 044 rotary borings
analyzed
Ong LigIT (version 4.7). Qi yen . theort,gding engineering arid scientific debate between the
Berkeley and UC Davis sChools Of thought, the liquefaction analyses were performed utilizing
the NCERIt methodology lout earthqu4ke;:grOvnd motion for the liquefaction .4441ysi"-was
0.17g and aM.+5.5 earthquake derived from our
analysis for gsgl:.
The depth to groundwater during an earthquake event was assumed to be 15 feet below the
ground surface (Jagg) The results of the liquefaction analyses from both the cPT.smiudjUg.4tid
the mud rotary.horings ludic* factors of safety against liquefaction: below 1 3 and that the
'Majority Of the Oil profile above the dense gravel layers jpotO 44040 viarcOpolely 6$ 4)70 feet .may be susceptible to liquefaction:,. A:p4ramojoAiplyt*:00p-ROA 4tp-40 to trigger
n•.•

NS
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liquefaction indicates that liquefaation can be triggered at PGA values below 0.10g. However,
we are not aware of any historical documentation that liquefaction occurred at the Sacramento
Rail Depot site during the MR 8.25 San Francisco earthquake of April 18, 1906 or the MR -6:4 and
62 Vacaville-Winters earthquakes of April 19, 1892 and April 21, 1892. Copies of the.SCPT
sounding and the liquefaction analysis are presented in Appendix C.

Seismically Induced Settlement
Post-liqUefaCtion seismic settlenients were: eStirnated usirig:Cliq (version 1.3),for SCPTOI and
.LiqII (version 4..7) for the two Mud rotary borings (Table . 2). Post-liquefaction settlement
.calculations Within. LiqlT 4re performed using ihe methodcilogyof IshihaM:arid Yoshiminer
(1992). Pt-liquefaction settlenient calenlationS.- Within Cliq are Perforined.using the:
:Methodology of Zhang et al. (2002).
Table 2: Post-LiqtiefiCtion Scisinic 'Settlements
Exploration Locatio n
SCPT-01
D1
D2

Seismic Settled/int
(inclieS),
23
0
25

Given the age of the:deposit and our arialySis diseussed above, the.
estirnate tiatil
and differential post-liquefaction Settlement performed is 15 to 25 inches total seisniic induced
settlement, and eight to 13 inches differential settlement:. These estimates of post-liquefaction
seismic settlements represent free-field ground::settlement,;not: settlement of the Wilding
2007 California Building Code Site Classification
The.seil.Conditions encountered in the: bOrings:anctat,:the..CPT leCatiOnperfortne4fOr thiS.
investigation consisted of loose cOlieSipiiIeSs SOS to k depth of opos04§1y 50 to 60 roo
overlying dense sands, and gravelly sands: Theat 801.1S are: roppo4 as Holocene age alluvium
(Qa; tlelley and Harwood,. i985):. The results of or Iiquof000koAlysis .: (see discup. go: polo*js
indicate that thoo • kii rlO'are"v41110a1510-to.
fai lure
under seismic 10-6:(1W
Based on our site-specific investigation 404 analysis it is our xicito$10441 oOnibti .tbgt46, site
clasific4tibitis site Class F;
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ASCE 41-06 Site-Specific Response Spectra

We have performed a site-sp.ecific ground motion analysis in accordance with ASCE 41-06. The
typical analysis consists of multiple parts including: a general. horizontal response spectrum
procedure (Section 1.6.1) and a .deterministic and probabilistic site-specific procedure (Section
1.6.2). The Structural Design Basis memo prepared by SG1-1 dated October13, 2009 excludes.
the use of a deterministic event to cap Spectral reSpOnse, Discussions of each analysis and the
resulting ASCE:41.0G design response spectrum are proVided below. The deterministic and
probabilistic seismic hazard computations were performed using the commercially available
computer software program
(Version 7.43).

;

Theseisinic:ScUree model used. for the rsH4 coniputatiOns Was" the CGS- Seismic Source:J:11,0d
(C.a0 et al, 2O3) The site coordinates
analysis ptt.-3.8.5,843° north latitude and
121.:.501. 0° west longitude The 'ComputatienS:Were.perfcirtnecl for pealc.hotiZeptal ground
aeCeleration , (PHOA) and.five-percent damped spectral: acceletatiOn (SA) for periods.: up to four
seconds using the average reS414 of four neXrgerieratiohattelwation (NGAS) relationships
(Abrahamson and Silva, 2008, BOore and AtIcinSon,..2008; Campbell and Boairpia,:2008,- and
Cliiou and Youngs, 2008). Thtse%attentfatiori : relatibriships- re4uire. the:site Subgrade be
categorized according to shear wave velocity in the Upper 00 feet (30 meters);: depth to a shear
wave Velocity of 1:::0 knits (Z, 0), and depth to .a Shear wave velocity Of 2.5 km/s . (ZIA The site
Shear w4ve velocity : was'. dpterrnited"tiSing theseismiC:COne penetration test perfcitnied -at -SCPT
01. SCPT-01 enoutiterOdttfitsal at a depth Of 75 ,feet, The average::Shcar r waViyetocity below
a depth Of75 foe was estimated by eNtrapolating the Ow wave!velpc1ty reading .. .at'a depth of
75 feetoverthedepth range-Of 75:t 100 feet: The: resulting-etc .:specific sheat Wave-velocity;
V,3• 0, is 22.8 Meters/Seel:Md. The Shear Wave' velocity of 1-.0 :latt/s: (Zt O and -depth to a shear wave
Velocity of 2S lcrri/S (2:2,.:5) Were estimated from the Caltratis ARS On- .LineWebpage (version

iac'E 4 I,DO, iS'eetion L6,1

Pt-seek-ire

The nger.i.erql
procedure utilizes the mapped spectral aCcelemtionparameters (Ss- and. SI) at tit6
an4.138E-4 ' Earthquake ItazatfiLeveb-.m9 .4i.fiectfor Site ciaSs.toifetertnine thel3SE-2 and
B8E . 1 Spectral acceleration response parameters.: The input parameters and the rooN of our
cadulatiobsote:pre s- ented in Appendix D and discussed below

VA,
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The I3SE-2 mapped spectral acceleration parameters (Ss and SI) are determined from the
Maximum Considered Earthquake (MCE) contour maps available at the USGS webSite. For the
purposes of this analysis, the BSE-2 mapped spectral acceleration parameters (Ss and Si) were
obtained for Site Class B from the LISGS on-line seismic hazards &aggregation webpage. The
13SE-2 values for Ss, Sr, Fa, F, ,Sis, and Sx, are presented in Table 3.
-The•ASCE 41-06 BSE-1 Spectral response acceleration• response parameters are the lesser Of: (1)
the "values of Ss and S1 obtained from approved 10%/50-year spectral response acceleration
contour maps and modified for site class..." or (2) "two-thirds of the values of the parameters for
the BSE-2 Earthquake Hazard Level..." For this project the BSE-1 values are the values of Ss.
and 8, obtained from the USGS on-line seismic hazards &aggregation webpage (Table 3). The
ASCE 41-06 BSE-1 (i.e., lesser values) spectral response acceleration response parameters are
from the USGS . 10%/SO-year spectral response acceleration contour Maps and modified for site
class and blob-thirds of the values : of the parameters for the 13 .$E-2: Earthquake Hazard Level for
Sxs and Sxi, respectively (Table 3). The General Horizontal Response Spectra at the I3SE-2 and
BSE,1 Earthquake Hazard Levels"are presented in Figure 7:
Table 3 — ASCE 41-46 General. Horizontal Response Spectra Parameters
Parameter
Ss' =
"

F.=

sx, =
Ts =
rp=

13SE,2

0.245g
1.324
1.919

COMments

I3SE-1.
0.36g
0. 152g
1.531

.2.92

0:788g . 0.-51.4g
0.312g
0:48g
0.5,94s
0.606s
0121s
0.1.19s

B.SE - I source is. frorn 10%/50-year USGS.contour maps
13SE - 1. source is frOinNfo -thirds Of F3SE.a.

ASCk 4 1- 0; Section: 1,6:2 --PSHA EarthOakoGebafict
A probabilistic seismic:hazard an 1ysis:(PHA)is.a matheinatioal prOcess baSed On probability
and statistie.s . that iS:usedto. estimate the mean number of events per year (annual frequency
in Which the level of some ground motion parameter exceeds a specified riA
being exceeded)
'
level. This can be presented as an average return period (ARP) — the tiinefranieht which
event is likely to recur, Or the likelihood of an event occurring in.one :yeaf. The mathematical
CorriOntatibris. were based on previous work by Cornell (1968) and McGuire (1 078),

NNS
r,••••

'Avr•••.)::••"•;:•n4'

7,•,;;;:t1?=.•:+4,4,14.1.:•,,E•g4,•41:4;•
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The specified risk level for our analyses were the BSE-1 earthquake corresponding to the 10.,.
pert probability exceedance in 50 years or 475-year ARP and the BSE-2 earthicinake
corresponding to the 2-percent probability of exceedance in 50 years Or 2,475-year ARP. The
results Of our PSHA computations arepresented in Figure 8.

ASCE 41-06,: Section 1.6.2 — DSHA Earth4uake Ground Motions
The Stryctural Design Basis memo prepared by SGEI dated October 13, 2009•exCludes the use of
a deterministic event to cap spectral responSe. Therefore, no deterministic calculations are
included in this analysis.

ASCE 41-06, Section 1,6.2.1,4 Site-SPecifiC BSE-2 Response ,Specittun
AScE 41 706 speCifies that the site-specific . BSE-1 response Spectrum should betaken aS the
smaller of ) the "Values of the parameters from . thean probabilistic site-specific spectra at
2%/5Q-year probability of exceedance or (2) the "values of the :parameters from 152%
median deterministic site-specific spectra." However, the minimum. spectral amplitudes shall not
be specified less than 70-percent Of the General Horizontal Response SpectruM. The Use of
deterministic ground motions was excluded from Our analysis based On the Structural"DeSign
Basis memo prepared by SGH dated October 13, 2009. The spectral amplitudes from the mean
probabilistic site-specific spectra at the 2%/50-year probability of exceedance are greater . than
70-percent of the BSE,:2 General Horizontal Response Spectrum except in the spectral period
range of Tfi, Therefore, the BSE-72 response spectrum is an envelope consisting of the mean
.probabilistic site-specific spectra at the 2%/50-year probability of exceedanOe and the spectral
ordinates of 70-percent of the BSE-2 General Horizontal Response. Spectrum in.the spectral
period range of To (Figure 9). A Summary of the .ASCE 41,06i Section
Response Spectrum values is presented in Table

NNS
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Table 4: ASCE 41.-06, Section I.6.24.4 Site-Specific BSE-2 Response Spectrum Values
• Site-Specific
••1-:

0.0
0.005

0.2
0.3
0.4
.0.5

BSE4:Speetral._
: Acceleration (g)
0.272
0.314
0.498
0:550
0,635
0.693
0.646
0.605

0.75
LO
1.5
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

BSE-2 Spectral
Acceleration (g)
0.505
0.409
0.299
0:228.
0:178
0.145
0.122
0.106

ASCE 41-06; Section L6.2.1..5. Site-Speciiic #SE-t Response Spectrum
AS CE 41-06 specifies that the sitespecificil3SE;1 respOnse spectruth should be taken as the
smaller of (1) the "values of the pat arneterg from mean probabilistic site specific spectra at the
10%/50-year probability of exceedance" or (2) "two-thirdS . Of the values of the parameters
deterniined for the BSE-2 Earthquake Hazard Level' : HOvVeveri therninimum spectral
amplitudes shall not:be specified: less than 7)-percent of the General Horizontal. Response
Spectrum. The spectral amplitudes from the mean prObabiliStic site-Specific spectra at the
10%150ryear probability of exec:oh= are less than the Values from two-thirds of the values of
the parameters determined for the 13SE-2 Earthquake Hazard Level, The spectral aniplitudeS!
-fronithe mean probabilistic site-specific spectra at the 1.0%/50-year probability of exceedance
are.greater than 70-percent of the:BSE-1 General Horizontal Response Spectrum except in the
spectral Period range of To. Therefore, the 13SE-1 response spectrum is an envelope consisting of
the mean probabilisticsite-specific spectra at the 10%/SO-year probability Of exceedance and the
spectral ordinates of 70-percent of the 13SE-1 -General:HorizOntal Response Spectrum in the
spectral period range of ..7."i) (Figure 10): A summary of the ASCE . 41,06, Section 1 6,2-.1.5 f3SE7-1
Response Spectrum values is presented: intable:'.5.,
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Table 5: ASCE 41-06, Section 1.6.2.1.5 Site-Specific BSE-1 Response Spectrum yalues

0.0

0.005
0:1
0.121
0.2
.0:4
0.5.

Site-Specific BSE1 Response
Spectra
0.175
0.202
0.322
0.359
0.411
0.447
0A21
0.393

•••••-- .1 itesponse.
.

s. Spectra

0.75

0.319
0.256

1.5

018.1

?.5"
.3.0
.3.5

4.0

0.134
0.106
0.086
0.072
0.062

ASCE 41-06, Section 1.6.2. L6 Site-Specific Response Acceleration Parameters
The site.:.Specific response spectra for the. Bst,g and BSrE.4 Earthquake: Hard Levels ate
.presented in Figure 11. ASCE 41-06, Section 1:6.2.1.6:specifies that the site-specific response,
aCceleration parameters SA's, and Sxz meet minimum critetia where these parameters are utilized
by Other sections of the ASCE 41-06 Standard. The:parameter Sxs shall be taken as response
•acceleration obtained from the site-specificresponSespectrum at 0.2 secOrid but is Shall not be
less that 90-percent of the peak response at any other period The spectral response parameter.
Sx 1 : shall be deterMined by overlayiuk a eutAie of:the : P3. 0A Sa = SxilT on the Site-specifie spectrnin
such that at any perfod the value . of Sa shall: not be less than 901)ercent of the valUe detertnined.
directly from the site-specific response spectrum The A SCE 41-06, Section,1.6.2..1.6 sitespecific response acceleration parameters for the BSE-:-2. and BSE-1 Earthquake Hazard Levels
are presented in Table 6, The graphic constructions for the spectral response parameter skp at the
:B$g-.2 :and B.SE-1 Earthquake Hazard LeVel.s..areptesented.linigures 12 and 13 tespeCtivelY,
The spectral response paratritteo-Sxsand S i meet the criteria for botb. the BSE-2 and BS
Earthquake Hazard Levels:
Table 6: ASCE 41-06, Section 1.6.2.1.6 Site-Specific Response Acceleration Parameters
•
1*.410eity:::: :-Ii$.g.4. : :Bsg-1:::
'i s›s::

: :e035::
•

'

: (mu

0A09, . 0:256 .
0644 '., 0.622
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Site Response Analysis
The results of our subsurface exploration, laboratory testing and analysis of penetration
resistanCeand Shear Wave velocity data indicate that the site is underlain bysoils that are
"vulnerable tO potential failure or collapse under seismic loading, such as liqUefiable sOils..."'as
defined in Section 1.6..1.43 of ASCE 41-06, Based on our discussioris With SdH arid the Project
third,party geotechnical peer reviewer, we all concurred that the site shonld be classified aS Site
ClasS F. and a site response analySiS is therefore required.
WKA perfonned a siteresponse analysis With input .and review Of the third-party geotechnical
-peer-reViewer-AMEC/Geomatrix, WKA-performed the folloWing- additionatscope-of-workas..-outlined in our. Change Order No.. 41 dated October 6, 2010: estimated soil profile stiffnesS
charaCteriStics:ntilizing available shear Wave velocity profffe data for the site and nearby
projects;: seleCted seven (7) recorded earthquake ground triotionitimOlistories representative Of
anticipato earthquake characteristics near the site for use . in the site reSpcinseanalysis; discussed
the soil profile stiffness characteristics and selected time-histories with the third-party peer
reviewer; updated the soil profile stiffness characteristics and selected . iimoristori pg based on
dfsctisiOtis with third-party peer reviewer; scaled the selected firne4tistdries : to levels. ofgrOund
:Motion aPpropliate for soft rock conditions beneath the site and performed preliminary
equivalent-linear site response analysis Using $1-1AX.E2600. The iriput.paiam*is .: an4 results of
theisite-reSPonSeinalySiS are disctissed below.

Shear Wave Velocity Profile
The soil profile stifThess characteristics were estimated for two site.conditions: (I) a soil stiffness
profile considering the shear wave velocity charactei istics . where liquefaction does not occur
(hiring an earthquake event; and, (2) a soil stiffness profile with :lower effective shear wave
Velocity in Soil layers subject to liquefaction..
The •first soil. Stiffness profile, the non4iquefied Condition, was eStitnate .d utilizingayallable:shear
.wave velocity profile data for the Site and nearbYprojects. The available Shear wave velocity
d ata for nearby sites illustrate a pronounced iMpedance contrast at a depth between
feet The upper portion of the 88,A,k.E.2009; model profile is based on
approximately 80 to
thesite-specific Shear waveveloCity data obtained frPTI1 The lower portion of the
profile is a composite prOfile interpreted from the Shear Wave Velocity data from the Capitol
Bank of Cotnineree..and:the Aura Tawemsbearwavc velocity profiles For the purposes Of
terminated at a depth of 100 feet at a.
S FIAKE2000 Model teshearwave velocity profile
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shear wave velocity of 1,7$8 feet/second. This depth represents a large contrast in the shear
wave velocity impedance between less stiff soils above and stiffer sails below. The shear *ave
velocity profile ittilized in the analysis is illustrated in Figure 14.

•

:

:The second soil stiffness profile, the liquefied condition, was estimated utilizing the available
shear wave velocity profile data for the site and nearby project.
above, and u§ing:
published correlations between undrained shear strength (Su), the dynamie shearmodtilUS . (0
)
_ max,'
and shear wave velocity (Vs) for the layers susceptible to Iiqiiefattion.for
Ginuxthe layers
•susceptible to liquefaction wasestimated using- the undrained shear Strength; Suol),C.alculated
from the liquefaction analysis of sciYr-ol, Research by Egan and Ebeling (1985) indicate
inverse relationship betweerrthe-ratiO-Gfusk/STandSu: The Values-oftuti-so-ealetilated.fejf-SCPT-------are low, between approximately 140 and 460 psf. This tatige Of Su -values occur iri-a part of
the curves presented in Egan and Ebeling (1985) Where- lines tangent . to the etirVes: have generally
'very steep negative slopes. In other words, small changes in So have a large influence over the
ratio Grusx/Su: Therefore, we have estimated an Upper bound and lower bound Values for QfilaA.:
The upper bound of Gum?, was estimated using the following equation (Seed and klrisS ., 1970)-:
= 2200:S„
Based on discussions with the third-party reviewer; the to
. the following equation:

Of G,„au, was estimated using

G
Theeffective shear wave velocity in the liqUefied Condition for the.upper bOtind and lower boUnd
values of Ginai was estimated Using the following equation:

40,e,gmax t1ie dynamic shear modulus in:pounds t ef stltlare fOot.(0 f), T .i"t4.0.011 Olt
in feet per secondsquared
weight in pounds per ot*oic foot (pef),, and g is acceleration of
(ft/A2).., For the purpose of this analysis.,. 7 was assumed equal to 160 pie. The:Oatotilation'resnits
for dynamic shear modulus and lower effective shear Wave velocity are presented in Table E-1
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The lower effective shear wave velocity profile for soil in the liquefied condition is illustrated in
Figure 14.

Time History Selection
We selected -seven records from thb Pacific EarthqualceEngineeringReseareh '(PEER) Nat
Gettetaticill. Attetipation: (NQA): database. The selected 'words are from Site Class C sites with
Vs30. between approximately 405 and 660 meters/SeCond. To represent earthquakes along the
Great Valley system we selected records from the 1994 Northridge : MO.1, 1983 Coalinga M6.4,
1989 Loma Prieto: M6.9, and 1099
earthquakes. Records selected to represent
largelnagnitude, fatfield_earthqUakes_.(i.e., events along theSAii_Andreaslault),:include two —
events from the 1999 Hector Mine M1.1 earthquake. The specific : characteristics Of each
earthquake record and the recording station including the PEER record number, station number;
V630., PGA, and epicentral distances are presented in Table .7
Table 7: Earthquake Records
PEER
Earthtivake
: Record No.

Norduidge

Station

Coalinga1983
. .
•Chi-Chi 1999.
.1-lector Mine
1999
Chicli.j. 1:999
1-lectot:19lifie"
1.999

(this).:

(g)

(1ull)

.Source:

Tan

Contrib.uOnn

(s)

Near

:0:477

Near

a.i93

USC9001 Montebello
6.69-

NGA1038
Northridge
1994

. Magnitude

Epicentral
Distance

VS30 • PGA

405.1 - 0.1548

USC'90044.R-Ancho.P610$

fqQAtd62 Verdes- Luconia
NGA0330:NOA320.8
NGA1832
NIGA3269
NGA1,795

CDMG 3643,1:Parkfield:,:
C110010 .4* .
CW1 99999 TCU109'
psGs 5300'$ even Oaks
Danl :. Project Office .
Pr.111 :99.999 c.gy029,
CMG 12647 JoSimta
Tree.N.J4.

503.8:

436 •
6,2
7.11

438.3 0)305
473,9'

57
.60

659.6- 0.0529 .

94
:57

Near

75

Far.

:544;7 0.1150,
7.13

,

.

Near
Near

0.317

Far

0:42:1

The fito : tiW.0000000:0,00todjo the:-.ygo -giof the soil profile at 4.depth uf 00:fee(IW:041.4411.
yelli; city iolp rOanO.Ootift.66t discussed
--aPprpOriatelY'1,70 -q .feet/SeCOrid) O'n*shear,
atioVe:, Ihe:Seloctea4iiiieliiistOries Were scaled to. input pOk'groit04* -01-et464 of )9,j347g
based on the
Of'aillipteittentat. psfriN...fOt'SP*04$: :c 520
Of
. i5effoitiled
:000rOXiii1a101Y i t i N9:1f0V*004), The..-pupplegie04.p$11A,:arialy0;e g , ,ixreee
4Z,PiraSK(Verl. 743. 1'004the. ftifoeciiire§:ifidti5k4advotta hazard level of ta,Oeieeht
probability or0.0:: • „44•0:0'iiii$:(kW.40,,
. , •

6.661

NNit
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Results
The detailed results of the site response analysis are presented in Appendix E. The average Ate.
reapitnise for the seven selected acceleration tiMe histories for both the non-light-fled and
liquefied conditions are illustrated op Figure 15 relative to the ASCE 41-06 BSE-1 Site-specific
response spectra. Our liquefaction analysis indicates that liquefaction at the site could be
triggered at peak ground accelerations (PGA) as low as 0.1g. Our ground motion hazard analysis
suggests .a PGA Of approximately 0.17g at the site for the BSE:-. 1 hazard level. In our
professional opinion, the relatively lOW VQA needed to trigger' liqUefaction (i.e., 0.1g) suggests
that the: liquefied site response conditions will most closely model the overall site response
duringlaIrthquske., A-4 il l4Sitratg..04 Figure 15, the site response analysis for the non-liquefied
condition suggests spectral accelerations between approximately 0.6 second: and 0.8 seconC1
could exceed the ASCE 41-06; BSEL 1 Site-specific response spectrum for the seVen selected tune
histories., For the portion of the response spectrum between approximately 0.5 to 1.5 seconds,
werecommend that the spectral ordinates of the ASCE 41-00 BSE-1 site-specific response
spectrum at 6.* 1.0, and 13 : seconds be increased to 0.34g, 0.28g, and:0.19g, respectively, as
illustrated of Figure 15 ("Recommended Response Spectrum") in order to capture Potential
spectral accelerations between the liquefied and non-liquefied conditions.
V bleanic Hazards

Thedepot site: is nOt lOcated within a volcanic hazard zone (e.g., pyroclaStic flow,:vcileanic.
debris flow, lava flow, bas Surge, teplu-a, etc:) associated With potential Velem-lie eruptions of Mt.
ShaSta; Clear take,,Lasaen Peak Or the Mono Lake - Long vaey Volcanic areas: (Miller, 1989):
Therefore, the risk to the Site associated with volcanic hazards is very loW.
Landslides

IhetopOgraphy:deross the site is telativelyflat baaedoilViattal obserVationS and reVieW of the
hiStotiotepOgraphiehiapa, The USGS Topographic Ms Of theSaerarrieritOEASt
Sdoraiiiefito .West,_ California adrahgieSindicStes1he:suIface ek. vatibii at th6Site is
sea level (inal): :BaSed ohthe. fact that there are
approximately +2 5 to +30 feet relative to
no Mai& existing slopes iii the vic inity of the site, it is our opiniOhthatiliepotential for
lapdalidet

•••••
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Naturally Occurring Asbestos (NOA)
Sediments of the Upper Modesto FOrrriatiOn Underlie the site. ReView Of A Geneial Loaciaon

Guide ibr Ultrarnafic Rocks in California - Areas More Likely to-COntain Naturally Occurring
Asbestos, CGS Open-File Report 2000-19 (Churchill and Hill, 2( 00) arid RelatNe Likelihood fOr
the Presence .ofIVaturally Occurring AsbeStbs in Eastern Sacratheizta COunoi, CalifOrnia, CGS
Special Report 192 .(1-liggins and ClinkenbeaM, 2006) indieato the siteis not Underlain by
Ultrarnafie rooks likely to contain asbestos.
Flood Hazards
According to the Federal Ernergency Management Agency (FEMA):Flood Insurance Rate Maps
for . SaeramentO County, California (ComMunity-Partel NumberCommunity7Panel
No;
0Q266
0160 G, Sacramento County, California, dated December 8, .2008) and the FEMA.2007 Quarter
3 GIS dataset for Sacramento County: the Site is' Ideated Within Zone X a zblie identified as
"Areas determined to be outside the 02% annual chance flood plain " . The FEMA flood hazards
arellIUStrated on Figure 16..
Dahl-Inundation
Review of GIS information .provided by the California Office Of Emergency Services suggests
that the depot site
is located within the dam inundation zones for the Nimbus and Folsom Dams
(Figure 17).
'Subsidence
Review of Figure 11-7 contained. within the 1993' (updated 2007) Cotinty-ofSacratnento General
Plan indicates that Sacramento County is divided into "Kiw i:Ain Subsidence Ar.eas":04:"POtential:
Subsidence Areas and Type. Based on the review Of Figure 11-7 the project Site is located
Within an area Of "Potential Subsidence" as is most Of Sacramento COW
•Expansive SOils
The nearsurface soils encountered at the 4plorationlocationsigenerally consist. o f Sat*: with.
Varying Silt content, Which ate not considered expansive. ' therefore, Special: reinforcement of
foundations, floor Slabs, Or exterior concrete flatwork to resist or control soitexpansion
considered necessaryion,thisvOjeet.
pressurei, are
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Existingfimber Pile Foundation Capacities

Our review of the referenced: reports byOtr . firin and by others : indicates the existing timber piles
Supporting the Depot building vary froth 11 to 20 inches in dianieter and extend about 50 to 60
feet below, the existing baSement:levei. HOVvever the. exact depth of the piles was not
determined for this evaluation or previous investigations performed at the site
As noted in .the Lowry report, the timber piles, were considered by LowrY to be capable.of
sustaining .allowabledead phis live loads of 20 tons (40 kips). We assnme a factor of safety of
2.0 was used to evaluate the allowable loading conditions, resulting in an ultimate load capacity
pf "80; kips-using-the- Lowry report-values:
The tirriber.Pites derive, their load"Carrying Capatity from a combination Of skin friction 'between
the pile Aaft. and the surrinUnding sOil, and end bearing.. Based on the soil CoridifiOn§
encountered at the exploration loeation fof this investigation, we have calculated static ultithate
pile capacities ranging trona: 00 to 250 kips for 1:1 to 20 inch diameter piles, respectively; We
have assOMed . the piles have a 0.1 inch per foot taper and the piles ektend at leaSt 60 feet below
the bottom of the basegient. The contribution from skin friction is estimated tarange:fromabout
40 to 90, kips and the coritrihutionfrom end bearing is estimated to range from about 20 to 160
kips for 11' to 20 inekpiles,'TeSpectivety.
Our existing tithberpile Capacity analysis was perforMed using the average ultimate skin friction
values provided in the following tahle. An ultimate end bearing capacity of 150 kips per Square
foot. (10) Was used in onr:analysiS.
Table 8: Timber Pile Ultimate Skin Friction Values
Soil Layer Depth L?

•Ayerage Ultiinate SkinFrictieri
(ksf).

Soil Layer. Description
Mediuni Dense; Silty Sand
(Cyngt)
Silty-Sand and Silt
(Liquefiable Layer)
Medium Dense r SiltySand

0 to 7
TO 50
"50:to 60

tAYPi7 414th,*tofefekic.0 fr001. toiii. of l*Oitiebt:'s)413.;
2 Or0 1#1 0 1.gei .4*S0* .4 :.0 40.0 feet b.PJ0*.th.e,I:1.909t.4 of the N$6illcat '404:

.
1'4';

.
";:(""

•

0,1:5.0
0350
0.500
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For our analysis, we have assumed the piles extend 60 feet below the bottom of the basement
level and are driven to relatively dense, competent material that will not liquefy during a seismic
event.
As noted above, the relatively loese sands : and Silts below the historical high groundwater level.
of 15 feet below the existing ground surface (about Seven feet below the existing basement level)
are anticipated to liquefy during &seismic event: During liquefaction, the capacity of the piles
will significantly decrease due to the reduction;of effeCtive.StresSes: within the liquefiable layer.
The reduction in. effeetiVeSttesSes Will reduce the frictional resistance between 'the pile and the
suneuncling soil :in theliquefiable la -Yet tO essentially zero. Therefore, the liquefiable soils:will
Of the piles during-liquefaction- Pile
not provide any-frictional-resistance to the
-Support &ring a Seismic event Will be provided by fiictional.resistanee Within the soil layer
above the gronodWater table and:the frietion resiStande. and end bearing capaeity of the deeper,
denser soil layer below Theliquefrahlelayers.
Immediatelyafterlliquefaction, settlement of the liqiiefiablelayets'Willlikel y cause the Soil
layers above the liquefied layers settle. Settlement of the Soil layers abeVetheliqUelled soil will
induce downdrag forces on the pile DoWridrag: forces are also anticipated due to reconsolidation
Settlement Within the liquefied layer Our research indicates about 10 to 50 percentof the pieto calculate dOwndrag loads within liquefiable layers
liquefaction skin friction should be
.. Boulanger, et al. 2003, and,
shortly after liquefaction occurs (Boulanger and Branderiberg, 2004,
Rollins and Strand, 2006).. For the purposes of this evaluation, We have assumed about 25
percent of the pre-liquefaction Skin friction Will cause negative skin friction shortly after
.liquefaction.

Based on our assumptions noted previonsly, we have Calculated the following factors Of safety
for 11 tO:20 inch diameter, 60-feot long, timber piles with :a OA inch per foot taper. Applied
axial loads of 50 kips fur dead_plus ::live . and 80 kips for total lead (ciaSti plus_ live plus:
earthquake) , Were Used in our calculations. Piles with Varying loading..cenditions,lengtha, and
diatneters will:,prednee differentfaCterS.Of safety.: A de-crogp:iii'ale fd_ao.r.pf •safety re8ttit5: after.
liquefaction of Supporting soil 4ye tel. the application of negative *in friction. The tlitowing.
table Shows ito,t04-ticlisllip. of the factor of safety to the pile diatneter.prid:thel !oaang condition.

i;:••:

•
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Table 9: Timber Pile Factors of Safety
"

••••

-

11"

127'

• -.
• •--,:

•-• •

87 1-19 :I 207
Factor-of Safety

Static Load
(Deacl+Live) Prior to
Liquefaction
Total joad
(Dead+Live+
Earthquake) Prior to
Liquefaction
Static Load
(Dead+Live) and NoFriction in Liquefiable
Layers
:Static Load
(Dead-FLive) and
Undrained Residual
Strength in
Liquefiable: Layers'
Static Load
(Dead+Live) Crust
Negative Skin
Friction. After
Liquefaction
Static Lad
(Dead.+Live)
thicirairied Residual
StrOtigth
Liquefiable. Layers' Crust Negative Skin
;Friction After
Liquefaction (Qer„i)
.Static Load
(Dead.+Live) CrUst. Negative Skin
Friction (Qcrog)
Liquefiable Layer
NegatiVe Skin
Friction After

1.2:

1.6

0.8

1.0

1.9

0.6

2.2

2.6

3.0

3.5 : 3.9

4.4

1,4

1.6

1.9

2.2

2.8 • 3..1

•1.3

1.6

2.4

2:7 • 3.2 •

0.8

1.0

1,3

1,6 : 1.9

2.3

2.7 , 3.1

3.5

0.5

0.7

0.9

1,1

1.4

1.7

2,1

2,8

0.7

0.9

Li

1.4

1.7

2.0

2.4 " 2.7

3..i36

05

0:.6

0:8

0.9

i .2

1.4

1.7 •;

2.1

; 2.4-

1:9

3.2

2,5

Litlt.*1600042
•(Qliqiiaction)

Liquefiab:te layers assumed : have an Airidi*O . r.d&id tint shear sif4ggi 4.5etivii:th..ditspltss_Ot4
0114.ariaifefs;
2 Assumed to be 25 percent of pre hquftction 140; friction
•
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As noted in the table above, we have calculated the factors of safety assuming nni friction
between the pile and soil iminediately after liquefaction and also assuming undrained residual
shear strengths within the soil layers immediately after liquefaction. The tindrained reSidual
shear strengths are based on the results of the dig analysis described above.
Our analysis of downdrag loading on the piles reveals that the piles 14 inches diameter and
smaller will be subjected to loading in excess of the ultimate Capacity of those piles during and
immediately following a large seismic event based on an assumed applied axial load of 50
In our opinion, the smaller diameter piles would settle unpredictably during loading induced by
strong seismic ground shaking. However, further analysis by the project structural engineer May
--------- reveal smallerdiameter piles were placed in more lightly . loaded-areas-that-willlikely-experienceapplied loads less than 50 kips. Our analysis indicates applied loads of 15, 25, 35, and 45 kips
will produce factors of safety greater than 1:0 for 11, 12, 13, and 1 . 4 inch diameter piles,
respectively. Further analysis by the project structural engineer may reveal more heavily loaded,
smaller diameter piles could transfer additional loads to larger diameter or less heavily loaded
piles within the same pile group or adjacent pile groups through pile caps or grade beams. The
project structural engineer should evaluate load paths and connections in areas where smaller
diameter piers will be subjected to loading in excess of the ultimate pile capacity dpring and
immediately following a large seismic event.
If the timber piles that are 14 inches in diameter and stnaller experience applied loads. greater
than those requited to achieve a factor of safety greater than 1.05 we estimate a total settlement of
thepile on the order: of four inches and differential settlenients On the order. Of two ito 6511r-410-ids
between individual Columns. Differential settlements on the order of four to six inches could
experienced between individual piles that are ncit driven to reach:the itiativey detise;.tciriiktea
rilatcrial below the potentially liquefiable layer's, but the niagnitnile of settlement would be
dependent on.the gap betWeen the tip of the pile . and the den
Se bearing .stratunt T4spidtmerit
estimateS above are based on Out expee vith load tests Withill5irpilar oil: conditions in, the
arda.
OeicleSignet ouid cOnsid. eradding Piles .04/6- teinforeln$ : .etitieal: .aireAS of: die .siriieture whote
Overstressing.cifthepiles ik.antleipated.and differential settletnerits Cannot:be folerated.
Tlib-Oss11441tiOrtS : made•'-in outanalysis are considered valid aTictt. 4$0riable .156.$04 on p-04thoi
repOtt§ arid the iiiferilladoxi.proVidedby . dieprojeet torn: However, driving records are not
:available= and We.tannOt-verify some assumptions thatre necessary to 00feriii our analysis, . such
os::'the.egaet lorigais of dicpiles;the : depths-:the....01es were driven, or Otp:ovute.44,
medium atio.,,-dense, 00. : of the 'A-WOW at the depths the pile
have
_

-

•-•
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informed that photographs of the pile driving operations show splices on the piles that could
indicate piles were lengthened to reach the firm bearing strattini: This cannot be verified with
Certainty, resulting is some riSk of Settlement as described in the preceding paragmphS.

•

•

To assist in the evaluation of the lateral loading of the pile, we have utilized the Computer
prOgrarn•LPILE 5.0 written by Dr. Lymon Reese (2007). Thepiles were modeled using "fixedhead" conditions based on the assumption that the piles are sufficiently connected to the pile bap
to prevent the pile cap .from rotating: The Lowry report states: "...it appears that the PileS•.are.not
tied to the pile caps, so that uplift loads could be resisted by the piles." To nicdel the lateral
leading ofthe pile, we applied Several lateral loads tO the pile to obtain the resulting lateral
.atthellead-of the pile-up to e-lateral
the table below assume the Soil beloyv thelhistorieal high groundwater lesiel Of15 feet does not
provide-ftriy lateresupport due to the potential fOr liquefaction of.those layers.. If the soil layerS. :
below the asstnned groundWater levpl of 15 feet are modeled' to provide lateral support, the
horizontal deflection at each load decreases by about 10 to 30 percent, dependingon the:pile
diameter and the Magnitude otthelateral load: An allowable axial road Of 46 kips was Used in
our Model. Variable axial loads of 20 to 60 kips ;were also rnodeled , indic ting;less than 10
p ercent variability between lateral displacements at the same ultimate lateral load. A summary
of the LPILE results for the various pile diameters is provided in the table below and a lateral
force versus lateral displacement diagram is included in the Appendix F.
Table 10: Existin.g Timber

1: 12 '
12,iteMt; •
Displacement'
(incites)

Q.I:0
••0.30:
•0.55
(039
1.00

Pile Head Diameter (itiches)
16

14

'

Lila:nate .
Laterai
Lod (kips)

_Lab:rat
Displacement
(inches).

Lift imam
Load (kips)

S.
15
20
22'

0.54
• 0.77
1

Pile Lateral Capacities

1

10
15
20
2:5
29

:•-••••

Laterai
Displaecmcni
(incites)
,

0.05
0:12
0.24
0.39
0:56
0,76

Ultimate
Lateral

:

Load (kips)

5
10
f5
20
25
30
36

.

Latetal
bisplaccinent
(incites)

0.05
0.1
028
A2
• 0.a6

Latersl
Literal
DisPiacentifil
Load ikips) ;
(incites),

• .
•
.5.
1

• 20
25
.30
35

0.03
06
0,11:

:Ultiinake
.Lateral.
LOad'OciPs).

5
19

•

.15

a20 •

0.3.2
0.46.
0:02
0.7S
1

•

:25
30
35
,44
,47

-- ---
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New Foundations

In the event that new piles are required to reinforee seniitive areas of the structure; driVenpipe
piles or helical Anchors could be installed by a contractor experienced in limited access
construction to provide additional foundation capacity. New foundation piles or anchors should
bef driven to reach the bearing stratum below the zone of liqUefiable'soils. The capacity of the
piles would be dependent on the type of piles and the installation system selected.
A pile load test program will be necessary to verify the installed capacity Of any supplemental
foundation elements.
Existing Basement Wall CapACity

We understand the basement walls wilt be analyzed to provide lateral resistance. durin.g. seistnic
loading Lateral resistance from the soil can be provided through both compression of the soil
(passive pressures) for load conditions perpendicular to the basement wall and the friction
between the wall and backfill soils for load conditions parallel to the basement wall.
Based: on the sail:ccinditienS eneountpred.At theboring and CPT loeations,..lateral reSiSt'arice,thAy
be.:coinputed using an allowable passive earth pressure of300 pSf Per foot of depth.
Computation of .availablepasSie'fbrces can begin at the top of watt provided thestibgrade::is
confined With concrete sidewalk,asphalt concrete paving, or similar confinement An bUtl;yarci.
.movement cciO l to acip paxiintately 0,01. 01404 the' height of the wall is generally required to
achieve the passive earth pressure condition for . granular soilSbehind:the. watt. An average
friction value Of 150 of per fodt, of depth 1.11:4, be assumed Rif . the contact between the soil and
the length of the Shortest basement Wall parallel to the assumed direction Of ground shaking due
to the three-djmerisional , nature of ground shaking anticipated during a seismic event A lateral;
soil modulus 92 pounds per cubic ineh (pci) eanbe.. :t.isect for analysis Of horizontal soil .
-deformation behind the ba§dinerit Walls during seismic
:dtouridwater
preyignS, experience within the downtown Sacramento area indicates groundwater levels within
this portion of the City are related to the stages Of the nearby Sacramento and /Motion Rivers.
Nonnal groundWater'leyels, during periods.ofloy'raihfall and river stages (summer, fall and
early winter:incinths),..are.anticipated tohehetween elevation +5 and t 5feet ins! (approXitriately
10 to 20 feet bgs): When the rivets 4ro at olovatod stages fOr el4enticdperiOds.:01- time (several:
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weeks to a Month or more), groundwater levels can rise"Significantly. HiStorical :data suggests
that groundwater level in this vicinity has been recorded as high as elevation +15 feet inst.
Therefore, it is our opinion that grOUndwater should be assumed tohe.aS high . as +15 feet nisi for
design purposes. For construction purposes; the groundwater elevation should beassunied to
fluctiatebetWeeri elevations +5 and +15 feet rrisl (apprkiniately "10 to 20: feet bgs).
Excavation Conditions:
Based oifthe information obtained during the field exploration and our :loot eXperience, we
anticipate.the soiliat the site, will be readily excaVatablewith conventional carthrnoving and
,
-trenching equipment.- ROWeverjarger
equipmentthayberequited-to-reinnve-,exiiting'betow . :grade structures and debris at the Site from previous developments (e.g.; PreviOuS•fotindations,:
concreteSiabs; bricks,
In general, We anticipate soil siclewalls vvithin the upper. fiVe feet .will be saturated and/or
disturbed. Additionally, perched water may be encountered within the cleaner sand layers .* the
site which may increase the potential for caving or sloughing Of excavationSidewalls. Therefore,
sloped excavations or bracing and/or shoring may be required to control "sloughing and caving
within the near-surface soils at the site Excavations deeper than five feet should be Sloped or
braced in accordance With chrrerit Occupational Safety and Health AdritiniStration
regulations.
The contractOr Must provide a .safely Sloped excavation of an adequately 064140* and braced
shoring system in accordance with federal, state and local safety regulations for individuals
working in an excavation that may expoSe them tc . the danger of Moving ground, If Material is
stored or heavy equipment is operated near an excavation, stronger shoring must be used to resist
the extra pressure due: to the SUperiMposed loadS:

.RECOMIVUE NDA.TIONS

"BelOW:,..Grade Walls
We understand below-grade walls at the site extend about eight feet blowIhe existing ground.
Surface. :Based on the soil conditions encountered at the boring and CPT. locations-.and assuming;
the wall is restrained at the lop,:a.laferat "atreSt!' "dafthPreSsure 0'60 itIsf fpef foot of wall height
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should be Used for evaluation of the rigid walls. The lateral earth pressure value do .es not inch*.
the effect of hydrostatic forces and assumes the wail backfill is fully drained or that free water
cannot collect behind the walls.
The effect of surcharge loading due to Vehicles, structures, or equipment that is parked or stored
within .a 1:1 projection from the bottom of the excavation Should be included in the analysis of
the below-grade walls on a case-by-case basis.
Based on.recent research (Lew et at, .2010), the seismic: inereinent Of earth presStire may be
-neglected if the maximum ground aoccieration is r 0.4g .er lest. OUr .analytis indicates the
maximum ground aceeleration wilthe lets:than-04 g,--therefore; the-seisrnie inerem-ent -of-earthan
pressure may be neglected. Earth pressures dite to seismic 'loading. may be 61./0.11/6f0d
aciiye. earth pressure of 40 psf per foot of wall height. The resultant .active force should be
the wall.
applied .at 1/3 times the height of the retaining wall,.
Exterior Platwork. and Asphalt Conorete Pavement CotistritCtion

Our review of a preliminary Groding.Plim obstpi„ .0','da.ted Jan. 201,4 prOvided by $.011
indicates isolated areas of exterior flatwork will be removed and replaced With four inches of
concrete Over four inches of compacted Class. 2 aggregate bate: The Or/re/big/Ian:indicates:
asphalt concrete pavements to be replaced will joinde removal Of the existing asphalt concrete,
COmpaCtion of the exposed aggregate bate, and placement asphalt. concrete td match the
pavement design Were beyond: Out
existing asphalt concrete thic.loess. Exterior
sqope: 9f:$etyied§.: HoW0V6r; -subgrade preparation recommendations and construction
contideratiOns ateprovided herein.
Following removal of exteriorflatwork tO be replaced,: the- upper SIX inches.Ofthe eXposed
•stIlatigadeshotild.be Scarified and compacted to at least 95 percent TOrafiye OnitiactiOkbasedrvn
of Testing:and:M*04s
the maximum dry density as determined by the American
(ASTM) Di 55.7 test method:. Engineered fill used to establish final Stib&a.de levels and
aggregate base should be compacted to at least 95 percent of the :ASTM 1)15$7"maNirttuili.dry
calttkoStandatd
denSity., Class :2 aggregate base should cOrifOrin.tO'SeetiOn 26 of
SpeoifiCations.

.p6,??TitA9.-1,,:r411APVt;irefe4",";:7WI',;-fels:tr=k4
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Exterior flatwork should be constructed independent offt building foundation, and isolated
column foundations should be structurally isolated from adjacent flatwerk by the placement of a
separating layer of felt,. or other appropriate Material, between the flatWOrk and foundations.
Practices recommended by the Portland Cement Association (PCA) for 'proper placement and
curing of Concrete should be followed during exterior eoricrete flatwork.constrtiotion. Portland:
ceirient concrete should achieve : a ininiiriurri coiripreSsiveStrength of 3500 pounds per sqUar.e.
inch (psi) at 28 days. Concrete curing, joint Spacing, and details should conform to current PCA
and American Concrete InStittite (Ad) guidelines.
Within pavement areas; the exposed aggregate base shotild be Scarified and cornpaCted :to at least
-05 perCeritofthe-ASTMD1-5-57 ,maxitrairn dry derisity,---ASPhalt-ConcreteishOuldbeerined-to
aileaSt 05 percent-of the theoretical niaximuni density:
Compaction operations should be performed in the presence of our representative who will
evaluatetheperformance Of the subgracle under compactive load and identify loose or -unstable:
soils . that could require: additional: excavation and/or . compaction;

LIMITATIONS
Our recommendations are based upon the information provided. regarding theProposedproject,
combined with our analysis of Site conditions revealed by the .field exploration and laboratory
testing programs. We have used our best engineering and geologic judgment based : upon the
information provided and the data generated from our inVeStigation. This report has been
prepared in substantial compliance with generally accepted geotechnical _engineering and
engineering geologic practices that exist in the area of the project at the
the report was
prePared, No warranty, either express or implied, is provided
If the pr posed COnstraction is modifie4 or re-Sited;: Or;
found doringeonstriietiOn that
:66iiclititiiis:tiiffeiffrodithosewe.'etidoutithitd .o.t .;of
loatiotis,.-1:krershould,bt:
afforded the opportunity to reVieW.theneWinfOrMatiOn (*Changed 'OefiditionS .:te, determine if our
conclusions and redernMendationSiSt'be Medified.
We emphasize that this report is appliObie b lyto.thc:itipbsacostivefio
itivestigated.SiW0iid ShoUld not be :utilized for constriietion on any other site The othiOusiotis
and recommendations are considered Valid eor a period of two years 44 the date of this gpoit.„
f.n
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If design and construction begin after two years, the report should be reviewed and updated as
necessary by a Certified Engineering Geologist and Geotechnical Engineer.
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APPENDIX A
Logs of Excavations

;•;

Project: Sacramento Rail Depot
Project Location: Sacramento, California
WKA Number: 5002.04P
Date(s)
911110
Drilled
Drilling
Rotary Wash
Method
Drill Rig
CME 75
Type
Groundwater Depth 15.0
(Elevation], feet

Sheet 1 of 2
Checked

0 jp
By
Drilling
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Project: Sacramento Rail Depot
Project Location: Sacramento, California
WKA Number: 5002.04P
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UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
MAJOR DIVISIONS
GRAVELS
0
—I

GW

-.A.--..
4414441 Well graded gravels or gravel - sand mixtures, little or no fines
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coarse fraction <
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SILTS

Poorly graded gravels or gravel - sand mixtures, little or no fines

NI

b.'

Silty gravels, gravel - sand - silt mixtures

bv

GC

v fii‘ ,....

SW
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Clayey gravels, gravel - sand - clay mixtures •

SP

.,-..:,:.. Well graded sands or gravelly sands, little or no fines
'1>
Poorly graded sands or gravelly sands, Mlle or no fines
A.
.

SM

.
.. .

11
. Silty sands, sand - silt mixtures
Clayey sands, sand - clay mixtures

SC

I Inorganic silts and very One sands, rock flour, silty or clayey One sands or clayey silts

ML _

& CLAYS

with slight plasticity

Inorganic clays of low to medium plasticity, gravelly clays, sandy days, silty clays,
lean clays
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coarse fraction >

TYPICAL NAMES

CODE

SYMBOL

- —

- - Organic silts and organic silty clays of low plasticity
_ - _ -_

MH

SILTS & CLAYS

Inorganic silts, micaceous or diatomaceous fine Sandy or silly soils, elastic silts

CH

v

LL a 50

OH

HIGHLY ORGANIC SOILS

Pt

ROCK

RX

FILL

FILL

Inorganic clays of high plasticity, fat clays

)

Organic clays of medium to high plasticity, organic silty clays, organic silts

c-'-gic.aaa:14. '
, „ ., ,,,4
111

0111.

• "air

A
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Peat and other highly organic soils
t

.

Rocks, weathered to fresh
Artificially placed fill material

OTHER SYMBOLS
= Drive Sample: 2-1/2" 0.0.
Modified California sampler
= Drive Sampler: no recovery

GRAIN SIZE CLASSIFICATION
U.S. Standard

= SPT Sampler

SZ.

RANGE OF GRAIN SIZES

CLASSIFICATION

= Initial Water Level

BOULDERS

= Final Water Level

COBBLES

= Estimated or gradational
material change line
= Observed material change line
Laboratory Tests
PI = Plasticity Index
El = Expansion Index
UCC = Unconfined Compression Test

SILT 8 CLAY

-Grain Size
in Millimeters

Above 12"

Above 305

12" to 3"

305 to 76.2

3" to No. 4
3" 10 314"
314" to No. 4

76.2 to 4.76
76.210 19.1
19.1 to 4.76

No. 4 to No. 200
•No. 4 to No. 10
No. 10 to No. 40
Na. 40 to No. 200

4.7610 0.074
4.76 to 2.00
2.0010 0.420
0.420 10 0.074

Below No. 200

Below 0.074

GRAVEL
coarse (c)
fine (f)
SAND
.
coarse (c)
medium (m)
One (f)

Sieve Size

TR = Triaxial Compression Test
GR = Gradational Analysis (Sieve)
K = Permeability Test

UNIFIED SOIL CLASSIFICATION SYSTEM
SACRAMENTO RAIL DEPOT
WallaceKuhl
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401 1 Street, Sacramento, California
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APPENDIX 13.
Laboratory

Test :Results

APPENDIX B
A.

GENERAL INFORMATION
The performance Of a geotechnicai drigirieering arid geologic hazards inVestigation for the
proposed Sacramento Rail Depot Building renOvation prOject to be loCated at 401 I:Street
in Sacramento, California, WaS authorized by Mr.lohn Meyer With Simpson,. Gurripertz
& Heger, Inc. (SGH). Authorization waS for an investigation as described in our:proposal
letter dated October 28, 2068, sent to Mr. Meyer, whose mailing address is The Landmark
at One Market ' Street, Suite 600, San Francisco; CalifOthia • 94105; telephone .(4I5). 4953700; facsimile (415) 495-3550.

B.

FIELD EXPLORATION
At the approximatejocations:iridic, ated oti..figtO 2,:two• conc:PenCtrationTest,(c PT).
Soundings were advanced on larki*y..4,:.2().1.0 to Maxiniurn depths Of. approXirtiately -75
feet below existing. site grades. At..the . approXiinate .1oCatiOns litidicated.on:FigureP24.wo
dkOlOratorybotings.were.drilled to inaxirrititn. depthSOf .:49 to . 81 . V2. feet below the •ground
.surfceOn AuguSt27:, 201. 0 .arid Septerriber .4 201 : 0- titilizing,a'CME - 75: triick;ktrionnted
drill rig. RelatiVely . undisturbed samples were-recoVered atliarions depths.using an Hindh. long, 2¼-inch outside diameter (0.D.),:.1-ihch inside diameter (1.0.) modified
7hich- LD .Standard Pei:lett-40h tot .(SPT).
California; sampler or. a.2-inch:
sampler. - The:sairipleit. were driven by a 140ToUnd haintrierfreely Ei1iti 0:irithes . .. The*
.number of blows of the hammer required to drive the tong samplers eacb:.64nell
interval was recorded, with the Sim of the:bloWarequired.'to-drive the samplers the lowo.
12-inch interval, or portionihered ..;being deigoatolthe-pehettatiolvt7e*tahte•oli."blow:
cone for that particular drive:
The .saiiiplO.: ohlained at the hpritigOmere:fetairieci iia4rieh Or 1 . "4-iteliAliameto.V 6- •
Illiniediate1Y: after
inch long thiwwaited.tifO$ . tubeS.contairied
stri'ithe tube .. and the ends Or the
:reCOVery, the.field ogj:.
moisture content Bulk samples of the near. .
:tit6e'vyot: sealed preser ve
samp les
.stiffaCe::SOlfS. also were collected for 'silbgrade analysis
to our

*or4toryfi7paddi tio n41.: :PI*01040T1,41-.4 .Wg0tiOwO's4t001 for testing 1-.60: 4.0 of
!:$01)3ortngg,:f4Oes , 4). aaCt. 4010lo *sgri;igio0 Of;tho.';s0Mi'tti000:fitdro&'W. 040-1,

WKA No. 5002.04P

Page B2

boring. A Boring Legend explaining the Unified Soil Classification System and the
symbols used on the logs is contained in Figure A3.
C. LABORATORY TESTING
Selected: undisturbed :samples of the soil were tested .to detennine dry . Unit weight (ASTM.
D2037), natural moisture content (ASTM D2216), and Shear strerigth :by triaXiaL Strength
testihg : (ASTM D4767). The results of the moisture/density tests are included on the
bOririg logs at:the depth each Sample was. obtained. The reStilts:Of the shear strength
testing.are'preSented on Figures . al through B3.
Foal- representative :Samples of near-surface Oils. Were tested:for train-size:diStribution

(ASTIv.1 C136). The result of the. gradation (grain-Size): teStS are:colitained: ori Figritel.B4-;
Four compOSite Samples of sagrade were tested to determine theAtterberg
(A &TM D43-18). Theresults.Of the .Atterberg Limits are included, as Figure 85.
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Normal Stress (Ksf)
DRY. DENSITY (PCF) :
• INITIAL MOISTURE (%)
FINAL MOISTURE (%) :

91.6
30.7
31.2

ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION (a) :
COHESION (PSF) :

350

SAMPLE NO.: DI-91
SAMPLE CONDITION: Undisturbed
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: Grayish brown, silty fine sand

TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TEST RESULTS
•
KUhi
Wallace
a .4.313Ce.4,C0

SACRAMENTO RAIL DEPOT
4011 Street ; Sacramento, California
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Normal Stress (Ksf)
DRY DENSITY (PCF) :
INITIAL MOISTURE WO :
FINAL MOISTURE (%) :

71.8
57.0
44. t

ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION (e) :
COHESION (PSF) :

37°
174

SAMPLE NO.: D1-131
SAMPLE CONDITION: Undisturbed
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION: Dark gray, tine sandy silt

TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TEST RESULTS
SACRAMENTO RAIL DEPOT
WallaceKuhl
C

4011 Street, Sacramento, California

FIGURE B2
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Normal Stress (Ksf).
SAMPLE NO.:
SAMPLE CONDITION :
SAMPLE DESCRIPTION:

DRY DENSITY (PCF) :
INITIAL MOISTURE (%)
FINAL MOISTURE (%) :

107.1
21.6
'YU)

ANGLE OF INTERNAL FRICTION (0) :
COHESION (PSF) :

35°
891

D2-20I
Undisturbed
Gray, slightly silty, fine sand

TRIAXIAL COMPRESSION TEST RESULTS
SACRAMENTO RAIL DEPOT
Wallace Kuhl
61. a 7100C17751-15

4011 Street, Sacramento, California

FIGURE
DRAWN 1•3'1'
CHECKED BY
PKOJECr NIOR
D ATE

B3
TiC
sr-17
I If 10

WKA NO. 5002.04P

GRAVEL
COARSE

I

. ' SAND.
FINE

COARSET

U.S. STANDARD SIEVE
OPENING

SILT

MEDIUM

CLAY

U.S. STANDARD SIEVE NUMBERS

3(8"

410

#20

#50

#40

#200

#100

100

90

80

70

60

50

40

30

20

. 10

0

10

0.01

01

0.001

PARTICLE SIZE IN MILLIMETERS

Boring
Number

Sample
Number

D1

01-61

1

•

NP

NP

D1

D1-121

1

Gil

46

8

D2

02-51

1

A

NP

NP

POORLY GRADED SAND with SILT

02

02-131

1

*

NP

NP

POORLY GRADED SAND with SILT

USCS

Depth
(feet)

Symbol LL

PI

Classification
POORLY GRADED SAND with SILT
SILT

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
Project: Sacramento Rail Depot
WKA No. 5002.04P

Wailacé
Kuhl
,
43 ASISOCIAYtS

FIGURE B4
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LIQUID LIMIT, LL

Water
Content
(%)

Depth
(feet)

Test
Symbol

1

•

D1-121

'I

Ce

46

38

8

02-51

1

•

NP

NP

NP

POORLY GRADED SAND with SILT

02-131

1

*

NP

NP

NP

POORLY GRADED SAND with SILT

Boring
Number

Sample
Number

D1

D1-61

D1
D2
02

USCS

•

LL

PL

Pl

NP

NP

NP

Classification
POORLY GRADED SAND with SILT
SILT

ATTERBERG LIMITS
Project: Sacramento Rail Depot
WM No. 5002.04P

Wallace Kuhl
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GeoLogismiki
'

GEOMISMI

• Geotechnical Engineering Software
Merartlias 56, 621 25- Serrai, Greece
url: http://www.geologIsmild.gr - email: info®geologismild.gr

Eggangentalmai

LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS REPORT
Project title : Sacramento Rail Depot
Project subtitle : Dl - NCEER Method
Input parameters and analysis data
In-situ data type:
Analysis type:
Analysis method:
Fines correction method:

Standard Penetration Test
Deterministic
NCEER 1998
Idriss & Seed

Depth to water table:
Earthquake magnitude 1v1v:
Peak ground acceleration:
User defined F.S.:

Shear stress ratio

SPT data graph
0.00
2.00
•.00
6.00
8.00
10.00
12.00
11.00
16.09
18.00
20.00
22.00
21.00
26.00
20.00
30.00
32.00
a 31.00
S 36.
38.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
46.0
18.00
50.00
52.0
54.00
56.00
58.0
60.00
62.00
6440
66.00

15.00 It
6.55
0.17g
1.00
Settlements (in)

Factor of safety

0.00

0.00

0

5.00

5.00

5.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

15.00

15.00

15.00

20.00

20.00

20.00

25.00

25.00

25.00

v.% 30.00

30.00

30.00

-S
..

a 35.00

35.00

40.00

40.00

40.00

45.00

95.00

15.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

55.00

55.00

55.00

60.00

60.00

60

65.00

65.00

65.00

o

35

j

4.78 9.78 1478

20 30 90
t Field SPT

N1(60)

ivi.±.21914.1

CRR

111(60.1

M71, sigma'=I atm

base curve

n te11.1,11tital., n e1.1,1111t

0.6

Liquefaction
0.5

0.4

0.3

112

0.1
No.Liquefaction

0

5
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This software is licensed to : Waliace-Kuhi & Associates
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1 :4 FA
Point ID

Depth
(ft)

Meld Nspi
(IA ova/feet)

Unit weight
(Pd)

Fines content
(oh)
10.00

1

17.00

8.00

2

22.00

8.00

3

27.00

8.00

120.9.4
120.94
120.94

4

32.00

10.00

120.54

10.00

37.00

4.00

120.94

86.00

•

10.00
10,00

6

42.00

9.00

120.94

86.00

7

47.00

14.00

120.94

86.00

8

52.00

23.00

120.94

10.00

9

57.00

17.00

120.94

10.00

10

62.00

23.00

120.94

10.00

11

67.00

100.00

120.94

.10.00

Depth from free surface, at which SPT was performed (ft)
SPT blows measured at field (blows/feet)
Bulk unit weight of soil at test depth (per)
Unit weight :
Fines content : Percentage of lines in soil (%)
Depth :

Field sPT :

Cyclic Stress Ratio calculation (CSR fully adjusted and normalized) ::

[::

Point ID

Depth
(ft)

Sigma
(tsf)

u
(tsf)

Sigmal
(tsf)

rd

CSR

MSF

1

17.00

33.72

0.62

33.10

0.93

0.10

1.41

0.07

0.79

0.09

2

22.00

36.74

2.19

34.56

0.90

0.11

1.41

0.07

0.79

0.10

3

27.00

39.77

3.75

36.02

0.87

0.11

1.41

0.08

0.78

0.10

4

32.00

42,79

5.31

37.48

0.84

0.11

1.41

0.07

0.77

0.10

5

37,00

45.81

6.87
.

38.95

0.81

0.10

1.41

0.07

0.77

0.10

6

42.00

48.84

8.43

40.41

0.77

0.10

1,41

0.07

0.76

0.10

7

47.00

51.86

•

9.99

41,87

0.74

0.10

1.41

0.07

0.76

0.09

8

52.00

54,88

11.55

43.33

0.71

0.10

1.41

0.07

0.75

0.09

9

57.00

57.91

13.11

44.79

0.68

0.10

1.41

0.07

0.75

0.09

10

62.00

60.93

11.67

46.26

0.65

0.10

1.41

0.07

0.74

0.09

11

67.00

63.95

16.23

47.72

0.63

0.09

1.41

0.07

0.74

0.09

Depth :
Sigma
u
Sigma' :
re
CSR:
MSF
CSR.01.7.s
CSR.

L:

Depth from free surface, at which SPT was performed
Total overburden pressure at test pomt (tSt)
Water pressure It test point (tsf)
Effective overburden pressure (tg)
Nonlinear shear mass factor
Cyclic Stress Ratio
Magnitude Scaling Factor
CSR adjusted for M.7.5
Effective overburden stress factor
CSR fully adjusted

1

CSR'

CSR.R J

(ft)

cyclic Resistance Ratio calculation CRRts tr

Point ID

Field SPT

C.,

C.

C.

C

C.

NINO

DeltaN nitook. CRRLs

1

8.00

0.56

0.90

1.00 0.95

1.20

4.61

0.97

5.58

0.07

2

8.00

0.55

0.90 1.00 • 0.95

1.20

4.51

0.97

5.48

0.07

3

8.00

0.54

0.90 1.00 0.95

1.20

4.42

0.96

5.38

0.07

4

10.00

0.53

0.90 1.00 1.00

1.20

5.70

0.99

6.69

0.08

5

4.00

0.52

0.90 1.00 1.00

1.20

2.24

5.45

7.68

0.09

6

9.00

031

0.90 1.00

1.00

1.20

4.94

5.99

10.93

0.12

7

14,00

0.50

0.90 1.00 1.00

1.20

7.55

6.51

14.06

0.15

8

23.00

0.49

0.90 1.00 LOU

1.20

12.19

1.13

13.33

0.15

9

17.00

0.48

0.90 1.00 1.00

1.20

8.86

1,06

9.92

0.11

10

23.00

0.48

0.90 1.00

1.00

1.20

11.80

1.12

12.93

0.14

11

100.00

0.47

0.90 1.00 1,00

1.20

50.52

1.96

52.48

2.00

Lion- v.4.7 - Soil Liquefaction Assesment Software
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C•
Point ID

C„
Cb
:
C,:
NUcot
Deltatt :
riusors .
CR117,5):

::
s .110 ti p Falculabon C
C,
C,, C,
Field SPT C,, c.„

•

5.58
5.48
538
6.69
7.68
10.93
14.06
13.33
9.92
12.93
52.48

8
9
10
11

DettaN Ngsolc, CRRis

Overburden corretion factor •
Energy correction factor
Borehole diameter correction factor
Rod length correction factor
Liner correction factor
Corrected NogAddition to corrected tkpr value due to the presence of fines
Corected Nmovalue for fines
Cyclic resistance ratio for M=7.5

ISettlements calculation for saturated sands ::
•
FS:
N:
Point ID
Num
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Ni(60)

9.65
4.57
4.49
5.58
6.40
9.11
11.72
11.10
8.27
10.77
43.73

0.75
0.73
0.71
0.81
0.90
1.25
1.62
1.55
1.18
• 1.56
5.00

(oh)

Settle.
(in)

4.88
4.92
4.95
4.52
4.19
0.37
0.07
0.09
0.55
0.09
0.00

2.93
2.95
2.97
2.71
2.51
0.22
0.04
0.05
0.33
0.05
0.00

Total settlement : 14.78
MN):

ay;
Settle.:

Stress normalized and corrected SPT blow count
Japanese equivalent corrected value
Calculated factor of safety
Post-liquefaction volumentrk strain (%)
Calculated settlement (in)

:: Liquefaction potential according to Iwasaki ::

1i,

Point ID
1

0.25

7.41

31.70

2
3
4

0.27

6.65

2.77

0.29

5.89

2.58

0.19

5.12

1.49

5

0.10

4.36

0.67

6

0.00
0.00

3.60
2.84
• 2.08

0.00
0.00

1.31
0.55

0.00
0,00

7
8
9
10

0.00
0.00
0,00

0.00

overall potential 11. : 39,21
= 0.00 - No liquefaction

k between nen And 5' Liquefaction not probable
behveen S and 15 - liquefaction probable

k > IS - Liquefaction certain

LiqlT v.4.7 - Soil Liquefaction Assesment Software
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Liquefaction Analysis
Boring D2
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GeoLogismiki
Geotechnical Engineering Software
Meratlas Set, 621 25 - Semi, Greece
url: http://www.geologismiki.gr - email: infoOgeologismiki.gr

LIQUEFACTION ANALYSIS.IEPORT
Project title : Sacramento Rail Depot
Project subtitle : D2 - NCEER Method
Input parameters and analysis data
Standard Penetration Test
In-situ data type:
Deterministic
Analysis type;
NCEER 1998
Analysis method:
Idriss & Seed
Fines correction method:

Depth to water table:
Earthquake magnitude Mr,:
Peak ground acceleration:
User defined F.S.:

Settlements (lo)

Factor of safety

Shear stress ratio

sP r data graph
0.0
2.00
4.0
6.0
8.00
10.00
12.00
14.00
16.
18,00
20.00
27.0
24.00
26.00
• 28.00
30.00
32.
34.00
36.00
38.00
f, 40.00
a 42.00
a 44.0
46.00
48.00
50.00
52.00
54.0
56.00
58.00
60,00
62.00
61.0
66.0
68.00
70.00
72.
74.03
76.00
78.00
80.00
10 20 30 40 50
I N1(80)(!.
- Field SAT h 111(60)

15.00 ft
6.55
0.179
1.00

0.00

0.00

0,00

5.00

5.00

5.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

15.00 a

15.00

15.00

20.00

20170

20.00-

75.00

25.00

25.00

30.00

30.00

30.00

_ 35.00

35.00

35.00

F. 40.00 11,
t
45.00

40.00

40.0

45.00

45.00

50.00

50.00

50.00

55.00

55.00

55.00

60,00

60.0

60.00

65.00

65.00

65.00

70.00

70.01)-

70.00

75.00

75.00

75.0

80.00

60.00
1.5

0 0.5
I CSR

CRR

2

80 00
0 1 2 3 4 5

4.51

14.51

24 51

I.

Mw=712, stgma"----1 atm base curve
0.6

Liquefaction
0.5

0.4

0.3

0.2
14

0.1

•

No Liquefaction
5

110

Ugir y.4.7 - Soil Liquefaction Assesment Software
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This software is licensed to : Wallace-Kuhl & Associates
data ::

Point ID

Depth
(ft)

Unit weight
(11c0

Field Disrr
(hi ovs/f eet)

Fines content
(%)

1

1.2.00

14.00

120.94

2

17.00

5.00

120.94

9.00

3

22.00

. 9.00

120.94

9.00

9.00

4

27.00

9,00

120.94

9.00

5

32.00

8.00

120.94

9.00

6

37.00

5.00

120.94

9.00

7

42.00

7.00

120.94

9.00

47.00

11.00

120.94

86.00

52.00

18.00

. 120.94

86,00

10

57,00

14.00

120.94

9.00

11

62.00

15.00

120.94

9.00

12

67.00

20,00 .

120,94

9.00

13

72.00

32.00

120.94

9.00

14

76.00

72.00

120.94

9.00

15

81.00

34.00

120.94

9.00

8

9

•

Depth :
Depth from free surface, at which SPY VMS performed (ft)
SPY blows measured at field (blows/feet)
Field SPY:
Unit weight.:
Bulk unit weight of soil at test depth (pc()
Fines content : Percentage of fines in soil (%)
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Point ID
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5.00
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Short description
The software will delete data when the cone is in transition from either clay to sand or vise-versa. To do this the software
requires a range of I, values over which the transition will be defined (typically somewhere between 1.80 < I, < 3.0) and a rate
of change of L. Transitions typically occur when the rate of change of I is fast (i.e. delta I is small).
The SBT, plot below, displays in red the detected transition layers based on the parameters listed below the graphs.
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Estimation of liquefaction-induced ground settlements
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Procedure for the evaluation of soil liquefaction resistance

Calculation of soil resistance against liquefaction is performed according to the Robertson & Wride (1998) procedure. This
procedure used in the software, slightly differs from the one originally published In NCEER-97-0022 (Proceedings of the NCEER
Workshop on Evaluation of liquefaction Resistance of Soils). The revised procedure is presented below in the form of a
flowcharti:
: tip resistance, r, sleeve, friction
4T " , (Svc,' ; in-situ 'vertical total and effective stress

units : all in kPa

initial 'stress exponent' : n = 1.0 and calculate. Q, F, and1,1
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64)0.3 0.5
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1 "Estimating 11qUefaction-Induced

ground settlements from CPT for level ground", G. Zhang, P.K. Robertson, and R.W.I. Brachrran

Procedure for the evaluation of liquefaction-induced lateral spreading displacements
Design
earthquake

Site investigation
with SPT or

SPT data with
eantent
or CPT data

Ground
geometry

Moment magnitude
of earthquake (Mx)
and peak surface
acceleration (a04

Liquefaction potential analysis
to calculate FS, (1•11)60 or
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CPT-based method (Youd et al.
2001))

.1

Geometric parameters
for each of different
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gently sloping) ground
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Zones with three Major
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less - free face height (H),
the distance to a free face
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Calculation of the literal
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If
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Flow chart illustrating major steps in estimating liquefaction-induced lateral spreading displacements using the proposed approach
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Liquefaction Potential Index (LPI) calculation procedure
Calculation of the Liquefaction Potential Index (LPI) is used to interpret the liquefaction assessment calculations in terms of
severity over depth. The calculation procedure is based on the methology developed by Iwasaki (1982) and is adopted by AFPS.
To estimate the severity of liquefaction extent at a given site, LPI is calculated based on the fallowing equation:

LPI =

(10 -0,5z) x xd,

where:
= 1 - F.S. when F.S. less than 1
FL = 0 when F.S. greater than
z depth of measurment in meters
Values of LPI range between zero (0) when no test point is characterized as liquefiable and 100 when all points are characterized
as susceptible to liquefaction. Iwasaki proposed four (4) discrete categories based on the numeric value of LPI:
: Liquefaction risk is very low
• 0 < LPI <= 5 : Liquefaction risk is low
• LPI 0

• 5 < LPI <= 15 : Liquefaction risk is high
• LPI > 15
: Liquefaction iisk is very high

Fi.
0.0
0

3.0
v

2.0
‘

5

20

Graphical presentation of the LPI calculation procedure
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ASCE 41-06, Section 1.6.1 General Procedure for Hazard Due to Ground Shaking
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APPENDIX E
Site Response Analysis

Table E-1
Peak Spectral Accelerations from Site Response Analysis - Liquefied Condition
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Table E-2
Peak Spectral Accelerations from Site Response Analysis - Non-Liquefied
Condition
PERIOD
(s )

0.01
0.02
0.03
0.04
0.05
0.06
0.07
0.08
0.09
0.1
0.11
0.12
0.13
0.14
0.15
0.16
0.17
0.18
0,19
0.2
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25
0.26
0.27
0.28
029
0.3
0.31
0.32
0.33
0.34
0.35
0.36
0.37
0.38
0.39
0.4
0.41

AVG.

0.16592714
0.16635286
0.16767857
0.16986143
0.17341286
0.17652571
0.18241714
0.18876857
0.20371714
0.2i 172714
0.23011
0.25714571
0.28417714
0.28196857
0.30722429
0.30901714
0.31886571
0.32621429
0.34377
0.37758143
0.41471857
0.41779714
0.39347143
0.38320143
0.38525286
0.37797286
0.35928429
0.34992286
0.34148857
0.33604571
0.34362857
0.35241714
0.34873286 .
0.33188857
0.31565571
0.31399429
0.31506857
0.31607286
0.32262143
0.33074857
0.34614857

BLF296

LUC006

0.16176
0.16178
0.16383
0.16739
0.16841
0.1849
0.19955
0.20659
0.22961'
0.24388
0.27467
0.29478
0.41502
0.4288
0.45787
0.38852
0.38295
0.44865
0.51285
0.53163
0.58749
0,53271
0.4331
0.41021
0.44273
0.4204
0.39158
0.35344
0.30555
0.30513
0.29623
0.31168
0.2982
0.25851
0.24502
0.23727
0.25206
0.25603
0.25206
0.27974
0.28619

0.18114
0.18116
0.18198
0.18349
0.1839
0.18813
0.1896
0.19071
0.1893
0.17973
0.19093
0.23191
0.24087
0.21408
0.18647
0.22236
0.25047
0.27459
0.28118
0.2891
0.32275
0.34369
0.36867
0.38119
0.36503
0.47012
0.56788
0.6157
0.64548
0.63259
0.5749
0.5
0.46207
0.44528
0.42375
0.3901
0.37502
0.36986
0.36661
0.37286
0.4156

CHY029N

0.1645
0.16547
0.16732
0.17207
0.17612
0.17108
0.16527
0.17227
0.21744
0.21087
0.23022
0.24368
0.25992
0.25302
0.26278
0.30218
0.3498
0.38198
0.33927
0.31514
0.31032
0.28101
0.23822
0.22448
0.23287
0.2243
0.19958
0.17441
0.15979
0.18101
0.2039
0.21267
0.21096'
0.20275
0.19934
0.20768
0.22101
0.23464
0.24466
0.25112
0.25718

HC04000

0.18915
0,18917
0.18967
0.19034
0.19135
0.19235
0.1937
0.19654
0_19628
0.19408
0.1905
0.19712
0.20667
0.22183
0.21753
0.22356
0.23221
0.21932
0.23461
0.26653
0.28217
0.30443
0.29247
0.2736
0.31613
0.33651
0.30923
0.33941
0.36082
0.36893
0.40161
0.45712
0.49466
0.49549
0.49404
0.48359
0.44691
0.42135
0.45623
0.48729
0.54012

TCU109E

•

0.16932
0.17072
0.17273
0.1741
0.18612
0.18607
0.20164
0.21009
0.27405
0.28231
0.27702
0.37555
0.41695
0.35365
0.40382
0.4367
0.45183
0.40687
0.46042
0.59974
0.73216
0.76365
0.71772
0.61897
0.54803
0.45686
0.37145
0.33257
0.31507
0.3095
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0.35757
0.36767
0.3665
0.34068
0.3654
0.39659
0.40889
0.40157
0.37924
0.34782

0205a360

0.14222
0.14277
0.14374
0.14576
0.14814
0.14979
0.15561
0.1776
0.16185
0.17867
0.19817
0.22435
0,22763
0.27728
0.36658
0.34538
0.31285
0.26027
0.26683
0.27669
0.25999
0.32816
0.36246
0.38286
0.39637
0.36561
0.34759
0.35207
0.36325
0.33697
0.32927
0.32914
0.31451
0.29803
'0.29757
0.32393
0.33798
0.35216
0.35943
0.35374
0.3425

12647090

0.1534
0.1534
0.15448
0.15588
0.15985
0.16336
0.17155
0.16758
0.15749
0.19255
0..24926
0.23263
0.22218
0.22512
0.25552
0.24442
0.25195
0.29182
0.31123
0.36424
0.40815
0.37093
0.34166
0.3911
0.39561
0.37201
0.32768
0.28186
0.24046
0:21819
0.25963
0.29874
0.29306
0.25666
0.20919
0.18999 .
0.17591
0.16958
0.17779
0.19125'
0.23363

0.42
0.43
0.44
0.45
0.46
0.47
0.48
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0.5
0.51
0.52
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0.55
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0.58
0.6
0.62
0.64
0.66
0.68
0.7
0.72
0.74

0.76
0.78
0.8
0.82
0.84
0.86
0.88
0.9
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0.94
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1
1.05
1.1
1.15
1.2
1.25
1.3
1.35
1.4
1.45
1.5
1.55

0.35741286
0.35892429
0.34928429
0.33482143
0,32204857
0.31003714
0.2973
0.28701143
0.28259857
0.28448286
0.29146
0.30043
0.31071857
0.32004
0,32558857
0.32839
0.33678571
0.35861
0.37493571
0.39478714
0,41591857
0.42474286
0.43078857
.0.43512143
0.41469286
0.37610714
0.32770857
0.28136286
0.24946
0.22854429
0.21464857
0.20743286
0.20199571
0.19400143
0.18749286
0.17892857
0.17191429
0,16494286
0.14283286
0.13386
0.12383429
0.11185857
0.09990286
0.09146714
0.08287
0.07445286
0.06967286
0.06602143
0.06361429

0.26789
0.26203
0.25881
0.25034
0.24106
0.2448
0.26221
0.27395
0.27746
0.29471
0.30293
0,30748
0.30362 .
0.2915
0.27709
0.26584
0.28062
0.31948
0.36889
0.45029
0.49815
0.46238
0.44667
0.48936
0.49973
0.46806
0,40117
0.33506
0.29331
0.27377
0.27752
0.28859
0.29454
0.29754
0.28825
0.2687
0.2543
0.23555
0.17625
0.16143
0.13654
0.11314
0.09738
0.08567
0.07
0.06467
0.06293
0.06176.
0.06505

0.4432
0.44825
0,42733
0.39617
0.37243
0.35624
0.33398
0.31916
0.30121
0.28293
0.26865
0.26593
0.27776
0.29364
0.30316
0.30352
0.29686
0.29139
0.28385
0.31277
0.38278
0.43893
0.46107
0.4663
0,4651
0.45116
0.42609
0.38878
0.3472
0.30465
0.26313
0.22732
0.19999
0.18137
0.16908
0.16065
0.1573
0.15247
0.12927
0.10911
0.08913
0.07929
0.073
0.06727
0,06089
0.05312
0.045
0.03796
0.03241

0.26231
0.26303
0.25815
0.2503
0.26273
0.27419
0.27981
0,28256
0.28439
0.28944
0.30325
0.32843
0.36097
0.39325
0.41952
0.43626
0.44154
0.41575
0.35889
0.30921
0.28117
0.28062
0.30226
0.32556
0.33601
0.33599
032832
0.31365
0.29358
0.27012
0.2444
0.21627
0.19078
0.1661
0.16169
0.16573
0.16928
0.17182
0.17362
0.19694
0,19342
0.17746
0.17035
0.182
0.1752
0.15522
0.14279
0.13885
0.13299

0.60657
0.63812
0.63729
0.6242
0,59307
0.54986
0.49775
0.44734
0.4159
0,41193
0.42696
0,44194
0.44626
0.43866
0.42844
0.42739
0.44609
0.53185
0.61726
0.67572
0.73539
0.8022
0.84484
0.82688
0.74295
0.63973
0.51609
0.39788
0.34287
0.30213
0.26504
0.26416
0.26943
0.26436
0.25412
0.23589
0.2194
0.20711
0.1855
0.16419
0.14634
0.13538
0.12667
0.11485
0.0978
0.07812
0.06532
0.05825
0.06115

0.3117
0.27444
0.23823
0.20634
0.18743
0.1764
0.1731
0.18105
0.19323
0.20418
0.21221
0.21734
0.21968
0.22012
0.21915
0.21787
0.22189
0.24068
0.26146
0.27961
0.28905
0.28782
0.27634
0.27467
0.25881
0.23127
0.20566
0.17851
0.15307
0.13416
0.12349
0.11831
0.12111
0.12368
0.12267
0.11919
0.11458
0.11167
0.09375
0.0747
0.06942
0.06131
0.05226
0.04418
0.0379.
0.03314
0.03033
0.02845
0.02698

0.33767
0.33461
0.33459
0.34198
0.34342
0.33061
0.30318
0.26914
0.25635
0.23913'
0.23721
0.242.14
0.2681
0.2961
0.31572
0.32873
0.3522
0.39633
0.41186
0.3992
0.39322
0.3911
0.38939
0.36887
0.31874
0.25008
0.19036
0.15599
0.13241
0.13584
0,14608
0.14485
0.13329
0.10962
0,09684
0.08586
0.07896
0.0747
0.07092
0.07007
0,07741
0.07636
0.07115
0.06585
0.06218
• 0.06035
0.05661
0.05073
0.04175

0.27255
0.29199
0.29059
0.27442
0.2542
0.23816
0.23107
0.23588
0.24965
0 26906
0.28901
0.29975
0.29864
0.30701
0.31604
0.31912
0.3183
0.31479
0.32234
0.33671
0.33167
0.31015
0.29495
0.29421
0.28151
0.25646
0.22627
0.19967
0,18378
0.17914
0.18288
0.19253
0.20483
0.21534
0.2198
0.21648
0.20958
0.20128
0.17052
0,16058
0.15458
0.14007
0,10851
0.08045
0.07612
0.07655
0.08473
0.08615
0,08497

1.6
1.65
1 ..7
1.75
1.8
1.85
1.9
1.95
2
2.05
2.1
2.15
2.2
2.25
2.3
2.35
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7
2.8
2.9
3
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7
3.8
3.9
4
4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7
4.8

4.9
5
6.1
5.2
5.4
5.6
5.8
6

0.06140143
0.05795143
0.06452286
0.05138429
0.04770286
0.04494571
0.04194714
0.03881
0.03749857
0.03683143
0.03618143
0.03576571 .
0.03557571
0.03556714
.0.03513714
0.03418286
0.03388143
0.03297
0.03174429
0.03152286
0.03151857
0.03077857
0.02965571
0.02816857
0.02573429
0.02312714
0.02128286
0.02041714
0.01960571
0.01871857
0.01799286
0.01716571
0.01627
0.01562857
0.01519429
0.01482429
0.01449143
0.01415857
0.01394571
0.01368714
0.01337571
0.01304143
0.01268
0.01223714
0.01175
0.01100857
0.01026286
0.00955571
0.00918429

0,06743
0.06774
0.06562
0.06136
0.05568
0.04982
0.04453
0.039
0.04402
0.04734
0.04844
0.04824
0.04734
0.04592
0.04392
0.04129
0.03803
0.03237
0.02665
0.02131
0.02094
0.02364
0.02559
0.02641
0.02554
0.0233
0.02293
0.02178
0.02024
0.01874
0.01792
0.01709
0.01626
0.0154
0.01448
0.01352
0.01256
0.01163
0.01074
0.00992
0.00916
0.00849
0.0079
0.00738
0.00692
0.00618
0.00562
0.0052
0.0049

0.02799
0.02769
0.02591
0.02496
0.02347
0.02145
0.01986
0.01969
0.01936
0.01858
0.01738
0.01591
0.01518
0.01514
0.01485
0.01436
0.01424
0.01382
0.01187
0.0105
0.00901
0.00824
0,00759
0.00704
0.00659
0.00623
0.00595
0.00571
0.0055
0.00531
0.00513
0.00494
0.00476
0.00457
0.00439
0.00421
0.00403
0.00387
0.00371
0.00356
.0.00342
0.00329
0.00317
0.00306
0.00296
0.00278
0.00261
0.00247
0.00234

0.12421
0.11357
0.10477
0.09869
0.09381
0.08966
0.08579
0.08226
0.07906
0.07621
0.07342
0.07064
0.06786
0.06503
0.06217
0.05925
0.05632
0.05369
0.05631
0.06307
0.07052
0.07248
0.07367
0.07112
0.06278
0.05389
0.0494
0.04696
0.0437
0.0399
0.03583
0.0316
0.02743
0.02456
0.02221
0.02039
0.01921
0.01786
0.01745
0.01671
0.01566
0.01445
0.01317
0.01191
0.01073
0.0092
0.0081
0.0074
0.0069

0.06094
0.05596
0.05279
0.05736
0,05802
0.05485
0.04907
0.04324
0.03966
0.03736
0.03619
0.03666
0.03895
0.04237
0.04579
0.04814
0.04875
0.048
0.04172
0.03902
0.03601
0.03096
0.02524
0.02039
0,01786
0.01635
0.01477
0.01326
0.0126
0.01197
0.01136
0.01077
0.01021
0.00968
0.00917
0.00869
0.00823
0.00781
0,00741
0.00705
0.00671
0.0064
0.00612
0.00586
0.00562
0.0052
0.00483
0.00451
0.00422

0.02588
0.02506
0.02442
0.02387
0.02333
0.02272
• 0.02197
0.02109
0.02007
0.01895
0.01778
0.01668
0.01557
0.01684
0.01827
0.01887
0.01974
0.02115
0.02207
0.022
0.01911
0.01602
0.01378
0.01438
0.0147
001436
0.0132
0.01207
0.01076
0.00938
0,00843
0.00765
0.00711
0.00666
0.00625
0.00585
0.00549
0.00523
0.00493
0.00459
0.00431
0.00409
0.00383
0.00364
0.00326
0.00289
0.00259
0.00227
0.00196

0.03607
0.03208
0.03297
0.02963
0.02562
0.02621
0.02738
0.02688
0.02597
0.0283
0.03126
0.03322
0.03379
0.03226
0.029
0.02547
0,02582
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SECTION 13. FEDERAL REQUEREMENTS FOR FEDERAL-AID CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS

GENERAL—The work herein proposed will be financed in
whole or in part with Federal funds, and therefore all of the
statutes, rules and regulations promulgated by the Federal Government and applicable to work financed in whole or in part with
Federal funds will apply to such work. The "Required Contract
• Provisions, Federal-Aid Construction Contracts, "Form FHWA
1273, are included in this Section 14. Whenever in said required
contract provisions references are made to "SHA contracting
officer" "SHA resident engineer", or "authorized representative of
the S'HA.", such references shall be construed to mean "Engineer"
as defined in Section 1-1.18 of the Standard Spezifications.
PERFORMANCE OF PREVIOUS CONTRACT.—In addition to the provisions in Section II, 'Nondiscrimination," and
Section Vu, "Subletting or Assigning the Contract," of the required contract provisions, the Contractor shall comply with the
following:

(This form need not be filled in if all joint venture firms are
DBE owned.)
1. Name ofjoint venture

2. Address ofjoint venture

3. Phone number of joint venture

4. Identify the firms which comprise the joint venture. (The
The bidder shall execute the CERTIFICATION WITH REGARD TO THE PERFORMANCE OF PREVIOUS CONTRACTS OR SUBCONTRACTS SUBJECT TO THE EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY CLAUSE AND THE FILING OF REQUIRED
REPORTS located in the proposal. No request for subletting or
assigning any portion of the contract in excess of $10,000 will
be considered under the provisions of Section VII of the
required contract provisions unless such request is accompanied
by the CERTIFICATION referred to above, executed by the
proposed subcontractor.
NON-COLLUSION PROVISION.—The provisions in this
section are applicable to all contracts except contracts for Federal
Aid Secondary projects.
Title 23, United States Code, Section 112, requires as a condition precedent to approval by the Federal Highway Administrator
of the contract for this work that each bidder file a sworn statement
executed by, or on behalf of; the person, firm, association, or
corporation to whom such contract is to be awarded, certifying that
such person, firm, association, or corporation has not, either
directly or indirectly, entered into any agreement, participated in
any collusion, or otherwise taken any action in restraint
free
competitive bidding in connection with the submitted bid. A form
to make the non-collusion affidavit statement required by Section
112 as a certification under penalty of perjury rather than as a
sworn statement as permitted by 28, USC, Sec. 1746, is included
in the proposal.

DBE partner must complete Schedule A..)

a. Describe the role of the DBE firm in the joint venture.

b. Describe very briefly the experience and business
qualifications of each non-DBE joint venturer:

5. Nature of the joint venture's business

a

PARTICIPATION BY DISADVANTAGED BUSINESS ENTERPRISES IN SUBCONTRACTING.—Part 23, Title 49,
Code of Federal Regulations applies to this Federal-aid project.
Pertinent sections of said Code are incorporated in part or in its
entirety within other sections of these special provisions.

6. Provide a copy of the joint venture agreement.
7. What is the claimed percentage of DBE ownership?

8. Ownership of joint venture: (This need not be filled in if
described in the joint venture agreement, provided by question
6.).

Schedule B—Information for Determining Joint Venture Eligibility
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a. Profit and loss sharing.
b. Capital contributions, including equipment
c Other applicable ownership interests.

Name of Firm

Name of Firm

Signature

Signature

Name

Name

Title

Title

Date

Date

9. Control of and participation in this contract. Identify by
name, race, sex, and "firm" those individuals (and their titles)
who are responsible for day-to-day management and policy
decision making, including, but not limited to, those with
prime responsibility for:
a Financial decisions

b. Management decisions, such as:
Date
1.Estimating

State of
County of

2. Marketing and sales
On this
3. Hiring and filing of management personnel

day of

, 19

appeared (Name)

before me

to me personally

known, who, being duly sworn, did execute the foregoing affi4. Purchasing of major items or supplies

davit, and did state that he or she was properly authorized by
(Name of firm)

to execute the

affidavit and did so

c. Supervision of field operations

as his

or her free act and deed

Notary Public
Commission expires
Note.—It after filing this Schedule B and before the completion of the joint venture's work on the contract covered by this
regulation, there is any significant change in the information
submitted, the joint venture must inform the grantee, either directly or through the prime contractor if the Joint venture is a
subcontractor.

Date

Affidavit

Cciunty_ of

[Seal]

State of

On this

"The undersigned swear that the foregoing statements are correct and include all material information necessary to identify
and explain the terms and operation of our joint venture and the
intended participation by each joint venturer in the undertaking.
Further, the undersigned covenant and agree to provide to
grantee current, complete and accurate information regarding actual joint venture work and the payment therefor and any proposed changes in any of the joint venture arrangements and to
permit the audit and examination of the books, records and files
of the joint venture, Or those of each joint venturer relevant to
the joint venture, by authorized representatives of the grantee or
the Federal funding agency. Any material misrepresentation
will be grounds for terminating any contact which may be
awarded and for initiating action under Federal or State laws
concerning false statements."

day of

appeared (Name)

, 19

before me

to me personally known,

who, being duly sworn, did execute the foregoing affidavit, and
did state that he or she was properly authorized by (Name of
firm)
and did so as his or her free act and deed.
Notary Public
Commission expires
!Seal]
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to execute the affidavit

REQUIRED CONTRACT PROVISIONS
FEDERAL-All) CONSTRUCTION CONTRACTS
(Exclusive of Appalachian Contracts)

dance with the procedures of the U.S. Department of Labor (DOL)
as set forth in 29 CFR 5, 6, and 7. Disputes within the meaning of
this clause include disputes between the contractor (or any of its
subcontractors) and the contracting agency, the DOL, or the
contractor's employees or their representatives.

Page
3
3

General
Nondiscrimination
Nonsegregated Facilities
Payment of Predetermined Minimum Wage
6
Statements and Payrolls
8
Record of Materials, Supplies, and Labor
9
Subletting or Assigning the Contract
9
var. Safety: Accident Prevention
10
IX. False Statements Concerning Highway Project
10
X.
Implementation of Clean Air Act and Federal Water
Pollution Control Act
10
XL.
Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension,
Ineligibility, and Voluntary Exclusion
11
XII. Certification Regarding Use of Contract Funds for
Lobbying
12
I.
1.I.
Eft
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

6. Selection of Labor: During the performance of this contract,
the contractor shall not:
a. discriminate against labor from any other State, possession,
or territory of the United States (except for employment
preference for Appalachian contracts, when applicable, as
specified in Attachment A), or
b.employ convict labor for any purpose within the limits of
the project unless it is labor performed by convicts who are on
parole, supervised release, or probation.
IL NONDISCRIMINATION

(Applicable to all Federal-aid construction contracts and to all
related subcontracts of $10,000 or more.)

ATTACHMENTS
A. Employment Preference for Appalachian Contracts (included
in Appalachian contracts only)
I.

1.Equal Employment Opportunity: Equal employment
opportunity (EEO) requirements not to discriminate and to take
affirmative action to assure equal opportunity as set forth under
laws, executive orders, rules, regulations (28 CPR 35,
29 CFR 1630, and 41 CI-R 60) and orders of the Secretary of
Labor as modified by the provisions prescribed herein, and imposed pursuant to 23 U.S.C. 140 shall constitute the EEO and
specific affirmative action standards for the contractor's project
activities under this contract. The Equal Opportunity Construction
Contract Specifications set forth under 41 CFR. 60-4.3 and the
provisions of the American Disabilities Act of 1990
(42 U.S.C. 12101 et seq.) set forth under 28 CFR 35 and
29 CFR 1630 are incorporated by reference in this contract In the
execution of this contact, the contractor agrees to comply with the
following minimum specific requirement activities of EEO:

GENERAL

1.These contract provisions shall apply to all work performed
on the contract by the contractor's own organization and with the
assistance of workers under the contractor's immediate
superintendence and to all work performed on the contract by
piecework, station work, or by subcontract.
2. Except as otherwise provided for in each section, the contractor shall insert in each subcontract all of the stipulations
contained in these Required Contract Provisions, and further require their inclusion in any lower tier subcontract or purchase
order that may in turn be made. The Required Contract Provisions
shall not be incorporated by reference in any case. The prime
contractor shall be responsible for compliance by any
subcontractor or lower tier subcontractor with these Required
Contract Provisions.

a_ The contractor will work with the State highway agency
(SIM) and the Federal Government in carrying out EEO obligations and in their review of his/her activities under the contact

3. A breach of any of the stipulations contained in these Required Contract Provisions shall be sufficient grounds for termination of the contract

b. The Contractor will accept as his operating
following statement:

policy

the

"It is the policy of this Company to assure that applicants are
employed, and that employees are treated during employment,
without regard to their race, religion, sex, color, national origin,
age or disability. Such action shall include: . employment,
upgrading, demotion, or transfer; recruitment or recruitment advertising; layoff or termination; rates of pay or other forms of
compensation; and selection for training, including apprenticeship, preapprenticeship, and/or on-the-job training."

4. A breach of the following clauses of the Required Contract
Provisions may also be grounds for debarment as provided in
29 CFR 5.12:
Section 1, paragraph 2;
Section IV, paragraphs 1, 2, 3, 4, and 7;
Section V. paragraphs I and 2a through 2g.
5.Disputes arising out of the labor standards provisions of
Section IV (except paragraph 5) and Section V of these Required
Contact Provisions shall not be subject to the general disputes
clause of this contract Such disputes shall be resolved in accor-

2. EEO Officer: The contractor will designate and make
known to the SHA contracting officers an EEO Officer who will
have the responsibility for and must be capable of effectively
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administering and promoting an active contractor program of EEO
and who must be assigned adequate authority and responsibility to
do so.

refer minority group applicants for employment. Information
and procedures with regard to referring minority group
applicants will be discussed with employees.

3. Dissemination of Policy: All members of the contractor's
staff who are authorized to hire, supervise, promote, and discharge
employees, or who recommend such action, or who are
substantially involved in such action, will be made fully cognizant
ot and will implement, the contractor's EEO policy and
contractual responsibilities to provide EEO in each grade and
classification of employment. To ensure that the above agreement
will be met, the following actions will be taken as a minimum:

S. Personnel Actions: Wages, working conditions, and
employee benefits shall be established and administered, and
personnel actions of every type, including hiring, upgrading,
promotion, transfer, demotion, layoff, and termination, shall be
taken without regard to race, color, religion, sex, national origin,
age or disability. The following procedures shall be followed:
a The contractor will conduct periodic inspections of project
sites to insure that working conditions and employee facilities
do not indicate discriminatory treatment of project site
personnel.

a- Periodic meetings of supervisory and personnel office
employees will be conducted before the start of work and then
not less often than once every six months, at which time the
contractor's EEO policy and it implementation will be reviewed
and explained. The meetings will be conducted by the EEO
Officer.

b. The contractor will periodically evaluate the spread of
wages paid within each classification to determine any evidence
of discriminatory wage practices.

b. All nevi supervisory or personnel office employees will be
given a thorough indoctrination by the EEO Officer, covering all
major aspects of the contractor's EEO obligations within thirty
days following their reporting for duty with the contractor_

c. The contractor will periodically review selected personnel
actions in depth to determine whether there is evidence of
discrimination.. Where evidence is found, the contractor will
promptly take corrective action. If the review indicates that the
discrimination may es:16nd beyond the actions reviewed, such
corrective action shall include all affected persons. •

c. All personnel who are engaged in direct recruitment for the
project will be instructed by the EEO Officer in the contractor's
procedures for locating and hiring minority group employees.

The contractor will promptly investigate all complaints of
alleged discrimination made to the contractor in connection with
his obligations under this contract, will attempt to resolve such
complaints, and will take appropriate corrective action within a
reasonable time. If the investigation indicates that the
discrimination may affect persons other than the complainant,
such corrective action shall include such other persons. Upon
completion of each investigation, the contractor will inform
every complainant of all of his avenues of appeal.

d. Notices and posters setting forth the contractor's EEO
policy will be placed in areas readily 'accessible to employees,
applicants for employment and potential employees.
e. The contractor's EEO policy and the procedures to implement such policy will be brought to the attention of employees by means of meetings, employee handbooks, or other
appropriate means.

6. Training and Promotion:

4. Recruitment: When advertising for employees, the
contractor will include in all advertisements for employees the
notation: "An Equal Opportunity Employer." All such advertisements will be placed in publications having a large circulation
among minority groups in the area from which the project work
force would normally be derived.

a. The contractor will assist in locating, qualifying, and
increasing the skills of minority group and women employees,
and applicants for employment.
b. Consistent with the contractor's work force requirements
and as permissible under Federal and State regulations, the
contractor shall make full use of training programs, i.e.,
apprenticeship, and on-the-job training programs for the geographical area of contract performance. Where feasible, 25
percent of apprentices or trainees in each occupation shall be in
their first year of apprenticeship or training. In the event a
special provision for training is provided under this contract,
this subparagraph will be superseded as indicated in the special
provision.

a The contractor will, unless precluded by a valid bargaining
agreement, conduct systematic and direct recruitment through
public and private employee referral sources likely to yield
qualified minority group applicants. To meet this requirement,
the contractor will identify sources of potential minority group
employees, and establish with such identified sources
procedures whereby minority group applicants may be referred
to the contractor for employment consideration.
b. In the event the contractor has a valid bargaining agreement
providing for exclusive hiring hall referrals, he is expected to
observe the provisions of that agreement to the extent that the
system permits the contractor's compliance with EEO contract
provisions. (The DOL has held that where implementation of
such agreements have the effect of discriminating against
minorities or women, or obligates the contractor to do the same,
such implementation violates Executive Order 11246, as

c. The contractor will advise employees and applicants for
employment of available training programs and entrance requirements for each.
d. The contractor will periodically review the training and
promotion potential of minority group and women employees
and will encourage eligible employees to apply for such training
and promotion.

amended.)

c. The contractor will encourage his present employees to
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7. Unions: If the contractor relies in whole or in part upon
unions as a source of employees, the contractor will use his/her
best efforts to obtain the cooperation of such unions to increase
opportunities for minority groups and women within the unions,
and to effect referrals by such unions of minority and female
employees. Actions by the contractor either directly or through a
contractor's association acting as agent will include the procedures
set forth below:

records as necessary to document compliance with the EEO
requirements. Such records shall be retained for a period of three
years following completion of the contract work and shall be
available at reasonable times and places for inspection by authorized representatives of the SH/t and the FHWA.

a. The contractor will use best efforts to develop, in cooperation with the unions, joint training programs aimed toward
qualifying more minority group members and women for
membership in the unions and increasing the skills of minority
group employees and women so that they may qualify for higher
paying employment.

(I) The number of minority and non-minority group
members and women employed in each work classification on
the project;

a. The records kept by the contractor shall document the
following

(2) The progress and efforts being made in cooperation
with unions, when applicable, to increase employment opportunities for minorities and women;

b. The contractor will use best efforts to incorporate an EEO
clause into each union agreement to the end that such union will
be contractually bound to refer applicants without regard to their
race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age or disability.

(3) The progress and efforts being made in locating,
training, qualifying, and upgrading minority and female
employees; and

c. The contractor is to obtain information as to the referral
practices and policies of the labor union except that to the extent
such information is within the exclusive possession of the labor
union and such labor union refuses to_ furnish such information
to the contractor, the contractor shall so certify to the SI1A and
shall set forth what efforts have been made to obtain such
information.

(4) The progress and efforts being made in securing the
services of DBE subcontractors or subcontractors with
meaningful minority and female representation among their
employees.
•
b. The contractors will submit an annual report to the SHA
each July for the duration of the project, indicating the number
of minority, women, and non-minority group employees
currently engaged in each work classification required by the
contract work. This information is to be reported on Form
FHWA-1391. If on-the-job training is being required by special
provision, the contractor will be required to collect and report
training data_

cl. In the event the union is unable to provide the contractor
with a reasonable flow of minority and women referrals within
the time limit set forth in the collective bargaining agreement,
the contractor will, through independent recruitment efforts, fill
the employment vacancies without regard to race, color,
religion, sex, national origin, age or disability; making full
efforts to obtain qualified and/or qualifiable minority group
persons and women_ (The DOL has held that it shall be DO
excuse that the union with which the contractor has a collective
bargaining agreement providing for exclusive referral failed to
refer minority employees.) In the event the union referral pracdce prevents the contractor from meeting the obligations
pursuant to Executive Order 11246, as amended, and these
special provisions, such contractor shall immediately notify the
SIDS.

III NONSEGREGATED FACILITIES
(Applicable to all Federal-aid construction contracts and to all
related subcontracts of $10,000 or more.)
a. By submission of this bid, the execution of this contract or
subcontract, or the consummation of this material supply
agreement or purchase order, as appropriate, the bidder, Federalaid construction contractor, subcontractor, material supplier, or
vendor, as appropriate, certifies that the fum does not maintain
or provide for its employees any segregated facilities at any of
its establishments, and that the firm does not permit its
employees to perform their services at any location, under its
control, where segregated facilities are maintained. The firm
agrees that a breach of this certification is a violation of the EEO
provisions of this contract. The firm further certifies that no
employee will be denied access to adequate facilities on the
basis of sex or disability.

8. Selection of Subcontractors, Procurement of Materials and
Leasing of Equipment: The contractor shall not discriminate on
the grounds of race, color, religion, sex, national origin, age or
disability in the selection and retention of subcontractors,
including procurement of materials end leases of equipment.
a- The contractor shall notify all potential subcontractors and
suppliers of his/her EEO obligations under this contract.
b. Disadvantaged business enterprises (DBE), as defined in 49
CFR 23, shall have equal opportunity to compete for and
perform subcontracts which the contractor enters into pursuant
to this contract. The contractor will use his best efforts to solicit
bids from and to utilize DBE subcontractors or subcontractors
with meaningful minority goys) and female representation
among their employees. Contractors shall obtain lists of' DBE
construction firms from SHA personnel.

b. As used in this certification, the term "segregated facilities"
means any waiting rooms, work areas, restrooms and
washrooms, restaurants and other eating areas, time clocks,
locker rooms, and other storage or dressing areas, parking lots,
drinking fountains, recreation or entertainment areas,
transportation, and housing facilities provided for employees
which are segregated by explicit directive, or are, in fact, segregated on the basis of race, color, religion, national origin, age
or disability, because of habit, Focal custom, or otherwise. The
only exception will be for the disabled when the demands for
accessibility override (e.g. disabled parking).

c. The contractor will use his best efforts to ensure subcontractor compliance with their EEO obligations.
9. Records and Reports: The contractor shalt keep such
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c. The contractor agrees that it has obtained or will obtain
identical certification from proposed subcontractors or material
suppliers prior to award of subcontracts or consummation of
material supply agreements of $10,000 or more and that it will
retain such certifications in its files.

2. Classification:
a. The SHk contracting officer shall require that any class of
laborers or mechanics employed under the contact, which is not
listed in the wage determination, shall be classified in
conformance with the wage determination.

IV. PAYMENT OF PREDETERMINED MINIMUM
WAGE

b. The contracting officer shall approve an additional
classification, wage rate and fringe benefits only when the
following criteria have been met:

(Applicable to all Federal-aid construction contracts exceeding
$2,000 and to all related subcontracts, except for projects located
on roadways classified as local roads or rural minor collectors,
which are exempt)

(1)the work to be performed by the additional classification requested is not performed by a classification in the
wage determination;

1. General:

(2)the additional classification is utilized in the area by the
construction industry;

L All mechanics and laborers employed Or working upon the
site of the work will be paid unconditionally and not less often
than once a week and without subsequent deduction or rebate on
any account [except such payroll deductions as are permitted by
regulations (29 CFR 3)] issued by the Secretary of Labor under
the Copeland Act (40 276c) the full amounts of wages
and bona fide fringe benefits (or cash equivalents thereof) due at
time of payment. The payment shall be computed at wage rates
not less than those contained in the wage determination of the
Secretary of Labor (hereinafter "the wage determination") which
is attached hereto and made a part hereof regardless of any
contractual relationship which may be alleged to exist between
the contractor or its subcontractors and such laborers and
mechanics. The wage determination (including any additional
classifications and wage rates conformed under paragraph 2 of
this Section IV and the DOL poster (WH-1321) or Form
FHWA-1495) shall be posted at all times by the contractor and
its subcontractors at the site of the work in a prominent and
accessible place where it can be easily seen by the workers. For
the purpose of this Section, contributions made or costs
reasonably anticipated for bona fide fringe benefits under
Section 1(b)(2) of the Davis-Bacon Act (40 U.S.C. 276a) on
behalf of laborers or mechanics are considered wages paid to
such laborers or mechanics, subject to the provisions of Section
IV, paragraph 3b, hereof Also, for the purpose of this Section,
regular contributions made or costs . incurred for more than a
weekly period (but not less often than quarterly) under plans,
funds, or programs, which cover the particular weekly period,
are deemed to be constructively made or incurred dining such
weekly period. Such laborers and mechanics shall be paid the
appropriate wage rate and flange benefits on the wage determination for the classification of work nasally performed,
without regard to skill, except as provided in paragraphs 4 and 5
of this Section IV.

(3)the proposed wage rate, including any bona fide fringe
benefits, bears a reasonable relationship to the wage rates
contained in the wage determination; and
(4)with respect to helpers, when such a classification
prevails in the area in which the work is performed.
c. If the contractor or subcontractors, as appropriate, the
laborers and mechanics (if known) to be employed in the additional classification or their representatives, and the contracting
officer agree on the classification and wage rate (including the
amount designated for fringe . benefits where appropriate), a
report of the action taken shall be sent by the contracting officer
to the DOL, Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division,
Employment Standards Administration, Washington, D.C.
20210. The Wage and Hour Administrator, or an authorized
representative, will approve, modify, or disapprove every
additional classification action within 30 days of receipt and so
advise the contacting officer or will notify the contracting
officer within the 30-day period that additional time is
necessary,
rt In the event the contactor or subcontractors, as appropriate, the laborers or mechanics to be employed in the additional classification or their representatives, and the contracting
officer do not agree on the proposed classification and wage rate
(including the amount designated for fringe benefits, where
appropriate), the contracting officer shall refer the questions,
including the views of all interested parties and the
recommendation of the contracting officer, to the Wage and
Hour Administrator for determination. Said Administrator, or
an authorized representative, will issue a determination within
30 days of receipt and so advise the contracting officer or will
notify the contracting officer within the 30-day period that
additional time is necessary

b. Laborers or mechanics performing work in more than one
classification may be compensated at the rate specified for each
classification for the time actually worked therein, provided, that
the employer's payroll records accurately set forth the time spent
in each classification in which work is performed.

e. The wage rate (including fringe benefits where appropriate)
determined pursuant to paragraph 2c or 2d of this Section IV
shall be paid to all workers performing work in the additional
classification from the first day on which work is performed in
the classification.

c.MI rulings and interpretations of the Davis-Bacon Act and
related acts contained in 29 CFR I, 3, and 5 are herein
incorporated by reference in this contract.

3. Payment of Fringe Benefits:
a. Whenever the minimum wage rate prescribed in the contract for a class of laborers or mechanics includes a fringe
benefit which is not expressed as an hourly rate, the contractor
or subcontractors, as appropriate, shaft either pay the benefit
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as stated in the wage determination or shall pay another bona

(4) In the event the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training,
or a State apprenticeship agency recognized by the Bureau,
withdraws approval of an apprenticeship program, the
contractor or subcontractor will no longer be permitted to
utilize apprentices at less than the applicable predetermined
rate for the comparable work performed by regular employees
until an acceptable program is approved.

fide fringe benefit or an hourly case equivalent thereof
b. If the contractor or subcontractor, as appropriate, does not
make payments to a trustee or other third person, he/she may
consider as a part of the wages of any laborer or mechanic the
amount of any costs reasonably anticipated in providing bona
fide fringe benefits under a plan or program, provided, that the
Secretary of Labor has found, upon the written request of the
contractor, that the applicable standards of the Davis-Bacon Act
have been met. The Secretary of Labor may require the
contractor to set aside in a separate account assets for the
meeting of obligations under the plan or program.

b. Trainees:
(1) Except as provided in 29 CFR. 5.16, trainees will not be
permitted to work at less than the predetermined rate for the
work performed unless they arc employed pursuant to and
individually registered in a program which has received prior
approval, evidenced by formal certification by the DOL,
Employment and Training Administration.

4. Apprentices and Trainees (Programs of the U.S. DOL) and
Helpers:

(2) The ratio of trainees to journeyman-level employees on
the job site shall not be greater than permitted under the plan
approved by the Employment and Training Administration.
Any employee listed on the payroll at a trainee rate who is not
registered and participating in a training plan approved by the
Employment and Training Administration shall be paid not
less than the applicable wage rate on the wage determination
for the classification of work actually performed. In addition,
any trainee performing work on the job site in excess of the
ratio permitted under the registered program shall be paid not
less than the applicable wage rate on the wage determination
for the work actually performed.

a. Apprentices:

(I) Apprentices will be permitted to work at less than the
predetermined rate for the work they performed when they are
employed pursuant to and individually registered in a bona
fide apprenticeship program registered with the DOL,
Employment and Training Administration, Bureau of
Apprenticeship and Training, or with a State apprenticeship
agency recognized by the Bureau, or if a person is employed
in his/her first 90 days of probationary .employment as an
apprentice in such an apprenticeship program, who is not
individually registered in the program, but who has been
certified by the Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training or a
State apprenticeship agency (where appropriate) to be eligible
for probationary employment as an apprentice.

(3) Every trainee must be paid at not less than the rate
specified in the approved program for his/her level of
progress, expressed as a percentage of the journeyman-level
hourly rate specified in the applicable wage determination.
Trainees shall be paid fringe benefits in accordance with the
provisions of the trainee program. If the trainee program does
not mention fringe benefits, trainees shall be paid the full
amount of fringe benefits listed on the wage determination
unless the Administrator of the Wage and Hour Division
determines that there is an apprenticeship program associated
with the corresponding journeyman-level wage rate on the
wage determination which provides for less than flin fringe
benefits for apprentices, in which case such trainees shall receive the same fringe benefits as apprentices.

(2) The allowable ratio of apprentices to journeyman-level
employees on the job site in any craft classification shall not
be greater than the relic; permitted to the contractor as to the
entire work force under the registered program. Any
employee listed on a payroll at an apprentice wage rat; who
is not registered or otherwise employed as stated above, shall
be paid not less than the applicable wage rate listed in the
wage determination for the classification of work actually
performed. In addition, any apprentice performing work on
the job site in excess of the ratio permitted under the
registered program shall be paid not less than the applicable
wage rate on the wage determination for the work actually
performed. Where a contractor or subcontractor is
performing construction on a project in a locality other than
that in which its program is registered, the ratios and wage
rates (expressed in percentages of the journeyman-level
hourly rate) specified in the contractor's or subcontractor's
registered program shall be observed.

(4)In the event the Employment and Training Administration withdraws approval of a training program, the contractor or subcontractor will no longer be permitted to utilize
trainees at less than the applicable predetermined rate for the
work performed until an acceptable program is approved.
c. Helpers:

(3) Every apprentice must be paid at not less than the rate
specified in the registered program for the apprentice's level
of progress, expressed as a percentage of the jouineymanlevel hourly rate specified in the applicable wage
determination. Apprentices shall be paid fringe benefits in
accordance with the provisions of the apprenticeship program.
lithe apprenticeship program does not specify fringe benefits,
apprentices must be paid the full amount of fringe benefits
listed on the wage determination for the applicable
classification. If the Administrator for the Wage and Hour
Division determines that a different practice prevails for the
applicable apprentice classification, fringes shall be paid in
accordance with that determination.

Helpers will be permitted to work on a project if the helper
classification is specified and defined on the applicable wage
determination or is approved pursuant to the conformance
procedure set forth in Section IV.2. Any worker listed on a
payroll at a helper wage rate, who is not a helper under an
approved definition, shall be paid not less than the applicable
wage rate an the wage determination for the classification of
work actually performed_
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5. Apprentices and Trainees (Programs of the U.S. DOT):

9. Withholding for Unpaid Wages and Liquidated Damages:

Apprentices and trainees working under apprenticeship and skill
training programs which have been certified by the Secretary of
Transportation as promoting EEO in connection with Federal-aid
highway construction programs are not subject to the requirements
of paragraph 4 of this Section IV. The straight time hourly wage
rates for apprentices and trainees under such programs will be
established by the particular programs. The ratio of apprentices
and trainees to journeymen shall not be greater than permitted by
the terms of the particular program.
•

The SHA shall upon its own action or upon written request of
any authorized representative of the DOL withhold, or cause to be

withheld, from any monies payable on account of work performed
by the contractor or subcontractor under any such contract or any
other Federal contract with the same prime contractor, or any other
Federally-assisted contract subject to the Contract Work Hours and
Safety Standards Act, which is held by the same prime contractor,
such sums as may be determined to be necessary to satisfy any
liabilities of such contractor or subcontractor for unpaid wages and
liquidated damages as provided in the clause set forth in paragraph
8 above.

6. Withholding:

V. STATEMENTS AND PAYROLLS

The SHA shall upon its own action or upon written request of an
authorized representative of the DOL withhold, or cause to be
withheld, from the contractor or subcontractor under this contract
or any other Federal contract with the same prime contractor, or
any other Federally-assisted contract subject to Davis-Bacon
prevailing wage requirements which is held by the same prime
contractor, as much of the accrued payments or advances as may
be considered necessary to pay laborers and mechanics, including
apprentices, trainees, and helpers, employed by the contractor or
any subcontractor the full amount of wages required by the
contract. In the event of failure to pay any laborer or mechanic,
including any apprentice, trainee, or helper, employed or working
on the site of the work, all or part of the wages required by the
contract, the SHA contracting officer may, after written notice to
the contractor, take such action as may be necessary to cause the
suspension of any further payment, advance, or guarantee ef funds
until such violations have ceased.

(Applicable to all Federal-aid construction contracts exceeding
$2,000 and to all related subcontracts, except for projects located
on roadways classified as local roads or rural collectors, which are
exempt)
L Compliance with Copeland Regulations (29 CFR 3):
The contractor shall comply with the Copeland Regulations of
the Secretary of Labor which are herein incorporated by reference.
2. Payrolls and Payroll Records:
a_ Payrolls and basic records relating thereto shall be
maintained by the contractor and each subcontractor during the
course of the work and preserved for a period of 3 years from
the date of completion of the contract for all laborers,
mechanics, apprentices, trainees, watchmen, helpers, and guards
working at the site of the work.

7. Overtime Requirements:
No contractor or subcontractor contracting for any part of the
contract work which may require or involve the emploptient of
laborers, mechanics, watchmen, or guards (including apprentices,
trainees, and helpers described in paragraphs 4 and 5 above) shall
require or permit any laborer, mechanic, watchman, or guard in
any workweek in which he/she is employed on such work, to work
in excess of 40 hours in such workweek unless such laborer,
mechanic, watchman, or guard receives compensation at a rate not
less than one-and-one-half times his/her basic rate of pay for all
hours worked in excess of 40 hours in such workweek.

b. The payroll records shall contain the name, social security
number, and address of each such employee; his or her correct
classification; hourly rates of wages paid (including rates of
contributions or costs anticipated for bona fide fringe benefits or
cash equivalent thereof the types described in Section 1(b)(2)(B)
of the Davis Bacon Act); daily and weekly number of hours
worked; deductions made; and actual wages paid. In addition,
for Appalachian contracts, the payroll records shall contain a
notation indicating whether the employee does, or does not,
normally reside in the tabor -area as -defined in Attacluntrit A,
paragraph I. Whenever the Secretary of Labor, pursuant to Section IV, paragraph 3b, has found that the wages of any laborer
or mechanic include the amount of any costs reasonably
anticipated in providing benefits under a plan or program
described in Section I(b)(2)(B) of the Davis Bacon Act, the
contractor and each subcontractor shall maintain records which
show that the commitment to provide such benefits is
enforceable, that the plan or program is financially repossible,
that the plan or program has been communicated in wilting to
the laborers or mechanics affected, and show the cost
anticipated or the actual cost incurred in providing benefits.
Contractors or subcontractors employing apprentices or trainees
under approved programs shall maintain written evidence of the
registration of apprentices and trainees, and ratios and wage
rates prescribed in the applicable programs.

8. Violation:
Liability for Unpaid Wages; Liquidated Damages: In the event
of any violation of the clause set forth in paragraph 7 above, the
contractor and any subcontractor responsible thereof shall be liable
to the affected employee for histher unpaid wages. In addition,
such contractor and subcontractor shall be liable to the United
States (in the case of work done under contract for the District of
Columbia or a territory, to such District or to such territory) for
liquidated damages. Such liquidated damages shall be computed
with respect to each individual laborer, mechanic, watchman, or
guard employed in violation of the clause set forth in paragraph 7,
in the sum of $10 for each calendar day on which such employee
was required or permitted to work in excess of the standard work
week of 40 hours without payment of the overtime wages required
by the clause set forth in paragraph 7.
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may be grounds for debarment action pursuant to 29 CFR 5.12.

c. Each contractor and subcontractor shall furnish, each week
in which any contract work is performed, to the SHA resident
engineer a payroll of wages paid each of its employees
(including apprentices, trainees, and helpers, described in
Section IV, paragraphs 4 and 5, and watchmen and guards engaged on work during the preceding weekly payroll period).
The payroll submitted shall set out accurately and completely all
of the information required to be maintained under paragraph 2b
of this Section V. This information may be submitted in any
form desired. Optional Form WH-347 is available for this
purpose and may be purchased from the Superintendent of
Documents (Federal stock number 029-005-0014-1), U.S.
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. The
prime contractor is responsible for the submission of copies of
payrolls by all subcontractors.

VI. RECORD OF MATERIALS, SUPPLIES, AND
LABOR
1. On all Federal-aid contracts on the National Highway System,
except those which provide solely for the installation of protective
devices at railroad grade crossings, those which are constructed on
a force account or direct labor basis, highway beautification
contracts, and contracts for which the total final construction cost
for roadway and bridge is less than $1,0130,000 (23 CFR 635) the
contractor shalla. Become familiar with the list of specific materials and
supplies contained in Form FHWA-47, "Statement of Materials
and Labor Used by Contractor of Highway Construction
Involving Federal Funds," prior to the commencement of work
under this contract

d. Each payroll submitted shall be accompanied by a
"Statement of Compliance," signed by the contractor or subcontractor or his/her agent who pays or supervises the payment
of the persons employed under the contract and shall certify the
following: •

b. Maintain a record of the total cost of all materials and
supplies purchased for and incorporated in the work, and also of
the quantities of those specific materials and supplies listed on
Form FHWA-47, and in the units shown on Form FHWA-47.

(I) that the payroll for the payroll period contains the
information required to be maintained under paragraph 2b of
this Section V and that such information is correct and
complete;

c. Furnish, upon the completion of the contract, to the SI1A
resident engineer on Form FHWA-47 together with the data
required in paragraph lb relative to materials and supplies, a
final labor summary of all contract work indicating the total
hours worked and the total amount earned_

(2) that such laborer or mechanic (including each helper,
apprentice, and trainee) employed on the contract during the
payroll period has been paid the fill weekly wages earned,
without rebate, either directly or indirectly, and that no
deductions have been made either directly or indirectly from
the fall wages earned, other than permissible deductions as set
forth in the Regulations, 29 (PR 3;

2. At the prime contractor's option, either a single report
covering all contract work or separate reports for the contractor
and for each subcontract shall be submitted.

Va. SUBLETTING OR ASSIGNING THE CONTRACT

(3) that each laborer or mechanic has been paid not less
that the applicable wage rate and fringe benefits or cash
equivalent for the classification of worked performed, as
specified in the applicable wage determination incorporated
into the contract

I. The contractor shall perform with its own organization
contract work amounting to not less than 30 percent (or a greater
percentage if specified elsewhere in the contract) of the total
original contract price, excluding any specialty items designated by
the State. Specialty items may be performed by subcontract and
the amount of any such specialty items performed may be deducted
from the total original contract price before computing the amount
of work required to be performed by the contractor's own
organization (23 CFR 635).

e. The weekly submission of a properly executed certification
set forth on the reverse side of Optional Form WH-347 shall
satisfy the requirement for submission of the "Statement of
Compliance" required by paragraph 2d of this Section V.
f. The falsification of any of the above certifications may
subject the contractor to civil or criminal prosecution under 18
U.S.C. 1001 and 31 U.S.C. 231.

a. "Its own organization" shall be construed to include only
workers employed and paid directly by the prime contractor and
equipment owned or rented by the prime contractor, with or
without operators. Such term does not include employees or
equipment of a subcontractor, assignee, or agent of the prime
contractor.

g. The contractor or subcontractor shall make the records required under paragraph 2b of this Section V available for inspection, copying, or transcription by authorized representatives
of the SHA, the FITWA, or the DOL, and shall permit such
representatives to interview employees during working hours on
the job. If the contractor or subcontractor fails to submit the required records or to make them available, the SHA, the FHWA,
the DOL, or all may, after written notice to the contractor,
sponsor, applicant, or owner, take such actions as may be necessary to cause the suspension of any further payment, advance,
or guarantee of fends. Furthermore, failure to submit the
required records upon request or to make such records available

b. "Specialty Items" shall be construed.to be limited to work
that requires highly specialized knowledge, abilities, or
equipment not ordinarily available in the type of contracting
organiaations qualified and expected to bid on the contract as a
whole and in general are to be limited to minor components of
the overall contract.
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2. The contract amount upon which the requirements set forth in
paragraph 1 of Section VII is computed includes the cost of
material and manufactured products which are to be purchased or
produced by the contractor under the contract provisions.

garding the seriousness of these and similar acts, the following
notice shall be posted on each Federal-aid highway project (23
CFR 635) in one or more places where it is readily available to all
persons concerned with the project

3. The contractor shall furnish (a) a competent superintendent or
supervisor who is employed by the firm, has full authority to direct
performance of the work in accordance with the contract
requirements, and is in charge of all construction operations
(regardless of who performs the work) and (b) such other of its
own organizational resources (supervision, management, and
engineering services) as the SHA contracting officer determines is
necessary to assure the performance of the contract.

NOTICE TO ALL PERSONNEL ENGAGED ON
FEDERAL-AID HIGHWAY PROJECTS

18 U.S.C. 1020 reads as follows:
"Whoever being an officer, agent, or employee of the United
States, or any State or Territory, or whoever, whether a person,
association, firm, or corporation, knowingly makes any false
statement, false representation, or false report as to the character,
quality, quantity, or cost of the material used or to be used, or the
quantity or quality of the work performed or to be performed, or
the cost thereof in connection with the submission of plans, maps,
specifications, contracts, or costs of construction on any highway
or related project submitted for approval to the Secretary of
Transportation; or

4.No portion of the contract shall be sublet, assigned or
otherwise disposed of except with the written consent of the SHA
contracting officer, or authorized representative, and such consent
when given shall not be construed to relieve the contractor of any
responsibility for the fulfillment of the contract_ Written consent
will be given only after the SEA has assured that each subcontract
is evidenced in writing and that it contains all pertinent provisions
and requirements of the prime contract

Whoever knowingly makes any false statement, false representation, false report or false claim with respect to the character,
quality, quantity, or cost of any work performed or to be per- .
formed, or materials furnished or to be furnished in connection
with the construction of any highway or related project approved
by the Secretary of Transportation; or

VIM SAFETY: ACCIDENT PREVENTION
I. In the performance of this contract the contractor shall
comply with all applicable Federal, State, and local laws governing
safety, health, and sanitation (23 CFR 635). The contractor shall
provide all safeguards, safety devices and protective equipment
and take any other needed actions as it determines, or as the SHA
contracting officer may determine, to be reasonably necessary to
protect the life and health of employees on the job and the safety of
the public and to protect property in connection with the
performance of the work covered by the contract.

Whoever knowingly makes any false statement or false representation as to material fact in any statement, certificate, or report
submitted pursuant to provisions of the Federal-aid Roads Act
approved July I. 1916, (39 Stat. 355), as amended and supplemented;
Shall be fined not more that S 1000(1 or imprisoned not more
than 5 years or both."

2. It is a condition of this contract, and shall be made a condition of each subcontract, which the contractor enters into pursuant to this contract, that the contractor and any subcontractor
shall not permit any employee, in performance of the contract to
work in surroundings or under conditions which are unsanitary,
hazardous or dangerous to his/her health or safety, as determined
under construction safety and health standards (29 CFR 1926)
promulgated by the Secretary of Labor, in accordance with Section
107 of the Contract Work Hours and Safety Standards Act (40
U.S.C. 333).

X. IMPLEMENTATION OF CLEAN AIR ACT AND
FEDERAL WATER POLLUTION CONTROL ACT

(Applicable to all Federal-aid constmction contracts and to all
related subcontracts of 5100,000 or more.)
By submission of this bid or the execution of this contract, or
subcontract, as appropriate, the bidder, Federal-aid construction
contractor, or subcontractor,_ as appropriate, will be deemed to
have stipulated as follows: -

3.Pursuant to 29 CFR 1926.3, it is a condition of this contract
that the Secretary of Labor or authorized representative thereof;
shall have right of entry to any site of contract performance to
inspect or investigate the matter of compliance with the
construction safety and health standards and to carry out the duties
of the Secretary under Section 107 of the Contract Work Hours
and Safety Standards Act (40 U.S.C. 333).

I. That any facility that is or will be utilized in the performance
of this contract, unless such contract is exempt under the Clean Air
Act, as amended (42 U.S.C. 1857 et seq., as amended by Pub. L.
91-604), and under the Federal Water Pollution Control Act, as
emended (33 U.S.C. 1251 et seq., as amended by Pub. L. 92-500),
Executive Order 11738, and regulations in implementation thereof
(40 CFR 15) is not listed, on the date of contract award, on the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) List of Violating
Facilities pursuant to 40 CFR 15.20.

IX. FALSE STATEMENTS CONCERNING HIGHWAY
PROJECTS

In order to assure high quality and durable construction in
conformity with approved plans and specifications and a high
degree of reliability on statements and representations made by
engineers, contractors, suppliers, and workers on Federal-aid
highway projects, it is essential that all persons concerned with the
project. perform their functions as carefully, thoroughly, and
honestly as possible. Willful falsification, distortion, or misrepresentation with respect to any facts related to the project is a
violation of Federal law. To prevent any misunderstanding re-

2. That the firm agrees to comply and remain in compliance with
all the requirements of Section 114 of the Clean Air Act and
Section 308 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act and all
regulations and guidelines listed thereunder.
3.That the firm shall promptly notify the SHA of the receipt of
any communication from the Director, Office of Federal Activities,
EPA, indicating that a facility that is or will be utilized
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for the contract is under consideration to be listed on the EPA List
of Violating Facilities,

submitting this proposal that it will include the clause titled
"Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility
and Voluntary Exclusion-Lower Tier covered Transaction,"
provided by the department or agency entering into this covered
transaction, without modification, in all lower tier covered
transactions and in all solicitations for lower tier covered
transactions.

4. That the firm agrees to include or cause to be included the
requirements of paragraph 1 through 4 of this Section X in every
nonexempt subcontract, and further agrees to take such action as
the government may direct as a means of enforcing such requirements.

h. A participant in a covered transaction may rely upon a
certification of a prospective participant in a lower tier covered
transaction that is not debarred, suspended, ineligible, or
voluntarily excluded from the covered transaction, unless it
knows that the certification is erroneous. A participant may
decide the method and frequency by which it determines the eligibility of its principals. Each participant may, but is not
required to, check the nonprocurernent portion of the "Lists of
Parties Excluded From Federal Procurement or Nonprecurement
Programs" (Nonprocurement List) which is compiled by the
General Services Administration.

XI CERTIFICATION REGARDING DEBARMENT,
SUSPENSION, INELIGIBILITY AND VOLUNTARY
EXCLUSION
1. Instructions for Certification Primary Covered
Transactions:
(Applicable to all Federal-aid contracts -49 CFR 29)
Hy signing and submitting this proposal, the prospective
primary participant is providing the certification set out below.

i_ Nothing contained in the foregoing shall be construed to
require establishment of a system of records in order to render in
good faith the certification required by this clause. The
knowledge and information of participant is not required to
exceed that which is normally possessed by a prudent person in
the ordinary course of business dealings.

b. The inability of a person to provide the certification set out
below will not necessarily result in denial of participation in this
covered transaction. The prospective participant shall submit an
explanation of why it cannot provide the certification set out
below. The certification or explanation will be considered in
connection with the department or agency's determination
whether to enter into this transaction. However, failure of the
prospective primary participant to furnish a certification or an
explanation shall disqualify such a person from participation in
this transaction.

j. Except for transactions authorized under paragraph f of
these instructions, if a participant in a covered transaction
knowingly enters into a lower tier covered transaction with a
person who is suspended, debarred, ineligible, or voluntarily
excluded from participation in this transaction, in addition to
other remedies available to the Federal Government, the department or agency may terminate this transaction for cause or
default

c. The certification in this clause is a material representation
of fact upon which reliance was placed when the department or
agency determined to enter into this transaction. If it is later
determined that the prospective primary participant knowingly
rendered an erroneous certification, in addition to other
remedies available to the Federal Government, the department
or agency may terminate this transaction for cause of defaults

Certification Regarding Debarment,
Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary
Exclusion—Primary Covered Transactions

d. The prospective primary participant shall provide immediate written notice to the department or agency to whom this
proposal is submitted if any time the prospective primary
participant learns that its certification was erroneous when
submitted or has become erroneous by reason of changed
circumstances. -

1. The prospective primary participant certifies to the best of
its knowledge and belief that it and its principals:
a. Are not presently debarred, suspended, proposed for
debamtent, declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from
covered transactions by any Federal department or agency;

e. The terms "covered transaction," "debarred," "suspended,'
"ineligible," "lower tier covered transaction," "participant,"
"person," "primary covered transaction," "principal," "proposal,"
and "voluntarily excluded," as used in this clause, have the
meanings set out in the Definitions and Coverage sections of
rules implementing Executive Order 12549. You may contact
the department or agency to which this proposal is submitted for.
assistance in obtaining a copy of those regulations.

b. Have not within a 3-year period preceding this proposal
been convicted of or had a civil judgment rendered against
them for commission of fraud or a criminal offense in
connection with obtaining, attempting to obtain, or
performing a public (Federal, State or local) transaction or
contract under a public transaction; violation of Federal or
State antitrust statutes or commission of embezzlement, theft,
forgery, bribery, falsification or destruction of records,
making false statements, or receiving stolen property;

1. The prospective primary participant agrees by submitting
this proposal that, should the proposed covered transaction be
entered into, it shall not knowingly enter into any lower tier
covered transaction with a person who is debarred, suspended,
declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in
this covered transaction, unless authorized by the department or
agency entering into this transaction.

c. Are not presently indicted for or otherwise criminally or
civilly charged by a governmental entity (Federal, State or
local) with commission of any of the ofreases enumerated in
paragraph lb of this certification; and

g. The prospective primary participant further agrees by
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d. Have not within a 3-year period preceding this application/proposal had one or more public transactions
(Federal, State or local) terminated for cause or default

required to, check the Nonprocurement List
h. Nothing contained in the foregoing shall be construed to
require establishment of a system of records in order to render in
good faith the certification required by this clause. The
knowledge and information of participant is not required to
exceed that which is normally possessed by a prudent person in
the ordinary course of business dealings.

2. Where the prospective primary participant is unable to
certify to any of the statements in this certification, such
prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this
proposal.

i. Except for transactions authorized under paragraph e of
these instructions, if a participant in a covered transaction
knowingly enters into a lower tier covered transaction with a
person who is suspended, debarred, ineligible, or voluntarily
excluded from participation in this transaction, in addition to
other remedies available to the Federal Government, the department or agency with which this transaction originated may
pursue available remedies, including suspension and/or
debarment

Z. Instructions for Certification - Lower Tier Covered
Transactions:
(Applicable to all subcontracts, purchase orders and other lower
tier transactions of S25,000 or more- 49 CFR 29)
a. By signing and submitting this proposal, the prospective
lower tier is providing the certification set out below.
b. The certification in this clause is a material representation
of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction
was entered into. If it is later determined that the prospective
lower tier participant knowingly rendered an erroneous
certification, in addition to other remedies available to the
Federal Government, the department or agency with which this
transaction originated may pursue available remedies, including
suspension and/or debarment

Certification Regarding Debarment,
Suspension, Ineligibility and Voluntary
Exclusion-Lower Tier Covered Transactions
1. The prospective lower tier participant certifies, by
submission of this proposal, that neither it nor its principals is
presently debarred, suspended, proposed for debarment,
declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation
in this transaction by any Federal department or agency.

c. The prospective lower tier participant shall provide
immediate written notice to the person to Which this proposal is
submitted if at any time the prospective lower tier participant
learns that its certification was erroneous by reason of changed
circumstances.

2. Where the prospective lower tier participant is unable to
certify to any of the statements in this certification, such
prospective participant shall attach an explanation to this
proposal.

d. The terms "covered transaction," "debarred," "suspended,"
"ineligible," "primary, covered transaction," "participant,"
"person," "principal," "proposal," and 'voluntarily excluded," as
used in this clause, have the meanings set out in the Definitions
and Coverage sections of rules implementing Executive Order
12549. You may contact the person to which this proposal is
submitted for assistance in obtaining a copy of those regulations.

KR. CERTIFICATION REGARDING USE OF
CONTRACT FUNDS FOR LOBBYING
(Applicable to all Federal-aid construction contracts and to all
related subcontracts which exceed $100,000 -49 CFR 20)

e. The prospective lower tier participant agrees by submitting
this proposal that, should the proposed covered transaction be
entered into, it shall not knowingly enter into any lower tier
covered transaction with a person who is debarred, suspended,
declared ineligible, or voluntarily excluded from participation in
this covered transaction, unless authorized by the department or
agency with which this transaction originated.

1. The prospective participant certifies, by signing and
submitting this bid or proposal, to the best of his or her knowledge
and belief, that

a_ No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid,
by or on behalf of the undersigned, to any person for influencing
or attempting to influence an offieer or employee of any Federal
agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or employee of
Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection
with the awarding of any Federal contract, the making of any
Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering into of
any cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation,
renewal, amendment, or modification of any Federal contract,
grant, loan, or cooperative agreement

f. The prospective lower tier participant further agrees by
submitting this proposal that it will include this clause titled
"Certification Regarding Debarment, Suspension, Ineligibility
and Voluntary Exclusion-Lower Tier Covered Transaction,"
without' modification, in all lower tier covered transactions and
in all solicitations for lower tier covered transactions.
g. A participant in a covered transaction may rely upon a
certification of a prospective participant in a lower tier covered
transaction that is not debarred, suspended, ineligible, or
voluntarily excluded fi-om the covered transaction, unless it
knows that the certification is erroneous. A participant may
decide the method and frequency by which it determines the eligibility of its principals. Each participant may, but is not

b. If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been
paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or attempting to
influence an officer or employee of any Federal agency, a Member
of Congress, an officer or employee of Congress, or an employee
of a Member of Congress in connection with this Federal contract,

Form 1273 — Revised 395
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be subject to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more
than $100,000 for each such failure.

grant, loan, or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall
complete and submit Standard Fonn-LLL, "Disclosure Form to
Report Lobbying„" in accordance with its instructions.

3. The prospective participant also agrees by submitting his or
her bid or proposal that he or she shall require that the language of
this certification be included in all lower tier subcontracts, which
exceed $100,000 and that all such recipients shall certify and
disclose accordingly.

2. This certification is a material representation of fact upon
which reliance was placed when this transaction was made or entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for
making or entering into this transaction imposed by 31 U.S.C.
1352. Any person who fails to file the required certification shall

FEDERAL-AM FEMALE AND MINORITY GOALS
In accordance with Section ii, "Nondiscrimination," of
"Required Contract Provisions Federal-aid Construction
Contracts" the following are the goals for female utilization:
Goal for Women
(applies nationwide)

(percent)

177 Sacramento, CA:
SMSA Counties:
6920 Sacramento, CA.
CA Placer; CA Sacramento;
CA Yolo,

6.9

The following are goals for minority utilization:

Non-SMSA Counties
CA Butte; CA Colusa;
CA El Dorado; CA Glenn;
CA Nevada; CA Sierra;
CA Sutter; CA Yuba.

CALIFORNIA ECONOMIC AREA
Goal
(Percent)

16.1

14.3

178 Stockton-Modesto, CA:

174 Redding, CA:
Non-SMSA Counties
CA Lassen; CA Modoc;
CA Plumas; CA Shasta;
CA Siskiyou; CA Tehruna,

SMSA Counties:
5170 Modesto, CA
CA Stanislaus.
8120 Stockton, CA
CA San Joaquin.
Non-SMSA Counties
CA Alpine; CA Arnador;
CA Calaveras; CA Mariposa;
CA Merced; CA Tuolumne.

6.8

175 Eureka, CA:
Non-SMSA Counties
CA Del Norte; CA Humboldt;
CA Trinity.
•
176 San Francisco-Oakland-San Jose, CA:
SMSA Counties:
7120 Salinas-SeasideMonterey, CA
CA Monterey.
7360 San Francisco-Oakland, CA.
CA Alameda; CA Contra Costa;
CA Mann; CA San Francisco;
CA San Mateo.
7400 San Jose, CA
CA Santa Clara.
7485 Santa Cruz, CA.
CA Santa Cruz.
7500 Santa Rosa, CA
CA Sonoma.
8720 Vallejo-Fairfield- Napa, CA.... ..........
CA Napa; CA Solana
Non-SMSA Counties
CA Lake; CA Mendocino;
CA San Benito.

6.6

12.3
24.3
19.8

179 Fresno-Bakersfield, CA:
SMSA Counties:
0680 Bakersfield, CA
CA Kern.
2840 Fresno, CA
CA Fresno.
Non-SM_SA Counties
CA Kings; CA Madera;
CA Tulare.

28.9
25.6

19.1
26./
23.6

180 Los Angeles, CA:

19.6

SMSA Counties:
0360 Anaheim-Santa Ana-Garden
Grove, CA.
CA Orange.
4480 Los Angeles-Long
Beach, CA
CA Los Angeles.
6000 Oxnard-Simi ValleyVentura, CA
CA Ventura.

14.9
9.1
17.1
23.2

11.9
28.3
21.5
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181 San Diego, CA:
6780 Riverside-San BernardinoOntarth,
CA Riverside;
CA San Bernardino.
7480 Santa Barbara-Santa MariaLompoc, CA
CA Santa Barbara.
Non-SMSA Counties
CA Inyo; CA Mono;
CA San Luis Obispo.

SMSA Counties
7320 San Diego, CA.
CA San Diego.
Non-SMSA Counties
CA Imperial.

19.0

19.7

16.9
18.2

24.6 In addition to the reporting requirements set forth elsewhere in
this contract the Contractor and subcontractors holding
subcontracts, not including material suppliers, of $10,000 or more,
shall submit for every month of July during which work is
performed, employment data as contained under Form FHWA.
PR-I391 (Appendix C to 23 CFR, Part 230), and in accordance
with the instructions included thereon.
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(To be used, when applicable, in Federal-aid projects)
*Insert number of trainees.

FEDERAL REQUIREMENT TRAINING SPECIAL PROVISIONS

NO employee shall be employed as a trainee or
apprentice in any classification in which he has
successfully completed a training course leading to
journeyman status or in which he has been employed as a
journeyman. The Contractor should satisfy this
requirement by including appropriate questions in the
employee application or by other suitable means.
Regardless of the method used the Contractor's records
should document the findings in each case.
The minimum length and type of training for each
classification will be as established in the training program
selected by the Contractor and approved by both the
Department and the Federal Highway Administration. The
Department and the Federal Highway Adininistration will
approve a program if it is reasonably calculated to meet the
equal employment opportunity obligations of the
Contractor and to qualify the average trainee or apprentice
for journeyman status in the classification concerned by the
end of the training period. Furthermore, apprenticeship
programs registered with the U.S. Department of Labor,
Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training, or with the State of
California, Department of industrial Relations, Division of
Apprenticeship Standards recognized by the Bureau and
training programs approved but not necessarily sponsored
by the U.S. Department of Labor, Manpower
Administration, Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training
shall also be considered acceptable provided it is being
administered in a manner consistent with the equal
employment obligations of Federal-aid highway
construction contracts. Approval or acceptance of a
training program shall be obtained from the State prior to
commencing work on the classification covered by the
program. It is the intention of these provisions that training
is to be provided in the construction crafts rather than
clerk-typists or secretarial-type positions. Training is
permissible in lower level management positions such as
office engineers, estimators, timekeepers, etc., where the
training is oriented toward construction applications.
Training in the laborer classification may be permitted
provided that significant and meaningfal training is
provided and approved by the division office. Some
offsite training is permissible as long as the training is
an integral part of an approved training program and does
not comprise a significant part of the overall training.
Except as otherwise noted below, the Contractor will be
reimbursed 80 cents per hour of training given an employee
on this contract in accordance with an approved training
program. As approved by the Engineer, reimbursement
will be made for training of persons in excess of the
number specified herein_

FEDERAL REQUIREMENT TRAINING
SPECIAL PROVISION. — As part of the Contractor's equal
employment opportunity affirmative action program, training
shall be provided as follows:
The Contractor shall provide on-the-job training to
develop fig] journeymen in the types of trades or job
classification involved.
The goal for the number of trainees or apprentices to
be trained under the requirements of this special provision
will be ten (10).
In the event the Contractor subcontracts a portion of
the contract work, he shall determine how many, if any, of
the trainees or apprentices are to be trained by the
subcontractor, provided however, that the Contractor shall
retain the primary responsibility for meeting the training
requirements imposed by this special provision. The
Contractor shall also insure that this Training Special
Provision is made applicable to such subcontract Where
feasible, 25 percent of trainees or apprentices in each
occupation shall be in their first year of apprenticeship or
training.
The number of trainees or apprentices shall be
distributed among the work classifications on the basis of
the Contractoes needs and the availability ofjourneymen in
the various classifications within a reasonable area of
recruitment. Prior to commencing work, the Contractor
shall submit to the Department for approval the number of
trainees or apprentices to be trained in each selected
classification and training program to be used_
Furthermore, the Contractor shall specify the starting time
for training in each of the classifications. The Contractor
will be credited for each trainee or apprentice employed by
him on the contract work who is currently enrolled or
becomes enrolled in an approved program and will be
reimbursed for such trainees or apprentices as provided
hereinafter.
Training and upgrading of minorities and women
toward journeymen status is a primary objective of this
Training Special Provision. Accordingly, the Contractor
shall make every effort to enroll minority and women
trainees or apprentices (e.g., by conducting systematic and
direct recruitment through public and private sources likely
to yield minority and women trainees or apprentices) to the
extent such persons are available within a reasonable area
of recruitment. The Contractor will be responsible for
demonstrating the steps that he has taken in pursuance
there4 prior to a determination as to whether the
Contractor is in compliance with this Training Special
Provision_ This training commitment is not intended, and
shall not be used, to discriminate against any applicant for
training, whether a member of a minority, group or not.

F-/5
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program. It is not required that all trainees or apprentices be
on board for the entire length of the contract. A Contractor
will have fulfilled his responsibilities under this Training
Special Provision if he has provided acceptable training to the
number of trainees or apprentices specified. The number
trained shall be determined on the basis of the total number
enrolled on the contract for a significant period_
Only trainees or apprentices registered in a program
approved by the State of California's State Administrator of
Apprenticeship may be employed on the project and said
trainees or apprentices shall be paid the standard wage
specified under the regulations of the craft or trade at which
they are employed.
The Contractor shall furnish the trainee or apprentice a
copy of the program he will follow in providing the training.
The Contractor shall provide each trainee or apprentice with a
certification showing the type and length of training
satisfactorily completed.
The Contractor will provide for the maintenance of
records and furnish periodic reports documenting his
performance under this Training Special Provision

This reimbursement will be made even though the
Contractor receives additional training program funds from
other sources, provided such other source does not
specifically prohibit the Contractor from receiving other
reimbursement Reimbursement for offsite training indicated
above may only be made to the Contractor where he does one
or more of the following and the trainees or apprentices are
concurrently employed on a Federal-aid project; contributes
to the cost of the training, provides the instruction to the
trainee or apprentice or pays the trainee's or apprentice's
wages during the offsite training period.
No payment shall be made to the Contractor if either the
failure to provide the required training, or the failure to hire •
the trainee or apprentice as a journeyman, is caused by the
Contractor and evidences a lack of good faith on the part
of the Contractor in meeting the requirements ofth is Training
Special Provision. It is normally expected that a trainee or
apprentice will begin his training on the project as soon as
feasible after start of work utilizing the skill involved and
remain on the project as long as training opportunities exist in
his work classification or until he has completed his training

FR-16
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Bid Proposal Form
Bid Proposal Guarantee
Drug Free Workplace Policy and Affidavit
List of Subcontractors
Non-Discrimination in Employee Benefits Ordinance Certification
Minimum Qualifications Questionnaire
Equal Employment Opportunity Certification
Public Contract Code Section 10285.1 Statement
Public Contract Code Section 10162 Questionnaire
Public Contract Code Section 10232 Statement
Non Collusion Affidavit
Debarment and Suspension Certification
Nonlobbying Certification for Federal-Aid Contracts
Disclosure of Lobbying Activities Form and Instructions
Local Agency Bidder - UDBE Commitment (Exhibit 15-0(1))
UDBE Information — Good Faith Efforts (Exhibit 15-H)
Local Agency Bidder - DBE Information (Exhibit 15-G(2))
Excerpts from the California Labor Code Relating to Apprentices on Public Works
Green Contracting Survey
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1 only
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1 only
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1 only
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* This information is due by no later than 4:00PM, four (4) working days from bid opening to:
Jose R. Ledesma (jledesma@cityofsacramento.org )
New City Hall, Dept of Transportation, 915 I Street, 2nd Floor, Sacramento CA 95814

tITY OF SACRAMENTO
Department of General Services
Facility Development Division

Bid Proposal
Revised: August 5, 2011
Page 1 of 4

TO THE HONORABLE CITY COUNCIL
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA:
In coMpliance with the Contract Documents, the undersigned hereby proposes to furnish all required labor,
materials, supervision, transportation, equipment, services, taxes and incidentals required for:

Sacramento Valley Depot Retrofit (PN: T15029003)
in the City and County of Sacramento, California.
The Work is to be done in strict conformity with the Contract Documents now on file in the office of the City Clerk,
including all addenda, for the following sum:
A. BASE BID:.
DOLLARS

$

sg4G PI 00p.

)-

Contract award will be based on the lowest responsible, responsive "Base Bid".

B. ALTERNATES:
Bidders must provide a cost for all alternates listed below for their base bid to be considered
responsive.

1. Alternate A — Part 1: Investigation of timber piles at gridline G122.1 (Sheet S2.10) ($

I ( 1 oe'-

2. Alternate A — Part 2: Excavate and expose pile cap at gridline G/23 (Sheet S2.10) ($
3. Alternate B Build-out of rooms 114, 115, 115.1, 118, 118.1 & 119 (Sheet A2.11) ($

ISo,000. "

4. Alternate C: Replace rain water leaders at marquee (Sheet S2.11)

($

( goo. 21) )

5. Alternate D: Anchorage support for existing windows (Sheet S3.01)

($

/ 7,300 .422

6. Alternate E: Modify doors and elevation at fire pump room (A2.11 & A3.01)

($

11, 000.00 )

The City reserves the right to include some, all or none of the alternates listed above in the final contract
award.

It will be the Contractor's responsibility to continue to maintain their committed (JDBE % participation
goals with the additive alternates that the City chooses to include or exclude.
Show the price per square foot to be added/deducted from the bid price for each spell repair as described below.
Include in this cost all labor, materials, equipment, transportation,
and incidentals required to complete the work.
Unit Price
$ 174r.e1. /sf
1. Spell Repair Type 1: Allowance: 1,000 square feet.
2. Spell Repair Type 2: Allowance: 500 square feet.
$ /sf
3. Spell Repair Type 2a: Allowance: 500 square feet.
$ 2 2 S. ai /sf
4. Spall Repair Type 3: Allowance: 500 square feet.
$ 213. fg- /sf
5. Spell Repair Type 4: Allowance: 16 locations.
$ 2 7 b..elt /location
(Rev. 3-9-10)

CITY OF SACRAMENTO
Department of General Services
Facility Development Division

Bid Proposal
Page 2 of 4

Show the price per linear foot to be added/deducted from the bid price for crack repair. Include an allowance of
500 linear feet in the bid price; include in this cost all labor, materials, equipment, transportation, and incidentals
required to complete the Work.

1. Crack repair: Allowance 500 lin. ft.

$

Unit Price
it-e- /lin. ft.

If awarded the Agreement, the undersigned agrees to sign said Agreement and furnish the necessary surety
bonds and insurance certificates within ten (10) calendar days after receipt of the notice of award of Agreement,
and to begin work within fifteen (15) calendar days after receipt of the Notice to Proceed by the City.

(Rev. 3-9-10)

CITY OP SACRAMENTO
Department of General Services
Facility Development Division

Bid Proposal
Page 3 of 4

It is understood that this Bid Proposal is based upon completion of the Work within a period of 480 CALENDAR
DAYS commencing on the date set forth in the written "Notice to Proceed" issued by the City to the Contractor.

The undersigned has examined the location of the proposed Work, the local conditions at the place where the
Work is to be done, is familiar with the Contract Documents and is familiar and expressly agrees to the liquidated
damages provision of the Contract Documents.
The undersigned has checked carefully all of the foregoing figures and understands that the City of Sacramento
will not be responsible for any errors or omissions on the part if the undersigned in making up this Bid Proposal.
Enclosed is Bid Proposal Guarantee, as required, consis
not less than ten percent (10%) of the amount Bid Propo

of a bidder's bond or other acceptable security for

The undersigned agrees that all addenda received a 4 cknowledged herein shall become a part of and be
included in this Bid Proposal. This Bid Proposal includ
ollowing addenda:
Add. #

DATE

Add. #

DATE

Add. #

DATE

Add. #

DATE

NOTE: State whether your concern is a corporation, a co-partnership, private individual, or individuals doing
business under a firm name.

(1,0/(0/.4)11D12
If the Bidder is a corporation, the Bid Proposal must be executed in the name of the corporation and must be
signed by a duly authorized officer of the corporation.
If the Bidder is a partnership, the Bid Proposal must be executed in the name of the partnership and one of the
partners must subscribe his signature thereto as the authorized representative of the partnership.

(Rev. 3-9-10)

CITY OP SACRAMENTO
Department of General Services
Facility Development Division

Bid Proposal
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AMOUNT OF BID PROPOSAL GUARANTEE ENCLOSED: (Bid Proposal Guarantee Required)

(si; 4,7.1 (4/- ) not less than ten percent (10%) of amount Bid P oposal

chased

CERTIFIED CHECK
MONEY ORDER
CASHIER'S CHECK
BID BOND
OTHER SECURITY
CONTRACT

FOR CITY USE ONLY
,BID BOND SECURITY
Bid Bond
Cashier/Certified Check
0 Other
Initial:

By

(Sig

Title
Firm

:Dreat6
(Phnt or Type)
re-s ;s6Pc r

ide_ CoMAY/..) 1-;C,

Street Address

/p2M

e/9

p

Telephone No.
Fax No.
Email

/44f 99

fs.209-.Ve -

-5-

461?- oo
4141) (tele.

y c0,71

Date
Contractor's License No. ‘'.3‘,2-bk Type
ri iria
Expiration Date
42,--.3./-0/41ii
Tax I.D. Nos. Fed. 4; 9-0,151/.4 State (7,1g
City of Sacramento Business Operation Tax Certificate No. kti,ll (Ain
(Obtained through the Department of Revenue, (916) 808-8500)

Onkt

For any person or entity who submits a Bid Proposal, all such information shall be submitted under penalty of
perjury.

(Rev. 3-9-10)

City Of Sacramento

Bid Proposal Guarantee
Page 1 of 1

KNOW ALL MEN BY THESE PRESENTS,
That

we,

DIEDE

CONSTRUCTION

INC.

as Principal, and TRA_V.ELERS CASUALTY AND_SURETY COMPANY OF AMERICA
a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of CONNFCTTCDT and duly licensed to
become sole surety on bonds required or authorized by the State of California, as Surety, are held and
firmly bound unto the City of Sacramento, hereinafter called the City, in the penal sum of ten percent
(10%) of the (BASE OR LUMP SUM) Proposal of the Principal above named, or other amount as set forth
In the Invitation to Bidders, submitted by said .Principal to the City for the Work described below, for the
payment of which sum in lawful money of the United States, well arid truly to be made, we bind ourselves,
our heirs, executors, administrators and successors, jointly and severally, firmly by these presents..
THE CONDITION OF THIS OBLIGATION IS SUCH
That whereas the Principal has submitted the -above-mentioned Proposal to the City, for which Proposals
are to be opened at the Department of General Services, City of Sacramento, located at 915 I Street,
HIstorle adding, 1' t Floor, Saoramento, CA 95814 Up to the hour of 2:00 p.m. on August 10, 2011for the
Work specifically described as follows:
Sacramento Valley Depot Retrofit
(PM T15029003)
NOW, THEREFORE, if the aforesaid Principal Is awarded the Contract and within the time and manner
required under the Contract Documents, enters into a written Contract, in the prescribed form, In
accordance with the Proposal, and files two (2) bonds with the City, one to guarantee faithful performance
and the other to guarantee payment for labor and materials, and files the required insurance policies with
the City, all as required by the Contract Documents or by law, then the obligation shall be null and void;
otherwise it shall be and remain in full force and effect
In the event suit is brought u n this bond by the Obligee and Judgment is recovered, the Surety shall pay
ligee in such suit, including a reasonable attorney's fee to be fixed by the
all costs incurred by the
court, which sums shall b additional to the principal amount of this bond.
IN WITNESS THERE We have hereunto set our hands and seal this
Qth
20 11
day of
7/f
TRAVELERS CASU TY AND SURETY COMPANY
DIEDE CONSTRUC
ON INC.
OF AMERICA
ety)(Seal)
By
By
Title
nda
Jorlensen Attorney–In–Fact
Title
A. nt Name and Address —IQUILLQ—BRONSON CO
3.36 AMERICAN RIVER DRIVE #200 , SACRAMENT) CA
ORIGINAL AP ROVED AS TO FORM:
Agent Phone* 916 480 4144
Surety Phone # 916 . 852 5272
California License # 0425149
City Attorey
SureyErnalt jwp h p r@johnohranRon rsoin

(Rev. 5-8-91)

CALIFORNIA ALL-PURPOSE
CERTIFICATE OF ACKNOWLEDGMENT
State of Califbrnia
Count y of

SACRAMFM

On AUGUST 9 2011

before m e , N. McLaughlin- Notary Public
(Here inseil mune and:irk c f the of:Icet)

personally appeared

Randall L. Jorgensen

who proved to me on the basis of satisfactory evidence to be the person(s) whose name(1) isiar-a.subscribed to
the within instrument and acknowtedved to me that helshaittley executed the same in hisIneritha4 authorized
capacity(Tes, and that by his/kr/their signature(N °tithe instrument the personN, or the entity upon behalf of
N acted, executed the instrument.
which the person
certify under PENALTY . OF PERJURY under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing paraoTanh
is true and correct.

M. MC LAUGHUN

COMM. 01789142
Nolary Public-California

WITNESS my hand and official seal.

of Notary Public

(ictery Seal).

L:ri

SACRAMENTO COUNTY
M) Comin.E.v.F6.14M2

ADDITIONAL OPTIONAL, INFORMATION.
DESCRIPTION OF THE ATTACHED C.',OCLIKENT

nr description . of anached dOctsrient I
(Tide Or descripoori or anacried document continued)

Number or Paaes

Document Dare

(AddiTional informiltion)

CAPACITY CLAIMED BY THE S[GNER
O individual (3)
7: Corporate OftIcer

•

o

Par;:ner(s)
Attorney-in-Fact

O

TruSZ-.3t(3)

O

Other

:C1):3 Veort CA? .k v 1, 0.07 30,0-173-9:;ii
5
•ww.7otariClat.w
—e3.corn

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COIPLETING
FOR..\11
aciolowledgment completed in ailifornia must contain verbiage e.7actty as
appears above in the notary sec:ton or a separ.cte athur.viedgment ,tbrm aura be
proFerly comokm: ond attached to that document. The only 2.TC,:plion is if a
document is to be recorded outside of California.. In such instances. any alternati7e
acknowledgment verbiage as may be printed on such a document so !on as the
. verbiage dces not requira the 401Cry to do ;on:ailing that ts illegciAr a notary in
California fie. certib.ing th azahoriced capacity of the sirner). P?ease check the
document carefully ibr proper no lariat wording and attach this Am if required.
• Salm and County information most be :lac State ?Ad County where the document
signe;(3) personaily appeand before the notari, public for acknowledarnent.
• Dare ornotarizapon must be the date that the si gner(s) personally appeared which
must also be she same daze the acknowledgment is completed_
• The notary public must print his or her name as it appears within his or her
commission followed by a comma ar.d then your title (notarfpublic).
• Print the name(s) of document sizner(s) who personally appear at the time of
notarization.
indicate the correct sir.guies or plural forms by crossing off incon-ec: forms (i.e..
. il ihel'At'r
4
) or circling the correct forms. .Failure to comedy indicate this
information may lead :o 7i...ice:ion of document recordin3.
• The notary seal impression must be clear and photouraphicaily recrcdtreible.
Impression must not cover tett: or lines. if seal impression smudges, re-sal if a
suifirdeet area permict., otherwise compiet: a different acknowiedgment. form.
• Sir:ware of the notari public must match the siitnature on hie ,,rith the office of
the cour..ve!tric.
Additional information . is 'not required but could help to ensure. this
ac!,:nowletiarnenr. is not misused or at-ached co a different document.
Indicate title or type of anaehed doe :anent number a l:pages and date.,
indiCate the, capacity claimed by the siznen If the claimed capaziry is a
corporate oft7cer, iricate the title (i.e. d'ao, CFO. Sect:tar!).
• Securely attach this dotdment :o the signed document

WARNING: THIS ROWER OF ATTORNEY IS INVALID WITHOUT THE RED BORDER
POWER OF ATTORNEY

TRAV ELi R SJ

Attorney-th Feet No.

St. Paul Mercury Insurance Company
Travelers Casualty and Surety Company
Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company

Farmington Casualty Company
Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Company
Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Underwriters, Inc.
St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company
St. Pant Guardian Insurance Company

Certificate No.

220444

003706840

KNOW ALL MEN IRY THESE PRESENTS: That St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company, St. Paul Guardian Insurance Company and St. Paul Mercury Insurance
Company are corporations duly organized under the laws of the State of Minnesota, that Farmington Casualty Company, Travelers Casualty and Surety Company, and
Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America axe corporations duly organized under the laws of the State of Connecticut, that United States Fidelity and Guaranty
Company is a corporation duly organized under the taws of the State of Maryland, that Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Company is a corporation duly organized under
the laws of the State of Iowa, and that Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Underwriters, Inc., is a corporation duly organized under the laws of the State of Wisconsin
(herein collectively called the "Companies"), and that the Companies do hereby make, constitute and appoint
Carol Dunn, Paul F. Bystrowski, Randall L. Jorgensen, Joseph H. Weber, Mary E. A. McLaughlin, John E. Murphy, and Sandi Pullen

f.:rf the City of ggcrn mpntri State of California their true and lawful Attorney(s)-in-Fact,
each in their separate capacity if more than one is named_aboste.ao_signraxecute,.sealand_acknowledge_any_and_albonds...recognizancesrconditionaLundertakingsand
other writings obligatory in the nature thereof on behalf of the Companies in theireINSiness 21,guaranteeing the fidelity of persons, guaranteeing, the performance of
contracts and executing or guaranteeing horlds and undertakings requited or perMitted5in any taetions orviaceedings allowed by law.
,n n1 0 " - 4,
,'

V

1.1)71,-.1"-V
l'It.5::VdNINII,
8
7'' 10;)
•.4 WITNESS WHEREOF, the Companies have causedthis instrignenkto
be signeditd theiVcotrate seals to be hereto affixed. this

June
2010
day
of

8th

Ws'''

-' , 11t.''
Farmington Casualty Cotrany ,„
Fidelity and GuarantyitasurancOornpan,p5
Fidelity and Guaranty Instifal:rihnderwriters, Inc.
St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company
St. Paul Guardian Insurance Company

St:Paul Mercury Insurance Company
Travelers Casualty and Surety Company
Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America
United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company

By:

State of Connecticut
City of Hartford as.

Georg

Thompson

ice President

day of June 2010 before me personally appeared George W. Thompson, who acknowledged
On this the 8th
himself to be the Senior Vice President of Farmington Casualty Company, Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Company, Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Underwriters,
Inc., St. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company, St. Paul Guardian Insurance Company, St. Paul Mercury Insurance Company, Travelers Casualty and Surety
Company, Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America, and United States Fidelity and Guaranty Company, and that he, as such, being authorized so to do,
executed the foregoing instrument for the purposes therein contained by signing on behalf of the corporations by himself as a duly authorized officer.

in Witness Whereof, I hereunto set my. hand and official seal.
•My Commission expires the 30th day of June, 2011.

i
V\FiA C.Itt lattnL+
• Marie C. Tetreault, Notary Public

58440-4-09 Printed in U,S.A.
WARNING: THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY IS INVALID WITHOUT THE RED BORDER

WARNING: THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY IS INVALID WITHOUT THE RED BO DER "
This Power of Attorney is granted undecand by the authority of the following resolutions adopted by the Boards of Directors of Farmington CasualryFompany,Fidelity
and Guaranty Insurance Company, Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Underwriters, Inc., Sr. Paul Fire and Marine insurance Company, St. Paul Guardian Insurance
Company, St. Paul Mercury Insurance Company, Travelers Casualty and Surety Company, Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America, and United States
Fidelity and Guaranty Company, which resolutions are now in full force and effect, reading as follows:
RESOLVED, that the Chairman, the President, any Vice Chairman, any Executive Vice President, any Senior Vice President, any Vice President, any Second Vice
President, the Treasurer, any Assistant Treasurer, the Corporate Secretary or any Assistant Secretary may appoint Attorneys-in-Fact and Agents to act for and on behalf
of the Company and may give such appointee such authority as his or her certificate of authority may prescribe to sign with the Company's name and seal with the
Company's seal bonds, recognizances, contracts of indemnity, and other writings obligatory in the nature of a bond, recognizance, or conditional undertaking, and any
of said officers or the Board of Directors at any time may remove any such appointee and revoke the power given him or her; and it is
• .
• •
FURTHER RESOiNED, that the Chairman;the President, any Vice Chairman, any Executive Vice President, any Senior Vice President or any Vice President may
delegate all or any part of the foregoing authority to one or more officers or employees of this Company, provided that each such delegation is in writing and a copy
thereof is filed in the office of the Secretary; and it is
FURTHER RESOLVED, that any bond, recognizance, contract of indemnity, or writing obligatory in the nature of a bond, recognizance, or conditional undertaking
shall be valid and binding upon the Company when (a) signed by the President, any Vice Chairman, any Executive Vice President, any . Senior Vice President or any Vice
President, any Second Vice President, the Treasurer, any Assistant Treasurer, the Corporate Secretary or any Assistant Secretary and duly attested and sealed with the
Company's seal by a Secretary or Assistant Secretary; or (b) duly executed (under seal, if required) by one or more Attorneys-in-Fact and Agents pursuant to the power
prescribed in his or her certificate or their certificates of authority or by one or more Company officers pursuant to a written delegation of authority; and it is

FURTHER RESOLVED, that the signature of each of the following officers: President, any Executive Vice President, any Senior Vice President, any Vice President,
any Assistant Vice President, any Secretary, any Assistant Secretary, and the seal of the Company may be affixed by facsimile to any Power of Attorney or to any
certificate relating thereto appointing Resident Vice Presidents, Resident Assistant Secretaries or Attorneys-in-Fact for purposes only of executing and attesting bonds
and undertakings and other writings obligatory in the nature thereof, and any such Power of Attorney or certificate bearing such facsimile signature or facsimile seal
shall be valid and binding upon the Company and any such power so executed and certified by such facsimile signature and facsimile seal shall be valid and binding on
the Company in the Suture with respect to any bond or understanding to which it is attached.
I, Kori M. Johanson, the undersigned, Assistant Secretary, of Farmington Casualty Company, Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance Company, Fidelity and Guaranty Insurance
Underwriters, Inc., Sr. Paul Fire and Marine Insurance Company, St. Paul GuardianAnsurance ..,Company, St. Paul Mercury Insurance Company, Travelers Casualty and
Surety Company, Travelers Casualty and Surety Company of America, and UniWtater Fir filetiittand givnty Company do hereby certify that the above and foregoing
is a true and correct copy of the Power of Attorney executed by said Compnakshiclgis imfull foqand effect and has not been revoked.
t"-\co.Ni
"4.''q t4t>
IN TESTIMONY WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand andAfai the/Sga4i.s of saidelPanies this
(S.y.
• fsc:‘
4n1°'
1fC
..

t!*-

9th

day of

/

41100° 0314

13,0

AUGUST . 201 1

/

Kori M. Johans ArAssistaot Secretary

To verify the authenticity of this Power of Attorney, call 1-800-421-3880 or contact us at wwwaravelersbond.com . Please refer to the Attorney-hi-Fact number, the
above-named individuals and the details of the bond to which the power is attached.

WARNING: THIS POWER OF ATTORNEY IS INVALID WITHOUT THE RED BORDER

GITY OF 6ACRAMENTO
Department of General Services
Facility Development Division

Drug-Free Policy and Affidavit
Pagel of 1
DRUG-FREE WORKPLACE POLICY AND AFFIDAVIT

BID PROPOSAL MAY BE DECLARED NONRESPONSIVE IF THIS FORM (COMPLETED) LS NOT ATTACHED.
Pursuant to City Council Resolution CC90-498 dated 6/26/90 the following is required.
The undersigned contractor certifies that it and all subcontractors performing under this Agreement will provide a drug-•
free workplace by:
1. Publishing a "Drug-Free Workplace" statement notifying employees that the unlawful manufacture, distribution, dispensing,
possession or use of a controlled substance is prohibited in the contractors workplace and specifying the actions that will be
taken against employees for violations of such prohibition.
Establishing a Drug-Free Awareness Program to inform employees about:

•....

a. The dangers of drug abuse in the workplace.
b. The contractors policy of maintaining a drug-free workplace.
c. Any available drug counseling, rehabilitation, and employee assistance program.
d. The penalties that may be imposed upon employees for drug abuse violations.occurring in the workplace.
3. Notify employees that as a condition of employment underthis Agreement, employees will be expected to:
a. Abide by the terms of the statement.
b. Notify the employer of any criminal drug statute conviction for a violation occurring in the workplace.
.4. Making it a requirement that each employee to be engaged in the performance of the Agreement be given a copy on the
"Drug-Free Workplace" statement.
5. Taking one of the following appropriate actions, within thirty (30) days of receiving notice from an employee or otherwise
receiving such notice, that said employee has received a drug conviction for a violation occurring in the workplace:
a. Taking appropriate disciplinary action against such an employee, up to and including termination; or
b. Requiring such employee to participate satisfactorily in a drug abuse assistance or rehabilitation program approved for
such purposes by a federal, state, or local health, law enforcement or other appropriate agency.
* I certify that no person employed by this company, corporation, or business has been convicted of any criminal drug statute
violation on any job site or project where this company, corporation or business was performing was within three years of the
date of my signature below.
,EXCEPTION:

Violation Type

Date •

Place of Occurrence

If additional space is required use back of this form.

* The above statement wi also be incorporated as a Part of each subcontract agreement for any and all subcontractors
selected for performancei n this proiect
IN THE EVENT THIS C PANY, CORPORATION, OR BUSINESS IS AWARDED THIS CONSTRUCTION AGREEMENT, AS A
RESULT OF THIS BI THE CONTRACTOR WITH HIS/HER SIGNATURE REPRESENTS TO THE CITY THAT THE
INFORMATION DISCL ED IN THIS DOCUMENT. IS COMPLETE AND ACCURATE. IT IS UNDERSTOOD AND AGREED
THAT FALSE CERTIFI TION IS SUBJECT TO IMMEDIATE TERMINATION BY THE CITY.
The Representations de Herein On This Document Are Made Under Penalty Of Perjury.
CONTRACTOR'S NAM :
BY:
Sig

t re

at:A C494641-Li()kol3
.. 344)1e.,

0)

K-yk
1

Date: g1P-1/

Effects of violations: a. Suspension of payments under the Agreement. b. Suspension or termination of the Agreement. c.
Suspension or debarment of the contractor from receiving any Agreement from the City of Sacramento for a period not to exceed
five years.

•

(Rev. 10/5/01)

'

•

•

The Bidder shall list the name and address of each subcontractor to whom the Bidder proposes to subcontract portions
. of the work, as required by the provisions in Sections 2-1.054, "Required Listing of Proposed Subcontractors," of the
Standard Specifications and Section 2-1.01, "General," of the special provisions. (Attach additional pages if needed)

LIST OF SUBCONTRACTORS
Description of Portion of Work
Name and Address

Dollar Value
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The Bidder shall list the name and address of each subcontractor to whom the Bidder proposes to subcontract portions
of the work, as required by the provisions in Sections 2-1.054, "Rtquired Listing of Proposed Subcontractors," of the
Standard Specifications and Section 2-1.01, "General," of the special provisions. (Attach additional pages if needed.)
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LIST OF SUBCONTRACTORS
Description of Portion of Work

Name and Address
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REQUIREMENTS FOR THE NON-DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS BY
CITY CONTRACTORS ORDINANCE
INTRODUCTION
The Sacramento Non-Discrimination In Employee Benefits By City Contractors Ordinance (the
"Ordinance"), codified as Sacramento City Code Chapter 3.54, prohibits City contractors from
discriminating in the provision of employee benefits between employees with spouses and
employees with domestic partners, and between the spouses and domestic partners of •
employees.

APPLICATION
The provisions of the Ordinance apply to any contract or agreement (as defined below), between
a Contractor and the City of Sacramento, in an amount exceeding $25,000.00. The Ordinance
applies to that portion of a contractor's operations that Occur. (i) within the City of Sacramento;
(ii) on real property outside the City of Sacramento if the property is owned by the City or if the
City has a right to occupy the property; or (iii) at any location where a significant amount of work
related to a City contract is being performed. The provisions apply only to those employee(s)
actually working on the City contract and only for the actual amount of time the employee(s)
spend working on such contract.
The Ordinance does not apply: to subcontractors or subcontracts of any Contractor or
contractors; to transactions entered into pursuant to cooperative purchasing agreements
approved by the Sacramento City Council; to legal contracts of other governmental jurisdictions
or public agencies without separate competitive bidding by the City; where the requirements of
the ordinance will violate or are inconsistent with the terms or conditions of a grant, subvention or
agreement with a public agency or the instructions of an authorized representative of any such
agency with respect to any such grant, subvention or agreement; to permits for excavation or
street construction; or to agreements for the use of City right-of-way where a contracting utility
1.1 s the power of eminent domain.

DEFINITIONS
As set forth in the Ordinance, the following definitions apply:

•

.

"Contract" means an agreement for public works or improvements to be performed, .or for goods
or services to be purchased or grants to be provided, at the expense of the City or to be paid out
of moneys deposited in the treasury or out of the trust money under the control or collected by the
City. "Contract" also means a written agreement for the exclusive use ("exclusive use" means the
right to use or occupy real property to the exclusion of others, other than the right reserved by the
fee owner) or occupancy of real property for a term exceeding 29 days in any calendar year,
whether by singular or cumulative instrument, (i) for the operation or use by others of real
property owned or controlled by the City for the operation of a business, social, or other
establishment or organization, including leases, concessions, franchises and easements, or (ii)
for the City's use or occupancy of real property owned by others, including leases, concessions,
franchises and easements.
"Contract" shall not include: a revocable at-will use or encroachment permit for the use of or
encroachment on City property regardless of the ultimate duration of such permit; excavation,
street construction or street use permits; agreements for the use of City right-of-way where a
contracting utility has the power of eminent domain; or agreements governing the use of City
property that constitute a public forum for activities that are primarily for the purpose of espousing
or advocating causes or ideas and that are generally protected by the First Amendment to the
United States Constitution or that are primarily recreational in nature.
Page 1 of 2

"Contractor" means any person or persons, firm partnership or corporation, company, or
combination thereof, that enters into a Contract with the City. "Contractor does not include a
public entity.
"Domestic Partner" means any person who has a currently registered domestic partnership with a
governmental entity pursuant to state or local law authorizing the registration.
"Employee Benefits" means bereavement leave; disability, life, and other types of insurance;
family medical leave; health benefits; membership or membership discounts; moving expenses;
pension and retirement benefits; vacation; travel benefits; and any other benefit given to
employees. "Employee benefits" shall not include benefits to the extent that the application of the
requirements of this chapter to such benefits may be preempted by federal or state.

CONTRACTOR'S OBLIGATION TO PROVIDE THE CITY WITH DOCUMENTATION
AND INFORMATION
Contractor shall provide the City with documentation and information verifying its compliance with
the requirements of the Ordinance within ten (10) days of receipt of a request from the City.
Contractors shall keep accurate payroll records, showing, for each City Contract, the employee's
name, address, Social Security number, work classification, straight time pay rate, overtime pay
rate, overtime hours worked, status and exemptions, and benefits for each day and pay period
that the employee works on the City Contract. Each request for payroll records shall be
accompanied by an affidavit to be completed and returned by the Contractor, as stated, attesting
that the information contained in the payroll records is true and correct, and that the Contractor
has complied with the requirements of the Ordinance. A violation of the Ordinance Or
noncompliance with the requirements of the Ordinance shall constitute a breach of contract

EMPLOYER COMPLIANCE CERTIFICATE AND NOTICE REQUIREMENTS
(a) All contractors seeking a Contract subject to the Ordinance shall submit a completed
Declaration of Compliance Form (attachment "A"), signed by an authorized, representative, with
each proposal, bid or application. The Declaration of Compliance shall be made a part of the
executed contract, and will be made available for public inspection and copying during regular
business hours.
(b) The Contractor shall give each existing employee working directing on a City contract, and (at
the time of hire), each new employee, a copy of the notification provided as attachment "B."
(c) Contractor shall post, in a place visible to all employees, a copy of the notice provided as
attachment "C."
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DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE
Equal Benefits Ordinance

ravArork-49,

Name of Contractor

mor 11,047;-1)5

Address

(fr 21

The above named contractor ("Contractor") hereby declares and agrees as follows:
1.

I have read and understand the Non-Discrimination In Employee Benefits By City
Contractors Ordinance ("Ordinance') provided to me by the City of Sacramento
("City") in connection with the City's request for proposals or other solicitations for
the performance of services, or for the provision of commodities, under a City
contract or agreement ("Contract").

2.

As a condition of receiving the City Contract, I agree to fully comply with the
requirements of the Ordinance, codified as Chapter 3. 54 of the Sacramento City
Code.

3.

If the face amount of this City Contract is less than $25,000, as a condition of
receiving this Contract, I agree to notify the City in writing if the aggregate value
of the City Contract referenced herein, after changes, modifications, or similar .
actions, equals or exceeds $25,000 in total value.

901311,6

.4. I understand, to the extent that such benefits are not preempted or prohibited by
federal or state law, employee benefits covered by the Ordinance, are any of the
following:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
j.

Bereavement Leave
Disability, life, and other types of insurance
'Family medical leave •
Health benefits
Membership or membership discounts
Moving expenses
Pension and retirement benefits
Vacation
Travel benefits
Any other benefit offered to employees

I agree that should I offer any of the above listed employee benefits, that I will
offer those benefits, without discrimination between employees with spouses
and employees with domestic partners, and without discrimination between the
spouses and domestic partners of such employees.

•

5.

I understand that I will not be considered to be discriminating in the provision or
application of employee benefits under the following conditions or circumstances:

Attachment A
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DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE
Equal Benefits Ordinance
a.

In the event that the actual cost of providing a benefit to a domestic
partner or spouse, exceeds the cost of providing the same benefit to a
spouse or domestic partner of an employee, I will not be required to
provide the benefit, nor shall it be deemed discriminatory, if I require the
employee to pay the monetary difference in order to provide the benefit to
the domestic partner or to the spouse.
In the event I amr unable to provide a certain benefit, despite taking
reasonable measures to do so, if I provide the employee with a cash
equivalent, I will not be deemed to be discriminating in the application of
that benefit.

c.

If I provide employee benefits neither to employee's spouses nor to
employee's domestic partners.

d.

If I provide employee benefits to employees on a basis unrelated to
marital or domestic partner status.

e.

If I submit, to the Program Coordinator, written evidence of making
reasonable efforts to end discrimination in employee benefits by
implementing policies which are to be enacted before the first effective
date after the first open enrollment process following the date the
Contract is executed with the City.
I understand that any delay in the implementation of such policies may
not exceed one (1) year from the date the Contract is executed with the
City, and applies only to those employee benefits for which an open
enrollment process is applicable.

f.

Until administrative steps can be taken to incorporate, in the
infrastructure, nondiscrimination in employee benefits
The time allotted for these administrative steps will apply only to those
employee benefits for which administrative steps are necessary and may
not exceed three (3) months from the date the Contract is executed with
the City.

g.

Until the expiration of a current collective bargaining agreement(s) where,
in fact, employee benefits are governed by a collective bargaining
agreement(s).

h.

I take all reasonable measures to end discrimination in employee benefits
by either requesting the union(s) involved agree to reopen the
agreement(s) in order for me to take whatever steps are necessary to end
discrimination in employee benefits or by my ending discrimination in
employee benefits without reopening the collective bargaining
agreement(s).

Attachment A
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DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE
Equal Benefits Ordinance
In the eventI cannot end discrimination in employee benefits despite
taking all reasonable measures to do so, I provide a cash equivalent to
eligible employees for whom employee benefits (as listed previously), are
not available.

•

Unless otherwise authorized in writing by the City Manager, I understand
this cash equivalent must begin at the time the union(s) refuse to allow
the collective bargaining agreement(s) to be reopened or no longer than
three (3) months from the date the Contract is executed with the City.
6.

I understand that failure to comply with the provisions of Section 5. (a) through
4. (i), above, will subject me to possible suspension and/or termination of this
Contract for cause; repayment of any or all of the Contract amount disbursed by
the City; debarment for future contracts until all penalties and restitution have
been paid in full; deemed ineligible for future contracts for up to two (2) years; the
imposition of a penalty, payable to the City, in the sum of $50.00 for each
employee, for each calendar day during which the employee was discriminated
against in violation of the provisions of the Ordinance.

7.

I understand and do hereby agree to provide each current employee and, within
ten (10) days of hire, each new employee, of their rights under the Ordinance. I
further agree to maintain a copy of each such letter provided, in an appropriate
file for possible inspection by an authorized representative of the City. I also
agree to prominently display a poster informing each employee of these rights. -

8.

I understand that I have the right to request an exemption to the benefit
provisions of the Ordinance when such a request is submitted to the
Procurement Services Division, in writing with sufficient justification for resolution,
prior to contract award.

v...•

I 'further understand that the City may request a waiver or exemption to the
provisions or requirements of the Ordinance, when only one contractor is
available to enter into a contract or agreement to occupy and use City property
on terms and conditions established by the City; when sole source conditions
exist for goods, services, public project or improvements and related construction
services; when there are no responsive bidders to the EBO requirements and the
contract is for essential goods or services; when emergency conditions with
•
public health and safety implications exist; or when the contract is for specialized
legal services if in the best interest of the City.
9.

In consideration of the foregoing, I shall defend, indemnify and hold harmless,
the City, its officers and employees, against any claims, actions, damages, costs
(including reasonable attorney fees), or other liabilities of any kind arising from
any violation of the City's Equal Benefits Requirements or of the Ordinance by
me..
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DECLARATION OF COMPLIANCE
Equal Benefits Ordinance
I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the
foregoing is true and correct, and that I am authorized to bind the Contractor to the
provisions of this Declaration.

.,.....

Sign a ture of Autho zel Representative

ST-7.04/
Date

Print Name
Title
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YOUR RIGHTS UNDER THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO'S
NON-DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS BY CITY CONTRACTORS
ORDINANCE
On
(date), your employeA (the,"Em loyer" entered into a contract with
the City of Sacramento (the "City") for ...›41,....0
PA. (contract details), and as
a condition of that contract, agreed to abide by the rquirements of the City's NonDiscrimination In Employee Benefits By City Contractors Ordinance (Sacramento City
Code Section 3.54).
The Ordinance does not require the Employer to provide employee benefits. The
Ordinance does require that if certain employee benefits are provided by the Employer,
that those benefits be provided without discrimination between employees with spouses
and employees with domestic partners, and without discrimination between the spouse
or domestic partner of employees.
The Ordinance covers any employee working on the specific contract referenced above,
but only for the period of time while those employees are actually working on this
specific contract.
The included employee benefits are:
- Bereavement leave
- Disability, life and other types of insurance
Family medical leave
- Health benefits
- Membership or membership discounts

- Moving expenses
- Pension and retirement
benefits
- Vacation
- Travel benefits
- Any other benefits given to
employees

(Employee Benefits does not include benefits that may be preempted by
federal or state law.)
If you feel you have been discriminated or retaliated against by your employer in the
terms and conditions of your application for employment, or in your employment, or in
the application of these employee benefits, because of your status as an applicant or as
an employee protected by the Ordinance, or because you reported a violation of the
Ordinance, and after having exhausted all remedies with your employer, -
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•

You May ...
o

Submit a written complaint to the City of Sacramento, Contract Services
Unit, containing the details of the alleged violation. The address is:
City of Sacramento
Contract Services Unit
915 I St., 2nd Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814

0

Bring an action in the appropriate division of the Superior Court of the
State of California against the Employer and obtain the following
remedies:
Reinstatement, injunctive relief, compensatory damages and
punitive damages
Reasonable attorney's fees and costs

.7-..0447...1•16. 4:••.......
• •-•

•
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YOUR RIGHTS UNDER THE CITY OF SACRAMENTO'S
NON-DISCRIMINATION IN EMPLOYEE BENEFITS BY CITY CONTRACTORS
.
ORDINANCE

•

• • -•

If your employer provides employee benefits, they must be provided to those employees
working on a City of Sacramento contract without discriminating between employees
with spouses and employees with domestic partners.
The included employee benefits are:
- Bereavement leave
- Disability, life and other types of insurance
- Family medical leave
- Health benefits
- Membership or membership discounts

- Moving expenses
- Pension and retirement benefits
- Vacation
- Travel benefits
- Any other benefits given to
.employees

If you feel you have been discriminated against by your employer. .
You May ...
Submit a written complaint to the City of Sacramento, Contract Services Unit,
containing the details of the alleged violation. The address is:

o
• -

•

City of Sacramento
Contract Services Unit
915 I St., 2nd Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814
Bring an action in the appropriate division of the Superior Court of the State of
California against the employer and obtain reinstatement, injunctive relief,
compensatory damages, punitive damages and reasonable attorney's fees and
costs.

o

Discrimination and Retaliation Prohibited.
If you feel you have been discriminated or retaliated against by your employer in the
terms and conditions of your application for employment, or in your employment,
because of your status as an applicant or as an employee protected by the Ordinance,
or because you reported a violation of this Ordinance., .
You May Also ...
Submit a written complaint to the City of Sacramento, Contract Services Unit, at the
same address, containing the details of the alleged violation.
••
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MINIMUM QUALIFICATIONS QUESTIONNAIRE

Sacramento City Code Section 3.60.020 authorizes the Sacramento City Council to adopt standard
minimum qualifications for bidders on competitively bid public works construction projects, and requires,
among other provisions, that a bidder meet such minimum qualifications at the time of bid opening in
order to bid. On July 31, 2007, the City Council adopted Resolution No. 2007-574 establishing these
standard minimum qualifications. Pursuant to City Code section 3.60.020, a bidder failing to meet these
minimum qualifications at the time of bid opening shall not be considered a responsible bidder for
• purposes of bidding on the subject project.
All bidders must demonstrate compliance with the minimum qualifications established by Resolution No.
2007-574 by completing all of the questions contained in this questionnaire. Bidder responses shall be
limited to those operating business units, offices, branches and/or subsidiary divisions of the bidder that
will be involved with the performance of any project work if awarded the contract. If a bidder answers "yes"
to any single question, fails to submit a fully completed questionnaire, or submits false information, this
will result in a determination that the minimum qualifications are not met, and the bidder shall not be
considered a qualified bidder for purposes of bidding on this contract. If two or more entities submit a bid
on a contract as a Joint Venture, each entity within the Joint Venture must separately meet these
minimum qualifications for the Joint Venture to be considered a qualified bidder.
The City of Sacramento ("City") shall make its determination on the basis of the submitted questionnaire,
as well as any relevant information that is obtained from others or as a result of investigation by the City.
While it is the intent of this questionnaire to assist the City in determining whether bidders possess the
minimum qualifications necessary to submit bids on the City's competitively bid public works construction
contracts, the fact that a bidder submits a questionnaire demonstrating that it meets these minimum
qualifications shall not in any way limit or affect the City's ability to: (1) review other information contained
in the bid submitted by the bidder, and additional relevant information, and determine whether the
contractor is a responsive and/or responsible bidder; or (2) establish pre-qualification requirements for a
specific contract or contracts.
By submitting this questionnaire, the bidder consents to the disclosure of its questionnaire answers: (i) to
third parties for purposes of verification and investigation; (ii) in connection with any protest, challenge or
appeal of any action taken by the City; and (iii) as required by any law or regulation, including without
limitation the California Public Records Act (Calif. Gov't Code sections 6250 et seq.). Each questionnaire
must be signed under penalty of perjury in the manner designated at the end of the form, by an individual
who has the legal authority to bind the bidder submitting the questionnaire. If any information provided by
a bidder becomes inaccurate, the bidder shall immediately notify the City and provide updated accurate
information in writing, under penalty of perjury.
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QUESTIONNAIRE
NOTICE: For firms that maintain other operating business units, offices, branches and/or
subsidiary divisions that will not be involved with the performance of any project
work if the firm Is awarded the contract, references hereafter to "your firm" shall
mean only those operating business units, offices, branches and/or subsidiary
divisions that will be involved with the performance of any project work.
All of the following questions regarding "your firm" refer to the firm (corporation,
partnership or sole proprietor) submitting this questionnaire, as well as any firm(s)
with which any of your firm's owners, officers, or partners are or have been
associated as an owner, officer, partner or similar position within the last five years
The firm submitting this questionnaire shall not be considered a responsible bidder
if the answer to any of these questions is "yes", or if the firm submits a
questionnaire that is not fully completed or contains false information.
1.

Classification & Expiration Date(s) of California Contractor's License Number(s) held by firm:

G.,2.tat0-1 1 An 0. c“f3, cis l 62:7 cyi c6R929, /-S‘SBI. f436.c
2.

Has a contractor's license held by your firm and/or any owner, officer or partner of your firm been
revoked at anytime in the last five years?
O Yes

&No

3. Within the last five years, has a surety firm completed a contract on your firm's behalf, or paid for
completion of a contract to which your firm was a party, because your firm was considered to be in
default or was terminated for cause by the project owner?
O Yes

etVio

4.

At the time of submitting this minimum qualifications questionnaire, is your firm ineligible to bid on
or be awarded a public works contract, or perform as a subcontractor on a public works contract,
pursuant to either California Labor Code section 1777.1 (prevailing wage violations) or Labor
Code section 1777.7 (apprenticeship violations)?
01%
0 Yes

5.

At any time during the last five years, has your firm, or any of its owners, officers or partners been
convicted of a crime involving the awarding of a contract for a government construction project, or
the bidding or performance of a government contract?
O Yes

g•t(o
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•

6.

UCD NA (
sit-x-^

Answer either subsection A or B, as applicable:
A. Your firm has completed three or more government construction contracts in Sacramento
County_within the last five years: Within those five years, has your firm been assessed
liquidated damages on three or.more government construction .contracts in Sacramento
County for failure to complete contract work on time?
NOTE: If there is a pending administrative or court action challenging the assessment of
liquidated damages on a government contract within the last five years, you need
not include that contract in responding to this question.

O Yes

g-gO

0 Not applicable

OR
B. Your firm has not completed at least three government construction contracts in Sacramento
County within the last five years: Within the last three years, has your firm been assessed
liquidated damages on three or more government construction contracts for failure to complete
contract work on time?
NOTE: If there is a pending administrative or court action challenging an assessment of
liquidated damages on a government contract within the last three years, you
need not include that contract in responding to this question.

O Yes
7.

0 No

0 Not applicable

In the last three years has your firm been debarred from bidding on, or completing, any
government agency or public works construction contract for any reason?
NOTE: If there is a pending administrative or court action challenging a debarment, you
need not include that debarment in responding to this question.

Yes
8.

tE14

Has CAL OSHA assessed a total of three or more penalties against your firm for any "serious" or
"willful" violation occurring on construction projects performed in Sacramento County at any time
within the last three years?
NOTE: If there Is a pending administrative or court action appealing a penalty
assessment, you need not include that penalty assessment in responding to this

question.
D Yes

140
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9.

Answer either subsection A or B, as preferred:
A. In the last three years has your firm had a three year average Workers' Compensation
experience modification rate exceeding 1.1?
if(No

0 Yes

OR
B. In the last three years has your firm had a three-year average incident rate for total lost
workday cases exceeding 10?
NOTE:

Incident rates represent the number of lost workday cases per 100 full-time
workers and is to be calculated as: (N/EH) x 200,000, where

EH
200,000

CI Yes

= number of lost workday cases (as defined by the U.S. Dept. of
Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics)
= total hours worked by all employees during the calendar year
= base for 100 equivalent full-time working (working 40 hours per
week,
50 weeks per year)

0 No

10. In the past three years, has the federal EPA, Region IX or a California Air Quality Management
District or Regional Water Quality Control Board assessed penalties three or more times, either
against your firm, or against the project owner for a violation resulting in whole or in part from any
action or omission by your firm on a project on which your firm was a contractor in Sacramento
County?
NOTE: If there is a pending administrative or court action appealing a penalty
assessment, you need not include that penalty assessment in responding to
this question.

0 Yes

g-ho
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11. In the past three years, has the federal EPA, Region ix or a California Air Quality Management
District or Regional Water Quality Control Board assessed a single penalty of $100,000 or more,
either against your firm, or against the project owner for a violation resulting in whole or in part
from any action or omission by your firm on a project on which your firm was the contractor in
Sacramento County?
NOTE: If there Is a pending administrative or court action appealing a penalty
assessment, you need not include that penalty assessment in responding to
this question.
0 Yes
12.

2-Ko

In the past three years, have civil penalties been assessed against your firm pursuant to California
Labor Code 1777.7 for violation of California public works apprenticeship requirements, three or
more times?
NOTE: If there is a pending administrative or court action appealing a penalty
assessment, you need not include that penalty assessment in responding to
this question.
0 Yes

13.

Errl;

In the past three years, has a public agency in California withheld contract payments or assessed
penalties against your firm for violation of public works prevailing wage requirements, three or
more times?
NOTE: If there is a pending administrative or court action appealing a withholding or
penalty assessment, you need not include that withholding or penalty
assessment in responding to this question.
0 Yes

14.

Efro

Has your firm been assessed penalties for violation of public Works prevailing wage requirements
in California, in an aggregate amount for the past three years of $50,000 or more?
NOTE: If there is a pending administrative or court action appealing a penalty
assessment, you need not include that penalty assessment in responding to
this question.
0 Yes

FOR CITY CLERK USE ONLY
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VERIFICATION AND SIGNATURE

I, the undersigned, certify and declare that I have read all t foregoing answers to this Minimum
Qualifications Questionnaire, and know their contents. The jCtters stated in these Questionnaire
answers are true of my own knowledge and belief, except as t ose matters stated on information and
belief, and as to those matters I believe them to be true. I decl under penalty of perjury under the laws
of the State of California that the foregoing is true and corr
Signed at

• on
L • cation)

1101/

(Date)

Signature:

bae-Orted

Print name:
Title:

t,M41114

NOTE: If two or more entities submit a bid on a contract as a Joint Venture, each entity within the
Joint Venture must submit a separate Minimum Qualifications Questionnaire.

• ow..
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(THE BIDDER'S EXECUTION ON THE SIGNATURE PORTION OF THIS BID SHALL ALSO
CONSTITUTE AN ENDORSEMENT AND EXECUTION OF THOSE CERTIFICATIONS WHICH
ARE A PART OF THIS BID)

EQUAL EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITY CERTIFICATION
The bidder pre

a„)„J,
, hereby certifies that he has

, proposed subcontractor
has not

, participated in

. a previous contract or subcontract subject to the equal opportunity clauses, as required by Executive Orders 10925, 11114, or
11246, and that, where required, he has filed with the Joint Reporting Committee, the Director of the Office of Federal
Contract Compliance, a Federal Government contracting or administering agency, or the former President's Committee on
Equal Employment Opportunity, all reports due under the applicable filling requirements.

Note: The above certification is required by the Equal Employment Opportunity Regulations of the Secretary of Labor (41
CFR 60-1.7(b)(/)), and must be submitted by bidders and proposed subcontractors only in connection with
contracts and subcontracts which are subject to the equal opportunity clause. Contracts and subcontracts which are
exempt from the equal opportunity clause are set forth in 41 CFR 60-1.5. (Generally only contracts or subcontracts
of $10,000 or under are exempt.)
Currently, Standard Form 100 (EEO-1) is the only report required by the Executive Orders or their implementing
regulations.
'Proposed prime contractors and subcontractors who have participated in a previous contract or subcontract subject to
the Executive Orders and have not.filed the required reports should note that 41 CFR 60-1.7(b) (1) prevents the
award of contracts and subcontracts unless such contractor submits a report covering the delinquent period or such
other period specified by the Federal Highway Administration or by the Director, Office of Federal Contract
Compliance, U.S. Department of Labor.

8

PUBLIC CONTRACT CODE
Public Contract Code Section 10285.1 Statement
In conformance with Public Contract Code Section 10285.1 (Chapter 376, Stats. 1985), the bidder hereby declares
under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the bidder has

_.. been convicted
, has not Z-

within the preceding three years of any offenses referred to in that section, including any charge of fraud, bribery, collusion,
conspiracy, or any other act in violation of any state or Federal antitrust law in connection with the bidding upon, award of,
or performance of any public works contract, as defined in Public Contract Code Section 1101, with any public entity, as
defined in Public Contract Code Section 1100, including the Regents of the University of California or the Trustees of the
California State University. The term "bidder" is understood to include any partner, member, officer, director, responsible
managing officer, or responsible managing employee thereof, as referred to in Section 10285.1.

Note: The bidder must place a check mark after "has" or "has not" in one of the blank spaces provided. The above
Statement is part of the Bid. Signing this Bid on be signature portion thereof shall also constitute signature of this
Statement. Bidders are cautioned that making a false certification may subject the certifier to criminal prosecution.

Public Contract Code Section 10162 Questionnaire
In conformance with Public Contract Code Section 10162, the Bidder shall complete, under penalty of perjury, the following
questionnaire:
cer of the bidder, or any employee of the bidder who has a proprietary interest in the bidder, ever been
Has the bidder, any officer
disqualified, removed, or otherwise prevented from bidding on, or completing a federal, state, or local government project
because of a violation of law or a safety regulation?
Yes

No /

If the answer is yes, explain the circumstances in the following space.

•

Public Contract Code 10232 Statement

In conformance with Public Contract Code Section 10232, the Contractor, hereby states under penalty of perjury, that no
more than one final unappealable finding of contempt of court by a federal court has been issued against the Contractor
within the immediately preceding two year period because of the Contractor's failure to comply with an order of a federal
court which orders the Contractor to comply with an order of the National Labor Relations Board.

Note: The above Statement and Questionnaire are part of the Bid. Signing this Bid on the signature portion
thereof shall also constitute signature of this Statement and Questionnaire.
Bidders are cautioned that making a false certification may subject the certifier to criminal prosecution.

10

Noncollusion Affidavit
(Title 23 United States Code Section 112 and
Public Contract Code Section 7106)

To the CITY / COUNTY of
k-13-Wativ,-eri6
DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS.
In conformance with Title 23 United States Code Section 112 and Public Contract Code 7106 the bidder
declares that the bid is not made in the interest of, or on behalf of, any undisclosed person, partnership,
company, association, organization, or corporation; that the bid is genuine and not collusive or sham; that
the bidder has not directly or indirectly induced or solicited any other bidder to put in a false or sham bid,
and has not directly or indirectly colluded, conspired, connived, or agreed with any bidder or anyone else to
put in a sham bid, or that anyone shall refrain from bidding; that the bidder has not in any manner, directly
or indirectly, sought by agreement, communication, or conference with anyone to fix the bid price of the
bidder or any other bidder, or to fix any overhead, profit, or cost element of the bid price, or of that of any
other bidder, or to secure any advantage against the public body awarding the contract of anyone interested
in the proposed contract; that all statements contained in the bid are true; and, further, that the bidder has
not, directly or indirectly, submitted his or her bid price or any breakdown thereof, or the contents thereof,
or divulged information or data relative thereto, or paid, and will not pay, any fee to any corporation,
partnership, company association, organization, bid depository, or to any member or agent thereof to
effectuate a collusive or sham bid.

Note: The above Noncollusion Affidavit is part of the Bid. Signing this Bid on the signature portion
thereof shall also constitute signature of this Noncollusion Affidavit.
Bidders are cautioned that making a false certification may subject the certifier to criminal
prosecution.
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DEBARMENT AND SUSPENSION CERTIFICATION
TITLE 49, CODE OF FEDERAL REGULATIONS, PART 29

The bidder, under penalty of perjury, certifies that, except as noted below, he/she or any other person associated
therewith in the capacity of owner, partner, director, officer, manager:
•• is not currently under suspension, debarment, voluntary exclusion, or determination of ineligibility by any
Federal agency;

has not been suspended, debarred, voluntarily excluded or determined ineligible by any Federal agency

•

within the past 3 years;
•

does not have a proposed debarment pending; and

•

has not been indicted, convicted, or had a civil judgement rendered against it by a court of competent
•

jurisdiction in any matter involving fraud or official misconduct within the past 3 years. •

If there are any exceptions to this certification, insert the exceptions in the following space.

Exceptions will not necessarily result in denial of award, but will be considered in determining bidder
responsibility. For any exception noted above, indicate below to whom it applies, initiating agency, and dates of
action.

Notes: Providing false information may result in criminal prosecution or administrative sanctions.
The above certification is part of the Bid. Signing this Bid on the signature portion thereof shall also
constitute signature of this Certification.
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NONLOBBYING CERTIFICATION
FOR FEDERAL-AID CONTRACTS
The prospective participant certifies, by signing and submitting this bid or bid, to the best of his or her knowledge and belief,
that:
(1) No Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid, by or on behalf of the undersigned, to any person for
influencing or attempting to influence an officer or employee of any Federal agency, a Member of Congress, an
officer or employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with the awarding of any
Federal contract, the making of any Federal grant, the making of any Federal loan, the entering into of any
cooperative agreement, and the extension, continuation, renewal, amendment, or modification of any Federal
contract, grant, loan, or cooperative agreement.
(2) If any funds other than Federal appropriated funds have been paid or will be paid to any person for influencing or
attempting to influence an officer or employee of any Federal agency, a Member of Congress, an officer or
employee of Congress, or an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with this Federal contract, grant,
loan, or cooperative agreement, the undersigned shall complete and submit Standard Form-LLL, "Disclosure of
Lobbying Activities," in conformance with its instructions.
This certification is a material representation of fact upon which reliance was placed when this transaction was made or
entered into. Submission of this certification is a prerequisite for making or entering into this transaction imposed by Section
1352, Title 31, U.S. Code. Any person who fails to file the required certification shall be subject to a civil penalty of not less
•
than $10,000 and not more than $100,000 for each such failure.
The prospective participant also agrees by submitting his or her bid or bid that he or she shall require that the language of this
certification be included in all lower tier subcontracts, which exceed $100,000 and that all such subrecipients shall certify and
disclose accordingly.
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DISCLOSURE OF LOBBYING ACTIVITIES
COMPLETE THIS FORM TO DISCLOSE LOBBYING ACTIVITIES PURSUANT TO 31 U.S.C. 1352
3. Report Type:
2. Status of Federal Action:
I. Type of Federal Action:

11 ab.contract
grant
4.

c. cooperative agreement
d. loan
e. loan guarantee
f. loan insurance
Name and Address of Reporting Entity

0 Prime
6.

a bid/offer/annlication
b. initial award
c. post-award

a. initial
b. material change

For Material Change Only:
quarter
year
date of last report
5. If Reporting Entity in No. 4 is Subavvardee,
Enter Name and Address of Prime:

Subawardee
Tier
, if known

Congressional District, if known
7. Federal Program Name/Description:

Congressional District, if known
Federal Department/Agency:

CFDA Number, if applicable
9. Award Amount, if known:

S. Federal Action Number, if known:

b. Individuals Performing Services (including
address if different from No. 10a)
(last name, first name, MI)

10. a. Name and Address of Lobby Entity
(If individual, last name, first name, MI)

(attach Continuation Sheet(s) if necessary)
11. Amount of Payment (check all that apply)
j planned
actual
12. Form of Payment (check all that apply):
a. cash
b. in-kind; specify: nature
value

13. Type of Payment (check all that apply)
a. retainer
b. one-time fee
C. commission
d. contingent fee
e deferred
f. other, specify
nnn•••

Now.

n•nnn

awns.,

14. Brief Description of Services Performed or to be performed and Date(s) of Service, including
officer(s), employee(s), or member(s) contacted, for Payment Indicated in Item II:

(attach Continuation Sheet(s) if necessary)
15. Continuation Sheet(s) attached:

Yes D

No 0

16, 1nfomiation requested through this form is authorized by Title

33 U.S.C. Section 1352. This disclosure of lobbying reliance
br
Signature:
f
was placed by the tier above When his transaction was made or
entered into. This disclosure is required pursuant to 31 U.S.C.
'Print Name:
1352. This information will be reported to Congress
semiannually and will be available for public inspection. Any
1.-•
person who fails to file the required disclosure shall be subject Title:
to a civil penalty of not less than $10,000 and not more than
Telephone No.:/0 Y-34,q,
$100,000 for each such failure.

1i-ek
LI, 47
iii/1/744 0(7 ,--4

i .0_ je.L.,,

0-cr

Date:R-104

Authorized for Local Reproduction
Standard Form - LLL

Federal Use Only:
Standard Form LLL Rev. 09-12-97
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETION OF SF-LLL,
DISCLOSURE OF LOBBYING ACTIVITIES
This disclosure form shall be completed by the reporting entity, whether subawardee or prime Federal recipient, at the
initiation or receipt of covered Federal action or a material change to previous filing pursuant to title 31 U.S.C. section 1352.
The filing of a form is required for such payment or agreement to make payment to lobbying entity for influencing or
attempting to influence an officer or employee of any agency, a Member of Congress an officer or employee of Congress or
an employee of a Member of Congress in connection with a covered Federal action. Attach a continuation sheet for
additional information if the space on the form is inadequate. Complete all items that apply for both the initial filing and
material change report. Refer to the implementing guidance published by the Office of Management and Budget for
additional information.
1. Identify the type of covered Federal action for which lobbying activity is and/or has been secured to influence, the
outcome of a covered Federal action.
2. Identify the status of the covered Federal action.
3. Identify the appropriate classification of this report. If this is a follow-up report caused by a material change to the
information previously reported, enter the year and quarter in which the change occurred. Enter the date of the last,
previously submitted report by this reporting entity for this covered Federal action.
4. Enter the full name, address, city, state and zip code of the reporting entity. Include Congressional District if
known. Check the appropriate classification of the reporting entity that designates if it is or expects to be a prime or
subaward recipient. Identify the tier of the subawardee, e.g., the first subawardee of the prime is the first tier.
Subawards include but are not limited to subcontracts, subgrants and contract awards under grants.
5. If the organization filing the report in Item 4 checks "Subawardee" then enter the full name, address, city, state and
zip code of the prime Federal recipient. Include Congressional District, if known.
6. Enter the name of the Federal agency making the award or loan commitment. Include at least one organization level
below agency name, if known. For example, Department of Transportation, United States Coast Guard.
7. Enter the Federal program name or description for the covered Federal action (item 1). If known, enter the full
Catalog of Federal Domestic Assistance (CFDA) number for grants, cooperative agreements, loans and loan
commitments.
8. Enter the most appropriate Federal identifying number available for the Federal action identification in item I (e.g.,
Request for Proposal (RFP) number, Invitation for Bid (IFB) number, grant announcement number, the contract
grant. or loan award number, the application/proposal control number assigned by the Federal agency). Include
prefixes, e.g., "RFP-DE-90-001."
9. For a covered Federal action where there has been an award or loan commitment by the Federal agency, enter the
Federal amount of the award/loan commitments for the prime entity identified in item 4 or.5.
10. (a) Enter the full name, address, city, state and zip code of the lobbying entity engaged by -the reporting entity •
identified in item 4 to influenced the covered Federal action.
(b) Enter the full names of the individual(s) performing services and include full address if different from 10 (a).
Enter Last Name, First Name and Middle Initial (Ml).
11. Enter the amount of compensation paid or reasonably expected to be paid by the reporting entity (item 4) to the
lobbying entity (item 10). Indicate whether the payment has been made (actual) or will b6 made (planned). Check
all boxes that apply. If this is a material change report, enter the cumulative amount of payment made or planned to
be made.
12. Check the appropriate box(es). Check all boxes that apply. If payment is made through an in-kind contribution,
specify the nature and value of the in-kind payment.
13. Check the appropriate box(es). Check all boxes that apply. If other, specify nature.
14. Provide a specific and detailed description of the services that the lobbyist has performed or will be expected to
perform and the date(s) of any services rendered. Include all preparatory and related activity not just time spent in
actual contact with Federal officials. Identify the Federal officer(s) or employee(s) contacted or the officer(s)
employee(s) or Member(s) of Congress that were contacted.
15. Check whether or not a continuation sheet(s) is attached.
16. The certifying official shall sign and date the form, print his/her name title and telephone number.
Public reporting burden for this collection of information is estimated to average 30 minutes per response, including time for
reviewing instruction, searching existing data sources, gathering and maintaining the data needed, and completing and
reviewing the collection of information. Send comments regarding the burden estimate or any other aspect of this collection
of information, including suggestions for reducing this burden, to the Office of Management and Budget, Paperwork
SF-LLL-Instructions Rev. 06-04-90(LENDM,
Reduction Project (0348-0046), Washington, D.C. 20503.
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EXCERPTS FROM THE CALIFORNIA LABOR CODE RELATING TO
APPRENTICES ON PUBLIC WORKS
Chapter 1 of Division 2
APPRENTICES ON PUBLIC WORKS
1773.3. An awarding agency whose public works contract falls within the jurisdiction of Section 1777.5 shall, within
five days of the award, send a copy of the award to the Division of Apprenticeship Standards. When specifically
requested by a local joint apprenticeship committee, the division shall notify the local joint apprenticeship committee
regarding all such awards applicable to the joint apprenticeship committee making the request. Within five days of a
finding of any discrepancy regarding the ratio of apprentices to journeymen, pursuant to the certificated fixed number
of apprentices to journeymen, the awarding agency shall notify the Division of Apprenticeship Standards.
1776. (a) Each contractor and subcontractor shall keep accurate payroll records, showing the name, address, social
security number, work classification, straight time and overtime hours worked each day and week, and the actual per
diem wages paid to each journeyman, apprentice, worker, or other employee employed by him or her in connection
with the public work. Each payroll record shall contain or be verified by a written declaration that it is made under
penalty of perjury, stating both of the following: (1) The information contained in the payroll record is true and correct.
(2) The employer has complied with the requirements of Sections 1771, 1811, and 1815 for any work performed by his
or her employees on the public works project.
(b) The payroll records enumerated under subdivision (a) shall be certified and shall be available for
inspection at all reasonable hours at the principal office of the contractor on the following basis: (1) A certified copy of
an employee's payroll record shall be made available for inspection or furnished to the employee or his or her
authorized representative on request. (2) A certified copy of all payroll records enumerated in subdivision (a) shall be
made available for inspection or furnished upon request to a representative of the body awarding the contract, the
Division of Labor Standards Enforcement, and the Division of Apprenticeship Standards of the Department of
Industrial Relations. (3) A certified copy of all payroll records enumerated in subdivision (a) shall be made available
upon request by the public for inspection or for copies thereof. However, a request by the public shall be made through
either the body awarding the contract, the Division of Apprenticeship Standards, or the Division of Labor Standards
Enforcement. If the requested payroll records have not been provided pursuant to paragraph (2), the requesting party
shall, prior to being provided the records, reimburse the costs of preparation by the contractor, subcontractors, and
the entity through which the request was made. The public shall not be given access to the records at the principal
office of the contractor.
(c)The certified payroll records shall be on forms provided by the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement or
shall contain the same information as the forms provided by the division.
(d) A contractor or subcontractor shall file a certified copy of the records enumerated in subdivision (a) with
the entity that requested the records within 10 days after receipt of a written request.
(e)Any copy of records made available for inspection as copies and furnished upon request to the public or
any public agency by the awarding body, the Division of Apprenticeship Standards, or the Division of Labor Standards
Enforcement shall be marked or obliterated to prevent disclosure of an individual's name, address, and social security
number. The name and address of the contractor awarded the contract or the subcontractor performing the contract
shall not be marked or obliterated. Any copy of records made available for inspection by, or furnished to, a joint labormanagement committee established pursuant to the federal Labor Management Cooperation Act of 1978 (Section 175a
of Title 29 of the United States Code) shall be marked or obliterated only to prevent disclosure of an individual's name
and social security number. A joint labor management committee may maintain an action in a court of competent
jurisdiction against an employer who fails to comply with Section 1774. The court may award restitution to an
employee for unpaid wages and may award the joint labor management committee reasonable attorney's fee and costs
incurred in maintaining the action. An action under this subdivision may not be based on the employer's
misclassification of the craft of a worker on its certified payroll records. Nothing in this subdivision limits any other
available remedies for a violation of this chapter.
(I) The contractor shall inform the body awarding the contract of the location of the records enumerated under
subdivision (a), including the street address, city and county, and shall, within five working days, provide a notice of a
change of location and address.
(g)The contractor or subcontractor shall have 10 days in which to comply subsequent to receipt of a written
notice requesting the records enumerated in subdivision (a). In the event that the contractor or subcontractor fails to
comply within the 10-day period, he or she shall, as a penalty to the state or political subdivision on whose behalf the
contract is made or awarded, forfeit twenty-five dollars ($25) for each calendar day, or portion thereof, for each worker,
until strict compliance is effectuated. Upon the request of the Division of Apprenticeship Standards or the Division of
Labor Standards Enforcement, these penalties shall be withheld from progress payments then due. A contractor is not
subject to a penalty assessment pursuant to this section due to the failure of a subcontractor to comply with this
section.
(h) The body awarding the contract shall cause to be inserted in the contract stipulations to effectuate this
section.
(i) The director shall adopt rules consistent with the California Public

Records Act, (Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 6250), Division 7, Title 1, Government Code) and the Information
Practices Act of 1977, (Title 1.8 (commencing with Section 1798); Part 4, Division 3, Civil Code) governing the release of
these records, including the establishment of reasonable fees to be charged for reproducing copies of records required
by this section.
(j) This section shall remain in effect only until January 1, 2003, and as of that date is repealed, unless a later
enacted statute, that is enacted before January 1, 2003, deletes or extends that date.
1776. (a) Each contractor and subcontractor shall keep an accurate payroll record, showing the name, address, social
security number, work classification, and straight time and overtime hours worked each day and week, and the actual
per diem wages paid to each journeyman, apprentice, worker, or other employee employed by him-or her in connection
with the public work.
(b) The payroll records enumerated under subdivision (a) shall be certified and shall be available for
inspection at all reasonable hours at the principal office of the contractor on the following basis: (1) A certified copy of
an employee's payroll. record shall be made available for inspection or furnished to the employee or his or her
authorized representative on request. (2) A certified copy of all payroll records enumerated in subdivision (a) shall be
made available for inspection or furnished upon request to a representative of the body awarding the contract, the
Division of Labor Standards Enforcement, and the Division of Apprenticeship Standards of the Department of
Industrial Relations. (3) A certified copy of all payroll records enumerated in subdivision (a) shall be made available
upon request by the public for inspection or for copies thereof. However, a request by the public shall be made through
either the body awarding the contract, the Division of Apprenticeship Standards,..,or the Division of Labor Standards
Enforcement. If the requested payroll records have not been provided pursuant to paragraph (2), the requesting party
shall, prior to being provided the records, reimburse the costs of preparation by the contractor, subcontractors, and
the entity through which the request was made. The public shall not be given access to the records at the principal
office of the contractor.
(c)The certified payroll records shall be on forms provided by the Division of Labor Standards Enforcement or
shall contain the same information as the forms provided by the division.
(d)Each contractor shall file a certified copy of the records enumerated in subdivision (a) with the entity that
requested the records within 10 days after receipt of a written request.
(e)Any copy of records made available for inspection as copies and furnished upon request to the public or
any public agency by the awarding body, the Division of Apprenticeship Standards, or the Division of Labor Standards
Enforcement shall be marked or obliterated to prevent disclosure of an individual's name, address, and social security
number. The name and address of the contractor awarded the contract or performing the contract shall not be marked
or obliterated. Any copy of records made available for inspection by, or furnished to, a joint labor-management
committee established pursuant to the federal Labor Management Cooperation Act of 1978 (Section 175a of Title 29 of
the United States Code) shall be marked or obliterated only to prevent disclosure of an individual's social security
number.
(I) The contractor shall inform the body awarding the contract of the location of the records enumerated under
subdivision (a), including the street address, city and county, and shall, within -five working days, provide a notice of a
change of location and address.
(g)The contractor shall have 10 days in which to comply subsequent to receipt of written notice specifying in
what respects the contractor must comply with this section. In the event that the contractor fails to comply within the
10-day period, he or she shall, as a penalty to the state or political subdivision on whose behalf the contract is made or
awarded, forfeit twenty-five dollars ($25) for each calendar day, or portion thereof, for • each worker, until strict
compliance is effectuated. Upon the request of the Division of Apprenticeship Standards or the Division of Labor
Standards Enforcement, these penalties shall be withheld from progress payments then due.
(h) The body awarding the contract shall cause to be inserted in the contract stipulations to effectuate this
section. These stipulations shall fix the responsibility for compliance with this section on the prime contractor.
(1) The director shall adopt rules consistent with the California Public
Records Act, (Chapter 3.5 (commencing with Section 6250), Division 7, Title 1, Government Code) and the Information
Practices Act of 1977, (Title 1.8 (commencing with Section 1798), Part 4, Division 3, Civil Code) governing the release of
these records, including the establishment of reasonable fees to be charged for reproducing copies of records required
by this section.
(j) This section shall become operative January 1, 2003.
1777.5. (a) Nothing in this chapter shall prevent the employment of properly registered apprentices upon public works.
(b) Every apprentice employed upon public works shall be paid the prevailing rate of per diem wages for
apprentices in the trade to which he or she is registered and shall be employed only at the work of the craft or trade to
which he or she is registered.
(c) Only apprentices, as defined in Section 3077, who are in training under apprenticeship standards that
have been approved by the Chief of the Division of Apprenticeship Standards and who are parties to written apprentice
agreements under Chapter 4 (commencing with Section 3070) of Division 3 are eligible to be employed at the
apprentice wage rate on public works. The employment and training of each apprentice shall be in accordance with
either (1) the apprenticeship standards and apprentice agreements under which he or she is training or (2) the rules
and regulations of the California Apprenticeship Council.
(d) When the contractor to whom the contract is awarded by the state or any political subdivision, in
performing any of the work under the contract, employs workers in any apprenticeable craft or trade, the contractor
shall employ apprentices in at least the ratio set forth in this section and may apply to any apprenticeship program in
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the craft or trade that can provide apprentices to the site of the public work for a certificate approving the contractor
under the apprenticeship standards for the employment and training of apprentices in the area or industry affected.
However, the decision of the apprenticeship program to approve or deny a certificate shall be subject to review by the
Administrator of Apprenticeship. The apprenticeship program or programs, upon approving the contractor, shall
arrange for the dispatch of apprentices to the contractor. A contractor covered by an apprenticeship program's
standards shall not he required to submit any additional application in order to include additional public -works
contracts under that program, "Apprenticeable craft or trade," as used in this section, means a craft or trade
determined as an apprenticeable occupation . in accordance with rules and regulations prescribed by -the California
Apprenticeship Council_ As used in this section, "contractor" includes any subcontractor under a contractor who
performs any public works not excluded by subdivision (o).
.
(e) Prior to commencing work on a contract for public works, every contractor shall submit contract award
information to an applicable apprenticeship program that can supply apprentices to the site of the public work. The
information submitted shall include an estimate of journeyman hours to be performed under the contract, the number
of apprentices proposed to be employed, and the approximate dates the apprentices wetted be employed. A copy of this
information . shall also be submitted- to the awarding body if requested by the awarding body. Within. 60 days after
concluding work on the contract, each contractor and subcontractor shall submit to the awarding body, if requested,
and to the apprenticeship program a verified statement of the journeyman and apprentice hours performed on the
contract. The information 'under this subdivision shall be public. The apprenticeship programs shall retain this
information for 12 months.
(1) The apprenticeship program that can supply apprentices to the area Of the site of the public work shall
ensure equal employment and affirmative action in apprenticeship for women and minorities.
(g) The ratio of work performed by apprentices to journeymen employed in a particular craft or trade on the
public work may be no higher than the ratio stipulated in the apprenticeship standards under which the
•apprenticeship program operates where the contractor agrees to be bound by those standards, but, except as otherwise
provided in this section, in no case shall the ratio he less than one hour of apprentice work for every five hours of
journeyman work.
(l) This ratio of apprentice work to journeyman work shall apply during any day or portion of a day when any
johnitynian is employed at the jobsite and shall be computed on the basis of the -hours worked during the day by
journeymen so employed. Any work performed by a journeyman in excess of eight hours per day or 40 hours per week shall not be used to calculate the ratio. The contractor shall employ apprentices for the number of hours computed as
above before the end of the contract or, in the case of a subcontractor, before the end of the stibcontract. However, the
contractor shall endeavor, to the greatest extent possible, to employ apprentices during the same them period that the
jdurneymep in the same craft or trade are employed at the jobsite. Where an hourly apprenticeship ratio is not feasible
for a particular craft or trade, the Chief of the Division of Apprenticeship Standards, upon application of an
apprenticeship program, may order a minimum ratio of not less than one apprentice fot each five journeymen in a craft
or trade classification.
(i) A contractor covered by this section_ that has agreed to be covered by an apprenticeship programs
standards upon the issuance of the approval certificate, or that has been previously approved for an apprenticeship
program in. the craft or trade, shall employ the number of apprentices or the ratio of apprentices to journeymen
stipulated in the applicable apprenticeship standards, but in no event less than the 1-to-5 ratio required by
subdivision (g),
(j)Upon proper showing by a contractor that he or she employs apprentices in a particular craft or trade in
the state on all of his or her contracts on an annual average of not less than one hour of apprentice work for every five
hours of labor performed by journeymen, the Chief of the Division of Apprenticeship Standards may grant a certificate
exempting the contractor from the 1-to-5 hourly ratio, as set forth in this section for that craft or trade.
(k) An- apprenticeship program has the discretion to grant to a participating contractor or contractor
association a certificate, which shall be subject to the approval of the Administrator of Apprenticeship, exempting the
contractor from the 1-to-5 ratio set forth in this section when it finds that any one of the following conditions is met: (1)
Unemployment for the previous three-month period in the area exceeds an average of 15 percept. (2) The number of
• apprentices in training in the area exceeds a ratio of 1 to 5. (3)- There is a showing that the apprenticeable craft or trade_
is replacing at least one-thirtieth of its journeymen annually through apprenticeship training, either on a statewide
basis or on a local basis. (41 Assignment of an apprentice to any work performed under a public works contract would
create a condition that would jeopardize his or her life or the life, safety, or property of fellow employees or the public at
large, or the specific task to which the apprentice is to be assigned is of a nature that training cannot he provided by a
journeyman
(1) When an exemption is granted pursuant to subdivision (k) to an_ organieation that represents contractors in
a specific trade from the 1-to-5 ratio on a local or statewide basis, the -member contractors will not be required to
submit individual applications for approval to local joint apprenticeship committees, if they are already covered by the
local apprenticeship standards.
(in) (1) A contractor to whom a contract is awarded, who, in performing any of the work under the contract,
employs journeymen or apprentices in any apprenticeahle craft or trade shell contribute to the California
Apprenticeship Council the same amount that the director determines is the prevailing amount of apprenticeship
training contributions in the area of the public works site. A contractor may take as a credit for payments to the
council any amounts paid by the contractor to an approved apprenticeship program that can supply apprentices to the
site of the public works project The contractor may-add the amount of the contributions in computing his or her bid
for the contract.
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(2) At the conclusion of each -fiscal year, the California Apprenticeship Council shall distribute training
contributions received by the council under this subdivision, less the expenses of the Division of Apprenticeship
Standards for administering this subdivision, by making grants to approved apprenticeship programs for the purpose
of training apprentices. The funds shall be distributed as follows: (A) If there is an approved multiemployer
apprenticeship program serving the same craft or trade and geographic area for which the training contributions were
made to the council, a grant to that program shall be made. (B) If there are two or more approved multiemployer
apprenticeship programs serving the same craft or trade and geographic area for which the training contributions were
made to the council, the grant shall be divided among those programs based on the number of apprentices registered
in each program. (C) All training contributions not distributed under subparagraphs (A) and (B) shall be used to defray
the future expenses of administering this subdivision. .(3) All training contributions received pursuant to this
subdivision shall be deposited in the Apprenticeship Training Contribution Fund, which fund is hereby created in the
State Treasury. Notwithstanding Section 13340 of the Government Code, all money in the Apprenticeship Training
Contribution Fund is hereby continuously appropriated for the purpose of carrying out this subdivision and to pay the
expenses of the division in administering this subdivision.
(n) The body awarding the contract shall cause to be inserted in the contract stipulations to effectuate this
section. The stipulations shall fix the responsibility of compliance with this section far all apprenticeable occupations
with the prime contractor.
(o)This section does not apply to contracts of general contractors or to contracts of specialty contractors not
bidding for work through a general or prime contractor when the contracts of general contractorS or those specialty
contractors involve less than thirty thousand dollars ($30,000).
(p) All decisions of an apprenticeship program under this section are subject to Section 3081.
1777.6. It shall be unlawful for an employer or a labor union to refuse to accept otherwise qualified employees as
registered apprentices on any public works, on the grOund of the race, religious creed, color, national origin, ancestry,
sex, or age, except as provided in Section 3077, of such employee.
1777.7. (a) (1) A contractor or subcontractor that is determined by the Chief of the Division of Apprenticeship
Standards to have knowingly violated Section 1777,5 shall forfeit as a civil penalty an amount not exceeding one
hundred dollars ($100) for each full calendar day of noncompliance. The amount of this penalty may be reduced by the
Chief if the amount of the penalty would be disproportionate to the severity of the -violation. A. contractor or
subcontractor that knowingly commits a second or subsequent violation of Section 1777.5 within a three-year period,
where the noncompliance results in apprenticeship training not being provided as required by this chapter, shall forfeit
as a civil penalty the sum of not more than three hundred dollars ($300) for each full calendar day of noncompliance.
Notwithstanding Section 1727, upon receipt of a determination that a civil penalty has been imposed by the Chief, the
awarding body shall withhold the amount of the civil penalty from contract progress payments then due or to become
due. (2) In lieu of the penalty provided for in this subdivision, the Chief may, for a first-time violation and with the
concurrence of an apprenticeship program described in subdivision (d), order the cOntractor or subcontractor to
provide apprentice employment equivalent to the work hours that would have been provided for apprentices during the
period of noncompliance.
(b) In the event a contractor or subcontractor is determined by the Chief to have knowingly committed a
serious violation of any provision of Section 1777.5, the Chief may also deny to the contractor or subcontractor, and to
its responsible officers, the right to bid on or be awarded or perform work as a subcontractor on any public works
contract for a period • of up to one year for the first violation and for a period of up to three years for a second or
subsequent violation. Each period of debarment shall run from the date the determination of noncompliance by the
Chief becomes a final order of the Administrator of Apprenticeship.
(c) (1) An affected contractor, subcontractor, or responsible officer may obtain a review of the determination of
the Chief imposing the debarment or civil penalty by transmitting a written request to the office of the Administrator
within 30 days after service of the determination of debarment or civil penalty. A copy of this report shall also be served
on the Chief. tithe Administrator does not receive a timely request for review of the determination of debarment or civil
penalty made by the Chief, the order shall become the final order of the Administrator. (2) Within 20 days of the timely
receipt of a request for review, the Chief shall provide the .contractor, subcontractor, or responsible officer the
opportunity to review any evidence the Chief may offer at the hearing. The Chief shall also promptly disclose any
nonprivileged documents obtained after the 20-day time limit at a time set forth for exchange of evidence by the
Administrator. (3) Within 90 days of the timely receipt of a request for review, a hearing shall be commenced before the
Administrator or an impartial hearing officer designated by the Administrator and possessing the qualifications of an
administrative law judge pursuant to subdivision (b) of Section 11502 of the Government Code. The affected
contractor, subcontractor, or responsible officer shall have the burden of providing evidence of compliance with Section
1777.5. (4) Within 45 days of the conclusion of the hearing, the Administrator shall issue a written decision affuming,
modifying, or dismissing the determination of debarment or civil penalty. The decision shall contain a statement of the
factual and legal basis for the decision and an order. This decision shall be served on all parties and the . awarding body
pursuant to Section 1013 of the Code of Civil Procedure by first-class mail at the last known address of the party that
the party has filed with the Administrator. Within 15 days of issuance of the decision, the Administrator may
reconsider or modify the decision to correct an error, except that a clerical error may be corrected at any time. (5) An
affected contractor, subcontractor, or responsible officer who has timely requested review and obtained a decision
under paragraph (4) may obtain review of the decision of the Administrator by filing a petition for a writ mandate to
the appropriate superior court pursuant to Section 1094.5 of the Code of Civil Procedure within 45 days after service of
the final decision.. If no timely petition for a writ of 'mandate is filed, the decision shall become the final order of the
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Administrator. The decision of the Administrator shall be affirmed unless the petitioner shows that the Administrator.
abused his or her discretion. If the petitioner claims that the findings are not supported by the evidence, abuse of
discretion is established if the court determines that the findings are not supported by substantial evidence in light of
the entire record. (6) The Chief may certify a copy of the final order of the Administrator and file it with the clerk of the
superior court in any county in which the affected contractor or subcontractor has property or has or had a place of
business. The clerk, immediately upon the filing, shall enter judgment for the state against the person assessed in theamount shown on the certified order. A judgment entered pursuant to this section shall bear the same rate of interest
and shall have the same effect as other judgments and be given the same preference allowed by the law on other
judgments rendered for claims for tastes. The clerk shall not charge for the service performed by him or her pursuant to
this section. An awarding body that has withheld funds in response to a determination by the Chief imposing a penalty.
under this section shall, upon receipt of a certified copy of a final order of the Administrator, promptly transmit the
withheld funds, up to the amount of the certified order, to the Administrator.
(d)If a subcontractor is found to have violated Section 1777.5, the prime contractor of the project is not liable
for any penalties under subdivision (a), unless the prime contractor bad knowledge of the subcontractor's failure to
comply with the provisions of Section 1777.5 or unless the prime contractor fails to comply with any of the following
requirements: (1) The contract executed between the contractor and the subcontractor or the performance of work on
the public works project shall include a copy of the provisions of Sections 1771; 1775, 1776, 1777.5, 1813, and 18,15.
(2) The contractor shall continually monitor a subcontractor's use of apprentices required to be employed on the public
works project pursuant to subdivision (d) of Section 1777.5, including, but not limited to, periodic- review of the
certified payroll of the subcontractor. (3) Upon becoming aware of a failure of the subcontractor to employ the required
number of apprentices, the contractor shall take corrective action, including, but not limited to, retaining funds due
the subcontractor for work performed on the public works project until the failure is corrected. (4) Prior to making the
final payment to the subcontractor for work performed on the public works project, the contractor shall • obtain a
declaration signed under penalty of perjury from the subcontractor that the subcontractor has employed the required
number of apprentices on the public works project
(e)Any funds withheld by the. awarding body pursuant to this section shall be deposited in the General Fund
if the awarding body is a state entity, or in the equivalent fund of an awarding body if the awarding body is an entity
other than the state.
(I) The Chief shall consider, in setting the amount of a monetary penalty, in determining whether a violation is
serious, and in, determining whether and for how long a party should be debarred for violating this section, all of the
-following circumstances: (1) Whether the violation was intentional. (2) Whether the party has committed other
violations of Section 1777.5. (3) Whether, upon notice of the violation, the party took steps to voluntarily remedy the
violation. (4) Whether, and to what extent, the violation resulted in lost training opportunities for apprentices. -(5)
Whether, and to what extent, the violation otherwise harmed apprentices or apprenticeship programs. If a party seeks
review of a decision by the Chief to impose a monetary penalty or period of debarment, the Administrator Shall decide
de novo the appropriate penalty, by considering the same factor's set forth above.
(g) The interpretation of Section 1777,5 and this section shall be in accordance with the regulations of the
California Apprenticeship Council. The Administrator may adopt regulations to establish guidelines for the imposition
of monetary penalties and periods of debarment and may designate precedential decisions under Section 11425.60 of
the Government Code.
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STATE OF CALIFORNIA

to Chapter 9 of DiViSiOrl 3 of the Business and Professions Code
and the Rules and Regulations of the Contractors State License Board,
the Registrar of Contractors does hereby issue this license to.
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This license is the properly of the Registrar of Contractors,
is not transferrable, and shall be returned to the Registrar
upon dernand.when suspended, revoked, or invalidated
for any reason. 11. becomes void if not renewed.

Stephen P. Sands
Registrar of Contractors
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License No. 632667

P.O. Box 1007 • Woodbridge, CA 95258

onstruction, Inc.

Lod: (209) 369-55 Stockban (209) 4643352 Fax (209) 368-0600

Since 1978

Corporate Resolution
Diede Construction, Inc.
Officers Authorized to Contract

To authorize the officers to contract and obligate the corporation, in the ordinary
course of _business, the following resolution was, upon motion duly made, seconded.and
carried, adopted:
RESOLVED: That the following officers or either of them acting alone are, and the
same hereby are, authorized to sign contracts, bind the corporation, submit proposals and
bids and otherwise enter into obligations for and on behalf of the corporation:
President Steven L. Diede
Vice-President Wayne J. Diede

I, Lillian Diede, Secretary 1 Treasurer of the Board of Directors of Diede Construction,
Inc., do hereby declare and attest that the above resolution of'Diede Construction, Inc. is true
and correct and was passed unanimously by the Board of Directors of Diede Construction,
Inc. at its meeting on October 28, 1991.

Lillian Dtede
Secretary / Treasurer
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onstruction, Inc.

PO. Box 1007

License Slo, 632667

•tb Woodbridge, CA 9.5258

.

Lodi (209) 369 8233 Stockton (209) 464-3352 Fax (209) 368-0600

Since 1978

Diede Construction, Inc.
Diede Construction, Inc.- (DDC)'s CA Contractor's License Nu er is 632667, and it expires
on December 31, 2011.
•1 state under penalty of perjury that-the foregoing is true and orrect.
Diede Cons ruction, Inc.

Steven L. lede, President

Authorization to Make Correc Ltons
The DDC representative delivering this bid is authorized to jke changes to the bid
documents on behalf of DDC and place his / her initial attha change to the t)id documents.
Diede Const ction, Inc.

Steven L. D . de, President

Green Contracting Survey
(Voluntary)
The City of Sacramento and the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality District
(SMAQMD) are conducting a joint pilot project to help meet Federal Clean Air
Standards for the Sacramento region.
Attached is a Green Contracting Fleet Inventory Form. Please complete the
form, remove it from the bid package and return it to SMAQMD in the postage
paid envelope provided with the bid package. Please do not return the Green
Contracting Fleet Inventory Form to the City of Sacramento with the bid
documents or otherwise.
A limited amount of funds and other financial incentives may be available to
qualified contractors participating in this joint project to assist qualified
contractors with upgrading and/or replacing equipment and/or trucks.
Completing and returning the Green Contracting Fleet Inventory Form is
strictly voluntary.

3.4 #.21?)..,...
•

•
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•
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Voluntary Green Contracting Fleet Inventory List XOn-Road Equipment)
In PartnerShip with the City of Sacramento and the Sacramento Metropolitan Air Quality Management District
•

Company Name:
Contact Name:

Department

Company Address:

Project #
ESBE/SBE?

City, State, ZIP:
Company Phone:

Please Submit To:
Instructions:

a) Please enter the vehicle / equipment information for each unit used in
conjunction with your City of Sacramento Bid.
b) All fields are required for both on-road heavy-duty vehicles and off-road
construction equipment over 50 HP.
c) Electronic version available at http://www.airquality.org/ceqa/index.shtrn1
d) For additional questions, please call (916) 874-4892

e‘ 27
(ex) 1XP5AAC35RG339402 1T45678

Kenworth

7g.

T-300

.2ff 7Z. :-VA:241M
2002

Cummins

Kristian Damkier, P.E.
Sacramento Metropolitan AQMD
777 12th St, 3rd Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814-1908

.2017.„
7.a.k.rdt

ISB

2002

35,000

250
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No
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Voluntary Green Contracti

Fleet Inventory List (Off-Road Equipmtnt)

In Partnership with the City of Sacramento and the Sacramento Metropolitan AQMD
Company Name:
Contact Name:

Department

Company Address:

Project #

City, State, ZIP:

ES BE/SBE?

Company Phone:
Please Submit To:
Instructions:

a) Please enter the vehicle / equipment information for each unit used in
conjunction with your City of Sacramento Bid.
b)All fields are required for both on-road heavy-duty vehicles and off-road
construction equipment over 50 HP.
C) Electronic version is available at http://www.airquality.org/ceqa/index.shtml
d) For additional questions, please call (916) 874-4892
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Kristian Damkier, RE.
Sacramento Metropolitan AQMD
777 12th St, 3rd Floor
Sacramento, CA 95814-1908

SECTION NO. 14 - CONTRACT FORMS
Agreement
Performance Bond
Payment Bond
Worker's Compensation Certification
Construction & Demolition Debris Recycling Requirements
Pay Request Application
Guarantee
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THE FOLLOWING FORMS
ARE TO BE FILLED OUT
AND
SIGNED ONLY
IF AWARDED CONTRACT

AGREEMENT
(Construction Contract Over $25,000)
THIS AGREEMENT, dated for identification September 13, 2011 is made and entered
into between the CITY OF SACRAMENTO, a municipal corporation ("City"), and
Diede Construction, Inc. 12393 N. Hwy 99 Lodi, CA 95240 95838 ("Contractor").
The City and Contractor hereby mutually agree as follows:
1.

CONTRACT DOCUMENTS
The Contract Documents, sometimes also referred to as the "Contract," consist of the
following items, which are hereby incorporated by reference as if set forth in full in this
Agreement:
The Notice to Contractors
The Proposal Form submitted by the Contractor
The Instructions to Bidders
•

-

-

• 46.

The Requirements for the Non-Discrimination in Employee Benefits by City Contractors
Ordinance and the Declaration of Compliance
The City's Reference Guide for Construction Contracts
The Addenda, if any
This Agreement
The Standard Specifications
The Special Provisions
The Plans and Technical Specifications
The drawings and other data and all developments thereof prepared by City pursuant to
the Contract
Any modifications of any of the foregoing made or approved by City, including but not
limited to duly authorized change orders.
Unless specifically noted otherwise, references to the 'Standard Specifications" shall
mean and refer to the Standard Specifications for Public Construction of the City of
Sacramento approved by the Sacramento City Council on June 4, 2007 (Resolution No.
2007-350), and any subsequent amendments thereto approved by the Sacramento City
Council or the Sacramento City Manager. Work called for in any one Contract Document
and not mentioned in another is to be performed and executed as if mentioned in all
Contract Documents. The table of contents, titles and headings contained in the
Contract Documents are provided solely to facilitate reference to various provisions of
the Contract Documents and in no way affect or limit the interpretation of the provisions
to which they refer.
2.

DEFINITIONS
Unless otherwise specifically provided herein, all words and phrases defined in the
Standard Specifications shall have the same meaning and intent in this Agreement.
AGREEMENT CONTROLS
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In the event of a conflict between any of the terms and conditions set forth in this
Agreement and the terms and conditions set forth in other Contract Documents, the
terms and conditions set forth in this Agreement shall prevail, except that the provisions
of any duly authorized change order shall prevail over any conflicting provisions of this
Agreement.
SCOPE OF CONTRACT
Contractor agrees to furnish all tools, equipment, apparatus, facilities, labor, material
and transportation necessary to perform and complete in a good and workmanlike
manner to the satisfaction of City, all the Work called for in the Contract Documents
entitled:

SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT RETROFIT PROJECT
(PN: T15029003)
including the Work called for in the following alternative bid items described in the
Proposal Form:
Contractor agrees to perform such Work in the manner designated in and in strict
conformity with the Contract Documents.
CONTRACT AMOUNT AND PAYMENTS
City agrees to pay and Contractor agrees to accept, as complete payment for the above
Work, in accordance with the schedule and procedures set forth in the Contract
Documents and subject to deductions, withholdings and additions as specified in the
Contract Documents, a total sum that shall not exceed the total bid amount set forth in
Contractor's Proposal Form. In addition, subject to deductions, withholdings and
additions as specified in the Contract Documents, payment for individual items of the
Work shall be computed as follows:
(A)
For items of the Work for which a lump sum price is specified in Contractor's
Proposal Form, Contractor shall be paid the lump sum price(s) specified in Contractor's
Proposal Form; and
(B)
For items of the Work for which a unit price is specified in Contractor's Proposal
Form, Contractor shall be paid the sum computed at such unit price, or computed at a
different price if such different price is determined by City in accordance with the
Standard Specifications, based on the actual amount of each such item performed
and/or furnished and incorporated in the Work; provided that in no event shall the total
sum for a unit price item exceed the total bid amount set forth for such item in the
Contractor's Proposal Form, unless authorized by Change Order.
6.

PROGRESS PAYMENTS
Subject to the terms and conditions of the Contract, City shall cause payments to be
made upon demand of Contractor as follows:
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(A) On or about the first of the month, the Engineer shall present to the Contractor a
statement showing the amount of labor and materials incorporated in the Work through
the twentieth (20) calendar day of the preceding month. After both Contractor and
Engineer approve the statement in writing, and the City's labor compliance officer
provides written approval, the City shall issue a certificate for ninety (90) percent of the
amount it shall find to be due, subject to any deductions or withholdings authorized or
required under the Contract or any applicable Laws or Regulations.
(f3) No inaccuracy or error in said monthly estimates shall operate to release
Contractor from damages arising from such Work or from enforcement of each and
every provision of the Contract Documents, and City shall have the right subsequently to
correct any error made in any estimate for payment.
• (C)

Contractor shall not be paid for any defective or improper Work.

(D)
The remaining ten (10) percent of the value of the Work performed under the
Contract, if unencumbered and subject to any deductions or withholdings authorized or
required under the Contract or any applicable Laws or Regulations, shall be due and
payable beginning thirty-five (35) days after completion and final acceptance of the
Work by City; provided that the City may determine, in its sole discretion, to release up
to fifty (50) % of such retention, in whole or in part, at any time. Acceptance by
Contractor of the final payment shall constitute a waiver of all claims against the City
arising under the Contract Documents, except for disputed claims in stated amounts that
the Contractor specifically reserves in writing, but only to the extent that the Contractor
has complied with all procedures and requirements applicable to the presentation and
processing of such claim(s) under the Contract Documents. Contractor shall be entitled
to substitute securities for retention or to direct that payments of retention be made into
escrow, as provided in Public Contract Code Section 22300, upon execution of the
City's Escrow Agreement for Security Deposits in Lieu of Retention,
(E)
The parties agree that, for purposes of the timely progress payment requirements
specified in Public Contract Code Section 20104.50, the date that the City receives a
statement jointly approved by the Contractor and the Engineer as provided above shall
be deemed to constitute the date that City receives an undisputed and properly
submitted payment request from the Contractor. Progress payments not made within 30
days after this date may be subject to payment of interest as provided in Section
20104.50.
7.

RETENTION OF SUMS CHARGED AGAINST CONTRACTOR
When, under the provisions of this Contract or any applicable Laws or Regulations, City
is authorized or required to withhold, deduct or charge any sum of money against
Contractor, City may deduct and retain the amount of such charge from the amount of
the next succeeding progress estimate(s), or from any other moneys due or that may
become due Contractor from City. If, on completion or termination of the Contract, sums
due Contractor are insufficient to pay City's charges, City shall have the right to recover
the balance from Contractor or its Sureties.

3.

COMMENCEMENT AND PROSECUTION OF WORK
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Contractor shall commence the Work not later than fifteen (15) working days after the
date of the written Notice to Proceed from City to Contractor and shall diligently
prosecute the Work to final completion. The phase "commence the Work" means to
engage in a continuous program on-site including, but not limited to, site clearance,
grading, dredging, land filling and the fabrications, erection, or installation of the Work.
The Notice to Proceed shall be issued within fifteen (15) calendar days following
execution of the Agreement by the City and the filing by Contractor of the required
Bonds and proof of insurance, provided that the Engineer may delay issuance of the
Notice to Proceed if the Engineer determines in the Engineer's sole discretion that
conditions on the site of the Work are unsuitable for commencement of the Work. After
the Notice to Proceed is issued, the continuous prosecution of Work by Contractor shall
be subject only to Excusable Delays as defined in this Agreement.
9.

TIME OF COMPLETION
The entire Work shall be brought to completion in the manner provided for in the
Contract Documents on or before FOUR HUNDRED EIGHTY (480) Calendar days from
the date of the Notice to Proceed (hereinafter called the "Completion Date") unless
extensions of time are granted in accordance with the Contract Documents.
Failure to complete the entire Work by the Completion Date and in the manner provided
for in the Contract Documents shall subject Contractor to liquidated damages as
provided in this Agreement. Time is and shall be of the essence in the performance of
the Contract and the Work.

io PAYMENTS DO NOT IMPLY ACCEPTANCE OF WORK
The payment of any progress payment, or the acceptance thereof by Contractor, shall
not constitute acceptance of the Work or any portion thereof and shall in no way reduce
the liability of Contractor to replace unsatisfactory work or material, whether or not the
unsatisfactory character of such work or material was apparent or detected at the time
such payment was made.
11 ACCEPTANCE NOT RELEASE
Contractor shall correct immediately any defective or imperfect work or materials that
may be discovered before final acceptance of the entire Work, whether or not such
defect or imperfection was previously noticed or identified by the City. The inspection of
the Work, or any part thereof, shall not relieve Contractor of any of its obligations to
perform satisfactory work as herein specified.
Failure or neglect on the part of City or any of its officers, employees or authorized
agents to discover, identify, condemn or reject defective or imperfect work or materials
shall not be construed to imply an acceptance of such work or materials, if such defect
or imperfection becomes evident at any time prior to final acceptance of the entire Work,
nor shall such failure or neglect be construed as barring City from enforcing Contractor's
warranty(ies) or otherwise recovering damages or such a sum of money as may be
required to repair or rebuild the defective or imperfect work or materials whenever City
may discover the same, subject only to any statutes of limitation that may apply to any
such claim.
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12.

CITY'S RIGHT TO TAKE POSSESSION OF THE WORK IN WHOLE OR IN PART
The City shall have the right at any time to enter upon the Work and perform work not
covered by this Contract, or to occupy and use a portion of the Work, prior to the date of
the final acceptance of the Work as a whole, without in any way relieving Contractor of
any obligations under this Contract.

13.

NO WAIVER OF REMEDIES
Neither the inspection by City, its officers, employees or agents, nor any certificate or
other approval for the payment of money, nor any payment for, nor acceptance of the
whole or any part of the Work by City, nor any extensions of time, nor any position taken
by City, its officers, employees or its agents shall operate as a waiver of any provision of
the Contract Documents nor of any power herein reserved to City or any right to
damages herein provided, nor shall any waiver of any breach of this Agreement be held
to be a waiver of any other or subsequent breach. All remedies provided in the Contract
Documents shall be taken and construed as cumulative; in addition to each and every
other remedy herein provided, the City shall have any and all equitable and legal
remedies that it would in any case have.

14.

WARRANTY
Except as otherwise expressly provided in the Contract Documents, and excepting only
items of routine maintenance, ordinary wear and tear and unusual abuse or neglect by
City, Contractor warrants and guarantees all Work executed and all supplies, materials
and devices of whatsoever nature incorporated in or attached to the Work, or otherwise
provided as a part of the Work pursuant to the Contract, to be absolutely free of all
defects of workmanship and materials for a period of one year after final acceptance of
the entire Work by the City. Contractor shall repair or replace all work or material,
together with any other work or material that may be displaced or damaged in so doing,
that may prove defective in workmanship or material within this one year warranty period
without expense or charge of any nature whatsoever to City.
In the event that Contractor shall fail to comply with the conditions of the foregoing
warranty within ten (10) days after being notified of the defect in writing, City shall have
the right, but shall not be obligated, to repair, or obtain the repair of, the defect and
Contractor shall pay to City on demand all costs and expense of such repair.
Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, in the event that any defect in
workmanship or material covered by the foregoing warranty results in a condition that
constitutes an immediate hazard to public health or safety, or any property interest, or
any person, City shall have the right to immediately repair, or cause to be repaired, such
defect, and Contractor shall pay to City on demand all costs and expense of such repair.
The foregoing statement relating to hazards to health, safety or property shall be
deemed to include both temporary and permanent repairs that may be required as
determined in the sole discretion and judgment of City.
In addition to the above, the Contractor shall make a written assignment of all
manufacturer's and other product warranties to the City, prior to completion and final
acceptance of the Work by City.
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The Contractor's Performance Bond shall secure the performance of the Contractor's
obligations under this Section 14, and the Contractor and its Surety shall be jointly and
severally liable for these obligations.
15. LIQUIDATED DAMAGES IF WORK NOT COMPLETED ON TIME
(A)
The actual fact of the occurrence of damages and the actual amount of the
damages that City would suffer if the entire Work, and/or any specified portion thereof,
were not completed within the time(s) specified herein are dependent upon many
circumstances and conditions that could prevail in various combinations, and for this
reason, it is impracticable and extremely difficult to fix the actual damages. Damages
that City would suffer in the event of such delay include: loss of the use of the project;
expenses of prolonged assignment to the project of an architectural and/or engineering
staff; prolonged costs of administration, inspection, and supervision; increased
operational expenses and/or impaired operation of other facilities dependent upon
completion of the project; and the loss and inconvenience suffered by the public within
the City of Sacramento by reason of the delay in the completion of the project or portion
thereof. Accordingly, the parties agree, and by execution of this Agreement, Contractor
acknowledges that it understands and agrees, that the amount(s) set forth herein as
liquidated damages reflect the parties' best efforts at the time of entering into the
Contract to estimate the damages that may be incurred by City and the public due to the
Contractor's delay in completion of the Work and/or any specified portion thereof, and
shall be presumed to be the amount of damages sustained by the failure of Contractor
to complete the entire Work and/or any specified portion thereof within the time(s)
specified herein.
(B)
Contractor shall pay liquidated damages to City for failure to complete the entire
Work by the Completion Date (as extended in accordance with the Contract Documents,
if applicable) in the amount of ONE THOUSAND TWO HUNDRED EIGHTY FOUR
DOLLARS ($1,284.00) for each calendar day after the Completion Date (as extended in
accordance with the Contract Documents, if applicable), continuing to the time at which
the entire Work is completed. Such amount is the actual cash value agreed upon by the
City and Contractor as the loss to City and the public resulting from Contractor's default.
The parties agree, and by execution of this Agreement, Contractor acknowledges that it
understands and agrees, that the foregoing provisions provide for the imposition of
liquidated damages from the Completion Date (as extended in accordance with the
Contract Documents, if applicable) until the date of completion of the entire Work as
determined by the Engineer in accordance with Section 8-4 of the Standard
Specifications, whether or not the Work or any portion thereof is claimed or determined
to be substantially complete prior to such date of completion.
THE FOLLOWING ADDITIONAL LIQUIDATED DAMAGES PROVISION(S) APPLY IF
CHECKED:
In addition to the liquidated damages specified above, Contractor shall
pay additional liquidated damages to City for failure to complete the portion of the
Work specified below by the milestone date specified below (as such milestone
date may be extended in accordance with the Contract Documents, if applicable).
The amount of such additional liquidated damages shall be either [check one]:

iii
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0 a lump sum amount of

, OR

0 the daily amount of
for each calendar day after
such milestone date (as extended in accordance with the Contract Documents, if
applicable), continuing to the time at which such portion of the Work is
completed.
Such amount is the actual cash value agreed upon by the City and Contractor as
the additional loss to City and the public resulting from Contractor's default.
Portion of the Work

Milestone Date

CONTRACTOR'S ACKNOWLEDGMENT:
In addition to the potential damages described above, failure to complete
the entire Work within the time(s) specified herein may expose the City to
penalties or fines and/or may negatively affect the availability of project funding.
In recognition of these potential damages, in addition to the liquidated damages
specified above, Contractor shall pay additional liquidated damages to City in the
lump sum amount of
if the entire Work is not completed by
. Such amount is the actual cash value agreed upon by the
City and Contractor as the additional loss to City and the public resulting from
Contractor's default.
CONTRACTOR'S ACKNOWLEDGMENT:
(C) In the event Contractor shall become liable for liquidated damages, City, in
addition to all other remedies provided by law, shall have the right to withhold any and
all payments that otherwise would be or become due Contractor until the liability of
Contractor under this section is finally determined. City shall have the right to use and
apply such payments, in whole or in part, to reimburse City for all liquidated damages
due or to become due to City. Any remaining balance of such payments shall be paid to
Contractor only after discharge in full of all liability incurred by Contractor under this
section or otherwise under any provision of the Contract Documents or any applicable
Law or Regulation. If the sum so retained by City is not sufficient to discharge all such
liabilities of Contractor, Contractor shall continue to remain liable to City until all such
liabilities are satisfied in full. No failure by City to withhold any payment as specified
above shall in any manner be construed to constitute a release of any such liabilities nor
a waiver of the City's right to withhold payment for such liabilities.
16. INDEMNITY AND HOLD HARMLESS
(A) Contractor shall defend, hold harmless and indemnify the City, its officers,
employees, and agents, and each and every one of them, from and against any and all
actions, damages, costs, liabilities, claims, demands, losses, judgments, penalties, costs
and expenses of every type and description, whether arising on or off the site of the
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Work, including, but not limited to, any fees and/or costs reasonably incurred by City's
staff attorneys or outside attorneys and any fees and expenses incurred in enforcing this
provision (hereafter collectively referred to as "Liabilities"), including but not limited to
Liabilities arising from personal injury or death, damage to personal, real or intellectual
property or the environment, contractual or other economic damages, or regulatory
penalties, arising out of or in any way connected with performance of or failure to
perform the Work by the Contractor, any subcontractor or agent, anyone directly or
indirectly employed by any of them or anyone for whose acts any of them may be liable,
whether or not (i) such Liabilities are caused in part by a party indemnified hereunder, or
(ii) such Liabilities are litigated, settled or reduced to judgment; provided that the
foregoing indemnity does not apply to liability for damages for death or bodily injury to
persons, injury to property, or other loss, damage or expense to the extent arising from
(i) the sole negligence or willful misconduct of, or defects in design furnished by, City, its
agents, servants, or independent contractors who are directly responsible to City, or (ii)
the active negligence of City.
(B) The existence or acceptance by City of any of the insurance policies or
coverages described in this Agreement shall not affect or limit any of City's rights under
this Section 16, nor shall the limits of such insurance limit the liability of Contractor
hereunder. The provisions of this Section 16 shall survive any expiration or termination
of the Contract.
1 . CONTRACTOR SHALL ASSUME RISKS
Until the completion and final acceptance by City of all Work under this Contract, the
Work shall be under Contractor's responsible care and charge, and Contractor, at no
cost to City, shall rebuild, repair, restore and make good all injuries, damages, reerections, and repairs occasioned or rendered necessary by accidental causes of any
nature, to all or any portions of the Work.
18.

GENERAL LIABILITY OF CONTRACTOR
Except as otherwise herein expressly stipulated, Contractor shall perform all the Work
and furnish all the labor, materials, tools, equipment, apparatus, facilities, transportation,
power and light, and appliances, necessary or proper for performing and completing the
Work herein required in the manner and within the time herein specified. The mention
of any specific duty or liability of Contractor shall not be construed as a limitation or
restriction of any general liability or duty of Contractor, and any reference to any specific
duty or liability shall be construed to be solely for the purpose of explanation.

19.

INSURANCE
During the entire term of this Contract and until completion and final acceptance of the
Work as provided in the Contract Documents, Contractor shall maintain in full force and
effect the insurance coverage described in this section.
Full compensation for all premiums that Contractor is required to pay for the insurance
coverage described herein shall be included in the compensation specified for
performance of the Work under the Contract. No additional compensation will be
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provided for Contractor's insurance premiums.
It is understood and agreed by the Contractor that its liability to the City shall not in any
way be limited to or affected by the amount of insurance coverage required of or carried
by the Contractor.
(A)

Minimum Scope and Limits of Insurance Coverage
(1)
Commercial General Liability Insurance, providing coverage at least as
broad as ISO CGL Form 00 01 on an occurrence basis for bodily injury, including
death, of one or more persons, property damage and personal injury, with limits
of not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence. The policy shall
provide contractual liability and products and completed operations coverage for
the term of the policy.
Automobile Liability Insurance providing coverage at least as broad as
(2)
ISO Form CA 00 01 on an occurrence basis for bodily injury, including death, of
one or more persons, property damage and personal injury, with limits of not less
than one million dollars ($1,000,000) per occurrence. The policy shall provide
coverage for owned, non-owned and/or hired autos as appropriate to the
operations of the Contractor.
Workers' Compensation Insurance with statutory limits, and Employers'
(3)
Liability Insurance with limits of not less than one million dollars ($1,000,000).
The Worker's Compensation policy shall include a waiver of subrogation.

(B)

Additional Insured Coverage
Commercial General Liability Insurance: The City, its officials, employees
(1)
and volunteers shall be covered by policy terms or endorsement as additional
insureds as respects general liability arising out of activities performed by or on
behalf of Contractor, products and completed operations of Contractor, and
premises owned, leased or used by Contractor. The general liability additional
insured endorsement must be signed by an authorized representative of the
insurance carrier.
If the policy includes a blanket additional insured endorsement or contractual
additional insured coverage, the above signature requirement may be fulfilled by
submitting that document with a signed declaration page referencing the blanket
endorsement or policy form.
Automobile Liability Insurance: The City, its officials, employees and
(2)
volunteers shall be covered by policy terms or endorsement as additional
insureds as respects auto liability.

(C)

Other Insurance Provisions
The policies are to contain, or be endorsed to contain, the following provisions:
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(1)
Contractor's insurance coverage shall be primary insurance as respects
City, its officials, employees and volunteers. Any insurance or self-insurance
maintained by City, its officials, employees or volunteers shall be in excess of
Contractor's insurance and shall not contribute with it.
(2)
Any failure to comply with reporting provisions of the policies shall not
affect coverage provided to City, its officials, employees or volunteers.
(3)
Coverage shall state that Contractor's insurance shall apply separately to
each insured against whom claim is made or suit is brought, except with respect
to the limits of the insurer's liability.
City will be provided with thirty (30) days written notice of cancellation or
(4)
material change in the policy language or terms.
(D)

Acceotabilitv of Insurance
Insurance shall be placed with insurers with a Bests' rating of not less than A:V.
Self-insured retentions, policy terms or other variations that do not comply with
the requirements of this Section 19 must be declared to and approved by the City
Risk Management Division in writing prior to execution of this Agreement,

(E)

Verification of Coverage
(1)

Contractor shall furnish City with certificates and required endorsements
evidencing the insurance required. Contractor shall provide initial
insurance documents to the Engineer upon request, prior to execution of
the final contract. All future insurance renewal documents shall be sent to:
EBIX BP°

212 Kent Street
Portland, MI, 48875
Phone: (517) 647-1700
Fax: (517) 647-7900
Email: CertsOnly@periculum.com
(2)

Copies of policies shall be delivered to the City on demand. Certificates
of insurance shall be signed by an authorized representative of the
insurance carrier.

(F)

Subcontractors

Contractor shall require and verify that all subcontractors maintain insurance coverage
that meets the minimum scope and limits of insurance coverage specified in subsection
A, above.
20. FAILURE TO MAINTAIN BONDS OR INSURANCE
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If, at any time during the performance of this Contract, Contractor fails to maintain any
item of the bonds and/or insurance required under the Contract in full force and effect,
Contractor shall immediately suspend all work under the Contract and notify City in
writing of such failure. After such notice is provided, or if City discovers such failure and
notifies Contractor, the City thereafter may withhold all Contract payments due or that
become due until notice is received by City that such bonds and/or insurance have been
restored in full force and effect and that the premiums therefor have been paid for a
period satisfactory to the Division of Risk Management. Contractor shall not resume
work until notified by City to do so, and the City shall have no responsibility or liability for
any costs incurred by Contractor as a result of such suspension of Work.
In addition to the foregoing, any failure to maintain any item of the required bonds and/or
insurance at any time during the performance of this Contract will be sufficient cause for
termination of the Contract by City.
The Contractor shall be solely responsible for, and shall defend, indemnify and hold
harmless the City, its officers, employees and agents against and from, any and all
damages, claims, losses, actions, costs or other expenses of any kind incurred by any
party as a direct or indirect result of any suspension of Work or termination of the
Contract under the provisions of this Section.
21. EXCUSABLE DELAYS
For the purpose of these Contract Documents, the term "Excusable Delay" shall mean,
and is limited to, delay caused directly by: acts of God; acts of a public enemy; fires;
inclement weather as determined by the Engineer; riots; insurrections; epidemics;
quarantine restrictions; strikes; lockouts; sitdowns; acts of a governmental agency;
priorities or privileges established for the manufacture, assemble, or allotment of
materials necessary in the Work by order, decree or otherwise of the United States or by
any department, bureau, commission, committee, agent, or administrator of any legally
constituted public authority; changes in the Work ordered by City insofar as they
necessarily require additional time in which to complete the Work; the prevention of
Contractor from commencing or prosecuting the Work because of the acts of others,
excepting Contractor's subcontractors or suppliers; or the prevention of Contractor from
commencing or prosecuting the Work because of a Citywide failure of public utility
service.
The term "Excusable Delay" shall specifically not include: (i) any delay that could have
been avoided by the exercise of care, prudence, foresight and diligence on the part of
Contractor; (ii) any delay in the prosecution of any part of the Work that does not
constitute a Controlling Operation, whether or not such delay is unavoidable; (iii) any
reasonable delay resulting from time required by City for review of any Contractor
submittals and for the making of surveys, measurements and inspection; and, (iv) any
delay arising from an interruption in the prosecution of the Work on account of
reasonable interference by other Contractors employed by City that does not
necessarily prevent the completion of the entire Work within the time specified.
Excusable Delays, if any, shall operate only to extend the Completion Date (not in
excess of the period of such delay as determined by City) and shall not under any
circumstances increase the amount City is required to pay Contractor except as
otherwise provided in these Contract Documents.
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22.

CONTRACTOR TO SERVE NOTICE OF DELAYS
Whenever Contractor foresees any delay in the prosecution of the Work, and in any
event as soon as possible (not to exceed a period of ten (10) calendar days) after the
initial occurrence of any delay that Contractor regards as or may later claim to be an
Excusable Delay, the Contractor shall notify the Engineer in writing of such delay and its
cause, in order that the Engineer: (i) may take immediate steps to prevent if possible the
occurrence or continuance of the delay; or (ii) if this cannot be done, may determine
whether the delay is to be considered excusable, how long it continues, and to what
extent the prosecution and completion of the Work are delayed thereby. Said written
notice shall constitute an application for an extension of time only if the notice requests
such an extension and sets forth the Contractor's estimate of the additional time
required together with a full description of the cause of the delay relied upon.
After the completion of any part or whole of the Work, the Engineer, in estimating the
amount due Contractor, will assume that any and all delays that may have occurred in
its prosecution and completion were not Excusable Delays, except for such delays for
which the Contractor has provided timely written notice as required herein, and that the
Engineer has found to be excusable. Contractor shall not be entitled to claim Excusable
Delay for any delay for which the Contractor failed to provide such timely written notice.

23.

EXTENSION OF TIME
If the Contractor complies with Section 22, above, and the Engineer finds a delay
claimed by the Contractor to be an Excusable Delay, the, Contractor shall be allowed an
extension of time to complete the Work that is proportional to the period of Excusable
Delay determined by the Engineer, subject to the approval by City of a change order
granting such time extension. During a duly authorized extension for an Excusable
Delay, City shall not charge liquidated damages against the Contractor for such delay.
If the City extends the time to complete the Work as provided herein, such extension
shall in no way release any warranty or guarantee given by Contractor pursuant to the
provisions of the Contract Documents, nor shall such extension of time relieve or
release the sureties of the Bonds provided pursuant to the Contract Documents. By
executing such Bonds, the Sureties shall be deemed to have expressly agreed to any
such extension of time. The granting of any extension of time as provided herein shall
in no way operate as a waiver on the part of City of its rights under this Contract,
excepting only extension of the Completion Date for such period of Excusable Delay as
may be determined by the Engineer and approved by a duly authorized change order.

24.

NO PAYMENT FOR DELAYS
No damages or compensation of any kind shall be paid to Contractor or any
subcontractor because of delays in the progress of the Work whether or not such delays
qualify for extension of time under this Agreement; except that this provision shall not
preclude the recovery of damages for a delay caused by the City that is unreasonable
under the circumstances and that is not within the contemplation of the parties, provided
that the Contractor timely submits all such written notice(s) and fully complies with such
other procedures as may be specified in the Contract Documents or any Laws or
Regulations for Contractor to claim damages for such delay.
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25.

CHANGES IN THE WORK
Changes in the Work authorized or directed in accordance with the Contract Documents
and extensions of time of completion made necessary by reason thereof shall not in any
way release any warranty or guarantee given by Contractor pursuant to the provisions of
the Contract Documents, nor shall such changes in the Work relieve or release the
Sureties on Bonds provided pursuant to the Contract Documents. By executing such
Bonds, the Sureties shall be deemed to have expressly agreed to any such change in
Work and to any extension of time made by reason thereof.

26.

TERMINATION AFTER COMPLETION DATE
In addition to any other rights City may have, if any services or work required under the
Contract (including but not limited to punch list items) are not completed as of the
Completion Date (as adjusted by any extensions of time for Excusable Delays granted
pursuant-to the Contract Documents), City may terminate the Contract at any time after
the Completion Date ( as adjusted by any extensions of time for Excusable Delays
granted pursuant to the Contract Documents), by providing a written notice to Contractor
specifying the date of termination. Such notice also may specify conditions or
requirements that Contractor must meet to avoid termination of the Contract on such
date. If Contractor fails to fulfill all such conditions and requirements by such termination
date, or, if no such conditions or requirements are specified, Contractor shall cease
rendering services and performing work on such termination date, and shall not be
entitled to receive any compensation for services rendered or work performed after such
termination date. In the event of such termination, Contractor shall remain liable to City
for liquidated damages incurred for any period of time prior to the termination date.
In addition to any other charges, withholdings or deductions authorized under the
Contract or any Laws or Regulations, if City terminates the Contract pursuant to this
section, City may withhold and deduct from any payment and/or retention funds
otherwise due Contractor any sum necessary to pay the City's cost of completing or
correcting, or contracting for the completion or correction of, any services or work under
the Contract that are not completed to the satisfaction of the City or that otherwise are
deficient or require correction as of such termination date, including but not limited to
incomplete punch list items. Such costs shall include all of the City's direct and indirect
costs incurred to complete or correct such services or work, including the City's
administrative and overhead costs. If the amount of payment(s) and/or retention funds
otherwise due the Contractor are insufficient to pay such costs, City shall have the right
to recover the balance of such costs from the Contractor and/or its Surety(ies).

27.

TERMINATION FOR CONVENIENCE
Upon written notice to the Contractor, the City may at any time, without cause and
without prejudice to any other right or remedy of the City, elect to terminate the Contract
for the convenience of City. In such case, the Contractor shall be paid (without
duplication of any items, and after deduction and/or withholding of any amounts
authorized to be deducted or withheld by the Contract Documents or any Laws or
Regulations):
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(A)
For Work executed in accordance with the Contract Documents prior to the
effective date of termination and determined to be acceptable by the Engineer, including
fair and reasonable sums for overhead and profit on such Work;
(B)
For reasonable claims, costs, losses, and damages incurred in settlement of
terminated contracts with subcontractors, suppliers, and others; and
(C)

For reasonable expenses directly attributable to termination.

Contractor shall not be paid for any loss of anticipated profits or revenue for any Work
not performed prior to termination, nor for any economic loss arising out of or resulting
from such termination, except for the payments listed in this section. Contractor's
warranty under Section 14 of this Agreement shall apply, and Contractor shall remain
responsible for all obligations related to such warranty, with respect to all portions of the
Work performed prior to the effective date of the termination for convenience pursuant to
this section. The City shall be entitled to have any or all remaining Work performed by
other contractors or by any other means at any time after the effective date of a
termination for convenience pursuant to this section.
28. TERMINATION FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT
If Contractor abandons the Work under this Contract, or if the Contract or any portion of
the Contract is sublet or assigned without the consent of the City, or if the Engineer
determines in the Engineer's sole discretion that the conditions of the Contract in
respect to the rate of progress of the Work are not being fulfilled or any part thereof is
unnecessarily delayed, or if Contractor violates or breaches, or fails to execute in good
faith, any of the terms or conditions of the Contract, or if Contractor refuses or fails to
supply enough properly skilled labor or materials or refuses or fails to make prompt
payment to subcontractors for material or labor, or if Contractor disregards any Laws or
Regulations or proper instruction or orders of the Engineer, then, notwithstanding any
provision to the contrary herein, the City may give Contractor and its Sureties written
notification to immediately correct the situation or the Contract shall be terminated.
In the event that such notice is given, and, in the event such situation is not corrected, or
arrangements for correction satisfactory to the City are not made, within ten (10)
calendar days from the date of such notice or within such other period of time as may be
specified by the City in the notice, the Contract shall upon the expiration of said period
cease and terminate. In the event of any such termination, City may take over the Work
and prosecute the Work to completion, or otherwise, and the Contractor and its Sureties
shall be liable to City for any cost occasioned City thereby, as hereinafter set forth.
In the event City completes the Work, or causes the Work to be completed, no payment
of any kind shall be made to Contractor until the Work is complete. The cost of
completing the Work, including but not limited to, extra costs of project administration
and management incurred by City, both direct or indirect, shall be deducted from any
sum then due, or that becomes due, to Contractor from City. If sums due to Contractor
from City are less than the cost of completing the Work, Contractor and its Sureties shall
pay City a sum equal to this difference on demand. In the event City completes the
Work, and there is a sum remaining due to Contractor after City deducts the costs of
completing the Work, then City shall pay such sum to Contractor. The Contractor and
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Contractor's Sureties shall be jointly and severally liable for all obligations imposed on
Contractor hereunder.
No act by City before the Work is finally accepted, including, but not limited to, exercise
of other rights under the Contract, actions at law or in equity, extensions of time,
payments, assessments of liquidated damages, occupation or acceptance of any part of
the Work, waiver of any prior breach of the Contract or failure to take action pursuant to
this section upon the happening of any prior default or breach of Contractor, shall be
construed to be a waiver or estoppel of the City's right to act pursuant to this Section
upon any subsequent event, occurrence or failure by Contractor to fulfill the terms and
conditions of the Contract. The rights of City to terminate the Contract pursuant to this
Section and pursuant to Sections 26 and 27 are cumulative and are in addition to all
other rights of City pursuant to the Contract and at law or in equity.
29. CONTRACTOR BANKRUPT
If Contractor should commence any bankruptcy proceeding, or if Contractor is adjudged
a bankrupt, or if Contractor makes any assignment for the benefit of creditors, or if a
receiver is appointed on account of Contractor's insolvency, then the City may, without
prejudice to any other right or remedy, terminate the Contract and complete the work by
giving notice as provided in Section 28 above.
30. SURETIES' OBLIGATIONS UPON TERMINATION
If the City terminates the Contract pursuant to Section 28 or Section 29 above:
(A)
The Surety under Contractor's performance bond shall be fully responsible for all
of the Contractor's remaining obligations of performance under the Contract as if the
Surety were a party to the Contract, including without limitation Contractor's obligations,
as provided in the Contract Documents, to complete and provide a one-year warranty of
the entire Work, pay liquidated damages and indemnify, defend and hold harmless City,
up to the full amount of the performance bond.
(B)
The Surety under Contractor's payment bond shall be fully responsible for the
performance of all of the Contractor's remaining payment obligations for work, services,
equipment or materials performed or provided in connection with the Work or any
portion thereof, up to the full amount of the payment bond.
31. ACCOUNTING RECORDS OF CONTRACTOR
During performance of the Contract and for a period of three (3) years after
completing the entire Work, Contractor shall maintain all accounting and financial
records related to the Contract and performance of the Work in accordance with
generally accepted accounting practices, and shall keep and make such records
available for inspection and audit by representatives of the City upon reasonable
written notice.
32. USE TAX REQUIREMENTS
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(A)

Use Tax Direct Payment Permit For all leases and purchases of materials,
equipment, supplies, or other tangible personal property used to perform the
Contract and shipped from outside California, the Contractor and any
subcontractors leasing or purchasing such materials, equipment, supplies or
other tangible personal property shall obtain a Use Tax Direct Payment Permit
from the California State Board of Equalization ("SBE") in accordance with the
applicable SBE criteria and requirements.

(B)

Sellers Permit For any construction contract and any construction subcontract
in the amount of $5,000,000 or more, Contractor and the subcontractor(s) shall
obtain sellers permits from the SBE and shall register the jobsite as the place of
business for the purpose of allocating local sales and use tax to the City.
Contractor and its subcontractors shall remit the self-accrued use tax to the SSE,
and shall provide a copy of each remittance to the City.

(C)

The above provisions shall apply in all instances unless prohibited by the funding
source for the Contract.
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF, the parties hereto have signed this A ement on the date set for
opposite their names.
CONTRACTOR
Under penalty of perjury, I certify that the
taxpayer ide ification number and all other
information p vided here are correct.
DATE

BY
Stevefl L. Diode

Print Na
Pre -ei

Tit
Lillian K. Diode

Print Name
Secretary/Treasurer
Title 68-0257126

Federal ID#
30428478

State ID#
City of Sacramento Business Operation Tax
Certificate No. (City will not award contract until
Certificate Number is obtained)
Type of Business Entity (check one):
Individual/Sole Proprietor
Partnership
Corporation
Limited Liability Company
Other (please speci6/:
CITY OF SACRAMENTO
a municipal corporation
DATE

BY
City Manager

City Clerk
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO
PERFORMANCE BOND
Department of General Services

Bond No.:
Premium:

WHEREAS, the City of Sacramento, State of California, hereinafter called City, has conditionally awarded to
as principal, hereinafter called Contractor, a contract for construction of:

SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT RETROFIT PROJECT
(PN: T15029003)
which contract is by reference incorporated herein and made a part hereof as if the Surety named below
were a party to the contract, and is hereinafter referred to as the Contract; and
WHEREAS, under the terms of the Contract, Contractor is required to furnish a bond for the faithful
performance of the Contract.
NOW, THEREFORE, we the Contractor and (here insert full name and address of Surety):

a corporation duly authorized and admitted to transact business and issue surety bonds in the State of
California, hereinafter called Surety, are held and firmly bound unto the City, as obligee, in the sum of.
(PN: $

for the payment of which sum well and truly to be made, we the Contractor and Surety bind ourselves, our
heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns, jointly and severally. The condition of this
obligation is such that, lithe Contractor, Contractor's heirs, executors, administrators, successors or
assigns, shall in all things stand to and abide by, and well and truly keep and fully perform all covenants,
conditions and agreements required to be kept and performed by Contractor in the Contract and any
Changes, additions or alterations made thereto, to be kept and performed at the time and in the manner
therein specified, and in all respects according to their true intent and meanings, and shall indemnify and
save harmless- the-City, its officers; employees and agents, as -therein provided, therithe Surety's-obligatio-nS
under the Contract and this bond shall be null and void; otherwise they shall be and remain in full force and
effect_ This obligation shall remain in full force and effect through the end of the Contract warranty period,
which will expire one year after the completion of work date specified in the Notice of Completion filed for the
above-named project.
As part of the obligations secured hereby and in addition to the sum specified above, there shall be included
all costs, expenses and fees, including attorney's fees, reasonably incurred by City in successfully enforcing
such obligations, all to be taxed as costs and included in any judgment rendered.
The Surety, for value received, hereby stipulates and agrees that no change, extension of time, alteration or
addition to the terms of the Contract or to the work to be performed thereunder or to the specifications
accompanying the same shall in any way affect its obligations on this bond, and it does hereby waive notice
of any such change, extension, alteration or addition.
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this instrument has been duly executed by authorized representatives of the
Contractor and Surety. SIGNED AND SEALED on
, 20
.

(Contractor)

(Seal)

By
Title

(Surety) (Seal)
By
Title
Agent Name and Address

ORIGINAL APPROVED AS TO FORM:
City Attorney

Agent Phone #
Surety Phone #
California License #
Surety Email:

CITYOF SACRAMENTO
PAYMENT BOND
Department of General Services

Bond No.:
Premium:

WHEREAS, the City of Sacramento, in the State of California, hereinafter called City, has conditionally
awarded to:
hereinafter called Contractor, a contract for construction of:

SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT RETROFIT PROJECT
(PN: T15029003)
which contract is by reference incorporated herein and made a part hereof, and is hereinafter referred to as
the Contract; and
WHEREAS, under the terms of the Contract, Contractor is required to furnish a good and sufficient payment
bond to secure the claims to which reference is made in Title 15(commencing with Section 3082) of Part 4 of
Division 3 of the California Civil Code.
NOW, THEREFORE, we the Contractor and (here insert full name arid address of Surely):
• a corporation duly authorized and admitted to transact business and issue surety bonds in the State of
California, hereinafter called Surety, are held and firmly bound unto the City, and unto aft subcontractors,
laborers, material men and other persons employed in the performance of the Contract and referred to in the
aforesaid Civil Code in the sum of
(PN: $ on the condition that if Contractor shall fail to pay for any materials or equipment
furnished or used in performance of the Contract, or for any work or labor thereon of any kind, or for
• amounts due under the Unemployment Insurance Act with respect to such work or labor, or for any amounts
required to be deducted, withheld, and paid over to the Franchise Tax Board from the wages of employees
of the Contractor and all subcontractors with respect to such work or labor, then the Surety shall pay the
same in an amount not exceeding the sum specified above. If suit is brought upon this bond, Surety shall
pay, in addition to the above sum, all costs, expenses and fees, including attorney's fees, reasonably
incurred by any party in successfully enforcing the obligation secured hereby, all to be taxed as costs and
included in any judgment rendered. Should the condition of this bond be fully performed, then this obligation
shall become null and void, otherwise it shall be and remain in full force and effect, and shall bind
Contractor, Surety, their heirs, executors, administrators, successors and assigns, jointly and severally.
It is hereby stipulated and agreed that this bond shall inure to the benefit of all persons, companies,
corporations, political subdivisions and State agencies entitled to file claim under Title 15 (commencing with
Section 3082) of Part 4 of Division 3 of the Civil Code, so as to give a right of action to them or their assigns
in any suit brought upon this bond. The Surety, for value received, hereby stipulates and agrees that no
change, extension of time, alteration or addition to the terms of the Contract or to the work to be performed
thereunder or to the specifications accompanying the same shall in any way affect its obligations on this
bond, and it does hereby waive notice of any such change, extension, alteration or addition.

IN WITNESS WHEREOF, this instrument has been duly executed by authorized representatives of the
Contractor and Surety. SIGNED AND SEALED on

(Contractor)

(Seal)

By
Title

20

.

(Surety) (Seal)
By
Title
Agent Name and Address

ORIGINAL APPROVED AS TO FORM:
City Attorney

Agent Phone #
Surety Phone #
California License #
Surety Email:

WORKER'S COMPENSATION CERTIFICATION

SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT RETROFIT PROJECT
(PN: T15029003)

In accordance with Article 5 (commencing at Section 1860), Chapter 1, Part 7, Division 2 of the Labor Code, the
below certificate must be signed and filed with the awarding body prior to performing any work under this
contract. Labor Code Section 3700, inter alia, states the following:
"Every employer shall secure the payment of compensation in one or more of the following ways:
(a) By being insured against liability to pay compensation in one or more insurers duly authorized to
write compensation insurance in this State.
(b) By securing from the Director of Industrial Relations a certificate of consent to self-insure, which may
be given upon furnishing proof satisfactory to the Director of Industrial Relations of ability to selfinsure and to pay any compensation that may become due to his employees.
To be signed by authorized corporate officer or partner or individual submitting the Proposal. If Bidder is:
(example)
1. An individual using a firm name, sign: "John Doe, an individual doing business as Blank Company."
2. An individual doing business under his own name, Sign: your name only.
3. A co-partnership, sign: "John Doe and Richard Doe, co-partners doing business as Blank Company, by, John
-Doe, co-partner.
4. A corporation, sign: "Blank Company, by John Doe, Secretary." or other title)
I am aware of the provisions of Section 3700 of the Labor CodJ which require every employer to be insured
against liability for worker's compensation or to undertake self-in ance in accordance with the provisions of that
code, and I will comply with such provisions before commencing ffe performance of the work of this contract.

DATE: ag—

(

I

Contractor Diede fonstruction Inc.

Signature teven L. Diede, President

Construction and Demolition (C&D) Debris Recycling Requirements
As a condition of receiving this Contract, Contractor agrees to fully comply with the requirements specified
herein for all demolition projects, as well as projects with a valuation of $250,000 or more:
1,
Definitions. For purposes of this section, the following terms, words and phrases shall have the
following meanings:
"Certified C&D sorting facility" means a facility that receives C&D debris and/or processes C&D
debris into its component material types for reuse, recycling, and disposal of residuals and possesses a
valid certificate as a C&D sorting facility from the Sacramento Regional County Solid Waste Authority.
"Construction and demolition debris" or "C&D debris" means used or commonly discarded
materials resulting from construction, repair, remodel or demolition operations on any pavement, house,
building, or other structure, or from landscaping that are not hazardous as defined in California Health
and Safety Code section 25100 et seq. Such materials include, but are not limited to, concrete, asphalt,
wood, metal, brick, dirt, sand, rock, gravel, plaster, glass, gypsum wallboard, cardboard and other
associated packaging, roofing material, ceramic tile, carpeting, masonry, plastic pipe, trees, and other
vegetative matter resulting from land clearing and landscaping.
"Divert' or "diversion" means to use materials for any purpose other than disposal in a landfill or
transformation facility. Methods to divert materials include on-site reuse of the materials, delivery of
materials from the project site to a certified C&D sorting facility or a recycling facility, or other methods as
approved in regulations promulgated by the City Department of Utilities.
"Franchised waste hauler" means a person who possesses a valid commercial solid waste
collection franchise issued by the Sacramento Regional County Solid Waste Authority.
"Mixed C&D-debris" means loads-that include commingled recyclable and non-recyclable-C&D_
debris generated at a project site.
"Recyclable C&D debris" means C&D debris required to be diverted from landfills as specified in
the Waste Management Plan and returned to the economic mainstream in the form of raw material for
new, reused or reconstituted products that meet the quality standards necessary to be used in the
marketplace.
"Recycling facility" means a facility or operation that receives, processes, and transfers sourceseparated recyclable materials.
"Source-separated C&D debris" means recyclable C&D debris that is separately sorted and
containerized at the site of generation by individual material type and segregated from mixed C&D debris
prior to collection and transporting.
"Waste log" means a record detailing the management of C&D debris generated by the covered
project, including the date and weight/volume of material by type that was salvaged, reused, recycled or
disposed.
2. Waste Manaciement Plan. A completed WMP (see Attachment 1) must be submitted to and
approved by the City prior to commencing any work on the project_ The IMP must specify the types of
C&D debris that will be generated from the project; the manner in which C&D debris will be managed
and/or stored on the project site; the manner in which recyclable C&D debris generated from the project
will be recycled or reuse; the person who will haul, collect or transport the recyclable C&D debris from the
project site; and the certified C&D sorting facility or recycling facility where recyclable C&D debris will be
delivered. The WMP must be approved by the City prior to commencing any work on the project.
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3.
Contractor shall be solely responsible for diverting the recyclable C&D materials specified on the
WMP. Mixed C&D debris shall be delivered to a SWA-certified C&D sorting facility only. Only the permit
holder, the person who generates the waste, a franchised waste hauler, or the City of Sacramento can
transport or haul mixed C&D debris_ Source-separated C&D debris may be delivered by any person to
any recycling facility that accepts such materials. (See Attachment 2 for list of C&D Debris Haulers and
Facilities).
4.
During the course of the project, Contractor shall maintain a waste log (see Attachment 3), and
keep all weight tickets or weight receipts, for all C&D debris hauled away from the project At a minimum,
the waste log shall specify the C&D debris generated by the project; the manner in which C&D debris was
recycled or re-used; and the _facility where the C&D debris was delivered.
5.
Within 30 days after submitting the project completion report, Contractor shall submit to the City a
completed waste log, along with copies of supporting weight tickets. Contractor shall maintain and keep
accurate and complete records of al bills, weight receipts or weight tickets that were issued for the
collection, transport or disposal of C&D debris for a period of one-year after submittal of the waste log.
The records shall be made available for inspection, examination and audit by the City during the one-year
retention period to validate the information provided in the WMP and in the waste log. If the City
determines noncompliance by the Contractor after an audit has been conducted, Contractor shall
reimburse the City for all costs incurred in performing the audit.
6.
Failure by Contractor to comply with any provisions specified herein will subject Contractor to
possible suspension and/or termination of this Contract for cause; repayment of any or all of the Contract
amount disbursed by the City; imposition of a penalty, payable to the City ($504250 for first offense,
$2514500 for second offense, and $501-$1500 for subsequent offenses); and/or submission of a
performance security deposit fee when submitting a permit application to the City for a project within one
year of imposition of the penalty.
For questions_or_to_obtain more information about the Recycling_Requirements for C&D debris, contact
the City of Sacramento, Solid Waste Services Division, 2812 Meadowview Road, Building 1, Sacramento,
CA 95832, or telephone (916) 808-4833, or email C&Dcitvofsacramento.orq
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Debris:

C&D Debris Waste Management Plan
City of Sacramento Solid Waste Services
2812 Meadowview Road, Building 1
Sacramento, CA 95832
Phone: (916) 808-4839/ Fax: (916) 808-4999
C&D@cityofsacramento.org

Waste .Management Plan

This Waste Management Plan (WMP) must be submitted and approved before work can begin. Only one WMP is required for
each public construction project. The administration fee and, if applicable, a security deposit must be submitted with this form.
to be approved. Administration fee is 0.04% of project bid amount (min $40, max $800); security deposit is 1% of bid amount
(max $10,000). The accompanying Waste Log must be submitted within 30 days of the project completion report, or a penalty
may be imposed.
A.Building Project Information:
Job Address:

Project Bid Amount: $

Contractor
Address:

Phone:

B.Briefly describe the project:

C.Materials Required to be Recycled. 50% of all debris must be recycled if generated during the course of your project. You
can either source-separate them, which may be hauled by anyone, or mix them in one container and send the mixed C&D
debris load to a Certified Mixed C&D Sorting Facility. Mixed C&D loads can only be hauled by a franchised hauler or selfhauled, Please see Section F. Definitions, on the next page, for more information.

D.Material Management
1. How will C&D debris will be stored on the project site:

Mixed C&D

Source- Separated.

2. Company to haul away debris:
3. Facilities to receive debris:

C&D Debris Waste Management Plan
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C&D Debris
Waste Management Plan

C&D Debris Waste Management Plan
City of Sacramento Solid Waste Services
2812 Meadowview Road, Building 1
Sacramento, CA 95832
Phone: (916) 808-4839 / Fax: (916) 808-4999
C&D@cityofsacramento.org

E. Definitions.
Please read and understand these terms. Call Solid Waste at (916) 808-4833 if these terms are not clear to you. More information
is also available online at http://www.cityofsacramento.orglutilitiesl.
1. Self-haul or self-hauling: This is when the general contractor or a subcontractor who is dolt,, work on the protect hauls their
own waste materials for recycling or disposal. Note that a jobsite cleanup crew is not doing other work on the protect and is
not self-hauling. Jobsite cleanup crews need to be franchised in order to haul mixed C&D debris away.
2_ Franchised hauler: Check the Department of Utilities (DOU) website for a list of these haulers. Only these companies and
the City of Sacramento can collect and haul mixed C&D debris generated within the City for a fee.
3. Source separation: This means keeping wood, metal, cardboard, or other recyciables in separate containers, and sending
the materials to an authorized recycler. A list of authorized recyclers can be found on the DOU web site. Source-separated
materials may be hauled by anyone.
4. Mixed C&D debris: This means putting all recyclable debris into one container. Mixed materials must be sent to a certified
mixed C&D sorting facility. Mixed materials may be either self-hauled or hauled by a franchised hauler. If your job site is
crowded, this option saves the most space.
5. Certified Mixed C&D Sorting Facility: See the DOU web site for a list. These facilities have been certified by the
Sacramento Regional Solid Waste Authority (SWA) to extract recyclable materials from mixed C&D debris.
F. Terms and Conditions
• Your approved Waste Management Plan and Waste Log_must be kept om.the job site for the duration of the project.
• City of Sacramento Solid Waste Services staff may enter the jobsite to inspect waste collection areas.
• ALL Clean Wood Waste (unpainted, untreated lumber, plywood and OS), Inert Materials (concrete, asphalt paving, brick,
block, and dirt), Wooden Pallets Scrap Metal, and Corrugated Cardboard must be recycled.
• Only SWA-Certified Mixed C&D Sorting Facilities may be used to recycle these materials if mixed with other materials.
• Only the City of Sacramento, SWA-Franchised Haulers, or self-haulers (as defined above) may collect and transport mixed
C&D material from the jobsite.
• C&D Debris may not be burned or dumped illegally.
• Your Waste Log must be completed and submitted, with supporting weight tickets, within 30 days of submitting your project
completion report. All waste hauling and disposal or recycling activity must be entered on the Waste Log, including information
from any subcontractors who self-hauled their own debris off-site.
• You must keep all receipts or weight-tickets from your project for a period of one year from the submittal of your waste log.
• Failure to comply with these terms and conditions may result in a fine and payment of a security deposit on future projects.

C&D Debris Waste Management Plan
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C &D Debris

Haulers & Facilities

C&D Debris Waste Management Plan
City of Sacramento Solid Waste Services
2812 Meadowview Road, Building 1
Sacramento, CA 95832
Phone: (916) 808-4833 / Fax: (916) 808-4999
C&D@cityofsacramento.org

Certified Mixed C&D Facilities
Allied Waste / Elder Creek Transfer and Recovery
L&D Landfill
Waste Management / K&M Recycle America

(916) 387-8425
(916) 737-8640
(916) 452-0142

Franchised Haulers
ACES Waste Services, Inc.
Allied Waste Services
All Waste Systems, Inc.
Atlas Disposal Industries, LLC
California Waste Recovery Systems
Central Valley Waste Services, Inc.
City of Sacramento Solid Waste

(866) 488-8837 Elk Grove Waste Management, LLC
(916) 631-0600 Mini Drops, Inc.
(916) 456-1555 Norcal Waste Services of Sacramento
(916) 455-2800 North West Recyclers
(916) 441-1985 Waste Management of Sacramento
(209) 369-8274 Waste Removal & Recycling
(916) 808-4839 Western Strategic Materials, Inc.

Recyclers*
Bell Marine
C & C Paper Recycling
EBI Aggregates
International Paper
Modern Waste Solutions
PRIDE Industries, Inc.
Recycling Industries, Inc.
Sacramento Local Conservation Corps
Smurfit-Stone Container Corporation
Southside Art Center
Spencer Building Maintenance, Inc.

(916) 689-4052
(916) 686-8785
(916) 381-5300
(916) 686-8575
(916) 387-1400
(916) 453-1400
(916) 388-1076

Recovery Stations & Landfills
(916) 442-9089 Elder Creek Recovery & Transfer
(916) 920-2673 Station
(916) 372-7580 Kiefer Landfill
(916) 371-4634 L & D Landfill
(916) 447-6800 North Area Recovery Station
(916) 640-1300 Sacramento Recycling & Transfer
(916) 452-3961 Station
(916) 386-8394 Waste Management Recycle America
(916) 381-3340
(916) 387-8080
(916) 922-1900

(916) 387-8425
(916) 875-5555
(916) 383-9420
(916) 875-5555
(916) 379-0500
(916) 452-0142

More updated information can be found online at:
htto://www.citvofsacramento.oro/utilities/
* Please note that any facility may receive source-separated recyclable materials as long as it is authorized to do so by
the State of California. This is not meant to be a complete list.

C&D Debris Haulers & Facilities

Rev. 02/02/2011

p&D Debris
Waste Log

C&D Debris Waste Management Plan
City of Sacramento Solid Waste Services
2812 Meadowview Road, Building
Sacramento, CA 95832
Phone: (916) 808-43391 Fax: (916) 808-4999
C&D@cityofsacramento.org

Project address:
This waste log, and copies of supporting weight tickets, must be submitted to Solid Waste within 30 days of submitting the
project completion report. The waste log and weight tickets must also be kept on file for one year after project completion.
Date

Hauler:
Material:
Destination:
Amount:

Hauler°

Material

Destination

Amount

Indicate the Franchisee, Self-Hauler, City of Sacramento, or other hauler who removed the material offsite.
Indicate appropriate category: Scrap Metal, inert Materials, Cardboard, Wooden Pallets, or Clean Wood Waste,
Indicate the facility that received the material for disposal or recycling
Indicate the weight. If weight is not known, put volume.

C&D Debris Waste Log

Rev. 02/0212011

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

PAY REQUEST APPLICATION

ENGINEERING SERVICES DIVISION
9151 Street, Room 2000

V
, Y

(All information to be entered on Schedule of Values page.)
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List all ESBE/UDBE subcontractors employed on this project during this period ending date and indicate amounts paid. Please also include
ESBEJUDBE materials suppliers and trucking firms. Attach proof of payments made. The Pay Request Application will be considered
incomplete unless this information is provided along with all other required documentation to support the request for payment. Attach
additional sheets if necessary.

Circle UDBE for FEDERALLY funded proiects. Select ESBE for locally funded projects.

.0E4*#
ESSE / UDBE Sub-Contractor

*;.,:.,
Previous Total
(A)

Current Pay Reauest Total
(B)

Total ESBE / UDBE Work
(A+B)

Percentage Attained
(A+B)rfotal Contract Amt

.

Template: Pay Request-Power Inn.xls

(Spreadsheet designed for use with Office 2007)
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DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

PAY REQUEST APPLICATION

ENGINEERING SERVICES DIVISION
915 I Street, Room 2000

(All information to be entered on Schedule of Values page.)

'Labor compliance (payrolls. etc.) Is current and submitted for this Pay Request
Approved
By (Prime Contractor)

Date:
PRINT AND SIGN

Submit To:

Transportation
9D1e5" rt Street,
Sacramento, Roor121.4

m

Approved
By (Resident Const. Inspector)

Date:

Certified by Project Manager
By (Project Manager)

Date:
PRINT AND SIGN

Approved
By (Labor Compliance)

Date:
PRINT AND SIGN

In accordance with Public Contract Code Sec. 20104.50 the City shall pay the Contractor interest on any progress payment which is made by City
more than 30 days after City receives an undisputed and properly submitted written payment request. Said Interest shall be equal to the rate set forth
in CCP Sec.685.010(a), and shall begin to accrue upon the expiration of said 30 day period. Any written request for a progress payment which City
determines to be disputed, improper or not suitable for payment for any reason shall be returned to Contractor within 7 days after receipt by City,
along with a written statement of the reason or reasons why such request is disputed, improper or not suitable for payment.

••,4,:s4S;

•-''0,-,0•••••"'

Template: Pay Request-Power Inn.xls

Contractor Entered Data
Construction Inspector's Name.
PM certifies thalall information is correct.

(Spreadsheet designed for use with Office 2007)
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CITY OF SACRAMENTO
Department of General Services

GUARANTEE
Page 1 of 1

GUARANTEE
We hereby guarantee the SACRAMENTO VALLEY DEPOT RETROFIT PROJECT (PN: 115029003) to the City
of Sacramento for one (1) year in accordance with the guarantee required in the specifications. We agree to
repair or replace any or all such work, together with all or any other work which may be displaced in so doing, that
may be proven defective in workmanship or material within the one-year period from the date of acceptance
without any expense whatsoever to the City, ordinary wear and tear and unusual abuse or neglect excepted.
In the event of our failure to comply with the above-mentioned conditions wi 4,p n five (5) days time after being
notified in writing, we collectively or separately, do hereby authorize the to proceed to have the defects
repaired and made good at our expense and will pay the costs and dam ges, including but not limited to any
related attorney fees and City staff and administrative expenses, therefor mediately upon demand.
Dated:

Signed:

Steven L. Diede, President
PrintedName

Diede Construction, Inc.
Company

P.O. Box 1007
Address

Woodbridge, CA 95258

(Rev. 5-6-91)

SMMA

ACC:PRO"

4h,-

DATE (MM/DO/YVYY)

CERTIFICATE OF LIABILITY INSURANCE

813112011
THIS CERTIFICATE IS ISSUED AS A MATTER OF INFORMATION ONLY AND CONFERS NO RIGHTS UPON THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER. THIS
CERTIFICATE DOES NOT AFFIRMATIVELY OR NEGATIVELY AMEND, EXTEND OR ALTER THE COVERAGE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES
1 ELOW. THIS CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A CONTRACT BETWEEN THE ISSUING INSURER(S), AUTHORIZED
kPRESENTATIVE OR PRODUCER, AND THE CERTIFICATE HOLDER.
IMPORTANT: If the certificate holder is an ADDITIONAL INSURED, the policy(ies) must be endorsed. If SUBROGATION IS WAIVED, subject to
the terms and conditions of the policy, certain policies may require an endorsement. A statement on this certificate does not confer rights to the
certificate holder in lieu of such endorsement(s).

I

PRODUCER License #0707137
(209) 578-0183
DiBuduo & DeFendis Insurance Agency, Inc. - MOD
License # 0707137
P.O. Box 580531
ta:

Modesto, CA 95358-0071

CONTACT
NAME:
PHONE
LA/C, No, Est):
ADDRESS:
PRODUCER
CUSTOMER ID

FAX

(NC, No):

DIEDCON-01
INSURER(S) AFFORDING COVERAGE

Diede Construction, Inc.
PO Box 1007
Woodbridge, CA 95258-

INSURED

INSURER A: Valley
INSURER a

NAIC SI

Forge Insurance Co

:Transportation Insurance Company

INSURER C : Starr

Indemnity & Liability Company
Insurance Company

INSURER D : Seabright
INSURER E:
INSURER F:

COVERAGES

CERTIFICATE NUMBER:

REVISION NUMBER:

THIS IS TO CERTIFY THAT THE POLICIES OF INSURANCE LISTED BELOW HAVE BEEN ISSUED TO THE INSURED NAMED ABOVE FOR THE POLICY PERIOD
INDICATED. NOTWM-ISTANDING ANY REQUIREMENT, TERM OR CONDITION OF ANY CONTRACT OR OTHER DOCUMENT WITH RESPECT TO WHICH THIS
CERTIFICATE MAY BE ISSUED OR MAY PERTAIN, THE INSURANCE AFFORDED BY THE POLICIES DESCRIBED HEREIN IS SUBJECT TO ALL THE TERMS,
EXCLUSIONS AND CONDITIONS OF SUCH POLICIES. LIMITS SHOWN MAY HAVE BEEN REDUCED BY PAID CLAIMS.
INSR
LTR

ADDL SUER
INSR WVD

TYPE OF INSURANCE

POLICY NUMBER

POLICY EFF
(MM/DD/YYYY)

POLICY EXP
(MM/DOMYY)

GENERAL LIABILITY

A

$

1,000,000

°PrusEE-srgEol4,1,Eurr
pR
°,,,e)

$

100,000

CLAIMS-MADE I X I OCCUR

MED EXP (Am one person)

$

X Property DamageDeductible
X 925,000/Occurrence

PERSONAL & ADV INJURY

$

5,000
1,000,000

GENERAL AGGREGATE

$

2,000,000

Galt AGGREGATE LIMIT APPLIES PER:

PRODUCTS- COMP/OP AGG

$

2

1 -1

B

X

COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILit y

X

..,

LIMITS
EACH OCCURRENCE

POLICY Dil

"a.

7/112011

7/112012

X
U4020038819

ANY AUTO

711(2011

7/1/2012

ALL OWNED AUTOS
SCHEDULED AUTOS
X

HIRED ALTOS

X

NON-OWNED AUTOS

000,000

$

ri Loc

AUTOMOBILE LIABILITY

X

U4020038903

COMBINED SINGLE LIMIT
(Ea accident)

$

BODILY INJURY (Per person)

$

BODILY INJURY (Per accident)

$

PROPERTY DAMAGE
(Per accident)

$

1,000,000

$
$

UMBRELLA MB

x

EXCESS LIAB

C

X

OCCUR

EACH OCCURRENCE

$

CLAIMS-MADE

AGGREGATE

$

SISCCCL01533311

DEDUCTIBLE

D

RETENTION
S
WORKERS COMPENSATION
AND EMPLOYERS' LIA)3ILITY
Y IN
ANY PROPRIETOR/PARTNER/EXECUTIVE 1
OFFICER/MEMBER EXCLUDED?
(Mandatory In NH)
If yes, describe cinder
DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS below

711/2011

7/1/2012

10,000,000
10,000,000

$

$
X
1

N IA

X

BB1110609

1/112011

1/1/2012

I MysL"rin I

I °E1R1-

Et. EACH AccoEnrr

5

EL. DISEASE - EA EMPLOYEE $
EL. DISEASE - POLICY LIMIT

$

1,000,000
1,000,000
1,000,000

DESCRIPTION OF OPERATIONS I LOCATIONS! VEHICLES (Attach ACORD 101, Additional Remarks Schedule. f more apace Is required)

Project: Sacramento Valley Depot Retrofit-401 I Street, Sacramento, CA PN: T15029003. As respects to general liability coverage is primary
and additional Insured applies per attached G140331C 10/10. Additional Insured as respects to auto coverage applies per attached CA2048
0299. As respects to workers compensation coverage waiver of subrogation applies per attached form WC040306 4/84
CERTIFICATE HOLDER

CANCELLATION

City of Sacramento, its officials,
employees and volunteers
9151 Street, Room 2000
Sacramento, CA 95814-

ACORD 25 (2009/09)

SHOULD ANY OF THE ABOVE DESCRIBED POLICIES BE CANCELLED BEFORE
THE EXPIRATION DATE THEREOF. NOTICE WILL BE DELIVERED IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS.
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE

0 1988-2009 ACORD CORPORATION. All rights reserved.
The ACORD name and logo are registered marks of ACORD

G-1 40331-C
(Ed. 10/10)

C 'NA

Policy #U4020038903

THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

BLANKET ADDITIONAL INSURED - OWNERS, LESSEES OR CONTRACTORS
-WITH PRODUCTS-COMPLETED OPERATIONS COVERAGE
This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:
COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY COVERAGE PART

SCHEDULE (OPTIONAL)
Name of Additional Insured Person(s)
Or Organizations
(As required by "written contract" per Paragraph A. below.)

City of Sacramento, its officials, employees and volunteers
9161 I Street, Room 2000
Sacramento, CA 95814
Location(s) of Covered Operations
(As per the "written contract", provided the location is within the "coverage territory" of this Coverage Part.)

Sacramento Valley Depot Retrofit project PN: T15029003 at 401 I St., Sacramento, CA
A. Section II - Who Is An Insured is amended to include as
an additional insured:
1. Any person or organization, whom you are required
by 'written contract" to add as an additional insured
on this Coverage Part; and
2. The particular person or organization, if any,
scheduled above.
B. The insurance provided to the additional insured is limited
as follows:
1. The person or organization is an additional insured
only with respect to liability for "bodily injury,"
"property damage," or "personal and advertising
injury" caused in whole or in part by:
a. Your acts or omissions; or
b. The acts or omissions of those acting on your
behalf in the performance of your ongoing
operations specified in the 'Written contract"; or
c. "Your work" that is specified in the "written
contract" but only for "bodily injury" or "property
damage" included in the "products-completed
operations hazard" , and only if:
(1.)the 'written contract" requires you to
provide the additional insured such
coverage; and
(2.)This Coverage Part provides such
coverage.

G-140331-C
(Ed. 10/10)

2. We will not provide the additional insured any
broader coverage or any higher limit of insurance
than the least that is:
a. Required by the "written contract";
b. Described in B.I. above; or
C. Afforded to you under this policy.
3. This insurance is excess of all other insurance
available to the additional insured whether on a
primary, excess, contingent or on any other basis.
But if required by the 'written contract", this
insurance will be primary and non-contributory
relative to insurance on which the additional insured
is a Named Insured.
4. The insurance provided to the additional insured
does not apply to "bodily injury", "property damage",
or "personal and advertising injury" arising out of:
a, The rendering of, or the failure to render any
professional architectural, engineering, or
surveying services, including:
(1.) The preparing, approving, or failing to
prepare or approve maps, shop
drawings, opinions, reports, surveys,
field orders, change orders or drawings
and specifications; and
(2.) Supervisory,inspection,architectural or
engineering activities; or
b. Any premises or work for which the additional
insured is specifically listed as an additional

Indudes Copyrighted material of Insurance Services Office. Inc.. with its permission

Page 1 of 2

G-1 40331-C
(Ed. 10/10)

CNA
insured on another endorsement attached to this
Coverage Part
C. SECTION IV — COMMERCIAL GENERAL LIABILITY
CONDITIONS is amended as follows:
1. The Duties In The Event of Occurrence, Offense,
Claim or Suit condition is amended to add the
following additional conditions applicable to the
additional insured:
An additional insured under this endorsement will as
soon as practicable:
(1) Give us written notice of an "occurrence" or an
offense which may result in a claim or "suit'
under this insurance, and of any claim or "suit"
that does result;
(2) Except as provided in Paragraph 8.3 of this
endorsement, agree to make available any other
insurance the additional insured has for a loss
we cover under this Coverage Part;
(3) Send us copies of all legal papers received, and
otherwise cooperate with us in the investigation,
defense, or settlement of the claim or "suit"; and
(4) Tender the defense and indemnity of any claim
or "suit' to any other insurer or self insurer
whose policy or program applies to a loss we
cover under this Coverage Part; But if the
'Written contract" requires this insurance to be
primary and non-contributory, this provision (4)
does not apply to insurance on which the
additional insured is a Named Insured.
We have no duty to defend or indemnify an
additional insured under this endorsement until we
receive from the additional insured written notice of a
claim or "suit."

2. With respect only to the insurance provided by this
endorsement, the first sentence of Paragraph 4.0. of
the Other Insurance Condition is deleted and
replaced with the following:
4. Other Insurance
a. Primary Insurance
This insurance is primary and noncontributory except when rendered excess
by this endorsement G-140331-C, or when
Paragraph b. below applies.
D. Only for the purpose of the insurance provided by
this endorsement, SECTION )1-DEFINITIONS is
amended to add the following definition:
"Written contract" means a written contract or written
agreement that requires you to make a person or
organization an additional insured on this Coverage
Part, provided the contract or agreement
1. Is currently in effect or becomes effective
during the term of this policy; and
2. Was executed prior to;
a. The "bodily injury" or "property damage"; or
b.The offense that caused the "personal and
advertising injury" for which the additional
Insured seeks coverage under this
Coverage Part_

Authorized Signature:

G-140331-C
(Ed. 10/10)

Includes Copyrighted material of Insurance Services Office. Inc., with Is permission

Page 2 of 2

POLICY NUMBER:

U4020038819

COMMERCIAL AUTO
CA 20 48 02 99

THIS ENDORSEMENT CHANGES THE POLICY. PLEASE READ IT CAREFULLY.

DESIGNATED INSURED

This endorsement modifies insurance provided under the following:
BUSINESS AUTO COVERAGE FORM
GARAGE COVERAGE FORM
MOTOR CARRIER COVERAGE FORM
TRUCKERS COVERAGE FORM
With respect to coverage provided by this endorsement, the provisions of the Coverage Form apply unless
modified by this endorsement.
This endorsement identifies person(s) or organization(s) who are Insureds" under the Who Is An Insured
Provision of the Coverage Form. This endorsement does not alter coverage provided in the Coverage
Form.
This endorsement changes the policy effective on the inception date of the policy unless another date is
indicated below.
Endorsement Effective: 7/1/2011

Named Insured: Diede Construction, Inc.

Countersigned By:
(Authorized Representative)
SCHEDULE

Name of Person(s) or Organization(s) :
City of Sacramento, its officials, employees and volunteers
9151 I Street, Room 2000
Sacramento, CA 95314

RE: Sacramento Valley Depot Retrofit Project PN: T15029003 at 401 I Street, Sacramento, CA
(If no entry appears above, information required to complete this endorsement will be shown in the
Declarations as applicable to the endorsement. )
Each person or organization shown in the Schedule is an "insured" for Liability Coverage, but only to the
extent that person or organization qualifies as an "insured" under the Who Is An Insured Provision
contained in Section II of the Coverage Form.
CA 20 48 02 99
Insurance Services Office, Inc., 1998

Page 1 of 1

WORKERS COMPENSATION AND EMPLOYERS LIABILITY INSURANCE POLICY

WC 04 03 06
(Ed. 4-84)

WAIVER OF OUR RIGHT TO RECOVER FROM OTHERS ENDORSEMENT—CALIFORNIA
We have the right to recover our payments from anyone liable for an injury covered by this policy. We will not enforce our
tight against the person or organization named in the Schedule. (This agreement applies only to the extent that you
perform work under a written contract that requires you to obtain this agreement from US.)
You must maintain payroll records accurately segregating the remuneration of your employees while engaged in the work
described in the Schedule.
The additional premium for this endorsement shall be
due on such remuneration,

% of the California workers' compensation premium otherwise

Schedule
Job Description

Person or Organization

WHERE YOU ARE REQUIRED BY WRITTEN CONTRACT TO
OBTAIN THIS AGREEMENT FROM US, PROVIDED THE
CONTRACT IS SIGNED AND DATED PRIOR TO THE DATE OF
LOSS TO WHICH THIS WAIVER APPLIES. IN NO INSTANCE
SHALL THE PROVISIONS AFFORDED BY THIS
ENDORSEMENT BENEFIT ANY COMPANY OPERATING.
AIRCRAFT FOR HIRE.

'The premium charge for this endorsement shall be 2% of the premium developed in the State of California, but not less
than $500 policy minimum premium.

This endorsement changes the policy to which it Is attached and Is effective on the date issued unless otherwise stated.
(The information below Is required only when this endorsement Is issued subsequent to preparation of the policy.)
Policy No. BB1110609
Endorsement Effective 01/01/11
Insured
Diecle Construction, Inc.
SeaBright insurance Company
Insurance Company
Countersigned By
WC 04 03 06
(Ed. 4-84)
@Inn by the Workers' CatipensetIon Insurance liethig Bureau Of Cellloral a. All rights reserved.

13
Endorsement No.
Policy Effective Date 01/01/11

cI

SMMA

ACORD
. EVIDENCE OF PROPERTY INSURANCE

DATE (MM/DD/YY)

8/31/2011
THIS IS EVIDENCE THAT INSURANCE AS IDENTIFIED BELOW HAS BEEN ISSUED, IS IN FORCE, AND CONVEYS ALL THE
RIGHTS AND PRIVILEGES AFFORDED UNDER THE POLICY.
PR
NR
COMPANY
(209) 578-0183
I H N
Dibuduo & DeFendis Insurance Agency, Inc. - MOD
Illinois Union Insurance Company
License # 0707137
P.O. Box 580531
Modesto, CA 95358-0071

rA R, zz F.).

I SUB CODE:

CODE:
'Mgh1FR

in #. DIEDCON-01

License

#0707137

INSURED

LOAN NUMBER

Diede Construction, Inc.
PO Box 1007
Woodbridge, CA 95258-

POLICY NUMBER

121123663002
EFFECTIVE DATE

EXPIRATION DATE

7/112011

7/1/2012

THIS REPLACES PRIOR EVIDENCE DATED:

CONTINUED UNTIL

I TERMINATED IF CHECKED

I

I

PROPERTY INFORMATION
LOCATIONIDESCRIPTION

Builders Risk - Location: Various Locations as Reported

COVERAGE INFORMATION
COVERAGEJPERILS/FORNIS

AMOUNT OF INSURANCE

$15,000,000

Buildings in Course of Construction-Any One Occurrence! Special Form / Replacement Cost
Soft Costs Coverage

DEDUCTIBLE

$250,000

$5,000
$5,000

REMARKS (Including Special Conditions)

10 Day Notice of

Cancellation for Nonpayment of Premium

RE: Sacramento Valley Depot Retrofit Project PN: T15029003 at 4011 Street, Sacramento, CA
CANCELLATION
THE POLICY IS SUBJECT TO THE PREMIUMS, FORMS, AND RULES IN EFFECT FOR EACH POLICY PERIOD. SHOULD THE

POLICY BE TERMINATED, THE COMPANY WILL GIVE THE ADDITIONAL INTEREST IDENTIFIED BELOW 30
WRITTEN NOTICE, AND WILL SEND NOTIFICATION OF ANY CHANGES TO THE POLICY THAT WOULD AFFECT THAT
INTEREST, IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE POLICY PROVISIONS OR AS REQUIRED BY LAW.
ADDITIONAL INTEREST
NAME AND ADDRESS

City of Sacramento
915 I Street, Room 2000
Sacramento, CA 95814-

_

MORTGAGEE

DAYS

— ADDITIONAL INSURED

X

LOSS PAYEE
LOANS
AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE
,..,

.0•00P'
_dideMOBO

I

ACORD 27 (319

ACORD CORPORATION 1993

Request for Taxpayer
identification Number and Certification

-9
Form W
(Rev. October 2007)
Department of the Treasury
Internal Revenue SenAce
Name (as shown on your Income tax return)

co
co

a.
c
0
0
0, 2

Diede Construction, Inc.
Business name, if different from above

•

0

q

Individual/Sole proprietor
FA Corporation
Check appropriate box:
Partnership
0 Limited liability company. Enter the tax classification (D=disregarded entity, C.-corporation, P.pattnership) P.

0

II Other (see instructions)

i

C

E
g

11.

g

Part

•

Exempt
payee

lo.

Address (number, street, and apt. or suite no.)

CI' 0

Give form to the
requester. Do not
send to the IRS.

Requester's name and address (optional)

P.O. Box 1007
City, state, and ZIP code

Woodbridge, CA 95258
List account number(s) here (optional)

I

Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN)

Enter your TIN in the appropriate box. The TIN provided must match the name given on Line 1 to avoid
backup withholding. For individuals, this is your social security number (SSN). However, for a resident
alien, sole proprietor, or disregarded entity, see the Part 1 Instructions on page 3. For other entities, It Is
your employer identification number (EIN). If you do not have a number, see How to get a TIN on page 3.
Note. If the account is in more than one name, see the chart on page 4 for guidelines on whose
number to enter.

Part II

Social security number

or
Employer Identification number

68

0257126

Certification

Under penalties of perjury, I certify that:
1. The number shown on this form is my correct taxpayer identification number (or 1 am waiting for a number to be issued to me), and
2. I am not subject to backup withholding becau;e: (a) I am exempt from backup withholding, or (b) I have not been notified by the Internal
Revenue Service (IRS) that I am subject to • jkup withholding as a result of a failure to report all Interest or dividends, or (c) the IRS has
notified me that I am no longer subject to • f up withholding, and
3. I am a U.S. citizen or other U.S. person
ed below).
Certification instructions. You must cross
item 2 above if you have been notified by the IRS that you are currently subject to backup
withholding because you have failed to rep
all interest and dividends on your tax return. For real estate transactions, item 2 does not apply.
For mortgage interest paid, acquisition or
ndonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, contributions to an individual retirement
arrangement (IRA), and generally, payment other than interest and dividends, you are not required to sign the Certification, but you must
provide your correct TIN. See the instructi as on page 4.

Sign
Here

Signature of
U.S. person lb-

Date

General Instructions

Definition of a U.S. person. For federal tax purposes, you are

Section references are to the Inte I'avenue Code unless
otherwise noted.

Purpose of Form
A person who is required to file an information return with the
IRS must obtain your correct taxpayer identification number (TIN)
to report, for example, income paid to you, real estate
transactions, mortgage interest you paid, acquisition or
abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, or
contributions you made to an IRA.
Use Form W-9 only if you are a U.S. person (including a
resident alien), to provide your correct TIN to the person
requesting it (the requester) and, when applicable, to:
1. Certify that the TIN you are giving is correct (or you are
waiting for a number to be issued),
2. Certify that you are not subject to backup withholding, or
3. Claim exemption from backup withholding if you are a U.S.
exempt payee. If applicable, you are also certifying that as a
U.S. person, your allocable share of any partnership income from
a U.S. trade or business is not subject to the withholding tax on
foreign partners' share of effectively connected Income.
Note. If a requester gives you a form other than Form W-9 to
request your TIN, you must use the requester's form if it Is
substantially similar to this Form W-9.

considered a U.S. person if you are:
• An individual who is a U.S. citizen or U.S. resident alien,
• A partnership, corporation, company, or association created or
organized in the United States or under the laws of the United
States,
a An estate (other than a foreign estate), or
• A domestic trust (as defined In Regulations section
301.7701-7).
Special rules for partnerships. Partnerships that conduct a
trade or business In the United States are generally required to
pay a withholding tax on any foreign partners' share of Income
from such business. Further, in certain cases where a Form W-9
has not been received, a partnership is required to presume that
a partner is a foreign person, and pay the withholding tax.
Therefore, if you are a U.S. person that is a partner in a
partnership conducting a trade or business in the United States,
provide Form W-9 to the partnership to establish your U.S.
status and avoid withholding on your share of partnership
income.
The person who gives Form W-9 to the partnership for
purposes of establishing its U.S. status and avoiding withholding
on its allocable share of net income from the partnership
conducting a trade or business in the United States is in the
following cases:
• The U.S. owner of a disregarded entity and not the entity,

Cat. No. 10231X
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• The U.S. grantor or other owner of a grantor trust and not the
trust, and
• The U.S. trust (other than a grantor trust) and not the
beneficiaries of the trust.
Foreign person. If you are a foreign person, do not use Form
W-9. Instead, use the appropriate Form W-8 (see Publication
515, Withholding of Tax on Nonresident Aliens and Foreign
Entities).
Nonresident alien who becomes a resident alien. Generally,
only a nonresident alien individual may use the terms of a tax
treaty to reduce or eliminate U.S. tax on certain types of income.
However, most tax treaties contain a provision known as a
"saving clause." Exceptions specified in the saving clause may
permit an exemption from tax to continue for certain types of
income even after the payee has otherwise become a U.S.
resident alien for tax purposes.
If you are a U.S. resident alien who is relying on an exception
contained in the saving clause of a tax treaty to claim an
exemption from U.S. tax on certain types of income, you must
attach a statement to Form W-9 that specifies the following five
items:
1. The treaty country. Generally, this must be the same treaty
under which you claimed exemption from tax as a nonresident
alien.
2. The treaty article addressing the Income.
3. The article number (or location) in the tax treaty that
contains the saving clause and its exceptions.
4. The type and amount of income that qualifies for the
exemption from tax.
5. Sufficient facts to justify the exemption from tax under the
terms of the treaty article.
Example. Article 20 of the U.S.-China income tax treaty allows
an exemption from tax for scholarship income received by a
Chinese student temporarily present in the United States. Under
U.S. law, this student will become a resident alien for tax
purposes if his or her stay in the United States exceeds 5
calendar years. However, paragraph 2 of the first Protocol to the
U.S.-China treaty (dated April 30, 1984) allows the provisions of
Article 20 to continue to apply even after the Chinese student
becomes a resident alien of the United States. A Chinese
student who qualifies for this exception (under paragraph 2 of
the first protocol) and is relying on this exception to claim an
exemption from tax on his or her scholarship or fellowship
income would attach to Form W-9 a statement that Includes the
Information described above to support that exemption.
If you are a nonresident alien or a foreign entity not subject to
backup withholding, give the requester the appropriate
completed Form W-8.
What is backup withholding? Persons making certain payments
to you must under certain conditions withhold and pay to the
IRS 28% of such payments. This is called "backup withholding."
Payments that may be subject to backup withholding include
interest, tax-exempt interest, dividends, broker and barter
exchange transactions, rents, royalties, nonemployee pay, and
certain payments from fishing boat operators. Real estate
transactions are not subject to backup withholding.
You will not be subject to backup withholding on payments
you receive if you give the requester your correct TIN, make the
proper certifications, and report all your taxable Interest and
dividends on your tax return.
Payments you receive will be subject to backup
withholding it
1. You do not furnish your TIN to the requester,
2. You do not certify your TIN when required (see the Part II
instructions on page 3 for details),
; 3. The IRS tells the requester that you furnished an incorrect
TIN,
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4. The IRS tells you that you are subject to backup
withholding because you did not report all your interest and
dividends on your tax return (for reportable interest and
dividends only), or
5. You do not certify to the requester that you are not subject
to backup withholding under 4 above (for reportable interest and
dividend accounts opened after 1983 only).
Certain payees and payments are exempt from backup
withholding. See the instructions below and the separate
Instructions for the Requester of Form W-9.
Also see Special rules for partnerships on page 1.

Penalties
Failure to furnish TIN. If you fail to furnish your correct TIN to a
requester, you are subject to a penalty of $50 for each such
failure unless your failure is due to reasonable cause and not to
willful neglect.
Civil penalty for false information with respect to
withholding. If you make a false statement with no reasonable
basis that results in no backup withholding, you are subject to a
$500 penalty.
Criminal penalty for falsifying information. Willfully falsifying
certifications or affirmations may subject you to criminal
penalties including fines and/or imprisonment.
Misuse of TINs. If the requester discloses or uses TINs in
violation of federal law, the requester may be subject to civil and
criminal penalties.

Specific Instructions
Name
If you are an individual, you must generally enter the name
shown on your income tax return. However, if you have changed
your last name, for instance, due to marriage without Informing
the Social Security Administration of the name change, enter
your first name, the last name shown on your social security
card, and your new last name.
If the account is in joint names, list first, and then circle, the
name of the person or entity whose number you entered in Part I
of the form.
Sole proprietor. Enter your individual name as shown on your
income tax return on the "Name" line. You may enter your
business, trade, or "doing business as (DBA)" name on the
"Business name" line.
Limited liability company (LLC). Check the "Limited liability
company" box only and enter the appropriate code for the tax
classification ("D" for disregarded entity, "C" for corporation, "P"
for partnership) in the space provided.
For a single-member LLC (including a foreign LLC with a
domestic owner) that is disregarded as an entity separate from
its owner under Regulations section 301.7701-3, enter the
owner's name on the "Name" line. Enter the LLC's name on the
"Business name" line.
For an LLC classified as a partnership or a corporation, enter
the LIC's name on the 'Name" line and any business, trade, or
DBA name on the "Business name" line.
Other entities. Enter your business name as shown on required
federal tax documents on the "Name" line. This name should
match the name shown on the charter or other legal document
creating the entity. You may enter any business, trade, or DBA
name on the "Business name" line.
Note. You are requested to check the appropriate box for your
status (Individual/sole proprietor, corporation, etc.).

Exempt Payee
If you are exempt from backup withholding, enter your name as
described above and check the appropriate box for your status,
then check the "Exempt payee" box in the line following the
business name, sign and date the form.
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Generally, individuals (including sole proprietors) are not exempt
from backup withholding. Corporations are exempt from backup
withholding for certain payments, such as interest and dividends,
Note. If you are exempt from backup withholding, you should
still complete this form to avoid possible erroneous backup
withholding.
The following payees are exempt from backup withholding:
1.An organization exempt from tax under section 501(a), any
IRA, or a custodial account under section 403(b)(7) if the account
satisfies the requirements of section 401(f)(2),
2.The United States or any of its agencies or
instrumentalities,
3.A state, the District of Columbia, a possession of the United
States, or any of their political subdivisions or instrumentalities,
4.A foreign government or any of its political subdivisions,
agencies, or instrumentalities, or
5.An international organization or any of its agencies or
instrumentalities.
Other payees that may be exempt from backup withholding
include:
6.A corporation,
7. A foreign central bank of issue,
8.A dealer in securities or commodities required to register in
the United States, the District of Columbia, or a possession of
the United States,
9. A futures commission merchant registered with the
Commodity Futures Trading Commission,
10.A real estate Investment trust,
11.An entity registered at all times during the tax year under
the Investment Company Act of 1940,
12.A common trust fund operated by a bank under section
554(a),
13.A Chan—dal institutioh,
14.A middleman known in the investment community as a
nominee or custodian, or
15.A trust exempt from tax under section 664 or described in
section 4947.
The chart below shows types of payments that may be
exempt from backup withholding. The chart applies to the
exempt payees listed above, 1 through 16.
IF the payment is for,.,
Interest and dividend payments
Broker transactions

THEN the payment is exempt
for ...

All exempt payees except
for 9
Exempt payees 1 through 13.
Also, a person registered under
the Investment Advisers Act of
1940 who regularly acts as a
broker

Barter exchange transactions
and patronage dividends

Exempt payees 1 through 5

Payments over $600 required
to be reported and direct

Generally, exempt payees
1 through 7-

sales over $5,000'
'See Form 1099-N11SC, Miscellaneous Income, and its instructions.
2 However, the following payments made to a corporation (Including gross
proceeds paid to an attorney under section 6045(f), even If the attorney is a
corporation) and reportable on Forrn 1099-MISC are not exempt from
backup withholding: medical and health care payments, attorneys' fees. and
payments for services paid by a -federal executive agency.

3

Part I. Taxpayer Identification
Number (TIN)
Enter your TIN in the appropriate box. If you are a resident
alien and you do not have and are not eligible to get an SSN,
your TIN is your IRS individual taxpayer identification number
(ITIN). Enter it in the social security number box. If you do not
have an ITIN, see How to get a TIN below.
If you are a sole proprietor and you have an EiN, you may
enter either your SSN or EIN. However, the IRS prefers that you
use your SSN,
If you are a single-member LIC that is disregarded as an
entity separate from its owner (see Limited liability company
(LLC) on page 2), enter the owner's SSN (or EIN, if the owner
has one). Do net enter the disregarded entity's ON. If the LLC is
classified as a corporation or partnership, enter the entity's EIN.
Note. See the chart on page 4 for further clarification of name
and TIN combinations.
How to get a TIN. If you do not have a TIN, apply for one
immediately. To apply for an SSW, get Form SS-5, Application
for a Social Security Card, from your local Social Security
Administration office or get this form online at www.ssa.gov. You
may also get this form by calling 1-800-772-1213. Use Form
W-7, Application for IRS individual Taxpayer Identification
Number, to apply for an ITIN, or Form 58-4, Application for
Employer Identification Number, to apply for an EIN. You can
apply for an EIN online by accessing the IRS website at
wwwfragovlbusinesses and clicking on Employer Identification
Number (EIN) under Starting a Business. You can get Forms W-7
and SS-4 from the IRS by visiting www.irs.gov or by calling
1-800-TAX-FORM (1-800-829-3676).
If you are asked to complete Form W-9 but do not have a TIN,
write "Applied For' In the space for the TIN, sign and date the
form, and give it to the requester. For Interest and dividend
payments, and certain payments made with respect to readily
tradable Instruments, generally you will have 60 days to get a
TlNUand giveTtotherequester before you-are subjectao-backup
withholding on payments. The 60-day rule does not apply to
other types of payments. You will be subject to backup
withholding on all such payments until you provide your TIN to
the requester.
Note. Entering "Applied For" means that you have already
applied for a TIN or that you Intend to apply for one soon.
Caution: A disregarded domestic entity that has a foreign owner

must use the appropriate Form W-8.
Part II. Certification

To establish to the withholding agent that you are a U.S. person,
or resident alien, sign Form W-9. You may be requested to sign
by the withholding agent even if items 1, 4, and 5 below indicate
otherwise.
For a joint account, only the person whose TIN is shown in
Part I should sign (when required). Exempt payees, see Exempt
Payee on page 2.
Signature requirements. Complete the certification as indicated
in 1 through 6 below.
1. Interest, dividend, and barter exchange accounts
opened before 1984 and broker accounts considered active
during 1983. You must give your correct TIN, but you do not
have to sign the certification.
2. Interest, dividend, broker, and barter exchange
accounts opened after 1983 and broker accounts considered
inactive during 1983. You must sign the certification or backup
withholding will apply. If you are subject to backup withholding
and you are merely providing your correct TIN to the requester,
you must cross out item 2 in the certification before signing the
form.
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3. Real estate transactions. You must sign the certification.
You may cross out item 2 of the certification.
4. Other payments. You must give your correct TIN, but you
do not have to sign the certification unless you have been
notified that you have previously given an incorrect TIN. "Other
payments" include payments made in the course of the
requester's trade or business for rents, royalties, goods (other
than bills for merchandise), medical and health care services
(including payments to corporations), payments to a
nonemployee for services, payments to certain fishing boat crew
members and fishermen, and gross proceeds paid to attorneys
(including payments to corporations).
5. Mortgage interest paid by you, acquisition or
abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt,
qualified tuition program payments (under section 529), IRA,
Coverdell ESA, Archer MSA or NSA contributions or
distributions, and pension distributions. You must give your
correct TIN, but you do not have to sign the certification.
What Name and Number To Give the Requester
For this type of account
1. Individual
2. Two or more Individuals
account)

Goint

3. Custodian account of a minor
(Uniform Gift to Minors Act)
4. a. The usual revocable savings
trust (grantor is also trustee)
b. So-called trust account that is
not a legal or valid trust under
state law
5. Sole proprietorship or disregarded
entity owned by an Individual
For this type of account:
6. Disregarded entity not owned by an
individual
7. A valid trust, estate, or pension trust
8. Corporate or LLC electing
corporate status on Form 8832
0. Association, club, religious,
charitable, educational, or other
tax-exempt organization
10. Partnership or multi-member LLO
11. A broker or registered nominee
12. Account with the Department of
Agriculture in the name of a public
entity (such as a state or local
government, school district, or
prison) that receives agricultural
program payments

Give name and SSN of:
The individual
The actual owner of the account or,
if combined funds, the first
individual on the account'
The minor'
The grantor-trustee'
The actual owner'
The owner
Give name and EIN of:
The owner.

_

Legal entity'
The corporation
The organization

4

Secure Your Tax Records from Identity Theft
Identity theft occurs when someone uses your personal
information such as your name, social security number (SSN), or
other identifying information, without your permission, to commit
fraud or other crimes. An identity thief may use your SSN to get
a job or may file a tax return using your SSN to receive a refund.
To reduce your risk:
• Protect your SSN,
• Ensure your employer is protecting your SSN, and
• Be careful when choosing a tax preparer.
Call the IRS at 1-800-829-1040 if you think your identity has
been used inappropriately for tax purposes.
Victims of identity Theft who are experiencing economic harm
or a system problem, or are seeking help in resolving tax
problems that have not been resolved through normal channels,
may be eligible for Taxpayer Advocate Service (TAS) assistance.
You can reach TAS by calling the TAS toll-free case intake line
at 1-877-777-4778 or TTY/TDD 1-800-829-4059.
Protect yourself from suspicious emails or phishing
schemes. PhishIng Is the creation and use of email and
websites designed to mimic legitimate business emails and
websites. The most common act is sending an email to a user
falsely claiming to be an established legitimate enterprise in an
attempt to scam the user Into surrendering private information
that will be used for identity theft.
The IRS does not initiate contacts with taxpayers via ernes.
Also, the IRS does not request personal detailed Information
through email or ask taxpayers for the PIN numbers, passwords,
or similar secret access information for their credit card, bank, or
other financial accounts.
If you receive an unsolicited email claiming to be from the IRS,
forward this message to phishing@irs.gov. You may also report
misuse of the IRS name, logo, or other IRS personal property to
the Treasury Inspector General for Tax Administration at
1,800-366-4484._You,can :forward .suspicious_emalls_to the__
Federal Trade Commission at: spam@uce.gov or contact them at
www.consumer.govfidtheft or 1-877-10THEFT(438-4338).
Visit the IRS website at www.irs.gov to learn more about
identity theft and how to reduce your risk.

The partnership
The broker or nominee
The public entity

'List first and Circle the name of the person whose number you furnish. If oray one person
on a Joint account has an SW, that person's number must be furnished,.
tha minors name and furnish the minor's SSN.
You must show your-Individual name and you may also enter your business or °OSA'
name on the:second name line. You may use either your SSN or Elel (If you have ono),
but The IRS encourages you to use your

sse.
'List first and circle the name of the trust, estate, or pension trust (De not hoorah the 'TIN
of the personal representative or trustee unless the legal entity itself Is nut designated In
the account title.) Also • see Special rules for partoorshIps on page 1.

Note. If no name is circled when more than one name Is listed,
the number will be considered to be that of the first name listed.
Privacy Act Notice
Section 8100 of the Internal Revenue Code requires you to provide your correct TIN to persons who must file information returns with the IRS to report interest,
dividends, and certain other income paid to you, mortgage interest you paid, the acquisition or abandonment of secured property, cancellation of debt, or
contributions you made to an IRA, or Archer MSA or i-ISA. The IRS uses the numbers for identification purposes and to help verify the accuracy of your tax return.
The IRS may also provide this information to the Department of Justice for civil and criminal litigation, and to cities, states, the District of Columbia, and U.S.
possessions to carry out their tax laws. We may also disclose this information to other countries under a tax treaty, to federal and state agencies to enforce federal
nontax criminal laws, or to federal law enforcement and intelligence agencies to combat terrorism.
You must provide your TEN whether or not you are required to file a tax return. Payers must generally withhold 28% of taxable interest, dividend, and certain other
payments to a payee who dots not give a TIN to a payer. Certain penalties may also apply.
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Withholding Exemption Certificate

CALIFORNIA FORM

(This form can only be used to certify exemption from nonresident withholding under California Revenue

590

and Taxation Code (R&TC) Section 18662. Do not use this form for exemption from wage withholding.)
eite this form with your withholding agent. (Please type or print)
Withholding agent's name
Payee's name

Diede Construction, Inc.
Address (number and street, PO Box, or PMB no.)
P.O. Box 1007
City
Woodbridge

Payee's

0 SSN or MN

0 SOS file no.

0 CA corp. no. CntEIN

68-0257126
•

.1

1

Apt. noi Ste. no.
I

!Stale
CA

1

ZIP Code

95258

•
Read the following carefully and check the box that applies to the payee.
I certify that for the reasons checked below, the payee named on this form is exempt from the California income tax withholding
requirement on payment(s) made to the entity or individual.
O Individuals —Certification of Residency:
I am a resident of California and I reside at the address shown above. If I become a nonresident at any time, I will promptly
notify the withholding agent. See instructions for General Information D, Who is a Resident, for the definition of a resident.
Ef Corporations:
The above-named corporation has a permanent place of business in California at the address shown above or is qualified
through the California Secretary of State (SOS) to do business in California. The corporation will file a California tax return
and withhold on payments of California source income to nonresidents when required. If this corporation ceases to have
a permanent place of business in California or ceases to do any of the above, I will promptly notify the withholding agent.
See Instructions for General Information F, What is a Permanent Place of Business, for the definition of permanent place of
business.
O Partnerships or limited liability companies (LLC):
The above-named partnership or LLC has a permanent place of business in California at the address shown above or is
registered with the California SOS, and is subject to the laws of California. The partnership or LLC will file a California tax
return and will withhold on foreign and domestic nonresident partners or members when required. If the partnership or
LLC ceases to do any of the above I will promptly inform the withholding agent. For withholding purposes a limited liability
partnership (LLP) Is treated like any other partnership.
LI Tax-Exempt Entities:
The above-named entity Is exempt from tax under California Revenue and Taxation Code (R&TC) Section 23701
(insert letter) or Internal Revenue Code Section 501(c)
(insert number). The tax-exempt entity will withhold on payments
of California source income to nonresidents when required. If this entity ceases to be exempt from tax, I will promptly notify the
withholding agent. Individuals cannot be tax-exempt entities.
D Insurance Companies, Individual Retirement Arrangements (IRAs), or Qualified Pension/Profit Sharing Plans:
The above-named entity is an insurance company, IRA, or a federally qualified pension or profit-sharing plan.
D California Trusts:
At least one trustee and one noncontingent beneficiary of the above-named trust is a California resident. The trust will file a
California fiduciary tax return and will withhold on foreign and domestic nonresident beneficiaries when required. If the trustee
becomes a nonresident at any time, I will promptly notify the withholding agent.
O Estates — Certification of Residency of Deceased Person:
I am the executor of the above-named person's estate. The decedent was a California resident at the time of death. The estate
will file a California fiduciary tax return and will withhold on foreign and domestic nonresident beneficiaries when required.
ID Nonmilitary Spouse of a Mili ry Servicemember:
I am a nonmilitary spouse,4f a military servicemember and I meet the Military Spouse Residency Relief Act (MSRRA)
requirements. See instru ons for General Information E, MSRRA.
•

44

Plc

**

•

CERTIFICATE: Please complet nd sign below.

Under penalties of perjury, I he y certify that the information provided in this document is, to the best of my knowledge, true and
correct. If conditions change, I 1Il promptly notify the withholding agent.
Payee's name and title (type o print)

Steven L. Diede, President

Daytime telephone no.

`ayee's signature le

For Privacy Notice, get form FT 1131.

(209) 369-8255

Date

7 0 6 11 13

r---
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Instructions for Form 590
Withholding Exemption Certificate
.eferenoes in these Instructions are to the California Revenue and Taxation Code (R&TC).

What's New
Backup Withholding – Beginning on or
after January 1, 2010, with certain limited
exceptions, payers that are required to
withhold and remit backup withholding to
the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) are also
required to withhold and remit to the Franchise
Tax Board (FIB). The California backup
withholding rate is 7% of the payment. For
California purposes, dividends, interests,
and any financial institutions release of loan
funds made in the normal course of business
are exempt from backup withholding. For
additional infermation on California backup
withholding, go to fili.ca.gov and search for
backup withholding.
If a payee has backup withholding, the payee
must contact the FTB to provide a valid
Taxpayer Identification Number (TIN) before
filing a tax return. The following are acceptable
TINs: social security number (SSN); individual
taxpayer identification number (ITIN); federal
employer identification number (FEIN);
California corporation number (CA Corp
No.); or Secretary of State (SOS) file number.
Failure to provide a valid TIN will result in the
denial of the backup withholding credit. For
more information go to ftb.ca.gov and search
for backup withholding.

General information_
For purposes of California income tax,
references to a spouse, husband, or wife
also refer to a Registered Domestic Partner
(RDP) unless otherwise specified. For more
information on RDPs, get FTB Pub. 737, Tax
Information for Registered Domestic Partners.
Private Mail Box (PMB) – Include the PMB
in the address field. Write "PMB" first, then
the box number. Example: 111 Main Street
PMB 123.
Foreign Address – Enter the information in
the following order: City, Country, Province/
Region, and Postal Code. Follow the country's
practice for entering the postal code. Do not
abbreviate the country's name.

A Purpose
Use Form 590, Withholding Exemption
Certificate, to certify an exemption from
nonresident withholding. California residents or
entities should complete and present Form 590
to the withholding agent. The withholding agent
is then relieved of the withholding requirements
if the agent relies in good faith on a completed
and signed Form 590 unless told by the FIB
that the form should not be relied upon.
The following are excluded from withholding
end completing this form:
The United States and any of its agencies or
instrumentalities

• A state, a possession of the United States,
the District of Columbia, or any of its
political subdivisions or instrumentalities
• A foreign government or any of its political
subdivisions, agencies, or instrumentalities
Important–This form cannot be used
for exemption from wage and real estate
withholding.
• If you are an employee, any wage
withholding questions should be directed
to the FIB General Information number,
800.852.5711. Employers should call
888.7453886 or go to www.edd.ca.gov .
• Sellers of California real estate use
Form 593-C, Real Estate Withholding
Certificate, to claim an exemption from real
estate withholding.

B Requirement
R&TC Section 18662 requires withholding
of income or franchise tax on payments of
California source income made to nonresidents
of California.
Withholding is required on the following, but is
not limited to:
• Payments to nonresidents for services
rendered in California.
• Distributions of California source income
made to domestic nonresident S corporation
shareholders, partners and members and
allotatinite-of California Source-him-Me bade
to foreign partners and members.
• Payments to nonresidents for rents if the
payments are made in the course of the
withholding agent's business.
• Payments to nonresidents for royalties with
activities in California.
• Distributions of California source income to
nonresident beneficiaries from an estate or
trust.
• Prizes and winnings received by
nonresidents for contests in California.
However, withholding is optional if the total
payments of California source income are
$1,500 or less during the calendar year.
For more information on withholding get
FIB Pub. 1017, Resident and Nonresident
Withholding Guidelines, To get a withholding
publication see General Information H,
Publications, Forms, and Additional
Information.

C Who Certifies this Form
Form 590 is certified by the payee. An
Incomplete certificate is invalid and the
withholding agent should not accept it. If the
withholding agent receives an incomplete
certificate, the withholding agent is required to
withhold tax on payments made to the payee

until a valid certificate is received. In lieu of a
completed certificate on the preprinted form, the
withholding agent may accept as a substitute
certificate a letter from the payee explaining
Why the payee is not subject to withholding. The
letter must contain all the information required
on the certificate in similar language, Including
the under penalty of perjury statement and the
payee's taxpayer identification number. The
withholding agent must retain a copy of the
certificate or substitute for at least four years
after the last payment to which the certificate
applies, and provide it upon request to the
Franchise Tax Board.
For example, if an entertainer (or the
entertainer's business entity) is paid for a
performance, the entertainer's information
must be provided. Do not submit the
entertainer's agent or promoter information.
The grantor of a grantor trust shall be treated
as the payee for withholding purposes.
Therefore, if the payee is a grantor trust and
one or more of the grantors is a nonresident,
withholding is required. If all of the grantors
on the trust are residents, no withholding
is required. Resident grantors can check
the box on Form 590 labeled "Individuals
— Certification of Residency."

EI Who is a Resident
A Califomiasesident is anyindividuewho_
is in California for other than a temporary or
transitory purpose or any individual domiciled
in California who is absent for a temporary or
transitory purpose.
An individual domiciled in California who is
absent from California for an uninterrupted
period of at least 546 consecutive days under
an employment-related contract is considered
outside California for other than a temporary or
transitory purpose.
An individual is still considered outside
California for other than a temporary or
transitory purpose if return visits to California
not total more than 45 days during any taxable
year covered by an employment contract.
This provision does not apply if an individual
has income from stocks, bonds, notes, or
other intangible personal property in excess
of $200,000 in any taxable year in which the
employment-related contract is in effect
A spouse/RDP absent from California for
an uninterrupted period of at least 546
days to accompany a spouse/RDP under an
employment-related contract is considered
outside of California for other than a temporary
or transitory purpose.
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Generally, an individual who comes to
California for a purpose which will extend over
long or indefinite period will be considered a
.esident. However, an individual who comes to
perform a particular contract of short duration
will be considered a nonresident.
For assistance in determining resident status,
get FIB Pub. 1031, Guidelines for Determining
Resident Status, and FTB Pub. 1032, Tax
Information for Military Personnel, or call the
FIB at 800.852.5711 or 916.8456500.

Income of a military servicemembers
nonmilitary spouse for services performed
in California is not California source income
subject to state tax if the spouse is in California
to be with the servicemember serving in
compliance with military orders, and the
servicemember and spouse have the same
domicile in a state other than California.
For additional information or assistance in
determining whether the applicant meets the
MSRRA requirements, get FTB Pub. 1032.

E Military Spouse Residency
Relief Act (MSRRA)

F What is a Permanent Place
of Business

Generally, for tax purposes you are considered
•to maintain your existing residence or domicile.
If a military servicemember and nonmilitary
spouse have the same state of domicile, the
MSRRA provides:
• A spouse shall not be deemed to have lost
a residence or domicile in any state solely
by reason of being absent to be with the
servicemember serving in compliance with
military orders.
• A spouse shall not be deemed to have
acquired a residence or domicile in any
other state solely by reason of being there
to be with the servicemernber serving in
compliance with military orders.
Domicile is defined as the one place:
• Where you maintain a true, fixed, and
permanent home
To which you intend to return whenever you
are absent
•
A military servicemembers nonmilitary spouse
is considered a nonresident for tax purposes
If the servicemember and spouse have the
same domicile outside of California and the
spouse is in California solely to be with the
servicemember who is serving in compliance
with Permanent Change of Station orders
(Note: California may require nonmilitary
spouses of military servicemembers to provide
proof that they meet the criteria for California
personal income tax exemption as set forth in
the MSRRA ).
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A corporation has a permanent place of
business in California if it is organized and
existing under the laws of California or if it
is a foreign corporation qualified to transact
Intrastate business by the SOS. A corporation
that has not qualified to transact intrastate
business (e.g., a corporation engaged
exclusively in interstate commerce) will be
considered as having a permanent place of
business in California only if it maintains
a permanent office in California that is
permanently staffed by its employees.

G Withholding Agent
Keep Form 590 for your records. Do not
send this form to the FIB unless it has been
specifically requested.
For more information, contact Withholding
Services and Compliance, see General
Information H_
The payee must notify the withholding agent if
any of the following situations occur:
• The individual payee becomes a nonresident,
• The corporation ceases to have a permanent
place of business in California or ceases to
be qualified to du business in California.
• The partnership ceases to have a permanent
place-of business in California.
• The LLC ceases to have a permanent place
of business in California.
• The tax-exempt entity loses its tax-exempt
status.

The withholding agent must then withhold
and report the withholding using Form 592,
Resident and Nonresident Withholding
Statement and remit the withholding using
Form 592-V, Payment VOucher for Resident
and Nonresident Withholding. Form 592-B,
Resident and Nonresident Withholding Tax
Statement, is retained by the withholding agent
and a copy is given to the payee.

H Publications, Forms, and
Additional Information
You can download, view, and print California
tax forms and publications at ftb.ca.gov.
To have publications or forms mailed to you
or to get additional nonresident withholding
information, contact the Withholding Services
and Compliance.
WITHHOLDING SERVICES AND
COMPLIANCE MS F182
FRANCHISE TAX BOARD
PO BOX 942867
SACRAMENTO CA 94267-0651
Telephone:888.792.4900
916.845.4900
Fax:
916.845,9512
For all other questicins unrelated to withholding
or to access the TTY/TDD numbers, see the
information below.
Internet and Telephone Assistance

Website: ttb.ca.gov
Telephone: 800.852.5711 from within the
United States
916.845.650Ofrom outside the _
United States
TIY/TDO: 800.822.6268 for persons with
hearing or speech impairments
Asistencia Per Internet y Telefono
Sitio web: ftb.ca.gov

Telefono: 800.852.5711 dentro de los
Estados Unidos
916.845.6500 fuera de los Estados
Unidos
TTY/TDD: 800.822.6268 personas con
discapacidades auditivas
y del habla
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General Decision Number: CA100009 07/01/2011 CA9
Superseded General Decision Number: CA20080009
State: California
Construction Types: Building, Heavy (Heavy and Dredging) and
Highway

Counties: Alpine, Amador, Butte, Colusa, El Dorado, Glenn,
Lassen, Mann, Modoc, Napa, Nevada, Placer, Plumes, Sacramento,
Shasta, Sierra, Siskiyou, Solano, Sonoma, Sutter, Tehama,
Trinity, Yolo and Yuba Counties in California.
BUILDING CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS (excluding Amador County only);
DREDGING CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS (does not include hopper dredge
work); HEAVY CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS (does not include water well
drilling); AND HIGHWAY CONSTRUCTION PROJECTS
Modification Number
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
a-

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24

Publication Date
03/12/2010
03/26/2010
07/02/2010
07/09/2010
08/13/2010
08/27/2010
09/10/2010
09/24/2010
10/01/2010 10/15/2010
10/29/2010
11/05/2010
11/19/2010
12/03/2010
.01/21/2011
01/28/2011
02/11/2011
02/18/2011
03/18/2011
04/08/2011
04/15/2011
05/13/2011
06/03/2011
06/24/2011
07/01/2011

ASBE0016-001 01/01/2010
AREA 1: ALAMEDA, CONTRA COSTA, LAKE, MARIN, MENDOCINO,
MONTEREY, NAPA, SAN BENITO, SAN FRANCISCO, SAN MATEO, SANTA
CLARA, SANTA CRUZ, SOLANO, & SONOMA COUNTIES
AREA 2: ALPINE, AMADOR, BUTTE, CALAVERAS, COLUSA, DEL NORTE,
EL DORADO, FRESNO, GLENN, HUMBOLDT, KINGS, LASSEN, MADERA,
MARIPOSA, MERCED, MODOC, MONO, NEVADA, PLACER, PLUMAS,
SACRAMENTO, SAN JOAQUIN, SHASTA, SIERRA, SISKIYOU, STANISLAU,
SUTTER, TEHEMA, TRINITY, TULARE, TUOLUMNE, YOLO, & YUBA COUNTIES

http://ww-w.wdo1.gov/wdo1/scafi1es/davisbacon/CA9.dvb
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Rates
Asbestos Workers/Insulator
(Includes the application of
all insulating materials,
Protective Coverings,
Coatings, and Finishes to all
types of mechanical systems)
Area 1
Area 2

$ 50.43
$ 39.78

Fringes

16.66
16.66

ASBE0016-007 01/01/2010
Rates
Asbestos Removal
worker/hazardous material
handler (Includes
preparation, wetting,
stripping, removal,
scrapping, vacuuming, bagging
and disposing of all
insulation materials from
mechanical systems, whether
they contain asbestos or not)....$ 15.18

Fringes

2.80

B01L0549-002 01/01/2009
Rates
BOILERMAKER
(1) Mann & Solano Counties.$ 40.17
(2) Remaining Counties
$ 37.01

Fringes
22.32
22.25

BRCA0003-001 08/01/2008
Rates
MARBLE FINISHER

$ 28.02

Fringes
12.12

BRCA0003-004 05/01/2010
AREA 1: ALPINE, AMADOR, BUTTE, COLUSA, EL DORADO, GLENN,
LASSEN, MODOC, NEVADA, PLACER, PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO, SHASTA,
SIERRA, SUTTER, TEHAMA, YOLO AND YUBA COUNTIES
AREA 2: MARIN, NAPA, SISKIYOU, SOLANO, SONOMA AND TRINITY
COUNTIES

Rates
BRICKLAYER
AREA 1
AREA 2

$ 33.86
$ 39.10

Fringes
18.24
20.97

SPECIALTY PAY:
(A) Underground work such as tunnel work, sewer work,

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/clavisbacon/CA9.dvb
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manholes, catch basins, sewer pipes and telephone conduit,
shall be paid $1.25 per hour above the regular rate. Work
in direct contact with raw sewage shall receive $1.25 per
hour in addition to the above.
(8) Operating a saw or grinder shall receive $1.25 per hour
above the regular rate.
(C) Gunite nozzle person shall receive $1.25 per hour above
the regular rate.
BRCA0003-008 07/01/2010
Rates
TERRAZZO FINISHER
TERRAZZO WORKER/SETTER

$ 30.30
$ 39.30

Fringes
13.77
21.20

BRCA0003-010 01/01/2011
Rates
TILE FINISHER
Area 1
Area 2
Area 3
Area 4
Tile Layer
Area 1
Area 2
Area 3
Area 4

Fringes

$ 21.21
$ 21.26

10.01
12.44

$ 21.44

12.31

$ 20.93

11.79

36.08
34.41
38.61
35.45

11.95
13.68

$
$
$
$

13.73
13.68

AREA 1: Butte, Colusa, El Dorado, Glenn, Lassen, Modoc,
Nevada, Placer, Plumas, Sacramento, Shasta, Sierra, Sutter,
Tehema, 'Lobo, Yuba
AREA 2: Alpine, Amador
AREA 3: Mann, Napa, SoIano, Siskiyou
AREA 4: Sonoma
BRCA0003-014 08/01/2008
Rates
MARBLE MASON

$ 39.22

Fringes.
18.58

CARP0034-001 07/01/2010
Rates

Fringes

Diver
Assistant Tender, ROV
Tender/Technician
Diver standby
Diver Tender
Diver wet
Manifold Operator {mixed
gas)
Manifold Operator (Standby)

$ 36.75
$ 41.43
$ 40.43
$ 82.86
$ 45.43
$ 40.43

26.34
26.34
26.34

26.34
26.34
26.34

DEPTH PAY (Surface Diving):
$2.00 per foot
050 to 100 ft

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/davisbacon/CA9.dvb
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101 to 150 ft
151 to 220 ft

$3.00 per foot
$4.00 per foot

SATURATION DIVING:
The standby rate shall apply until saturation starts. The
saturation diving rate applies when divers are under
pressure continuously until work task and decompression are
complete. The diver rate shall be paid for all saturation
hours.
DIVING IN ENCLOSURES:
Where it is necessary for Divers to enter pipes or tunnels,
or other enclosures where there is no vertical ascent, the
following premium shall be paid: Distance traveled from
entrance 26 feet to 300 feet: $1.00 per foot. When it is
necessary for a diver to enter any pipe, tunnel or other
enclosure less than 48" in height, the premium will be
$1.00 per foot.
WORK IN COMBINATION OF CLASSIFICATIONS:
Employees working in any combination of classifications
within the diving crew (except dive supervisor) in a shift
are paid in the classification with the highest rate for
that shift.
CARP0034-003 07/01/2010
Rates
Piledriver

$ 36.75

Fringes
26.34

CARP0035-001 08/01/2010
AREA 1: MARIN, NAPA, SOLANO & SONOMA
AREA 3: SACRAMENTO
AREA 4: ALPINE, BUTTE, COLUSA, EL DORADO, GLENN, LASSEN,
MODOC, NEVADA, PLACER, PLUMAS, SHASTA, SIERRA, SISKIYOU,
SUTTER, TEHAMA, TRINITY, YOLO & YUBA
Rates
Drywall Installers/Lathers:
Area 1
Area 3
Area 4
Drywall Stocker/Scrapper
Area 1
Area 3
Area 4

Fringes

$ 37.50
$ 31.67
$ 30.77

23.58
23.58
23.58

$ 18.75
$ 15.84
$ 15.39

14.40
14.40
14.40

CARP0035-009 07/01/2010
Mann County
Rates

Fringes

CARPENTER

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/davisbacon/CA9.dvb
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Bridge Builder/Highway
Carpenter
Hardwood Floorlayer,
Shingler, Power Saw
Operator, Steel Scaffold &
Steel Shoring Erector, Saw
Filer
Journeyman Carpenter
Millwright

$ 37.50

23.14

$ 37.65
$ 37.50
$ 37.60

23.14
23.14
24.73

CARP0035-010 07/01/2010
AREA 1: Mann, Napa, Solano & Sonoma Counties
AREA 2: Alpine, San Benito and Santa Cruz
AREA 3: Alpine, Butte, Colusa, El Dorado, Glenn, Lassen, Modoc,
Nevada, Placer, Plumes, Sacramento, Shasta, Sierra, Siskiyou,
Sutter, Tehama, Trinity, Yolo & Yuba counties
Rates
Modular Furniture Installer
Area 1
Installer I
Installer II
Lead Installer
Master Installer
Area 2
Installer I
Installer II
Lead Installer
Master Installer
Area 3
Installer I
Installer II
Lead Installer
Master Installer

Fringes

$
$
$
$

22.11
18.68
25.56
29.78

14.98
14.98
15.48
15.48

$
$
$
$

19.46
16.51
22.43
26.06

14.98
14.98
15.48
15.48

$
$
$
$

18.51
15.74
21.31
24.73

14.98
14.98
15.48
15.48

CARP0046-001 07/01/2010
El Dorado (West), Placer (West), Sacramento and Yolo Counties
Rates
Carpenters
Bridge Builder/Highway
Carpenter
Hardwood Floorlayer,
Shingler, Power Saw
Operator, Steel Scaffold &
Steel Shoring Erector, Saw
Filer
Journeyman Carpenter
Millwright

Fringes

$ 37.50

23.14

$ 31.32
$ 31.62
$ 33.67

23.14
23.14
24.73

Footnote: Placer County (West) includes territory West of and
including Highway 49 and El Dorado County (West) includes
territory West of and including Highway 49 and territory
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inside the city limits of Placerville.
CARP0046-002 07/01/2010
Alpine, Colusa, El Dorado (East), Nevada, Placer (East),
Sierra, Sutter and Yuba Counties
Rates
Carpenters
Bridge Builder/Highway
Carpenter
Hardwood Floorlayer,
Shingler, Power Saw
Operator, Steel Scaffold &
Steel Shoring Erector, Saw
Filer
Journeyman Carpenter
Millwright

Fringes

$ 37.50

23.14

$ 30.42
$ 30.27
$ 34.12

23.14
23.14
24.73

CARP0152-003 07/01/2010
Amador County
Rates
Carpenters
Bridge Builder/Highway
Carpenter
Hardwood Floorlayer,
Shingler, Power Saw
Operator, Steel Scaffold &
Steel Shoring Erector, Saw
Filer
Journeyman Carpenter
Millwright

Fringes

$ 37.50

23.14

$ 30.42
$ 30.27
$ 32.77

23.14
23.14
24.73

CARP0180-001 07/01/2010
Solano County
Rates
Carpenters
Bridge Builder/Highway
Carpenter
Hardwood Floorlayer,
Shingler, Power Saw
Operator, Steel Scaffold &
Steel Shoring Erector, Saw
Filer
Journeyman Carpenter
Millwright

Fringes

$ 37.50

23.14

.$ 37.65 •
$ 37.50
$ 37.60

23.14
23.14
24.73

CARP0751-001 07/01/2010
Napa and Sonoma Counties
Rates

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/davisbacon/CA9.dvb
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Carpenters
Bridge Builder/Highway
Carpenter
Hardwood Floorlayer,
Shingler, Power Saw
Operator, Steel Scaffold &
Steel Shoring Erector, Saw
Filer
Journeyman Carpenter
Millwright

$ 37.50

23.14

$ 37.65
$ 37.50
$ 37.60

23.14
23.14
24.73

CARP1599-001 07/01/2010
Butte, Glenn, Lassen, Modoc, Plumas, Shasta, Siskiyou, Tehama
and Trinity Counties
Rates
Carpenters
Bridge Builder/Highway
Carpenter
Hardwood Floorlayer,
Shingler, Power Saw
Operator, Steel Scaffold &
Steel Shoring Erector, Saw
Filer
Journeyman Carpenter
Millwright

Fringes

$ 37.50

23.14

$ 30.42
$ 30.27
$ 32.77

23.14
23.14
24.73

ELEC0006-002 12/01/2008
MARIN, NAPA, SOLANO & SONOMA COUNTIES

Sound & Communications
Installer
Technician

Rates

Fringes

$ 29.87
$ 34.01

3%+11.95
3%+11.95

SCOPE OF WORK INCLUDESSOUND & VOICE TRANSMISSION (Music, Intercom, Nurse Call,
Telephone); FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS [excluding fire alarm work
when installed in raceways (including wire and cable
pulling) and when performed on new or major remodel
building projects or jobs],
TELEVISION & VIDEO SYSTEMS, SECURITY SYSTEMS, COMMUNICATIONS
SYSTEMS that transmit or receive information and/or control
systems that are intrinsic to the above.
EXCLUDESExcludes all other data systems or multiple systems which
include control function or power supply; excludes
installation of raceway systems, line voltage work,
industrial work, life-safety systems (all buildings having
floors located more than 75' above the lowest floor level
having building access); excludes energy management
systems.

http://www.wdol.gov/wdol/scafiles/davisbacon/CA9.dvb
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* ELEC0180-001 06/01/2011
NAPA AND SOLANO COUNTIES

CABLE SPLICER
ELECTRICIAN

Rates

Fringes

$ 48.16
$ 42.81

3%+19.88
3%+19.88

ELECO340-002 12/01/2010
ALPINE', AMADOR, BUTTE, COLUSA, EL DORADO, GLENN, LASSEN,
NEVADA, PLACER, PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO, TRINITY, YOLO, YUBA COUNTIES

Communications System
Sound & Communications
Installer
Sound & Communications
Technician

Rates

Fringes

$ 24.13

3%+10.65

$ 27.75

3%+10.65

SCOPE OF WORK
Includes the installation testing, service and maintenance,
of the following systems which utilize the transmission
and/or transference of voice, sound, vision and digital for
commercial, education, security and entertainment purposes
for the following TV monitoring and surveillance,
background-foreground-music, intercom and telephone
interconnect, inventory control systems, microwave
transmission, multi-media, multiplex, nurse call system,
radio page, school intercom and sound, burglar alarms, and
low voltage master clock systems.
A. SOUND AND VOICE TRANSMISSION/TRANSFERENCE SYSTEMS
Background foreground music Intercom and telephone
interconnect systems, Telephone systems, Nurse call
systems, Radio page systems, School intercom and sound
systems, Burglar alarm systems, Low voltage master clock
systems, Multi-media/multiplex systems, Sound and musical
entertainment systems, RF systems, Antennas and Wave Guide.
B. FIRE ALARM SYSTEMS
Installation, wire pulling and testing
C. TELEVISION AND VIDEO SYSTEMS
Television monitoring and
surveillance systems, Video security systems, Video
entertainment systems, Video educational systems, Microwave
transmission systems, CATV and CCTV
D. SECURITY SYSTEMS
Perimeter security systems
Vibration sensor systems
Card access systems
Access
control systems
Sonar/infrared monitoring equipment
E. COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS THAT TRANSMIT OR RECEIVE
INFORMATION AND/OR CONTROL SYSTEMS THAT ARE INTRINSIC
TO
THE ABOVE LISTED SYSTEMS
SCADA (Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition)
PCM (Pulse Code Modulation)

http://wwvv.wdol.gov/wdol/seafiles/davisbaeon/CA9.dvb
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Inventory Control Systems
Digital Data Systems
Broadband and Baseband and Carriers
Point of Sale
Systems
VSAT Data Systems
Data Communication
Systems
RF and Remote Control Systems
Fiber Optic
Data Systems WORK EXCLUDED Raceway systems are not covered
(excluding Ladder-Rack for the purpose of the above listed
systems). Chases and/or nipples (not to exceed 10 feet)
may be installed on open wiring systems. Energy management
systems. SCADA (Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition)
when not intrinsic to the above listed systems (in the
scope). Fire alarm systems when installed in raceways
(including wire and cable pulling) shall be performed at
the electrician wage rate, when either of the following two
(2) conditions apply:
1. The project involves new or major remodel building trades
construction.
2. The conductors for the fire alarm system are installed in
conduit.
ELECO340-003 06/01/2011
ALPINE (West of Sierra Mt. Watershed), AMADOR, BUTTE, COLUSA,
EL DORADO (West of Sierra Mt. Watershed), GLENN, LASSEN, NEVADA
(West of Sierra Mt. Watershed), PLACER, PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO,
SHASTA, SIERRA (West of Sierra Mt. Watershed), SUTTER, TEHAMA,
TRINITY, YOLO & YUBA COUNTIES
Rates
ELECTRICIAN
Remaining area
Sierra Army Depot, Herlong
Tunnel work

$ 38.93
$ 48.66
$ 40.88

Fringes
16.57
3%+13.25
3%+13.25

CABLE SPLICER: Receives 110% of the Electrician basic hourly
rate.
ELEC0401-005 12/01/2009
ALPINE (east of the main watershed divide), EL DORADO (east of
the main watershed divide), NEVADA (east of the main
watershed), PLACER (east of the main watershed divide) and
SIERRA (east of the main watershed divide) COUNTIES:
Rates
ELECTRICIAN

$ 35.40

Fringes
13.02+3%

ELECO551-004 06/01/2009
MARIN AND SONOMA COUNTIES

ELECTRICIAN

Rates

Fringes

$ 44.00

3%+13.00

ELEC0659-006 01/01/2011
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DEL NORTE, MODOC and SISKIYOU COUNTIES

ELECTRICIAN

Rates

Fringes

$ 29.78

3%+$13.55

ELEC0659-008 02/01/2010
DEL NORTE, .M000C & SISKIYOU COUNTIES
Rates
Line Construction
(1) Cable Splicer
$ 47.34
(2) Lineman, Pole Sprayer,
Heavy Line Equipment Man... .$ 42.27
(3) Tree Trimmer
$ 29.70
(4) Line Equipment Man
$ 36.35
(5) Powdermen,
Jackhammermen
$ 31.90
(6) Groundman
$ 29.59

Fringes
13.74
13.54
9.94
10.85
10.00
10.24

ELEC1245-004 06/01/2009
ALL COUNTIES EXCEPT DEL NORTE, MODOC & SISKIYOU
Rates
LINE CONSTRUCTION
(1) Lineman; Cable splicer..$
(2) Equipment specialist
(operates crawler
tractors, commercial motor
vehicles, backhoes,
trenchers, cranes (50 tons
and below), overhead &
underground distribution
line
equipment)
$
(3) Groundman
$
(4) Powderman
$

Fringes

44.47

13.11

35.52
27.17
39.71

12.07
11.82
12.23

HOLIDAYS: New Year's Day, M.L. King Day, Memorial Day,
Independence Day, Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day
and day after Thanksgiving, Christmas Day
* ELEV0008-001 01/01/2011
Rates
ELEVATOR MECHANIC

$ 56.14

Fringes
21.785

FOOTNOTE:
PAID VACATION: Employer contributes 8% of regular hourly
rate as vacation pay credit for employees with more than 5
years of service, and 6% for 6 months to 5 years of service.
PAID HOLIDAYS: New Years Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day,
Labor Day, Veterans Day, Thanksgiving Day, Friday after
Thanksgiving, and Christmas Day.
ENGI0003-008 07/01/2009
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Rates
Dredging: (DREDGING:
CLAMSHELL & DIPPER DREDGING;
HYDRAULIC SUCTION DREDGING:)
AREA 1:
(1) Leverman
$ 38.94
(2) Dredge Dozer; Heavy
duty repairman
$ 33.98
(3) Booster Pump
Operator; Deck
Engineer; Deck mate;
Dredge Tender; Winch
Operator
$ 32.86
(4) Bargeman; Deckhand;
Fireman; Leveehand; Oiler. .$ 29.56
AREA 2:
(1) Leverman
$ 40.94
(2) Dredge Dozer; Heavy
duty repairman
$ 35.98
(3) Booster Pump
Operator; Deck
Engineer; Deck mate;
Dredge Tender; Winch
Operator
$ 34.86
(4) Bargeman; Deckhand;
Fireman; Leveehand; Oiler. .$ 31.56

Fringes

22.58
22.58

22.58
22.58
22.58
22.58

22.58
22.58

AREA DESCRIPTIONS
AREA 1: ALAMEDA,BUTTE, CONTRA COSTA, KINGS, MARIN, MERCED,
NAPA, SACRAMENTO, SAN BENITO, SAN FRANCISCO, SAN JOAQUIN,
SAN MATEO, SANTA CLARA, SANTA CRUZ, SOLANO, STANISLAUS,
SUTTER, YOLO, AND YUBA COUNTIES
AREA 2: MODOC COUNTY
THE REMAINGING COUNTIES ARE SPLIT BETWEEN AREA 1 AND AREA 2
AS NOTED BELOW:
ALPINE COUNTY:
Area 1: Northernmost part
Area 2: Remainder
CALAVERAS COUNTY:
Area 1: Remainder
Area 2: Eastern part
COLUSA COUNTY:
Area 1: Eastern part
Area 2: Remainder
ELDORADO COUNTY:
Area 1: North Central part
Area 2: Remainder
FRESNO COUNTY:
Area 1: Remainder
Area 2: Eastern part
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GLENN COUNTY:
Area 1: Eastern part
Area 2: Remainder
LASSEN COUNTY:
Area 1: Western part along the Southern portion of border
with Shasta County
Area 2: Remainder
MADERA COUNTY:
Area 1: Except Eastern part
Area 2: Eastern part
MARIPOSA COUNTY
Area 1: Except Eastern part
Area 2: Eastern part
MONTERREY COUNTY
Area 1: Except Southwestern part
Area 2: Southwestern part
NEVADA COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Northern portion along the border of
Sierra County
Area 2: Remainder.
PLACER COUNTY:
Area 1: Al but the Central portion
Area 2: Remainder
PLUMAS COUNTY:
Area 1: Western portion
Area 2 .: *Remainder
SHASTA COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Northeastern corner
Area 2: Remainder
SIERRA COUNTY:
Area 1: Western part
Area 2: Remainder
SISKIYOU COUNTY:
Area 1: Central part
Area 2: Remainder
SONOMA COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Northwestern corner
Area 2: Remainder
TEHAMA COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Western border with Mendocino & Trinity
Counties
Area 2: Remainder
TRINITY COUNTY:
Area 1: East Central part and the Northeastern border with
Shasta County
Area 2: Remainder
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TUOLUMNE COUNTY:
Area 1: Except Eastern part
Area 2: Eastern part
ENGI0003-018 07/01/2010
"AREA 1" WAGE RATES ARE LISTED BELOW
"AREA 2" RECEIVES AN ADDITIONAL $2.00 PER HOUR ABOVE AREA 1
RATES.
SEE AREA DEFINITIONS BELOW

Rates
OPERATOR:
Power Equipment
(AREA 1:)
GROUP 1
GROUP 2
GROUP 3
GROUP 4
GROUP 5
GROUP 6
GROUP 7
GROUP 8
GROUP 8-A
OPERATOR:
Power Equipment
(Cranes and Attachments AREA 1:)
GROUP 1
Cranes
Oiler
Truck crane oiler
GROUP 2
Cranes
Oiler
Truck crane oiler
GROUP 3
Cranes
Hydraulic
Oiler
Truck Crane Oiler
OPERATOR:
Power Equipment
(Piledriving - AREA 1:)
GROUP 1
Lifting devices
Oiler
Truck crane oiler
GROUP 2
Lifting devices
Oiler
Truck Crane Oiler
GROUP 3
Lifting devices
Oiler
Truck Crane Oiler
GROUP 4
GROUP 5

$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Fringes

37.77
36.24
34.76
33.38
32.11
30.79
29.65
28.51
28.30

23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00

$ 38.65
$ 29.39
$ 31.68

23.00
23.00
23.00

$ 36.89
$ 29.18
$ 31.42

23.00
23.00
23.00

$
$
$
$

35.14
30.79
28.90
31.18

23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00

$ 38.99
$ 29.73
$ 32.01

23.00
23.00
23.00

$.37.17
$ 29.46
$ 31.76

23.00
23.00
23.00

$
$
$
$
$

23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00

35.49
29.24
31.47
33.72
31.08
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GROUP 6
OPERATOR:
Power Equipment
(Steel Erection - AREA 1:)
GROUP 1
Cranes
Oiler
Truck Crane Oiler
GROUP 2
Cranes
Oiler
Truck Crane Oiler
GROUP 3
Cranes
Hydraulic
Oiler
Truck Crane Oiler
GROUP 4
GROUP 5
OPERATOR:
Power Equipment
(Tunnel and Underground Work
- AREA 1:)
SHAFTS, STOPES, RAISES:
GROUP 1
GROUP 1-A
GROUP 2
GROUP 3
GROUP 4
GROUP 5
UNDERGROUND:
GROUP 1
GROUP 1-A
GROUP 2
GROUP 3
GROUP 4
GROUP 5

$ 28.85

23.00

$ 39.62
$ 30.07
$ 32.30

23.00
23.00
23.00

$ 37.85
$ 29.80
$ 32.08

23.00
23.00
23.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

36.37
31.42
29.58
31.81
34.35
33.05

23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

33.87
36.34
32.61
31.28
30.14
29.00

23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00

$
$
$
$
$
$

33.77
36.34
32.51
31.18
30.04
28.90

23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00
23.00

FOOTNOTE: Work suspended by ropes or cables, or work on a
Yo-Yo Cat: $.60 per hour additional.
POWER EQUIPMENT OPERATOR CLASSIFICATIONS
GROUP 1: Operator of helicopter (when used in erection work);
Hydraulic excavator, 7 cu. yds. and over; Power shovels,
over 7 Cu. yds.
GROUP 2: Highline cableway; Hydraulic excavator, 3-1/2 Cu.
yds. up to 7 Cu. yds.; Licensed construction work boat
operator, on site; Power blade operator (finish); Power
shovels, over 1 Cu. yd. up to and including 7 cu. yds.
M.r.C.

GROUP 3: Asphalt milling machine; Cable backhoe; Combination
backhoe and loader over 3/4 cu. yds.; Continuous flight tie
back machine assistant to engineer or mechanic; Crane
mounted continuous flight tie back machine, tonnage to
apply; Crane mounted drill attachment, tonnage to apply;
Dozer, slope brd; Gradall; Hydraulic excavator, up to 3 1/2
cu. yds.; Loader 4 cu. yds. and over; Long reach excavator;
Multiple engine scraper (when used as push pull); Power
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shovels, up to and including 1 cu. yd.; Pre-stress wire
wrapping machine; Side boom cat, 572 or larger; Track
loader 4 cu. yds. and over; Wheel excavator (up to and
including 750 cu. yds. per hour)
GROUP 4: Asphalt plant engineer/box person; Chicago boom;
Combination backhoe and loader up to and including 3/4 cu.
yd.; Concrete batch plant (wet or dry); Dozer and/or push
cat; Pull- type elevating loader; Gradesetter, grade
checker (GPS, mechanical or otherwise); Grooving and
grinding machine; Heading shield operator; Heavy-duty
drilling equipment, Hughes, LDH, Watson 3000 or similar;
Heavy-duty repairperson and/or welder; Lime spreader;
Loader under 4 cu. yds.; Lubrication and service engineer
(mobile and grease rack); Mechanical finishers or spreader
machine (asphalt, Barber-Greene and similar); Miller
Formless M-9000 slope paver or similar; Portable crushing
and screening plants; Power blade support; Roller operator,
asphalt; Rubber-tired scraper, self-loading (paddle-wheels,
etc.); Rubber- tired earthmoving equipment (scrapers); Slip
form paver (concrete); Small tractor with drag; Soil
stabilizer (P & H or equal); Spider plow and spider puller;
Tubex pile rig; Unlicensed constuction work boat operator,
on site; Timber skidder; Track loader up to 4 yds.;
Tractor-drawn scraper; Tractor, compressor drill
combination; Welder; Woods-Mixer (and other similar Pugmill
equipment)
GROUP 5: Cast-in-place pipe laying machine; Combination
slusher and motor operator; Concrete conveyor or concrete
pump, truck or equipment mounted; Concrete conveyor,
building site; Concrete pump or pumperete gun; Drilling
equipment, Watson 2000, Texoma 700 or similar; Drilling and
boring machinery, horizontal (not to apply to waterliners,
wagon drills or jackhammers); Concrete mixer/all; Person
and/or material hoist; Mechanical finishers (concrete)
(Clary, Johnson, Bidwell Bridge Deck or similar types);
Mechanical burm, curb and/or curb and gutter machine,
concrete or asphalt); Mine or shaft hoist; Portable
crusher; Power jumbo operator (setting slip-forms, etc., in
tunnels); Screed (automatic or manual); Self-propelled
compactor with dozer; Tractor with boom D6 or smaller;
Trenching machine, maximum digging capacity over 5 ft.
depth; Vermeer T-600B rock cutter or similar
GROUP 6: Armor-Coater (or similar); Ballast jack tamper;
Boom- type backfilling machine; Assistant plant engineer;
Bridge and/or gantry crane; Chemical grouting machine,
truck-mounted; Chip spreading machine operator; Concrete
saw (self-propelled unit on streets, highways, airports and
canals); Deck engineer; Drilling equipment Texoma 600,
Hughes 200 Series or similar up to and including 30 ft.
m.r.c.; Drill doctor; Helicopter radio operator;
Hydro-hammer or similar; Line master; Skidsteer loader,
Bobcat larger than 743 series or similar (with
attachments); Locomotive; Lull hi-lift or similar; Oiler,
truck mounted equipment; Pavement breaker, truck-mounted,
with compressor combination; Paving fabric installation
and/or laying machine; Pipe bending machine (pipelines
only); Pipe wrapping machine (tractor propelled and
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supported); Screed (except asphaltic concrete paving);
Self- propelled pipeline wrapping machine; Soils &
materials tester; Tractor; Self-loading chipper; Concrete
barrier moving machine
GROUP 7: Ballast regulator; Boom truck or dual-purpose
A-frame truck, non-rotating - under 15 tons; Truck-mounted
rotating telescopic boom type lifting device, Manitex or
similar (boom truck) - under 15 tons; Cary lift or similar;
Combination slurry mixer and/or cleaner; Drilling
equipment, 20 ft. and under m.r.c.; Firetender (hot plant);
Grouting machine operator; Highline cableway signalperson;
Stationary belt loader (Kolman or similar); Lift slab
machine (Vagtborg and similar types); Maginnes internal
full slab vibrator; Material hoist (1 drum); Mechanical
trench shield; Pavement breaker with or without compressor
combination); Pipe cleaning machine (tractor propelled and
supported); Post driver; Roller (except asphalt); Chip
Seal; Self-propelled automatically applied concrete curing
mahcine (on streets, highways, airports and canals);
Self-propelled compactor (without dozer); Signalperson;
Slip-form pumps (lifting device for concrete forms); Tie
spacer; Tower mobile; Trenching machine, maximum digging
capacity up to and including 5 ft. depth; Truck- type loader
GROUP 8: Bit sharpener; Boiler tender; Box operator;
Brakeperson; Combination mixer and compressor
(shotcrete/gunite); Compressor operator; Deckhand; Fire
tender; Forklift (under 20 ft.); Generator;
Gunite/shotcrete equipment operator; Hydraulic monitor; Ken
seal machine (or similar); Mixermobile; Oiler; Pump -operator; Refrigeration plant; Reservoir-debris tug (selfpropelled floating); Ross Carrier (construction site);
Rotomist operator; Self-propelled tape machine; Shuttlecar;
Self-propelled power sweeper operator (includes vacuum
sweeper); Slusher operator; Surface heater; Switchperson;
Tar pot firetender; Tugger hoist, single drum; Vacuum
cooling plant; Welding machine (powered other than by
electricity)
GROUP 8-A: Elevator operator; Skidsteer loader-Bobcat 743
series or smaller, and similar (without attachments); Mini
excavator under 25 H.P. (backhoe-trencher); Tub grinder
wood chipper

ALL CRANES AND ATTACHMENTS
GROUP 1: Clamshell and dragline over 7 cu. yds.; Crane, over
100 tons; Derrick, over 100 tons; Derrick barge
pedestal-mounted, over 100 tons; Self-propelled boom-type
lifting device, over 100 tons
GROUP 2: Clamshell and dragline over 1 cu. yd. up to and
including 7 cu. yds.; Crane, over 45 tons up to and
including 100 tons; Derrick barge, 100 tons and under;
Self-propelled boom-type lifting device, over 45 tons;
Tower crane
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GROUP 3: Clamshell and dragline up to and including 1 Cu.
yd.; Cranes 45 tons and under; Self-propelled boom-type
lifting device 45 tons and under; Boom Truck or dual
purpose A-frame truck, non-rotating over 15 tons;
Truck-mounted rotating telescopic boom type lifting device,
Manitex or similar (boom truck) over 15 tons;

PILEDRIVERS
GROUP 1: Derrick barge pedestal mounted over 100 tons;
Clamshell over 7 cu. yds.; Self-propelled boom-type lifting
device over 100 tons; Truck crane or crawler, land or barge
mounted over 100 tons
GROUP 2: Derrick barge pedestal mounted 45 tons to and
including 100 tons; Clamshell up to and including 7 Cu.
yds.; Self-propelled boom-type lifting device over 45 tons;
Truck crane or crawler, land or barge mounted, over 45 tons
up to and including 100 tons; Fundex F-12 hydraulic pile rig
GROUP 3: Derrick barge pedestal mounted under 45 tons; Selfpropelled boom-type lifting device 45 tons and under;
Skid/scow piledriver, any tonnage; Truck crane or crawler,
land or barge mounted 45 tons and under
GROUP 4: Assistant operator in lieu of assistant to engineer;
Forklift, 10 tons and over; Heavy-duty reoairperson/welder
GROUP 5: Deck engineer
GROUP 6: Deckhand; Fire tender

STEEL ERECTORS
GROUP 1: Crane over 100 tons; Derrick over 100 tons; Selfpropelled boom-type lifting device over 100 tons
GROUP 2: Crane over 45 tons to 100 tons; Derrick under 100
tons; Self-propelled boom-type lifting device over 45 tons
to 100 tons; Tower crane
GROUP 3: Crane, 45 tons and under; Self-propelled boom-type
lifting device, 45 tons and under
GROUP 4: Chicago boom; Forklift, 10 tons and over; Heavy-duty
repair person/welder
GROUP 5: Boom cat

TUNNEL AND UNDERGROUND WORK
GROUP 1-A: Tunnel bore machine operator, 20' diameter or more
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GROUP 1: Heading shield operator; Heavy-duty repairperson;
Mucking machine (rubber tired, rail or track type); Raised
bore operator (tunnels); Tunnel mole bore operator
GROUP 2: Combination slusher and motor operator; Concrete
pump or pumperete gun; Power jumbo operator
GROUP 3: Drill doctor; Mine or shaft hoist
GROUP 4: Combination slurry mixer cleaner; Grouting Machine
operator; Motorman
GROUP 5: Bit Sharpener; Brakeman; Combination mixer and
compressor (gunite); Compressor operator; Oiler; Pump
operator; Slusher operator
AREA DESCRIPTIONS:
POWER EQUIPMENT OPERATORS, CRANES AND ATTACHMENTS,TUNNEL AND
UNDERGROUND [These areas do not apply to Piledrivers and
Steel Erectors]
AREA 1: ALAMEDA, BUTTE, CONTRA COSTA, KINGS, MARIN, MERCED,
NAPA, SACRAMENTO, SAN BENITO, SAN FRANCISCO, SAN JOAQUIN, .
SAN MATEO, SANTA CLARA, SANTA CRUZ, SOLANO, STANISLAUS,
SUTTER, YOLO, AND YUBA COUNTIES
AREA 2 - MODOC COUNTY
THE REMAINING COUNTIES ARE SPLIT BETWEEN AREA 1 AND AREA 2 AS
NOTED BELOW:
ALPINE COUNTY:
Area 1: Northernmost part
Area 2: Remainder
CALAVERAS COUNTY:
Area 1: Except Eastern part
Area 2: Eastern part
COLUSA COUNTY:
Area 1: Eastern part
Area 2: Remainder
DEL NORTE COUNTY:
Area 1: Extreme Southwestern corner
Area 2: Remainder
ELDORADO COUNTY:
Area 1: North Central part
Area 2: Remainder
FRESNO COUNTY
Area 1: Except Eastern part
Area 2: Eastern part
GLENN COUNTY:
Area 1: Eastern part
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Area 2: Remainder
HUMBOLDT COUNTY:
Area 1: Except Eastern and Southwestern parts
Area 2: Remainder
LAKE COUNTY:
Area 1: Southern part
Area 2: Remainder
LASSEN COUNTY:
Area 1: Western part along the Southern portion of border
with Shasta County
Area 2: Remainder
MADERA COUNTY
Area 1: Remainder
Area 2: Eastern part
MARIPOSA COUNTY
Area 1: Remainder
Area 2: Eastern part
MENDOCINO COUNTY:
Area 1: Central and Southeastern parts
Area 2: Remainder
MONTEREY COUNTY
Area 1: Remainder
Area 2: Southwestern part
' NEVADA COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Northern portion along the border of
Sierra County
Area 2: Remainder
PLACER COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Central portion
Area 2: Remainder
PLUMAS COUNTY:
Area 1: Western portion
Area 2: Remainder
SHASTA COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Northeastern corner
Area 2: Remainder
SIERRA COUNTY:
Area 1: Western part
Area 2: Remainder
SISKIYOU COUNTY:
Area 1: Central part
Area 2: Remainder
SONOMA COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Northwestern corner
Area 2: Reaminder
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TEHAMA COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Western border with mendocino & Trinity
Counties
Area 2: Remainder
TRINITY COUNTY:
Area 1: East Central part and the Northeaster border with
Shasta County
Area 2: Remainder
TULARE COUNTY;
Area 1: Remainder
Area 2: Eastern part
TUOLUMNE COUNTY:
Area 1: Remainder
Area 2: Eastern Part
* ENGI0003-019 06/27/2011
SEE AREA DESCRIPTIONS BELOW
Rates
OPERATOR:
(LANDSCAPE
GROUP
AREA
AREA
GROUP
AREA
AREA
GROUP
AREA
AREA

Fringes

Power Equipment
WORK ONLY)
1
2
2
1
2
3
1
2

$ 28.64
$ 28.64

13.42
13.42

$ 25-04
$ 27.04

13.42
13.42

$ 20.43
$ 22.43

13.42
13.42

GROUP DESCRIPTIONS:
GROUP 1: Landscape Finish Grade Operator: All finish grade
work regardless of equipment used, and all equipment with a
rating more than 65 HP.
GROUP 2: Landscape Operator up to 65 HP: All equipment with
a manufacturer's rating of 65 HP or less except equipment
covered by Group 1 or Group 3. The following equipment
shall be included except when used for finish work as long
as manufacturer's rating is 65 HP or less: A-Frame and
Winch Truck, Backhoe, Forklift, Hydragraphic Seeder
Machine, Roller, Rubber-Tired and Track Earthmoving
Equipment, Skiploader, Straw Blowers, and Trencher 31 HP up
to 65 HP.
GROUP 3: Landscae Utility Operator: Small Rubber-Tired
Tractor, Trencher Under 31 HP.
AREA DESCRIPTIONS:
AREA 1: ALAMEDA, BUTTE, CONTRA COSTA, KINGS, MARIN, MERCED,
NAPA, SACRAMENTO, SAN BENITO, SAN FRANCISCO, SAN JOAQUIN,
SAN MATEO, SANTA CLARA, SANTA CRUZ, SOLANO, STANISLAUS,
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SUTTER, YOLO, AND YUBA COUNTIES
AREA 2 - MODOC COUNTY
THE REMAINING COUNTIES ARE SPLIT BETWEEN AREA 1 AND AREA 2 AS
NOTED BELOW:
ALPINE COUNTY:
Area 1: Northernmost part
Area 2: Remainder
CALAVERAS COUNTY:
Area 1: Except Eastern part
Area 2: Eastern part
COLUSA COUNTY:
Area 1: Eastern part
Area 2: Remainder
DEL NORTE COUNTY:
Area 1: Extreme Southwestern corner
Area 2: Remainder
ELDORADO COUNTY:
Area 1: North Central part
Area 2: Remainder
FRESNO COUNTY
Area 1: Except Eastern part
Area 2: Eastern part
GLENN COUNTY:
Area 1: Eastern part
Area 2: Remainder
HUMBOLDT COUNTY:
Area 1: Except Eastern and Southwestern parts
Area 2: Remainder
LAKE COUNTY:
Area 1: Southern part
Area 2: Remainder
LASSEN COUNTY:
Area 1: Western part along the Southern portion of border
with Shasta County
Area 2: Remainder
MADERA COUNTY
Area 1: Remainder
Area 2: Eastern part
MARIPOSA COUNTY
Area 1: Remainder
Area 2: Eastern part
MENDOCINO COUNTY:
Area 1: Central and Southeastern parts
Area 2: Remainder
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MONTEREY COUNTY
Area 1: Remainder
Area 2: Southwestern part
NEVADA COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Northern portion along the border of
Sierra County
Area 2: Remainder
PLACER COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Central portion
Area 2: Remainder
PLUMAS COUNTY:
Area 1: Western portion
Area 2: Remainder
SHASTA COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Northeastern corner
Area 2: Remainder
SIERRA COUNTY:
Area 1: Western part
Area 2: Remainder
SISKIYOU COUNTY:
Area 1: Central part
Area 2: Remainder
SONOMA COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Northwestern corner
Area 2: Reaminder
TEHAMA COUNTY:
Area 1: All but the Western border with mendocino & Trinity
Counties
Area 2: Remainder
TRINITY COUNTY:
Area 1: East Central part and the Northeaster border with
Shasta County
Area 2: Remainder
TULARE COUNTY;
Area 1: Remainder
Area 2: Eastern part
TUOLUMNE COUNTY:
Area 1: Remainder
Area 2: Eastern Part
IRON0002-004 07/01/2010
Rates
Ironworkers:
Fence Erector
Ornamental, Reinforcing
and Structural

Fringes

$ 26.58

15.26

$ 33.00

23.73
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PREMIUM PAY:
$6.00 additional per hour at the following locations:
China Lake Naval Test Station, Chocolate Mountains Naval
Reserve-Niland,
Edwards AFB, Fort Irwin Military Station, Fort Irwin Training
Center-Goldstone, San Clemente Island, San Nicholas Island,
Susanville Federal Prison, 29 Palms - Marine Corps, U.S. Marine
Base - Barstow, U.S. Naval Air Facility - Sealey, Vandenberg AFB
$4.00 additional per hour at the following locations:
Army Defense Language Institute - Monterey, Fallon Air Base,
Naval Post Graduate School - Monterey, Yermo Marine Corps
Logistics Center
$2.00 additional per hour at the following locations:
Port Hueneme, Port Mugu, U.S. Coast Guard Station - Two Rock
LAB00067-002 04/01/2010
AREA "A" - ALAMEDA, CONTRA COSTA, MARIN, SAN FRANCISCO, SAN
MATEO AND SANTA CLARA COUNTIES
AREA "B" - ALPINE, AMADOR, BUTTE, CALAVERAS, COLUSA, DEL
NORTE, EL DORADO, FRESNO, GLENN, HUMBOLDT, KINGS, LAKE, LASSEN,
MADERA, MARIPOSA, MENDOCINO, MERCED, MODOC, MONTEREY, NAPA,
NEVADA, PLACER, PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO, SAN-BENITO, SAN JOAQUIN,
SANTA CRUZ, SHASTA, SIERRA, SISKIYOU, SOLANO, SONOMA,
STANISLAUS, SUTTER, TEHAMA, TRINITY, TULARE, TUOLUMNE, YOLO AND
YUBA COUNTIES
Rates
Asbestos Removal Laborer
Areas A & B
LABORER (Lead Removal)
Area A
Area B

Fringes

$ 18.68

6.60

$ 36.25
$ 35.25

6.68
6.68

ASBESTOS REMOVAL-SCOPE OF WORK: Site mobilization; initial
site clean-up; site preparation; removal of
asbestos-containing materials from walls and ceilings; or
from pipes, boilers and mechanical systems only if they are
being scrapped; encapsulation, enclosure and disposal of
asbestos-containing materials by hand or with equipment or
machinery; scaffolding; fabrication of temporary wooden
barriers; and assembly of decontamination stations.
LAB00067-003 07/01/2009
AREA A: ALAMEDA, CONTRA COSTA, MARIN, SAN FRANCISCO, SAN MATEO
& SANTA CLARA
AREA B: ALPINE, AMADOR, BUTTE, CALAVERAS, COLUSA, DEL NORTE,
EL DORADO, FRESNO, GLENN, HUMBOLDT, KINGS, LAKE, LASSEN,
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MADERA, MARIPOSA, MENOCINO, MERCED, MODOC, MONTEREY, NAPA,
NEVADA, PLACER, PLUMAS, SANCRMENTO, SAN BENITO, SAN JOAQUIN,
SANTA CRUZ, SIERRA, SHASTA, SISKIYOU, SOLANO, SONOMA,
STANISLAUS,TEHAMA,TRINITY, TULARE, TUOLUMNE, YOLO & YUBA
• COUNTIES

Rates
LABORER (TRAFFIC CONTROL/LANE
CLOSURE)
Escort Driver, Flag Person
Area A
Area B
Traffic Control Person I
Area A
Area B
Traffic Control Person II
Area A
Area B

Fringes

$ 26.89
$ 25.89

14.93
14.93

$ 27.19
$ 26.19

14.93
14.93

$ 24.69
$ 23.69

14.93
14.93

TRAFFIC CONTROL PERSON I: Layout of traffic control, crash
cushions, construction area and roadside signage.
TRAFFIC CONTROL PERSON II: Installation and removal of
temporary/permanent signs, markers, delineators and crash
cushions.
LAB00067-006 06/28/2010
AREA "A" - ALAMEDA, CONTRA COSTA, MARIN, SAN FRANCISCO, SAN
MATEO AND SANTA CLARA COUNTIES
AREA "B" - ALPINE, AMADOR, BUTTE, CALAVERAS, COLUSA, EL
DORADO, FRESNO, GLENN, KINGS, LASSEN, MADERA, MARIPOSA, MERCED,
MODOC, MONTEREY, NAPA, NEVADA, PLACER, PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO, SAN
BENITO, SAN JOAQUIN, SANTA CRUZ, SHASTA, SIERRA, SISKIYOU,
SOLANO, SONOMA, STANISLAUS, SUTTER, TEHAMA, TRINITY, TULARE,
TUOLUMNE, YOLO AND YUBA COUNTIES
Rates

Fringes

Laborers: (CONSTRUCTION CRAFT
LABORERS - AREA A:)
Construction Specialist
Group
15.82
$ 27.84
GROUP 1
15.82
$ 27.14
$ 27.36
GROUP 1-a
15.82
$ 27.19
GROUP 1-c
15.82
GROUP 1-e
$ 27.69
15.82
$ 27.72
GROUP 1-f
15.82
GROUP 1-g (Contra Costa
$ 27.34
County)
15.82
$ 26.99
GROUP 2
15.82
$ 26.89
GROUP 3
15.82
$ 20.58
GROUP 4
15.82
See groups 1-b and 1-d under laborer classifications.
Laborers: (CONSTRUCTION CRAFT
LABORERS - AREA B:)
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Construction Specialist
Group
15.82
$ 26.84
GROUP 1
15.82
$ 26.14
GROUP 1-a
$ 26.36
15.82
GROUP 1-c
$ 26.19
15.82
GROUP 1-e
$ 26.69
15.82
GROUP 1-f
$ 26.72
15.82
GROUP 2
$ 25.99
15.82
GROUP 3
$ 25.89
15.82
GROUP 4
$ 19.58
15.82
See groups 1-b and 1-d under laborer classifications.
Laborers: (GUNITE - AREA A:)
GROUP 1
$ 28.10
15.82
GROUP 2
$ 27.60
15.82
GROUP 3
$ 27.60
15.82
GROUP 4
$ 27.60
15.82
Laborers: (GUNITE - AREA B:)
GROUP 1
$ 27.10
15.82
GROUP 2
$ 26.60
15.82
GROUP 3
$ 26.01
15.82
GROUP 4
$ 25.89
15.82
Laborers: (WRECKING - AREA A:)
GROUP 1
$ 27.14
15.82
GROUP 2
$ 26.99
15.82
Laborers: (WRECKING - AREA B:)
GROUP 1
$ 26.14
15.82
GROUP 2
$ 25.99
15.82
Landscape Laborer (GARDENERS,
HORTICULTURAL & LANDSCAPE
LABORERS - AREA A:)
(1) New Construction
$ 26.89
15.82
(2) Establishment Warranty
Period
$ 20.58
15.82
Landscape Laborer (GARDENERS,
HORTICULURAL & LANDSCAPE
LABORERS - AREA B:)
(1) New Construction
$ 25.89
15.82
(2) Establishment Warranty
Period
$ 19.58
15.82
FOOTNOTES:
Laborers working off or with or from bos'n chairs, swinging
scaffolds, belts shall receive $0.25 per hour above the
applicable wage rate. This shall not apply to workers
entitled to receive the wage rate set forth in Group 1-a
below.

LABORER CLASSIFICATIONS
CONSTRUCTION SPECIALIST GROUP: Asphalt ironer and raker;
Chainsaw; Laser beam in connection with laborers' work;
Cast-in- place manhole form setter; Pressure pipelayer;
Davis trencher - 300 or similar type (and all small
trenchers); Blaster; Diamond driller; Multiple unit drill;
Hydraulic drill
GROUP 1: Asphalt spreader boxes (all types); Barko, Wacker
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and similar type tampers; Buggymobile; Caulker, bander,
pipewrapper, conduit layer, plastic pipelayer; Certified
hazardous waste worker including Leade Abatement;
Compactors of all types; Concrete and magnesite mixer, 1/2
yd. and under; Concrete pan work; Concrete sander; Concrete
saw; Cribber and/or shoring; Cut granite curb setter;
Dri-pak-it machine; Faller, logloader and bucker; Form
raiser, slip forms; Green cutter; Headerboard, Hubsetter,
aligner, by any method; High pressure blow pipe (1-1/2" or
over, 100 lbs. pressure/over); Hydro seeder and similar
type; Jackhammer operator; Jacking of pipe over 12 inches;
Jackson and similar type compactor; Kettle tender, pot and
worker applying asphalt, lay-kold, creosote, lime, caustic
and similar type materials (applying means applying,
dipping or handling of such materials); Lagging, sheeting,
whaling, bracing, trenchjacking, lagging hammer; Magnesite,
epoxyresin, fiberglass, mastic worker (wet or dry); No
joint pipe and stripping of same, including repair of
voids; Pavement breaker and spader, including tool grinder;
Perma curb; Pipelayer (including grade checking in
connection with pipelaying); Precast-manhole setter;
Pressure pipe tester; Post hole digger, air, gas and
electric; Power broom sweeper; Power tampers of all types
(except as shown in Group 2); Ram set gun and stud gun;
Riprap stonepaver and rock-slinger, including placing of
sacked concrete and/or sand (wet or dry) and gabions and
similar type; Rotary scarifier or multiple head concrete
chipping scarifier; Roto and Ditch Witch; Rototiller;
Sandblaster, pot, gun, nozzle operators; Signalling and
rigging; Tank cleaner; Tree climber; Turbo blaster;
Vibrascreed, bull float in connection with laborers' work;
Vibrator; Hazardous waste worker (lead removal); Asbestos
and mold removal worker
GROUP 1-a: Joy drill model TWM-2A; Gardner-Denver model DH143
and similar type drills; Track driller; Jack leg driller;
Wagon driller; Mechanical drillers, all types regardless of
type or method of power; Mechanical pipe layers, all types
regardless of type or method of power; Blaster and powder;
All work of loading, placing and blasting of all powder and
explosives of whatever type regardless of method used for
such loading and placing; High scalers (including drilling
of same); Tree topper; Bit grinder
GROUP 1-b: Sewer cleaners shall receive $4.00 per day above
Group 1 wage rates. "Sewer cleaner" means any worker who
handles or comes in contact with raw sewage in small
diameter sewers. Those who work inside recently active,
large diameter sewers, and all recently active sewer
manholes shal receive $5.00 per day above Group 1 wage
rates.
GROUP 1-c: Burning and welding in connection with laborers'
work; Synthetic thermoplastics and similar type welding
GROUP 1-d: Maintenance and repair track and road beds. All
employees performing work covered herein shall receive $
.25 per hour above their regular rate for all work
performed on underground structures not specifically
covered herein. This paragraph shall not be construed to
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apply to work below ground level in open cut. It shall
apply to cut and cover work of subway construction after
the temporary cover has been placed.
GROUP 1-e: Work on and/or in bell hole footings and shafts
thereof, and work on and in deep footings. (A deep footing
is a hole 15 feet or more in depth.) In the event the
depth of the footing is unknown at the commencement of
excavation, and the final depth exceeds 15 feet, the deep
footing wage rate would apply to all employees for each and
every day worked on or in the excavation of the footing
from the date of inception.
GROUP 1-f: Wire winding machine in connection with guniting
or shot crete
GROUP 1-g, CONTRA COSTA COUNTY: Pipelayer (including grade
checking in connection with pipelaying); Caulker; Bander;
Pipewrapper; Conduit layer; Plastic pipe layer; Pressure
pipe tester; No joint pipe and stripping of same, including
repair of voids; Precast manhole setters, cast in place
manhole form setters

•

GROUP 2: Asphalt shoveler; Cement dumper and handling dry
cement or gypsum; Choke-setter and rigger (clearing work);
Concrete bucket dumper and chute; Concrete chipping and
grinding; Concrete laborer (wet or dry); Driller tender,
chuck tender, nipper; Guinea chaser (stake), grout crew;
High pressure nozzle, adductor; Hydraulic monitor (over 100
lbs. pressure); Loading and unloading, carrying and hauling
of all rods and materials for use in reinforcing concrete
construction; Pittsburgh chipper and similar type brush
shredders; Sloper; Single foot, hand-held, pneumatic
tamper; All pneumatic, air, gas and electric tools not
listed in Groups 1 through 1-f; Jacking of pipe - under 12
inches
GROUP 3: Construction laborers, including bridge and general
laborer; Dump, load spotter; Flag person; Fire watcher;
Fence erector; Guardrail erector; Gardener, horticultural
and landscape laborer; Jetting; Limber, brush loader and
piler; Pavement marker (button setter); Maintenance, repair
track and road beds; Streetcar and railroad construction
track laborer; Temporary air and water lines, Victaulic or
similar; Tool room attendant (jobsite only)

GROUP 4: Final clean-up work of debris, grounds and building
including but not limited to: street cleaner; cleaning and
washing windows; brick cleaner (jobsite only); material
cleaner (jobsite only). The classification "material
cleaner" is to be utilized under the following conditions:
A: at demolition site for the salvage of the material.
B: at the conclusion of a job where the material is to be
salvaged and stocked to be reused on another job.
C: for the cleaning of salvage material at the jobsite or
temporary jobsite yard.
The material cleaner classification should not be used in
the performance of "form stripping, cleaning and oiling
and moving to the next point of erection".
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GUNITE LABORER CLASSIFICATIONS
GROUP 1: Structural Nozzleman
GROUP 2: Nozzleman, Gunman, Potman, Groundman
GROUP 3: Reboundman
GROUP 4: Gunite laborer

WRECKING WORK LABORER CLASSIFICATIONS
GROUP 1: Skilled wrecker (removing and salvaging of sash,
windows and materials)
GROUP 2: Semi-skilled wrecker (salvaging of other building
materials)
LA800067-010 07/01/2010
Rates
Tunnel and Shaft Laborers:
GROUP 1
GROUP 2
GROUP 3
GROUP 4
GROUP 5
Shotcrete Specialist

$
$
$
$
$
$

Fringes

33.35
33.12
32.87
32.42
31.88
33.87

16.08
16.08
16.08
16.08
16.08
16.08

TUNNEL AND SHAFT CLASSIFICATIONS
GROUP 1: Diamond driller; Groundmen; Gunite and shotcrete
nozzlemen
GROUP 2: Rodmen; Shaft work & raise (below actual or
excavated ground level)
GROUP 3: Bit grinder; Blaster, driller, powdermen, heading;
Cherry pickermen - where car is lifted; Concrete finisher
in tunnel; Concrete screedman; Grout pumpman and potman;
Gunite & shotcrete gunman & potman; Headermen; High
pressure nozzleman; Miner - tunnel, including top and
bottom man on shaft and raise work; Nipper; Nozzleman on
slick line; Sandblaster - potman, Robotic Shotcrete Placer,
Segment Erector, Tunnel Muck Hauler, Steel Form raiser and
setter; Timberman, retimberman (wood or steel or substitute
materials therefore); Tugger (for tunnel laborer work);
Cable tender; Chuck tender; Powderman - primer house
GROUP 4: Vibrator operator, pavement breaker; Bull gang muckers, trackmen; Concrete crew - includes rodding and
spreading, Dumpmen (any method)
GROUP 5: Grout crew; Reboundman; Swamper/ Brakeman
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LAB00073-001 07/01/2009
Rates
Plasterer tender

$ 28.37

Fringes
14.14

LAB00139-002 07/01/2009
NAPA, SOLANO AND SONOMA COUNTIES
Rates
LABORER (Brick)
Mason Tender-Brick

$ 27.28

Fringes
14.93

LAB00185-002 07/01/2009
ALPINE, AMADOR, BUTTE, COLUSA, EL DORADO, GLENN, LASSEN, MODOC,
NEVADA, PLACER, PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO, SHASTA, SIERRA, SISKIYOU,
SUTTER, TEHAMA, TRINITY, YOLO AND YUBA COUNTIES
Rates
LABORER
Mason Tender-Brick

$ 27.03

Fringes
14.93

LAB00291-001 07/01/2009
MARIN COUNTY
Rates
LABORER
Mason Tender-Brick

$ 28.28

Fringes
14.93

PAIN0016-004 01/01/2011
MARIN, NAPA, SOLANO & SONOMA COUNTIES
Rates
Painters-

$ 32.71

Fringes
19.16

PREMIUMS:
EXOTIC MATERIALS - $0.75 additional per hour.
SPRAY WORK: - $0.50 additional per hour.
INDUSTRIAL PAINTING - $0.25 additional per hour
(Work on industrial buildings used for the manufacture and
processing of goods for sale or service; steel construction
(bridges), stacks, towers, tanks, and similar structures]
HIGH WORK:
over 50 feet - $2.00 per hour additional
100 to 180 feet - $4.00 per hour additional
Over 180 feet - $6.00 per houir additional
PAIN0016-005 01/01/2011
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ALPINE, BUTTE, COLUSA, EL DORADO (west of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains), GLENN, LASSEN (west of Hwy. 395, excluding Honey
Lake); MARIN, MODOC, NAPA, NEVADA (west of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains), PLACER (west of the Sierra Nevada Mountains),
PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO, SHASTA, SIERRA (west of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains), SISKIYOU, SOLANO, SONOMA, SUTTER, TEHAMA, TRINITY,
YOLO AND YUBA COUNTIES
Rates
DRYWALL FINISHER/TAPER

$ 36.24

Fringes
18.07

PAIN0016-007 01/01/2011
ALPINE, AMADOR, BUTTE, COLUSA. EL DORADO (west of the Sierra
Nevada Mountains), GLENN, LASSEN (west of Highway 395,
excluding Honey Lake), MODOC, NEVADA (west of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains), PLACER (west of the Sierra Nevada Mountains),
PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO, SHASTA, SIERRA (west of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains), SISKIYOU, SUTTER, TEHAMA, TRINITY, YOLO & YUBA
COUNTIES
Rates
Painters-

$ 27.78

Fringes
15.27

SPRAY/SANDBLAST: $0.50 additional per hour.
EXOTIC MATERIALS: $1.00 additional per hour.
HIGH TIME: Over 50 ft above ground or water level $2.00
additional per hour. 100 to 180 ft above ground or water
level $4.00 additional per hour. Over 180 ft above ground
or water level $6.00 additional per hour.
PAIN0016-008 01/01/2011
MARIN, NAPA, SOLANO AND SONOMA COUNTIES
Rates
SOFT FLOOR LAYER

$ 44.87

Fringes
17.41

PAIN0169-004 01/01/2011
MARIN , NAPA & SONOMA COUNTIES; SOLANO COUNTY (west of a line
defined as follows: Hwy. 80 corridor beginning at the City of
Fairfield, including Travis Air Force Base and Suisun City;
going north of Manakas Corner Rd., continue north on Suisun
Valley Rd. to the Napa County line; Hwy. 80 corridor south on
Grizzly Island Rd. to the Grizzly Island Management area)
Rates
GLAZIER

$ 41.88

Fringes
20.29

* PA1N0567-001 01/01/2011
EL DORADO COUNTY (east of the Sierra Nevada Mountains); LASSEN
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COUNTY (east of Highway 395, beginning at Stacey and including
Honey Lake); NEVADA COUNTY (east of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains); PLACER COUNTY (east of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains); AND SIERRA COUNTY (east of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains)

Rates

Fringes

Painters:
Brush and Roller
$ 23.68
Spray Painter & Paperhanger $ 24.53

9.06
9.06

PREMIUMS:
Special Coatings (Brush), and Sandblasting = $0.50/hr
Special Coatings (Spray), and Steeplejack = $1.00/hr
Special Coating Spray Steel = $1.25/hr
Swing Stage = $2.00/hr
*A special coating is a coating that requires the mixing of 2
or more products.
PA1N0567-007 07/01/2010
EL DORADO COUNTY (east of the Sierra Nevada Mountains); LASSEN
COUNTY (east of Highway 395, beginning at Stacey and including
Honey Lake); NEVADA COUNTY (east of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains); PLACER COUNTY (east of the Sierra Nevada Mountains)
AND SIERRA COUNTY (east of the Sierra Nevada Mountains)
Rates
SOFT FLOOR LAYER

$ 25.93

Fringes
10.41

PA1N0567-010 07/01/2010
EL DORADO COUNTY (east of the Sierra Nevada Mountains); LASSEN
COUNTY (east of Highway 395, beginning at Stacey and including
Honey Lake); NEVADA COUNTY (east of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains); PLACER COUNTY (east of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains); AND SIERRA COUNTY (east of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains)
Rates
Drywall
(1) Taper
(2) Steeplejack - Taper,
over 40 ft with open space
below

Fringes

$ 26.54

9.74

$ 28.04

9.79

PA1N0767-004 01/01/2011
ALPINE, AMADOR, BUTTE, COLUSA, EL DORADO, GLENN, LASSEN, MODOC,
NEVADA, PLACER, PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO, SHASTA, SIERRA, SISKIYOU,
SOLANO (Remainder), SUTTER, TEHAMA, TRINITY, YOLO, YUBA
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Rates
GLAZIER

$ 32.34

Fringes
18.49

PAID HOLIDAYS: New Year's Day, Martin Luther King, Jr. Day,
President's Day, Memorial Day, Independence Day, Labor Day,
Veteran's Day, Thanksgiving Day, and Christmas Day.
Employee rquired to wear a body harness shall receive $1.50
per hour above the basic hourly rate at any elevation.
PAIN1176-001 07/01/2009
HIGHWAY IMPROVEMENT
Rates
Parking Lot Striping/Highway
Marking:
GROUP 1
GROUP 2
GROUP 3

$ 29.44
$ 24.23
$ 24.86

Fringes

12.51
12.51
12.51

CLASSIFICATIONS
GROUP 1: Striper: Layout and application of painted traffic
stripes and marking; hot thermo plastic; tape, traffic
stripes and markings
GROUP 2: Gamecourt & Playground Installer
GROUP 3: Protective Coating, Pavement Sealing
PA1N1237-001 01/01/2011
ALPINE; COLUSA; EL DORADO (west of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains); GLENN; LASSEN (west of Highway 395, beginning at
Stacey and including Honey Lake); MODOC; NEVADA (west of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains); PLACER (west of the Sierra Nevada
Mountains); PLUMAS; SACRAMENTO; SHASTA; SIERRA (west of the
Sierra Nevada Mountains); SISKIYOU; SUTTER; TERAMA; TRINITY;
YOLO AND YUBA COUNTIES
Rates
SOFT FLOOR LAYER

$ 28.25

Fringes
15.68

PLAS0300-003 07/01/2009
Rates

Fringes

PLASTERER
AREA 295: Alpine, Amador,
Butte, Colusa, El Dorado,
Glenn, Lassen, Modoc,
Nevada, Placer, Plumas,
Sacramento, Shasta,
Sierra, Siskiyou, Solano,
Sutter, Tehema, Trinity,
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Yolo & Yuba Counties
AREA 355: Mann, Napa &
Sonoma Counties

$ 32.82

15.10

$ 32.82

15.30

PLAS0300-005 06/28/2010
Rates
CEMENT MASON/CONCRETE FINISHER.. .$ 28.65

Fringes
18.56

PLUM0038-002 07/01/2010
MARIN AND SONOMA COUNTIES
Rates
PLUMBER (Plumber,
Steamfitter, Refrigeration
Fitter)
(1) Work on wooden frame
structures 5 stories or
less excluding hgih-rise
buildings and commercial
work such as hospitals,
prisons, hotels, schools,
casinos, wastewater
treatment plants, and
resarch facilities as well
as refrigeration
pipefitting, service and
repair work - MARKET
RECOVERY RATE
(2) All other work - NEW
CONSTRUCTION RATE

Fringes

$ 46.96

34.83

$ 55.25

37.04

PLUM0038-006 07/01/2010
MARIN & SONOMA COUNTIES
Rates
Landscape/Irrigation Fitter
(Underground/Utility Fitter)

$ 46.96

Fringes
26.35

* PL0MO228-001 07/01/2011
BUTTE, COLUSA, GLENN, LASSEN, MODOC, PLUMAS, SHASTA, SIERRA,
SISKIYOU, SUTTER, TEHAMA, TRINITY & YUBA COUNTIES
Rates
PLUMBER

$ 36.20

Fringes
21.68

PL0M0343-001 07/01/2010
NAPA AND SOLANO COUNTIES
Rates
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PLUMBER/PIPEFITTER
Light Commercial
All Other Work

$ 30.60
$ 45.25

17.34
22.20

DEFINITION OF LIGHT COMMERICIAL:
Work shall include strip shopping centers, office buildings,
schools and other commercial structures which the total
plumbing bid does not exceed Two Hundred and Fifty Thousand
($250,000) and the total heating and cooling does not
exceed Two Hundred Fifty Thousand ($250,000); or Any
projects bid in phases shall not qualify unless the total
project is less than Two Hundred Fifty Thousand ($250,000)
for the plumbing bid; and Two Hundred Fifty Thousand
($250,000) for the heating and cooling bid. Excluded are
hospitals, jails, institutions and industrial projects,
regardless size of the project
FOOTNOTES: While fitting galvanized material: $.75 per hour
additional. Work from trusses, temporary staging,
unguarded structures 35' from the ground or water: $.75 per
hour additional. Work from swinging scaffolds, boatswains
chairs or similar devices: $.75 per hour additional.
PLUM0350-001 01/01/2011
EL DORADO COUNTY (Lake Tahoe area only); NEVADA COUNTY (Lake
Tahoe area only); AND PLACER COUNTY (Lake Tahoe area only)
Rates
PLUMBER/PIPEFITTER

$ 34.60

Fringes
10.50

* PLUM0355-001 07/01/2011
ALPINE, AMADOR, BUTTE, COLUSA, EL DORADO, GLENN, LASSEN, MODOC,
NAPA, NEVADA, PLACER, PLUMAS,.SACRAMENTO, SHASTA, SIERRA,
SISKIYOU, SOLANO, SUTTER, TEHAMA, TRINITY, YOLO, AND YUBA
COUNTIES
Rates
Underground Utility Worker
/Landscape Fitter

$ 28.20

Fringes
7.65

* PL0M0442-003 07/01/2011
AMADOR (South of San Joaquin River) and ALPINE COUNTIES
Rates
PLUMBER

$ 35.95

Fringes
22.18

* PLUM0447-001 07/01/2011
AMADOR (north of San Joaquin River), EL DORADO (excluding Lake
Tahoe area), NEVADA (excluding Lake Tahoe area); PLACER
(excluding Lake Tahoe area), SACRAMENTO AND YOLO COUNTIES
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Rates
PLUMBER/PIPEFITTER
Journeyman
Light Commercial Work

$ 39.82
$ 29.78

Fringes
20.30
9.57

ROOF0081-006 08/01/2009
MARIN, NAPA, SOLANO AND SONOMA COUNTIES
Rates
Roofer

$ 30.95

Fringes
12.65

ROOF0081-007 08/01/2010
ALPINE, BUTTE, COLUSA, EL DORADO, GLENN,LASSEN, MODOC, NEVADA,
PLACER, PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO, SHASTA, SIERRA, SISKIYOU, SUTTER,
TEHAMA, TRINITY, YOLO, AND YUBA COUNTIES
Rates
Roofer

$ 31.26

Fringes
10.69

SECA0483-003 01/01/2011
MARIN, NAPA, SOLANO AND SONOMA COUNTIES
Rates
SPRINKLER FITTER (Fire
Sprinklers)

$ 44.59

-Fringes
23.55

SFCA0669-003 04/01/2011
ALPINE, BUTTE; COLUSA, EL DORADO, GLENN, LASSEN, MODOC, NEVADA,
PLACER, PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO, SHASTA, SIERRA, SISKIYOU, SUTTER,
TERAMA, TRINITY, YOLO AND YUBA COUNTIES
Rates
SPRINKLER FITTER

$ 32.65

Fringes
17.75

SHEE0104-006 07/01/2009
MARIN, NAPA, SOLANO SONOMA & TRINITY COUNTIES
Rates
Sheet Metal Worker
Mechanical Contracts
$200,000 or less
All other work

$ 43.32
$ 47.73

Fringes

26.40
26.67

SHEE0104-014 07/01/2009
MARIN, NAPA, SOLANO, SONOMA AND TRINITY COUNTIES
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Rates
SHEET METAL WORKER (Metal
Decking and Siding only)

$ 33.43

Fringes
24.31

SHEE0162-006 01/01/2011
AMADOR, COLUSA, EL DORADO, NEVADA, PLACER, SACRAMENTO, SUTTER,
YOLO AND YUBA COUNTIES
Rates
SHEET METAL WORKER

$ 37.76

Fringes
23.96

SHEE0162-007 01/01/2011
AlPINE COUNTY
Rates
SHEET METAL WORKER

$ 33.71

Fringes
21.88

SHEE0162-008 01/01/2011
BUTTE, COLUSA, EL DORADO, GLENN, LASSEN, MODOC, NEVADA, PLACER,
PLUMAS, SACRAMENTO, SHASTA, SIERRA, SISKIYOU, SUTTER, TEHAMA,
YOLO AND YUBA COUNTIES
Rates
Sheet Metal Worker (Metal
decking and siding only) ..... ....$ 37.76

Fringes
23.96

SHEE0162-014 01/01/2010
BUTTE, GLENN, LASSEN, MODOC, PLUMAS, SHASTA, SIERRA, SISKIYOU
AND TEHAMA COUNTIES
Rates

Fringes

SHEET METAL WORKER

Mechanical Jobs $200,000 &
under

$ 28.96

22.70

$ 37.76

23.96

Mechanical Jobs over
$200,000
TEAM0094-001 07/01/2009
Rates
Truck drivers:
GROUP 1
GROUP 2
GROUP 3
GROUP 4
GROUP 5

$
$
$
$
$

27.13
27.43
27.73
28.08
28.43
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FOOTNOTES:
Articulated dump truck; Bulk cement spreader (with or without
auger); Dumperete truck; Skid truck (debris box); Dry
pre-batch concrete mix trucks; Dumpster or similar type;
Slurry truck: Use dump truck yardage rate.
Heater planer; Asphalt burner; Scarifier burner; Industrial
lift truck (mechanical tailgate); Utility and clean-up
truck: Use appropriate rate for the power unit or the
equipment utilized.
TRUCK DRIVER CLASSIFICATIONS
GROUP 1: Dump trucks, under 6 yds.; Single unit flat rack (2axle unit); Nipper truck (when flat rack truck is used
appropriate flat rack shall apply); Concrete pump truck
(when flat rack truck is used appropriate flat rack shall
apply); Concrete pump machine; Fork lift and lift jitneys;
Fuel and/or grease truck driver or fuel person; Snow buggy;
Steam cleaning; Bus or personhaul driver; Escort or pilot
car driver; Pickup truck; Teamster oiler/greaser and/or
serviceperson; Hook tender (including loading and
unloading); Team driver; Tool room attendant (refineries)
GROUP 2: Dump trucks, 6 yds. and under 8 yds.; Transit
mixers, through 10 yds.; Water trucks, under 7,000 gals.;
Jetting trucks, under 7,000 gals.; Single-unit flat rack
(3-axle unit); Highbed heavy duty transport; Scissor truck;
Rubber-tired muck car (not self-loaded); Rubber-tired truck
jumbo; Winch truck and "A" frame drivers; Combination winch
truck with hoist; Road oil truck or bootperson;
Buggymobile; Ross, Hyster and similar straddle carriers;
Small rubber-tired tractor
GROUP 3: Dump trucks, 8 yds. and including 24 yds.; Transit
mixers, over 10 yds.; Water trucks, 7,000 gals. and over;
Jetting trucks, 7,000 gals. and over; Vacuum trucks under
7500 gals. Trucks towing tilt bed or flat bed pull
trailers; Lowbed heavy duty transport; Heavy duty transport
tiller person; Self- propelled street sweeper with
self-contained refuse bin; Boom truck - hydro-lift or
Swedish type extension or retracting crane; P.B. or similar
type self-loading truck; Tire repairperson; Combination
bootperson and road oiler; Dry distribution truck (A
bootperson when employed on such equipment, shall receive
the rate specified for the classification of road oil
trucks or bootperson); Ammonia nitrate distributor, driver
and mixer; Snow Go and/or plow
GROUP 4: Dump trucks, over 25 yds. and under 65 yds.; Water
pulls - DW 10's, 20's, 21's and other similar equipment
when pulling Aqua/pak or water tank trailers; Helicopter
pilots (when transporting men and materials); Lowbedk Heavy
Duty Transport up to including 7 axles; DW10's, 20's, 21's
and other similar Cat type, Terra Cobra, LeTourneau Pulls,
Tournorocker, Euclid and similar type equipment when
pulling fuel and/or grease tank trailers or other
miscellaneous trailers; Vacuum Trucks 7500 gals and over
and truck repairman
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GROUP 5: Dump trucks, 65 yds. and over; Holland hauler; Low
bed Heavy Duty Transport over 7 axles
WELDERS - Receive rate prescribed for craft performing
operation to which welding is incidental.
Unlisted classifications needed for work not included within
the scope of the classifications listed may be added after
award only as provided in the labor standards contract clauses
(29CFR 5.5 (a) (1) (ii)).

In the listing above, the "SU" designation means that rates
listed under the identifier do not reflect collectively
bargained wage and fringe benefit rates. Other designations
indicate unions whose rates have been determined to be
prevailing.

WAGE DETERMINATION APPEALS PROCESS
1.) Has there been an initial decision in the matter? This can
be:
*
*
*
*

an existing published wage determination
a survey underlying a wage determination
a Wage and Hour Division letter setting forth a position on
a wage determination matter
a conformance (additional classification and rate) ruling

On survey related matters, initial contact, including requests
for summaries of surveys, should be with the Wage and Hour
Regional Office for the area in which the survey was conducted
because those Regional Offices have responsibility for the
Davis-Bacon survey program. If the response from this initial
contact is not satisfactory, then the process described in 2.)
and 3.) should be followed.
With regard to any other matter not yet ripe for the formal
process described here, initial contact should be with the
Branch of Construction Wage Determinations. Write to:
Branch of Construction Wage Determinations
Wage and Hour Division
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20210
2.) If the answer to the question in 1.) is yes, then an
interested party (those affected by the action) can request
review and reconsideration from the Wage and Hour Administrator
(See 29 CFR Part 1.8 and 29 CFR Part 7). Write to:
Wage and Hour Administrator
U.S. Department of Labor
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200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20210
The request should be accompanied by a full statement of the
interested party's position and by any information (wage
payment data, project description, area practice material,
etc.) that the requestor considers relevant to the issue.
3.) If the decision of the Administrator is not favorable, an
interested party may appeal directly to the Administrative
Review Board (formerly the Wage Appeals Board). Write to:
Administrative Review Board
U.S. Department of Labor
200 Constitution Avenue, N.W.
Washington, DC 20210
4.) All decisions by the Administrative Review Board are final.

END OF GENERAL DECISION
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